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Abstract

Abstract
This thesis considers how to speed up the execution of functional programs using
parallel execution, load distribution, and speculative evaluation. This is an important
challenge given the increasing complexity of software systems, the decreasing cost of
individual processors, and the appropriateness of the functional paradigm for
parallelisation.
Processor speeds are continuing to climb — but the magnitudes of increase are
overridden by both the increasing complexity of software and the escalating expectation
of users. Future gains in speed are likely to occur through the combination of today’s
conventional uni-processors to form loosely-coupled multicomputers. Parallel program
execution can theoretically provide linear speed-ups, but for this theoretical benefit to
be realised two main hurdles must be overcome. The first of these is the identification
and extraction of parallelism within the program to be executed. The second hurdle is
the runtime management and scheduling of the parallel components to achieve the
speed-up without slowing the execution of the program.
Clearly a lot of work can be done by the programmer to ‘parallelise’ the algorithm.
There is often, however, much parallelism available without significant effort on the
part of the programmer. Functional programming languages and compilers have
received much attention in the last decade for the contributions possible in parallel
executions. Since the semantics of languages from the functional programming
paradigm manifest the Church-Rosser property (that the order of evaluation of subPage iii
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expressions does not affect the result), sub-expressions may be executed in parallel.
The absence of side-effects and the lack of state facilitate the availability of expressions
suitable for concurrent evaluation. Unfortunately, such expressions may involve
varying amounts of computation or require high amounts of data — both of which
complicate the management of parallel execution.
If the future of computation is through the formation of multicomputers, we are faced
with the high probability that the number of available processing units will quickly
outweigh the known parallelism of an algorithm at any given moment during execution.
Intuitively this spare processing power should be utilised if possible. The premise of
speculative evaluation is that it employs otherwise idle tasks on work that may prove
beneficial. The more program components available for execution the greater the
opportunity for speculation and potentially the quicker the program’s result may be
obtained.
The second impediment for the parallel execution of programs is the scheduling of
program components for evaluation. Multicomputer execution of a program involves
the allocation of program components among the available tasks to maximise
throughput. We present a decentralised, speculation-cognate, load distribution
algorithm that allocates and manages the distribution of program components among
the tasks with the co-aim of minimising the impact on tasks executing program
components known to be required.
In this dissertation we present our implementation of minimal-impact speculative
evaluation in the context of the functional programming language Haskell augmented
with a number of primitives for the indication of useful parallelism. We expound four
(two quantitative and two qualitative) novel schemes for expressing the initial
speculative contribution of program components and provide a translation mechanism
to illustrate the equivalence of the four.
The implementation is based on the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) version 0·29 —
the de facto standard for parallel functional programming research — and strives to
minimise the runtime overhead of managing speculative evaluation. We have
augmented the Graph reduction for a Unified Machine model (GUM) runtime system
with our load distribution algorithm and speculative evaluation sub-system. Both are
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motivated by the need to facilitate speculative evaluation without adversely impacting
on program components directly influencing the program’s result.
Experiments have been undertaken using common benchmark programs. These
programs have been executed under sequential, conservative parallel, and speculative
parallel evaluation to study the overheads of the runtime system and to show the
benefits of speculation. The results of the experiments conducted using an emulated
multicomputer add evidence of the usefulness of speculative evaluation in general and
effective speculative evaluation in particular.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1·1 Motivation
1·1·1 The Problem
There is a fundamental desire to obtain computationally derived results as fast as
possible. There are two clear approaches to satiate this desire: build a bigger, faster
computer that is capable of solving the task at hand, or combine existing computers
together so that through cooperation these computers can form a larger virtual
computer capable of solving the program more quickly. Given the plethora of
computers already in existence in the home, office, and in laboratories, not to mention
the relatively low cost of a ‘typical’ computer, there is little doubt that the financial cost
of combining a number of existing machines is far outweighed by the expense of
purchasing a single super-computer of significant complexity.
If the utilisation of a virtual computer with multiple processing elements1 is to be
explored, schemes must be developed to identify program components able to be
executed by the independent processing elements. These components must be
delivered to the processing elements in timely fashion and the intermediate results must
be combined to provide superior throughput. The examination of each aspect of this

1

The term processing element is used to represent a processor capable of general computation implemented

in hardware.
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process will be presented in this document with the goal of delivering a system that
enables the parallel2 evaluation of programs in a manner that minimises processing
overhead and hence execution times.

1·1·2 The Solution
1·1·2·1

Philosophy

Networked computing potentially provides very high computational power. Today, the
typical desktop machine can perform computation at significant speed — and today,
many computers are networked. The linking of these computers in a closer fashion to
provide a larger, virtual computer is both desirable and possible. This has been
attempted at a number of levels including: Wisdom [Murray 1990] which simulates the
virtual computer at the operating system level and GUM [Hammond, Loidl, Mattson,
Partridge, Peyton Jones, and Trinder unpub. a; Trinder, Hammond, Mattson, Partridge,
and Peyton Jones 1996; Hammond, Mattson, Partridge, Peyton Jones, and Trinder
1995; Dermoudy 1996b] which simulates the virtual computer at the function call and
arithmetic expression level. Efficiently utilising the power of all available processing
elements, however, is complicated and fraught with problems. The amount of
parallelism available in an algorithm must be identified, extracted, and exploited for
maximum benefit. Unfortunately, this may give rise to delays due to communication
latency and result in processing element idleness if the amount of parallelism extant in
the problem is less than the number of available processing elements. A major problem
is the identification of the computation that may be undertaken by a processing element
during periods of inactivity.

1·1·2·2

Language

For maximum application, general-purpose computers should be used for generalpurpose computing. It has long been argued [Backus 1978] that imperative
programming is an inappropriate paradigm for parallel computation. The bottleneck of
centralised state in conjunction with the presence of side-effect laden statements
seriously constrains the identification and isolation of the potential parallelism inherent

2

The terms concurrent and parallel will be used consistently with the definitions given in [Hammond and

Michaelson 1999]. Concurrent evaluation involves multiple independent processes working on different
activities simultaneously. Parallel evaluation involves cooperating processes working on a single activity.
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in many algorithms. The functional programming paradigm, conversely, is free of sideeffects, is not restricted by the bottleneck of centralised state, and hence supports the
flexible evaluation of sub-expressions in any order; indeed the Church-Rosser property
that evaluation of program sub-parts in any order yields a unique answer holds
[Barendregt 1984].
Functional programs inherently possess many opportunities for parallel evaluation and
are ideal tools for programming multicomputers. The programmer is relieved of the
burden of specifying parallelism as this can be inferred by the compiler [Peyton Jones
1989]. Opportunities for parallel evaluation include: elements of an arithmetic
expression, parameters of functions, alternative statements of conditionals, and
elements of finite or infinite lists.

1·1·2·3

Architecture

Given a parallel machine, the concurrent threads making up the program can be
distributed to all the available processing elements. In an environment in which
autonomous processing elements possessing local memories are connected by a
network, communication of values and program fragments must occur between the
processing elements in order to execute the program. Secondly, there must be a
runtime system that allocates these fragments to the processing elements to ensure the
evaluation of the program and the provision of the result. Such an algorithm is termed
a load distribution algorithm. In a shared environment (one in which all processing
elements have access to a global memory) such complexities are not present — but it
has been shown [Goldberg 1988] that such architectures do not scale-up adequately due
to the increased contention for the memory bus.
There is no need to pursue a single thread of execution in a parallel system. In fact, if
the number of processing elements exceeds the number of threads requiring execution,
it is advantageous to employ these excess processing elements on other work. Hence,
the runtime system could speculate that certain fragments of the program may contribute
to the overall outcome and migrate these speculative fragments to idle processing
elements. Further, a priority scheme could be included which assigns a measure of
‘importance’ or ‘potential usefulness’ to each thread, indicating how closely it relates to
the final program result. This scheme could also indicate a migration desirability that
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considers the amount of work contained within a thread and additionally an estimate of
a thread’s data dependence.
Flynn [Flynn 1972] identified four categories of computational hardware architecture:
uni-processor machines, pipeline machines (where a single data stream flows
synchronously through an array of processors), massively parallel architectures (where
multiple processors synchronously execute the same instruction on different data
values), and flexible parallel architectures (where multiple processors can execute
differing instructions on independent data values). More will be said about each
architecture in Chapter Two; suffice it to say that the latter category is the only category
capable of general-purpose parallel programming.

1·1·3 Alternatives
1·1·3·1

Paradigm

When writing a program for a uni-processor, program development consists of
algorithm development; the challenge is to implement a software solution to the
problem. Through the use of high-level languages, the programmer gives little if any
direct thought to the underlying machine model or physical hardware.
Writing software to be executed on a computer possessing multiple processing
elements, however, is a different matter. In many programming languages and
paradigms, the parallel programmer must devise two solutions within one:
• an algorithm for solving the original problem; and
• a mapping of sections of code identified by the programmer as suitable for
parallel execution onto the underlying hardware.
If the issues of parallel programming are not able to be shouldered by the compiler, the
author of the parallel program must manage them. These issues include: which pieces
of his/her code can be executed in parallel, whether the size of these code segments
warrants their parallel execution, where in the code data dependencies reside, what
critical regions exist, and how the sections of the program identified for parallel
execution should be allocated to the underlying hardware.
The choice of programming language paradigm may offer some general assistance — a
programming language intrinsically mired in the assignment of values to memory
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locations emphasises the problems outlined above. Functional languages can provide
an escape from these problems.
There are many who argue the virtues of functional programming languages e.g. Backus
[Backus 1978], Hughes [Hughes 1989], Roe [Roe 1991], and Hammond and Michaelson
[Hammond and Michaelson 1999] and it is not an aim of this thesis to introduce the
reader to functional languages or to propagandise in an area oft the realm of religionlike debate. (The reader is referred to a review by Hudak [Hudak 1989], to Michaelson,
Hammond, and Clack [Michaelson, Hammond, and Clack 1999], or to texts by Bird
[Bird 1998], Bird and Wadler [Bird and Wadler 1988], or Field and Harrison [Field and
Harrison 1988] for an insight into functional programming.)
Functional programming languages do, however, provide an expedient vehicle for
investigating the thesis since they possess a number of features that facilitate the
avoidance of many of the problems given above. The paradigm and language of
functional programming is the topic of Chapter Two but two features of functional
programming require early mention:
• functional programs are free of side effects (and are referentially transparent); and
• many functional language implementations are lazy, and evaluation of function
arguments, sub-expressions, and list elements is deferred until the value is actually
required.
The combination of these two features yields a program where many unevaluated
components exist, which, due to the absence of side-effects, may be evaluated in any
order. Given a computer with multiple processing elements, the spare processing
capacity could be applied to evaluate the surplus parallel components — but which ones
should be chosen? Some indication of the usefulness of each to the program’s outcome
would assist in the allocation of these components to processing elements.

1·1·3·2

Parallelism

There are essentially two ways that useful parallelism may be identified in a functional
language: compile time analysis that deduces which pieces of the functional program may
be executed simultaneously (for example, function arguments and list elements), and
program annotations which advise the runtime system to concurrently execute fragments of
the program.
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There are two schemes for evaluating a functional program concurrently: conservative
evaluation and speculative evaluation [Peyton Jones 1989]. Under the former, code
fragments are only executed when it is certain that the value of the expression is
required, i.e. lazy semantics hold. An example of the use of concurrent evaluation under
the conservative evaluation scheme is given in Figure 1·1.
f :: a -> a -> a -> a
f x y z = if (x < y) then y else z
Figure 1·1: An example function.

The function declared in Figure 1·1 clearly requires the values of x and y. z, however, is
only required if x ≥ y; there is then, no definite need to evaluate z. When the function
f is applied to arguments, conservative evaluation dictates that the values of x and y —

if either is needed — may be calculated simultaneously (if the result of f is required).
Such usage information could be obtained through strictness analysis (e.g. [Wright
1992]).
Under a speculative evaluation scheme, laziness is usurped by eager concurrent
evaluation of expressions when there is some likelihood that the values of those
expressions will be needed. In the example of Figure 1·1, all three arguments could be
evaluated concurrently if sufficient computing resources were available. Note that
although speculative evaluation can provide benefits, it also includes a number of
complications:
• there is only a finite number of processing elements, hence there are now
expressions whose value is required competing against expressions whose value
may be required;
• it may be the case that some speculative expressions will be found not to be
required (irrelevant), and these must be de-scheduled and terminated;
• it may be the case that some speculative expressions will be found to be necessary
and the evaluation of these expressions should be expedited; and
• speculative evaluations may raise exceptions or diverge — neither of which
should affect the outcome of the program.
A number of distributed parallel functional language implementations (e.g. GRIP
[Hammond and Peyton Jones 1992], Concurrent Clean [Nöcker, Smetsers, van Eekelen,
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and Plasmeijer 1991; Plasmeijer, van Eekelen, Pil, and Serrarens 1999], Eden [Breitinger,
Klusik, and Loogen 1998; Peña and Rubio 2001], GUM [Trinder et al. 1996; Hammond
et al. 1995; Hammond, Loidl, et al. unpub. a]), and GranSim [Loidl 1998] incorporate
limited speculative evaluation. The reader is referred to Chapter Six for a review.

1·2 Aims
Parallel evaluation has many constituents: algorithm, language, architecture, topology,
evaluation strategy, and load distribution. This thesis describes investigations into each
major aspect and presents the components of an implementation of the efficient parallel
execution of the functional programming language Haskell.
The system presented here aims to increase throughput and decrease wall clock
execution time. In order for this to happen faster hardware must be used, a different
algorithm must be implemented, and/or the runtime system under which the
algorithm’s implementation is evaluated must be modified.
The aim of this thesis is to develop an efficient strategy for handling speculative
evaluation and load distribution on a multicomputer for the execution of functional
programs. Through experimentation on a virtual multicomputer, it will be shown that
speculative evaluation and effective prioritised load distribution are beneficial
components of a runtime system, and, to a lesser extent, that program annotations are a
useful, flexible, and natural approach for concurrency identification in a computer
program.
This aim will be realised on the test-bed architecture if the execution times for a number
of ‘typical’ programs can be reduced through the inclusion of such mechanisms.

1·3 Overview
The results of experiments conducted on a modified implementation of a compiler
(GHC [Hall, Hammond, Partain, Peyton Jones, and Wadler 1992; AQUA 1996]) for an
expanded GPH language [Trinder, Barry, Davis, Hammond, Junaidu, Klusic, Loidl, and
Peyton Jones 1998 and unpub.] (an extension of Haskell [Hudak, Peyton Jones, Wadler,
Boutel, Fairbairn, Fasel, Guzmán, Hammond, Hughes, Johnsson, Kieburtz, Nikhil,
Partain, and Peterson 1992; Michaelson et al. 1999]) running a modified distributed
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runtime system (GUM [Trinder et al. 1996; Hammond et al. 1995; Hammond, Loidl, et
al. unpub. a]) are presented. This system runs on a SPARCstation-20 running SunOS
5·5·13 and utilises PVM [Geist, Beguelin, Dongarra, Jiang, Manchek, and Sunderam
1994] to facilitate computation between distributed processing elements.
There are four fronts to the work presented here:
• parallelism indication — five annotations have been added to the GPH language
to control the priority of the evaluation of an expression, the processing element
on which an expression should be evaluated, and the manner in which a subexpression should be scheduled in relation to other sub-expressions of the same
expression. Four schemes (two qualitative and two quantitative) are also
presented for priority representation;
• scheduling — the scheduler has been modified to maximise load distribution and
to pre-emptively execute related sub-expressions in a round-robin manner;
• speculative evaluation — GUM’s conservative evaluation mechanism has been
replaced with a low-overhead, prioritised, speculative evaluation engine; and
• load distribution — GUM’s original “fishing” load distributor has been replaced
with a decentralised, non-intrusive, priority cognisant adaptive hybrid
sender/receiver-initiated load distributor that implements spark percolation.
The test programs have been drawn from a suite of test programs (NoFib [Partain
1992]) commonly used, cited, and recommended [Michaelson and Hammond 1999] for
(parallel and non-parallel) functional programming research and benchmarking. Ten
test programs have been selected representing a wide range of programming attributes:
list processing, input/output, parsing, computation, and differing forms of parallelism.
This has been done in an effort to evaluate the impact of the above changes on
different aspects of computation.
The (average) execution time of each program run under four different schemes
(sequential execution, parallel execution under the original GUM runtime system,
parallel execution under a prioritised GUM runtime system with fishing load

3

SPARCstation is a trademark of SPARC International, Inc. and SunOS is a trademark of Sun

Microsystems Inc.
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distribution, and parallel execution under a prioritised GUM runtime system with spark
percolation load distribution) have been measured. The activities of garbage collection
and speculative evaluation have also been examined; the results are graphed and
analysed, and the observations presented.

1·4 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis document consists of twelve chapters and two appendices.
In the next chapter functional programming in general and parallel functional
programming in particular are introduced. The discourse includes inherent parallelism,
granularity, parallelism specification, and hardware used for the evaluation of functional
programming languages.
In Chapter Three the concepts of conservative and speculative evaluation are explained
together with their pitfalls and consequences. Four novel annotation schemes for
indicating the location of useful parallelism within a program together with mappings
between them are also presented.
Chapter Four contains a presentation of load distribution approaches and is prefaced by
a discussion of software and hardware architectures that serves to motivate the need for
load distribution.
The implementation infrastructure is presented in Chapter Five with detail on Haskell,
GPH, GHC, GUM, and PVM.
Chapter Six reviews and acknowledges the work conducted by others. There are three
sections that deal with (conservative) parallel functional programming, speculative
evaluation in a functional programming context, and load distribution respectively.
Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine outline the contributions to the field made by this
thesis. Chapters Seven and Eight contains the details of a prioritised speculative
evaluator while in Chapter Nine the components and operation of a load distribution
scheme, spark percolation, are presented.
Chapter Ten documents the one hundred and thirty six experiments conducted and
presents the results. Listings of the programs executed are available at [Partain 1997];
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the raw results are available in the appendices. Chapter Ten concludes with a discussion
of the results.
Chapter Eleven serves as a summary and highlights the contributions made.
Information on areas of the work worthy of a complementary focus is also presented.
Chapter Twelve lists the works cited in this thesis.
As already indicated, the appendices contain the full results of the experiments
conducted. Appendix One contains the raw results of the experiments conducted on
the ten (unaltered) benchmark programs. Appendix Two contains the raw results of the
experiments conducted on sequential versions of the parallel subset of benchmark
programs.
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Chapter Two: Parallelism in Functional

Programs

2·1 The Functional Programming Paradigm
2·1·1 ‘Horses for Courses’
The algorithm for solving a problem depends upon the nature of the problem. Hence
the algorithms devised and employed for general-purpose computing vary widely.
Many algorithms contain sections that may be executed concurrently with other
sections. Unfortunately, the translation of an algorithm into a program often results in
a poor match since:
• language constructs for parallelism are either absent from the language, awkward
for small-grained parallelism, and/or restrictive; or
• all parallelism must be explicitly identified by the programmer.
To maximise the opportunities for parallel evaluation, the programmer, therefore,
would be best served by a programming language that not only allows simple
identification of maximal parallelism, but which allows this identification in a way that
does not hinder the development of the algorithm.

2·1·2 Paradigms
Popular general-purpose languages fall into two categories: imperative and declarative.
Imperative languages can generally be further categorised as procedural or objectPage 11
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oriented. The common procedural languages include Pascal [Findlay and Watt 1985], C
[Kernighan and Ritchie 1988], Modula-2 [Sale 1986], Fortran [Clark and Wilson 1988],
and COBOL [Stern and Stern 1985]. None of these languages offer concurrency
primitives as part of the language. A few (notably C and Pascal) have library or
language extensions that enable parallel execution but for efficiency this provides
coarse-grained parallelism (see Section 2·5) and needs explicit user specification. Most
often these factors necessitate the redesign of the algorithm and complicate its
translation into a program.
The object-oriented imperative languages include Smalltalk [Goldberg and Robson
1983], C++ [Stroustrup 1987], Java [Arnold and Gosling 1996], Ada4 [Gehani 1984],
and Simula [Nygaard and Dahl 1978]. Some object-oriented languages (e.g. Simula) have
no provision for concurrency, others (e.g. C++) have library extensions à la C and
Pascal. Ada and Java offer powerful concurrency primitives in the language but these
are constrained by the scourge of imperative programming: the management of state.
Each concurrent task executes with shared variables. Consequently each task must
manage shared access to variables and synchronise/rendezvous at critical points
throughout execution (which includes task termination).
Declarative programming languages include logic languages and functional languages.
Logic programming languages are often based around the principle of proving
predicates through the simplification of expressions via the relationships between
known axioms. The main logic language is Prolog [Sterling and Shapiro 1986].
Functional programming languages lack state, are referentially transparent, and
inherently possess many opportunities for parallel evaluation [Backus 1978]. Examples
of functional programming languages include Haskell [Hudak et al. 1992; Michaelson et
al. 1999], Miranda [Turner 1985 and 1986], Eden [Breitinger, Loogen, Ortega-Mallén,
and Peña 1997; Peña and Rubio 2001] and LML [Augustsson 1987]. There are also
object-oriented functional languages, for example Bla [van Oortmerssen 1996],
CLOVER [Clack and Brain 1996; Braine and Clack 1997] and Objective Caml [Leroy,
Doligez, Garrigue, Rémy, and Vouillon 2001].
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No syntactic constructs are necessary to identify parallelism in a functional program,
and no complex mechanisms are required for synchronisation et cetera. As functional
programs are free from side-effects, a sub-expression can be executed in any order since
its execution cannot affect the value of any other sub-expressions of the expression(s)
in which it occurs.
Parallel implementations of functional languages continue to receive increasing
attention by researchers. (Three references in particular are recommended. A
consolidation of current research directions is presented in [Hammond and Michaelson
1999] and an excellent— although now slightly dated — review by Hammond
[Hammond 1994] is also valuable. Schreiner [Schreiner unpub.] has also compiled an
extensive annotated bibliography.) This attention is due to a number of factors
including the limit of affordable sequential computer performance and the need to
develop software for emerging multiprocessors and multicomputers.
Functional programming languages are arguably the most suited to such hardware
platforms because of their clean semantics [Barandregt 1984; Peyton Jones 1987]. The
programmer needs only to express the algorithm in executable form and the
concurrency can be inferred (in array/list element calculation, function argument
evaluation, conditional expression evaluation, evaluation of operands to operators, or
sub-expression evaluation). The most useful parallelism can be identified through static
analysis of granularity, or by programmer directives to the compiler or runtime system
based on either guess-work, program inspection, or execution history.
Furthermore, the programmer does not (in theory) need to concern himself/herself
with the details of identifying sufficiently sized parallel portions of code, their placement
on the ever-present hardware, and their synchronisation with other code fragments, as
the compiler should be able to deduce the first, and hopefully manage the second (since
the third is not relevant).

4

Ada is actually object-based rather than object-oriented, but the distinction does not need to be made

here.
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The reader is referred to [Gelernter 1986; Baldwin 1987; Bal, Steiner, and Tanenbaum
1989; Ben-Ari 1990] for additional discussions of parallel programming contexts and
paradigms.

2·2 Inherent Parallelism
Due to the absence of side-effects much inherent concurrency is visible in functional
programs. Sources for parallel execution include:
• arguments to functions;
• the generation of list elements; and
• sub-components of arithmetic expressions.
Each program component capable of concurrent execution is a thread. Each concurrent
reduction process is a task. (The mapping between tasks to processing elements may be
one-to-one, or the number of tasks may exceed the number of processing elements.)
From the plethora of available expressions, an allocation of threads to tasks must be
made. The most appropriate thread must be chosen for execution, leaving the others
for later. In fact, some threads need not be scheduled at all. Consider the following
conditional:
if p then x else y

If the predicate p evaluates to True then the value of y is not necessary to the
statement’s outcome; on the other hand, if p is a falsehood then the value of expression
x is not required.

As a second example consider the following list expression:
g p = [j | j <- [1..], p j]

It is quite feasible for each of the elements of the infinite list of positive numbers to be
part of a different thread responsible for checking the truth of the predicate and
returning either a new element for the list or not; whether this devolution is worthwhile
depends upon the complexity of the predicate function p.
Finally, consider the following well-known arithmetic expression:
(-b+sqrt(b*b – 4*a*c))/(2*a)

Each sub-component of this expression may be executed in parallel as it is semantically
impossible for the evaluation of a, b, or c to have a side-effect that will alter the result
of any other sub-expression.
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2·3 Graph Reduction
Many functional language evaluators (including the GHC compiler [Hall et al. 1992;
AQUA 1996]) conceptually represent the functional program as a graph in which
functions/values are the vertices and edges represent the relationship of function
application and connect a function with its arguments. As evaluation of the graph
proceeds, the graph is rewritten by replacing those parts of the graph that have been
computed with their result — thus simplifying the graph. The graph is progressively
reduced due to the rewriting; the process is called graph reduction5 [Peyton Jones 1987;
Michaelson et al. 1999]. The first implementation of graph reduction was by Turner
[Turner 1979].
Within an implementation, a node is represented as a cell or closure which contains the
values conceptually represented in the graph node plus other implementation-facilitating
information, such as a type field (tag), and various other fields depending upon the value
of the tag. Examples include: a literal value, an argument count, and a list of pointers to
(addresses of) parameters [Peyton Jones 1987]. More about the structure of a closure in
the GHC compiler may be found in Chapter Five.
Evaluation of the user’s program utilising graph reduction occurs by mapping threads
that refer to closures to tasks that perform the evaluation. This mapping is dependent
upon a number of runtime policies (discussed in Chapter Four) but ultimately is
dictated by the hardware architecture.

2·4 Software and Hardware Architectures
2·4·1 Processor and Memory Models
A computer may have a single processor or multiple processors. Analogously, a
computer may possess a single bank or multiple banks of memory, and where there are
multiple processors these may share memory or may be completely de-coupled such

5

Graph rewriting [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993] is similar to graph reduction. Technically, there are

two differences [Hammond 2000]. Firstly, graph rewriting may reduce reduxes that are not the root.
Secondly there is no strong normal form under graph rewriting. These differences are superfluous here.
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that a processor and memory pair is connected to one or more other processor and
memory pair(s), by some interconnection network.
In 1972 Flynn [Flynn 1972] proposed a computer taxonomy that comprised four
categories that are the basis for current classification and terminology. Each category
will now be introduced.

2·4·1·1

SISD Machines

The first category contains those computers possessing a single processing element and
are the so-called Single Instruction Single Data (SISD) machines. Clearly uniprocessors limit the parallelism extant in the algorithm — a single processor is capable
of executing only a single task at any point in time and hence sequential evaluation is the
order of the day. Time-slicing can be employed to simulate parallel execution but this
comes at the cost of reduced speed and overhead due to context switching. Simulated
parallelism via time-slicing is only worthwhile when a thread blocks for input/output —
general time-slicing of threads has a detrimental effect due to the overhead of context
switching.

2·4·1·2 MISD Machines
The second category identified by Flynn was the Multiple Instruction Single Data
(MISD) or pipeline architecture. These machines possess multiple processing elements
acting on a single data stream. The data proceeds through the array of processing
elements in a synchronous manner — similarly to the pumping of blood through the
human cardiovascular system. Computers of this kind (that work by pipelining data) are
called systolic array machines [Kung and Leiserson 1978], are still the subject of active
research (for example [Lam 1988]), but are not applicable to general programming
problems. They are not considered any further in this thesis because of this.
The remaining two categories are useful for parallel evaluation.

2·4·1·3 SIMD Machines
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) or massively-parallel machines are those in
which the same instruction executes synchronously on all processing elements — but
on possibly different data. The use of these computers for general computation is
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limited to certain specialised scientific applications where, for example, a large array is
processed.

2·4·1·4 MIMD Machines
The final category of computer architecture, the Multiple Instruction Multiple Data
(MIMD) machines are those in which possibly differing instructions execute on possibly
different data across all processing elements. There are three general kinds of these:
shared memory (tightly-coupled architectures), distributed memory (loosely-coupled
architectures), and hybrid or Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) machines.
A computer composed of multiple processing elements accessing a single shared bank
of memory via a shared bus is called a multiprocessor. This arrangement is the theoretical
ideal [Peyton Jones, Clack, and Salkild 1989] for parallel execution as each processing
element can execute a thread unhindered by the others, and is the easiest to program
since the user does not need to obtain data from other processing elements explicitly.
As with uni-processors, an additional thread can be executed when the current thread
blocks.
Multiprocessor execution allows for parallel evaluation of the user’s program in an
elegant, unobtrusive manner. Unfortunately multiprocessors are not scalable [Goldberg
1988] and the more processors that are added, the higher the contention for the shared
bus that connects the memory to all the processing elements.
Multicomputers are loosely-coupled processor and memory pairs in which each pair is
connected by some interconnection network (typically using point-to-point links),
arranged in some network topology, and communicates using message passing. Data
are distributed throughout the multicomputer — residing at the ‘node’ at which the
values were calculated or consumed. Each processor can execute a parallel thread to
reduce the overall execution time but this cannot usually be done without impacting
upon other processors. Communication between processors is required whenever a
piece of data is to be passed between a pair of processors. Consequently the execution
of a thread will be interrupted in order for the transmission or receipt of the data to
occur. This overhead will slow the overall program execution.
Multicomputers are harder to program than shared-memory systems since the
programmer requires knowledge of processor connectivity and topology and must
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arrange for data and instructions to be passed from one processing element to another.
Further, in order to facilitate the spread of work throughout a multicomputer, load
distribution (the subject of Chapter Four) must be implemented.
In contrast to multiprocessors, multicomputers scale-up well: the addition of another
memory-processor pair does not impinge on a shared memory bus as the addition of
another processor does in the case of a multiprocessor.
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) machines are an attempt to provide a ‘best-ofboth-worlds’ machine combining the pros of the shared and distributed memory
machines. By simulating shared memory on distributed memory machines, NUMA
architectures aim to provide the flexibility of distributed memory machines coupled
with the simplistic programming model of the shared memory machines. These
machines are still undergoing rapid evolution, provide an added overhead which may
restrict the performance of an implementation, and have far too high a granularity
(typically a 4KB memory page) [Langendoen 1993].
What is required is an implementation on a distributed-memory system (thus gaining its
benefits) such that the programmer can ignore its tedious detractions. This is in essence
what NUMA machines attempt to provide through hardware.
This thesis is concerned with the execution of general-purpose programs on a
multicomputer. The comments in the remainder of the thesis refer to such a machine.

2·4·2 Topology
The topology (or processor interconnection pattern) can have a drastic impact upon
performance. Some common topologies are shown in Figure 2·1.
Each of the topologies in Figure 2·1 has advantages and disadvantages.
The bus suffers the same deficiency as the multiprocessor network whenever
communication between nodes is desired. Depending upon the program this may cause
little delay or great delay.
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Figure 2·1: Common topologies. From top-left to bottom-right: bus, pipeline, ring, star, tree, mesh,
torus, full connection.

The pipeline processor suffers poor performance since every communication between
processors not sharing a direct connection (i.e. neighbouring processors) will involve
disruption to intermediate processors which are required to act as routers.
A common variation of the pipeline processor involves connecting the two ends
together to form a ring. This causes a reduction in the length of the longest path
between any two nodes from n–1 hops to (n–1)/2.
The star network suffers from the bottleneck of the central processor. It has the
advantage that any pair of processors is equidistant from every other, but unless a
coordinating processor is necessary for the problem at hand, this topology should be
avoided.
The fifth topology illustrated in Figure 2·1 is the tree network. This is very useful for
divide-and-conquer parallelism [Burton and Sleep 1981; Axford 1992] but is not suitable
for general programming given the restricted paths between nodes.
Perhaps the most common network topology is the mesh. This need not be a
symmetric topology as shown in Figure 2·1 and may simply be a connected subcollection of processors. The advantage of mesh topologies is high connectivity
between the processors in the network and hence the length of longest path between
any two nodes can be reduced (for all but processors on the extremities of the mesh).
The consequence of the mesh is that multiple paths between pairs of nodes exist and
hence routing duties may be shared between more than one node. The major
disadvantage is that all connections are point-to-point and hence all processors will
spend a proportion of their time acting as routers and not continuously performing
computation.
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The connectivity weakness of the mesh can be overcome by connecting the edges
together to form the torus topology seen in Figure 2·1. This reduces the maximal path
length between pairs of processors. All other aspects of the mesh apply.
Alternatively, routing hardware may be used to obviate message forwarding — as done,
for example, in the Transputer T9000 [May, Shepherd, and Thompson 1993].

2·4·3 Specialised Hardware
In the early–mid 1980s, much research was conducted into the development of
specialised hardware for the parallel evaluation of programs. In hindsight this was to be
expected: functional programming involves a stateless rewriting of the source program
into its solution. The correspondence of this process with conventional computer
architectures, as typified by the von Neumann architecture (from the original model
proposed by Turing in 1937) is not immediately obvious [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen
1993].
Two main branches of architecture research and development were dataflow
programming [Dennis 1974; Treleaven and Mole 1980; Treleaven, Brownbridge, and
Hopkins 1982] and functional programming. A number of original hardware
architectures were devised including tree based processors [Burton and Huntbach 1984]
for divide and conquer computation (for example AMPS [Keller, Lindstrom, and Patil
1979], ZAPP [Burton and Sleep 1981], and ALICE [Darlington and Reeve 1981;
Cripps, Darlington, Field, Harrison, and Reeve 1987], graph machines (for example
GRIP [Peyton Jones, Clack, Salkild, and Hardie 1987; Peyton Jones et al. 1989], Flagship
[Watson and Watson 1986 and 1987; Watson, Sargeant, Watson, and Woods 1987;
Keane and Mayes 1992], COBWEB [Karia 1986; Anderson, Hankin, Kelly, Osmon, and
Shute 1987]), and sophisticated specialist machines (for example APERM [Hertzberger
and Vree 1989], MaRS [Lemaître, Castan, Durand, Durrieu, and Lecussan 1986;
Contessa, Cousin, Coustet, Cubero-Castan, Durrieu, Lecussan, Lemaître, and Ng 1989].
The reader is referred to these references and [Vegdahl 1984] for more information.
Whilst specialist hardware delivered successes, history shows that the von Neumann
juggernaut rolled on delivering ubiquitous general-purpose computers. Functional
programming researchers changed tack: due to the high cost of specialist hardware
production and the wide-spread use of general-purpose computers, it would be
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necessary for functional languages to run efficiently on von Neumann machines if the
paradigm was ever to be seriously adopted or even considered by imperative
programmers.

2·4·4 General-purpose Hardware
Functional language compiler writers began to concentrate on the mapping between the
functional paradigm and the von Neumann architecture. The result is abstract machines.
The functional programming reduction model is now described in terms of instructions
to be applied to an abstract machine which, in turn, is modelled by the actual hardware.
A spin-off is portability — re-writing the abstract machine implementation results in an
implementation on another architecture. The transformation from language to abstract
machine (usually the bulk of the work) requires no modification.
The most prevalent abstract machines for functional programming are:
• the Göteborg Graph machine, or G-machine which was designed with von
Neumann architectures in mind6 [Augustsson 1987; Johnsson 1987a; Augustsson
and Johnsson 1988 and 1989a];
• the Highly-Distributed Graph machine, or HDG-machine [Kingdon, Lester, and
Burn 1991; Lester and Burn 1993];
• the Spineless, Tagless, G-machine or STG-machine [Peyton Jones and Salkild
1988a, 1988b, and 1989; Peyton Jones 1992 and unpub.]; and
• the Parallel ABC-machine [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993].
(More is said about specific abstract machines in Chapter Six.)
The utilisation of abstract machines (in particular the STG-machine) and their
implementation on general-purpose computers is the starting-point for this thesis.
Topology can also be modelled through the use of abstract machines. Parallel Virtual
Machine (PVM) [Geist et al. 1994] is a software system that interfaces to a number of
homogeneous/heterogeneous computers, multiprocessors, and/or multicomputers
running the Unix7 operating system. In this way programs/systems that use PVM

6

A hardware implementation of the G-machine has also been completed [Kieburtz 1985].

7

Unix is a trademark of Unix System Laboratories.
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library routines can behave as if they are connected to a single multicomputer that
possesses a distributed memory.
The down-side of all of these topologies is connectivity. Whenever a processor
performing useful computation is interrupted in order to route a message from one
processor to another, a delay is incurred. If the connectivity can be increased to reduce
the routing, more useful work can be performed with minimal interruption to other
processors. This can be achieved by adopting a topology that is fully-connected.
The connectivity ratio of a network can be defined to be the total number of connections
between processing elements compared to the number of processors present. For
example, consider a pipeline network of n processors. Processors 1 and n are connected
to a single processor only while processors 2 through (n–1) are connected to precisely
two processors. The connectivity ratio is then (2n–2):n. Clearly the connectivity ratio of
the ring is 2n:n, of the bus is n(n-1):n, and of a symmetrical k x k mesh is 2k(k-1):n
(which approximates 2:1 since k2=n).
Usually the choice of topology and architecture is beyond the programmer’s control.
The implementation described in this thesis utilises a hybrid approach with a bus
connecting clusters of fully connected processors. The hybrid approach allows the
localised advantages and disadvantages of the involved topologies. The topology in use
for the implementation described here offers the communication benefits of a bus —
but one which is connected to fewer processors because of the use of the clusters.
Communication between nodes in the cluster does not use the bus. The cluster is
advantageous as it facilitates point-to-point, fixed length communication with minimal
routing requirements.

2·5 Granularity
The amount of processing work contained within a thread is called its granularity. Prior
to the execution of a general-purpose program this granularity is often immeasurable.
Many researchers work in the area of static analysis, for example, Vree [Vree 1986],
Hankin, Burn, and Peyton Jones [1986 and 1988], Bloss and Hudak [Bloss and Hudak
1986], Mintchev [Mintchev 1992], Maheshwari [1993, 1994, and 1997], Huelsbergen,
Larus, and Aiken [Huelsbergen, Larus, and Aiken 1994] in order to improve the
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granularity of threads or to identify threads of insufficient granularity to warrant parallel
execution.
Under multiprocessor execution, the data/program reside in a common block of
memory and the evaluating processing element obtains information through the use of
a shared bus. Many researchers have considered the parallel execution of parallel
programs on multiprocessors; the reader is referred to [Goldberg 1988; Partridge 1991;
Hammond and Peyton Jones 1992; Mattson 1993a] for example. In contrast to
multiprocessors, under multicomputer execution all instructions and associated data
pertaining to a thread must be transferred from their current processing element to
another processing element if they are to be executed by the second processing element.
This transfer incurs temporal costs. The information must be removed from the source
processing elements queue of runnable threads, converted to a portable form (packed),
transferred to the destination processing element, then converted back into an
executable form (unpacked), and scheduled for execution. Routing from source
processing element to destination processing element aside, this involves
communication latency. If the overhead of transferring the thread outweighs the time it
would take to retain and execute the thread on its ‘home’ processing element, the
transfer should be avoided in favour of local execution. (An exception to this general
rule is the situation where a thread gives rise to many other threads. Transferring such a
thread will ensure the distribution of work load amongst all the processing elements.
The use of different thread creation models — see Chapter Five — also impacts upon
the appropriateness of threads for transferral).
Generally, threads of sufficient granularity should be transferred. This observation has
implications particularly for the parallel execution of functional programs given the
surfeit of available concurrency. This is, in fact, a secondary reason for the change in
direction of hardware development (presented in Section 2·4). The existence of many
fine grained threads impacted negatively on the performance of a number of specialist
architectures (such as ALICE [Darlington and Reeve 1981], and dataflow engines
[Arvind and Nikhil 1990]) due to the consequential relative high overhead of thread
creation, management, and communication.
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2·6 Specifying Parallelism
2·6·1 Motivation
Inevitably, there will be algorithms with a larger amount of potential parallel threads
than there are processing elements to execute them. A simple policy of creating threads
from a source program wherever possible has three disadvantages:
• thread creation incurs an overhead and it may, for example, be more timely to
simply evaluate all components of an arithmetic expression sequentially than to
create individual threads for each and all of the constituents; and
• the thread scheduler must select between the available threads vying for its
attention and the latency of thread context switching may exceed the granularity
of the thread; and
• in a distributed environment, many of these threads may be transferred from one
processing element to another in order to maintain load, and again, unfortunately
the latency of load distribution may outweigh the thread evaluation time had it
remained local.
Clearly, a simple remedy to these three problems is through the limiting of thread
creation not to potential parallelism but to useful potential parallelism. This solution can
be achieved through the identification of threads of sufficient granularity (or in a
speculative evaluation sense, sufficient ‘importance’ — see Chapter Three). Such
identification can arise through static analysis of expression and/or function granularity,
empirical evidence, or guesswork and the information can be encapsulated within the
runtime environment via the phase of static analysis or through programmer-inserted
directives to the compiler or runtime system.

2·6·2 Static Analysis
All compilers consist of phases that analyse and/or transform the source program. The
analyses performed at compile time aim to deduce certain properties about the program.
These properties [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993] can range from correctness-related
aspects such as type-checking, through to efficiency-related aspects such as complexity
analysis, termination analysis, granularity analysis, reference count analysis, data
dependence analysis, and strictness analysis.
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Many of these may meaningfully assist in the identification of worthwhile potential
parallelism, but none will directly aid in the meeting of the aim set out in Chapter One,
viz. “to develop an efficient strategy for handling speculative evaluation and load
distribution on a multicomputer for the execution of functional programs”, to the
exclusion of either historical information or program annotation.
In his doctoral thesis, Loidl [Loidl 1998], presents an inference-based static granularity
analysis that combines cost and size information to provide an upper bound for
computation costs in a strict higher-order language. Hudak and Goldberg [Hudak and
Goldberg 1985a and 1985b] espouse the use of serial combinators which specify the
nature of the evaluation to be performed on the components of a serial combinator. In
Goldberg’s doctoral thesis [Goldberg 1988], such serial combinators are generated by
the compiler without any action on the part of the programmer. Hogen, Kindler, and
Loogen [Hogen, Kindler, and Loogen 1991 and 1992] present work on a parallelising
compiler that determines — through the use of heuristics — which parallel expressions
are worthy of parallel evaluation.
For simplicity and the flexibility of execution model and settings for the implementation
of the thesis, program annotations were selected as the means for identifying
parallelism, although it is hoped that static analysis may be used to augment the human
activity in the future.

2·6·3 Empirical Evidence and Profilers
The cliché “history repeats itself” is particularly true in computer program execution.
The deterministic, closed-world nature of computing ensures that, given the same input
data, a program’s behaviour will not change through repeated program execution. This
fact can be put to good use with regard to granularity calculation and the identification
of important fragments of code able to be evaluated in parallel. Through the analysis of
program execution, components of the program can be identified as suitable or
attractive for parallel evaluation at the exclusion of other components. Profilers
perform this operation.
Some examples of profilers include Maheshwari’s profiler [Maheshwari 1994 and 1997]
which is used as a replacement for annotations and “generate[s] most of the
information which annotations would provide…” [Maheshwari 1994, page 611],
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Sansom and Peyton Jones’ profiler for measuring time and space usage [Sansom and
Peyton Jones 1995], Runciman and Wakeling’s heap profiler for measuring heap usage
[Runciman and Wakeling 1992a and 1992b], Hammond, Loidl, and Trinder’s parallel
cost centre profiler (GranCC) [Hammond, Loidl, and Trinder 1997], King, Hall, and
Trinder’s strategic profiler (GranSP) [King, Hall, and Trinder 1998], and Charles’ data
model driven profiler [Charles unpub.; Charles and Runciman 1999].
The use of empirical data (obtained by repeated execution of a program and evaluation
of the execution patterns) is not as flexible as the use of annotations (see below). The
aim of executing general purpose programs also intuitively decreases the attraction of
empirical evidence — if representative inputs cannot be determined.

2·6·4 Granularity Simulators
GranSim [Loidl 1998] is a simulator that allows the simulation of a parallel functional
program on a variety of architecture models8. Many aspects of the execution system
may be adjusted including [Loidl 1998]: the size of packets, the communication model
(synchronous versus asynchronous), and thread placement versus migration (see
Chapter Four). Detailed profiles of the running program can be generated and
examined [Hammond, Loidl, and Partridge 1995] for the purposes of redesigning the
program’s algorithm, or for the detection of anomalous behaviour relating to execution
system configuration.
This system is very useful, but the profiles are produced only after the program has
been hand-annotated by the programmer (see the next section). There is, therefore,
little direct application for the GranSim simulator in this thesis.

2·6·5 Annotations
Annotations are meaning-preserving program decorations [Peyton Jones 1989; Loogen
1999]. They do not affect the outcome of the program in the sense that ignoring them
will result in sequential program execution. Annotations are used to indicate to the
compiler where sufficient parallelism may be found, and do so to avoid the penalty of

8

Although written for Haskell, an extended GranSim is also available which simulates Eden programs

[Hernàndez, Peña, and Rubio 2000].
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communication on threads of small granularity. Annotations are also used to assist the
scheduler to select between threads; this is done by providing a thread ‘priority’.
The implementation presented here uses annotations which adorn the program with
additional function calls which do not strictly form part of the user’s program. If they
are not specified, or if they are ignored, standard sequential program execution ensues.
The GPH programming language has been augmented with five annotations. The first
indicates sub-expressions that may be evaluated in parallel. The second provides a
priority to each of these sub-expressions. The third allocates the sub-expressions to a
particular processing element. The fourth is used to indicate an inter-dependence
between the sub-expressions that requires special scheduling. The fifth combines all of
these together for maximum flexibility. The program annotations implemented here are
discussed in detail in Chapter Seven. It is sufficient for now to observe that the
programmer has the flexibility to place these annotations wherever it is deemed
appropriate — whether this ‘deeming’ occurs through intellectual thought, static
analysis, or empirical activity.

2·7 Effectiveness
Static analysis, execution profilers, and granularity simulators can aid in the
identification of useful parallelism and therefore expedite the execution of a program —
although “automated program analysis… …may simply fail to identify large chunks of
work that could be done concurrently” [Kluge 1999, page 121]. These activities are
peripheral to the main focus of this work which is the runtime management of
parallelism. In a production environment, however, such activities would be desirable
as their inclusion would free the programmer from the tedious distraction of granularity
concerns. For now, annotations will suffice.
As stated in Section 1·2, the aim of this thesis is to develop an efficient strategy for
handling speculative evaluation and load distribution. In a multicomputer architecture
there are many sources of overhead that deserve special attention. Such attention
should be motivated by the need to facilitate efficient evaluation of the parallel program
without hindrance due to unnecessary or wasteful operation. Sources of overhead
worthy of attention and wariness include:
• representing parallelism;
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• impact upon scheduling;
• identification of load; and
• required communication.
Each of these foci can be further exploded to reveal more detailed sources of overhead
(see below). The location of the treatment of each detailed source within this thesis
document (or elsewhere) is provided in parentheses.
The potential overhead from representing parallelism comprises:
• the representation of blocked threads and its impact on memory usage and
delaying evaluation (see Chapters Five, Seven, and Eight); and
• the representation of exploited and unexploited parallelism within the runtime
system and its impact on memory usage and delaying evaluation (see Chapters
Five, Seven, Eight, and Nine).
The potential overhead relating to scheduling encompasses:
• the creation of threads and its impact on memory usage and scheduling (see
Chapters Five, Seven, and Eight);
• maintaining the known importance of threads and the impact on scheduling of
doing so(see Chapters Five, Seven, Eight, and Nine);
• the scheduling of runnable threads and the impact of scheduling on evaluation
(see Chapters Five and Seven);
• the scheduling of unexploited parallel threads and its impact on evaluation and
high latency (see Chapters Five and Seven);
• memory and thread synchronisation and their impact on evaluation, scheduling,
and latency (see Chapters Five, Seven, and Eight);
• the termination of needed threads and their impact on evaluation, scheduling, and
memory usage (see Chapters Five, Seven, and Eight);
• the termination of non-needed threads and their impact on evaluation,
scheduling, and memory usage (see Chapters Five, Seven, and Eight); and
• the granularity of parallel threads (see [Loidl 1998]).
Overhead attributable to communication can include:
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• the communication primitives and packet size and their impact on evaluation,
high communication, and high latency (see Chapters Five, Seven, Eight, and
Nine, and [Loidl 1998]);
• the locality of data required by threads and the impact of locality on high
communication and high latency (see [Loidl 1998]); and
• the communication frequency of the load distribution algorithm and its impact on
high communication and delaying evaluation (see Chapters Four, Five, and
Eight).
Finally, the overhead due to load distribution incorporates:
• the calculation of the load metric and the impact on delaying evaluation of doing
so (see Chapters Four, Five, and Nine);
• the advertisement of the load metric and its impact on high communication (see
Chapters Four, Five, and Nine); and
• the initiation of load distribution and its impact on communication latency (see
Chapters Four, Five, and Nine).
With the exception of thread granularity and data locality, all of these issues are
considered and discussed in (the nominated chapters) of this thesis. Attention to each
facilitates the efficient management of speculative evaluation and load distribution.
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Chapter Three: Speculative Evaluation
3·1 Conservative Evaluation
Computer systems of n processing elements can execute n threads concurrently. Where
there are n parallel threads there can be a one-to-one allocation of threads to processing
elements. Where there are in excess of n threads some mechanism must be used to
select threads for allocation to processing elements. Where there are fewer than n
threads some processing elements will not be employed on useful work. The aim is to
allocate as much processing work to the available processing elements at all times —
and in such a way as to utilise the processing elements on the work that most ‘requires’
evaluation.
Under conservative evaluation, only those threads known to contribute to the final
program9 outcome (mandatory threads) are considered for execution. The amount of
parallel reduction is thus dictated by the problem being solved (although it is bounded
by the greater of the concurrency present and the number of processing elements
available).
Conservative evaluation comprises an allocation of threads to processing elements on
demand. It is conceptually simple and is the approach usually adopted by runtime

9

The term “program” has been used; “module”, “function”, “statement”, “expression”, et cetera are

equally applicable.
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systems. There are no unnecessary overheads, the thread of execution is deterministic,
there is no competition between threads of differing priorities for resources, and
runtime errors should manifest when encountered.
As seen in the preceding chapter, however, conservative evaluation can delay the
execution of program fragments which, although able to be evaluated earlier, are not
required until it is determined that their computation is required. Such fragments can
remain unevaluated until that time. The aim is to reduce the wall-clock time for
program execution and hence the concurrent execution of program fragments should
be attempted whenever it is possible (and beneficial10) to do so.

3·2 Speculative Evaluation Issues
3·2·1 Introduction
An alternative evaluation scheme is speculative evaluation [Burn 1987; Peyton Jones 1987].
Under this scheme, idle11 tasks speculate on the future relevance of threads that are not
as yet known to be crucial to the outcome of the program.
To expound the mechanism of speculative evaluation, consider again the conditional
from Chapter Two:
if p then x else y

If additional processing elements exist and the predicate p is non-trivial, the standard
sequential (conservative) evaluation of this statement introduces latency: the evaluation
of expressions x and y is deferred until the value of the predicate p is known. Once the
Boolean result is obtained the runtime system can demand the evaluation of the needed
consequent or contra-consequent. If, however, spare processing elements are available,
the runtime system wastes nothing by embarking upon the parallel evaluation of both x
and y prior to finalising the result of the predicate. The implication is that time
otherwise wasted can be employed on work that may be required; if the result is

10

Threads require memory for execution. An increase in threads can result in additional garbage

collection activity and hence an increase in wall-clock times [Hammond 2000]. It is also possible for
interference between threads to occur — which could also increase wall-clock times [Hammond 2000].
11

“Idle” is a relative term; a task is “idle” if it is executing no threads, or is executing a thread of lesser

importance than a thread waiting for execution by another task, or on another processing element.
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subsequently not needed it can be discarded with no adverse consequences. If,
conversely, the calculated value is found to be required in order to produce the
program’s overall solution, (some or all of) the time taken to calculate the value has
been saved as its evaluation has begun early. This is the basis of speculation. The task
speculates that the result of an expression will be required, and that expression is made
ready for execution. If subsequently the value is required, it may have already been
calculated. If the value is not required then the thread must be terminated.

3·2·2 Complexities
Speculative evaluation gives rise to many runtime complexities.

3·2·2·1

Competition

Firstly, speculative threads compete with non-speculative threads for resources. An
allocation of available threads must be made to the processing elements that:
• maximises the utilisation of the processing elements;
• ensures the threads known/suspected to be most needed are favoured for
execution over threads known/suspected to be less needed (or not needed at all);
and
• minimises the impact of threads known/suspected not to be needed on threads
known/suspected to be needed — this impact could be in terms of memory
usage, or simply sheer presence.
The second goal is the most complex. In order to discern between two threads at any
point during program execution a measure of their ‘importance’ must be maintained.
This ‘importance’ could indicate:
• the relationship between the thread and the program outcome;
• the granularity of the thread; or
• a combination of these.
A simple indicator of the thread’s importance (or priority) must be kept. The
representation of this priority will be discussed shortly, but will generally comprise
positive and negative certainty as well as doubt about a thread’s usefulness. Specifically,
if a thread is known to contribute to the outcome of the program it is said to be
mandatory. Similarly, if a thread is known not to contribute to the outcome of the
program, it is said to be irrelevant. A thread is said to be speculative if its contribution to
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the program’s outcome is not yet known. The scheduler will select mandatory threads
for execution where possible, and speculative threads when no mandatory threads are
ready. Irrelevant threads are never scheduled for execution.

3·2·2·2 Change
The second runtime difficulty of speculative evaluation is the fact that the priority of a
speculative thread can change. Using the example from above once more:
if p then x else y

Evaluation of x and y could begin concurrently with the evaluation of the predicate p.
Once the outcome of p is deduced the priority of the threads evaluating x and y must
be changed. If p reduces to True, then the thread evaluating x must become mandatory
whilst, conversely, the thread evaluating y must become irrelevant. If x and/or y
consist of sub-threads, then the priorities of these must also change. The possibility
also exists that these threads will be under evaluation, and perhaps under evaluation by
remote processing elements.
The difficulty of priority management is compounded in the functional programming
context by sharing. Since no side-effects exist, it is possible, and indeed, advantageous
for a function/expression to be shared by a number of other functions/expressions
within the program. Consider the following contrived example:
power(x,n) = if n==1 then x else power(x*x,n-1)

Evaluation of the expression x should only occur once, even though through
speculative evaluation, it could be requested three times (or four times if the lazy
semantics of the evaluation of function arguments is abandoned). Hypothetically, if
there is spare capacity for only one speculative thread in addition to the mandatory
evaluation of the comparison of n with 1, the consequent, x, could be selected. Now it
is quite possible that the majority of evaluation of x could be complete at the point the
comparison returns False. It would be a waste to revoke the evaluation of x, since it is
plain that this value will still be required in the contra-consequent. The priority of the
thread evaluating the consequent will need to be downgraded to irrelevant, and
execution of the contra-consequent begun at mandatory priority. Thus the evaluation
of x will have two (three) priorities simultaneously: irrelevant for the consequent thread,
and mandatory (twice) for the contra-consequent thread.
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Not only must the priority management system be flexible enough to stall a thread
without discarding the work done by it, the system must also be capable of allocating
multiple priorities to a thread and selecting the most important of these at all times.

3·2·2·3 Premature Exceptions
Unfortunately, one of the undesirable aspects of evaluating code prior to requiring the
results of that code is runtime exceptions. A simple example is:
if x!=0 then y/x

If the division expression is evaluated speculatively when its denominator is zero, a
runtime exception will occur. The program, however, is safe and contains a guard to
prevent this and therefore, the programmer will be perplexed — not to mention
unimpressed — if the program terminates prematurely with a division-by-zero error.
The runtime system should have a special speculation exception exception type, which is
thrown when an exception is encountered.
Such behaviour is largely extraneous to the implementation described here and code to
exhibit it has not been added. Such code should be present in a ‘production’ compiler
and could be added quite simply by modifying the exception handler to examine the
priority of the thread giving rise to the exception prior to aborting execution. Three
alternatives are possible if the offending thread is not mandatory:
• replace the executing thread with constant applicative function (CAF) code12 to
throw a speculative-exception error when encountered (by a mandatory thread);
• replace the executing thread with CAF code to raise the relevant exception when
encountered (by a mandatory thread); or
• revert the code of the thread to the code that gave rise to the exception.
In each case, the thread’s priority would be downgraded to irrelevant to prevent
triggering the exception again — until it is encountered by another, higher-priority
thread that shares the code.

3·2·2·4 Communication
Tasks striving to execute threads of the highest priority will need to be cognisant of
other threads available elsewhere for execution. In a distributed environment, each task

12

A CAF is an applicative form which is devoid of all variables [Field and Harrison 1988].
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will need to communicate with other tasks to discern this information. Communication
(see Chapter Four) could be periodic, or on demand by either the task looking to obtain
more important threads or the task possessing excess of such threads looking to divest
itself of them. In the former two cases, the communication could be directed to a task
that is executing a mandatory thread and that is unable to contribute threads to another
task. As such, all communication of this type is interference that hinders the execution
of the mandatory thread and hence is counter to the aim of minimising execution time.
Clearly, communication should only occur between tasks when that communication will
result in the identification of a more important thread than one of the communicating
tasks possesses. Other communication will negatively impact on the evaluation of
mandatory threads and should be avoided.

3·2·3 Solutions
In order to provide effective speculation, information about the relative importance
must be known. Further, the difficulties outlined in the previous section must be
overcome. To cope with these issues the following strategies should be adopted (and,
apart from exception detection, have been implemented):
• threads should be assigned speculative priorities, with the extremes of this priority
range irrelevant and mandatory — a priority-based scheduler will ensure the
evaluation of the most important threads at all times;
• a thread’s speculative priority should be variable — it should be possible to
upgrade and downgrade a thread’s priority to reflect new information regarding
the relationship between that thread’s result and the program outcome; and
• exception detection should be possible without aborting the entire script
evaluation.
Priorities could be assigned so that (for example) mandatory threads have a higher
priority than speculative threads spawned by a mandatory thread. These in turn could
have a higher priority than speculative threads spawned by a speculative thread, and so
on. Lastly, those threads suspected to be irrelevant could have the lowest priority
assignable so that they are never scheduled.
To illustrate how these strategies would work, consider the example function definitions
in Figure 3·1. The main program, main, is defined as the application of the function f
to two arguments 5 and 7. Therefore evaluation of f is mandatory. Now f contains a
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conditional expression. The antecedent must be executed with the same priority as the
function application, i.e. the evaluation of (p x) is mandatory. It will return either
True or False thus setting either the consequent, (g x), or the contraconsequent, (h
y), to mandatory and the other to irrelevant. In the meantime, however, both may be

speculatively evaluated. Hence (g x) and (h x) are assigned the highest speculative
priority. Taking this one step further, the antecedent of g, (q x), must be executed if a
result for (g x) is to be found; hence it too must have the highest speculative priority.
But only one of (j x) and (k x) will be required although both could be executed
speculatively — but not with the same priority as the antecedent (q x) since one of
these is certain to be irrelevant. Therefore the second highest speculative priority is
initially assigned to (j x) and (k x).
f x y = if (p x) then g x else h y
g x = if (q x) then j x else k x
main = f 5 7
Figure 3·1: Example functional code.

3·3 Priority Schemes
3·3·1 Preliminary Definitions
In this section four priority schemes are presented. This is the first time these schemes
have been collected together and described. The Probability, Percentiles, and
Black-White schemes are novel contributions.
In order to discuss priority schemes, the following formalities need to be presented.
Let thread ti contribute unequivocally to the program output. Then thread ti is assigned
a priority pm and is a mandatory thread.
Let thread tj contribute nothing to the program output. Then thread tj is assigned a
priority pr and is an irrelevant thread.
Between these two extremes lie speculative threads. A speculative thread is one that is as
yet not known to be either mandatory or irrelevant. Let S be the set of speculative
priorities and let P be the set of complete thread priorities. Then P=S∪{pm,pr}.
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The runtime context and frequency of execution of an annotated expression in the
user’s program is not usually known. Earlier [Dermoudy 1996b] the notion of absolute
priorities was investigated. Under this approach an executing speculative thread is
awarded the absolute priority recorded in the annotation — regardless of executable
context — and this priority is not able to be changed. This concept was shown to be
paradoxical and the idea of absolute priorities has been abandoned.
An expression does not execute in isolation of its context. Consider the function
definitions given earlier in Figure 3·1. It is clear that the function main is mandatory
and hence that evaluation of the function f is mandatory. It follows that evaluation of
the predicate p is mandatory and that, at best, execution of the functions g and h are
speculative. If the consequent of f, (g x) was annotated with a mandatory priority it
would compete directly with the predicate p which would be desirable. It is possible
that the outcome of the function f does depend directly on the outcome of the function
application (g x), but the priority of the function application(g x) must be relative to
the priority of f and cannot exceed it.
To re-state this idea, the speculative priority of a sub-expression depends upon the
context of its ‘parent’ expression. If the expression
if p then x else y

is being executed at some speculative priority psi then the predicate p should also be
executed at priority psi as it is crucial to the evaluation of the expression. x and y should
be assigned a different priority, psj (psj<psi) until such time as their relevance is known. If
p returns the Boolean value True then x should be assigned priority psi while y should

be given priority pr. (The converse is true if p returns the Boolean value False.)
Priorities are thus a continuum: pm>ps1>ps2>…>psn>pr
Note that while it is possible for the set of priorities P to be ternary in nature (consisting
of only pm, ps, and pr) this will not provide optimal performance. The consequence of
such a priority set is the equal competition between all speculative threads — even
those that depend on others with which they are competing. A trade-off exists between
the reduction of competition and the increased overhead of thread queue management
due to a higher number of speculative priorities. The break-even point depends upon
the amount of (nested) concurrency within the user’s program.
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There are two opposing regimes for using annotations: quantitative schemes (in which
the value of the annotation is specified with some accuracy that allows it to be used
arithmetically in combination with other annotations) and qualitative schemes (in which
the value of the annotation is symbolic of its logical relationship with other annotations,
but arithmetic operations are inappropriate).
Four distinct schemes for indicating and managing priorities have been identified.
These will now be presented.

3·3·2 Quantitative Schemes
3·3·2·1

Probability

The first quantitative scheme is a probability scale: pm=1·0, pr=0·0, pm>psi> pr ∀ psi ∈ S,
and pm, psi, pr ∈ ℜ ∀ psi ∈ S. A mandatory thread will be given priority pm, an irrelevant
thread will be given priority pr (and hence never be scheduled), and a speculative thread
will be given priority psi which is a probability that corresponds to the likelihood that the
thread will contribute to the program’s result.
This scheme is useful when some program analysis has been performed and knowledge
is available for predicting program behaviour. For example, analysis may show that the
consequent of a conditional is selected 0·8 of the time and that the contra-consequent is
only selected 0·2 of the time. These priorities could be assigned to the expressions as
speculative priorities. There is, however, no necessity for the probabilities to sum to 1.
One advantage of the use of the priority scheme is the derivation of priorities for subexpressions. The priority of a sub-expression can be calculated by multiplying its
annotated probability by the probability of the expression ‘containing’ it. (Note that
‘containment’ refers to dynamic execution as opposed to textual definition. Examples
below illustrate this idea.)
f x y = if (p x) then g x else h y
g x = if (q x) then j x else k x
j x = if (r x) then l x else m x
main = f 5 7
Figure 3·2: Example functional code.
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As an example, consider the code in Figure 3·2. Assume that the definition of the
function f was annotated such that the consequent (g x) held a 0·6 priority while the
contra-consequent (h y) held a 0·4 priority. For simplicity assume the same for
function g, comprising consequent (j x) and contra-consequent (k x) and also
function j, comprising consequent (l x) and contra-consequent (m x). During
execution main is mandatory (with a priority of 1·0) and hence an invocation of f is
mandatory. The thread evaluating predicate p would be scheduled with a priority of 1·0
and if sufficient processing elements were available, the thread created to speculatively
evaluate the function application (g x) would be scheduled at a priority of 0·6 (1·0 ×
0·6) and the thread created to speculatively evaluate function application (h y) would
be scheduled at a priority of 0·4 (1·0 × 0·4). Assuming sufficient processing elements
remain available, the evaluation of the components of the functions g and h could
occur. Hence, the thread created to speculatively evaluate the predicate q would be
scheduled with a priority of 0·6 (0·6 × 1·0), the thread created to speculatively evaluate
the consequent function application (j x) would be scheduled with a priority of 0·36
(0·6 × 0·6), and the thread created to speculatively evaluate the contra-consequent
function application (k x) would be scheduled with a priority of 0·16 (0·4 × 0·4). The
(unspecified) components of the function application (h y) could be similarly
scheduled. Looking one step further, the execution of (j x) would result in the thread
created to speculatively evaluate the predicate r being scheduled at a priority of 0·36
(0·36 × 1·0), the thread created to speculatively evaluate the consequent (l x) being
scheduled at a priority of 0·216 (0·36 × 0·6) and the thread created to speculatively
evaluate the contra-consequent (m x) being scheduled at a priority of 0·144 (0·36 ×
0·4). Clearly the least speculative work would be scheduled first.
The major disadvantage of the priority scheme is the management of residual
probabilities. Decisions must be made about the depth of precision for the priorities in
order to simplify scheduling and probability comparison.
An additional detraction of the scheme is the provision of the probabilities. While it is
true that program analysis or empirical evidence may contribute to the derivation of
these probabilities it is likely that in many circumstances the numbers would prove to be
little more than guesses. In this situation, quantitative processes would be applied to
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qualitative values. Nonetheless, simple probabilities are readily useable and well
understood by most people.

3·3·2·2 Percentiles
The second quantitative scheme is a percentile scheme. This scheme is tantamount to a
discrete probability scheme. The programmer can specify the likelihood of
contribution13 as a percentage: a mandatory thread will be given a priority of 100%, an
irrelevant thread will be given a priority of 0%. Speculative priorities comprise the
percentages 1–99.
Once again, priorities are multiplicative; a sub-expression’s priority is the result of
multiplying its percentage by that of its containing expression. This is advantageous as
the calculations are simple. In fact, restricting percentages to integers simplifies the
potential explosion of priority values.
Although similar, the Percentiles scheme is a valid alternative scheme to the Probability
scheme. Percentages may be a more comfortable representation for the user (and the
compiler!) than floating point numbers, and the limit of one hundred and one discrete
values simplifies the precision issues of the previous scheme. This scheme, however,
also shares the disadvantage that the priorities allocated may not have a basis in reality.
Qualitative schemes can alleviate this problem.

3·3·3 Qualitative Schemes
3·3·3·1

Black−White

The third scheme for exposition is a ternary priority scheme. Under this scheme,
threads are either mandatory (black), speculative (grey), or irrelevant (white).
The big advantage is simplicity: no levels of speculation occur, no comparisons are
necessary between speculative threads, scheduling is straight-forward, up/down-grading
of a thread’s priority is easy. A secondary advantage of this scheme is its qualitative
nature. It is often hard to indicate the quantitative magnitude of ‘neededness’ a priori.

13

Alternatively, the programmer could choose to use the ‘priority’ to indicate any manner of relevant

values including expression granularity, a qualitative opportunity cost indicating the likely penalty of ignoring
the expression, et cetera, or combinations of these.
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Qualitative schemes free the programmer from the need to try. All that is necessary is
the indication that parallel execution of the annotated expression could save time.
The disadvantages relate to the properties of the scheme. Specifically, all speculative
threads and their sub-threads are competing as equals (there are no shades of grey!); no
differentiation is possible. Hence a ‘late-generation’ speculative thread may be
scheduled prior to an earlier generation speculative thread which — if it had been
scheduled — would have caused its descendants to become irrelevant. Situations such
as these are hard to avoid unless particular scheduling strategies (e.g. first-in-first-out,
generational) are employed.
The derivation of speculative priority discussed in the preceding sections disappears: all
speculative threads are of equal priority and therefore no calculations are required. The
overhead for managing the speculation is minimised too. As before, if a thread
becomes mandatory (black), all of its necessary threads are also upgraded to mandatory
(blackened). Similarly, if a thread becomes irrelevant (white), all of its threads are
downgraded to irrelevant (faded). There are no levels between that require
consideration.
f x y = if (p x) then g x else h y
g x = if (q x) then j x else k x
j x = if (r x) then l x else m x
main = f 5 7
Figure 3·3: Example functional code.

As an example of the use of the scheme consider again the code presented in Figure 3·2
(re-presented above in Figure 3·3 for convenience). Again, assume that the definition of
the function f was annotated such that the consequent (g x) and the contraconsequent (h y) held ‘grey’ priorities. Additionally, again assume the same for the
components of function g, comprising consequent (j x) and contra-consequent (k
x) and also function j, comprising consequent (l x) and contra-consequent (m x).

During execution main is mandatory (with a ‘black’ priority) and hence an invocation of
f is mandatory. The thread evaluating predicate p would be scheduled with a ‘black’

priority and if sufficient processing elements were available, the threads created to
speculatively evaluate the function applications (g x) and (h y) would be scheduled
with ‘grey’ priorities. Assuming sufficient processing elements remain available, the
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evaluation of the components of the functions g and h could occur. Hence, the threads
created to speculatively evaluate the predicate q, the consequent function application (j
x), and the contra-consequent function application (k x) would be scheduled with

‘grey’ priorities. The (unspecified) components of the function application (h y) could
be similarly scheduled. Looking one step further, the execution of (j x) would result
in the threads created to speculatively evaluate the predicate r, the consequent (l x),
and the contra-consequent (m x) to be scheduled with ‘grey’ priorities.
Although simple and intuitively reasonable, the scheduling congestion is prohibitive —
even in theory.

3·3·3·2 Levels of Speculation
The scheme utilised by most parallel functional language researchers [Partridge 1991;
Hammond and Peyton Jones 1992] for speculation specification is the qualitative ‘levels
of speculation’ scheme. This qualitative mechanism is the closest match to the abstract
set of priorities, S, introduced above in Section 3·3·1. A finite number of speculative
priorities are introduced (as appropriate for the program under execution). Each
speculative priority has an order: ps1>ps2>…>psi>…>psn. The priority of mandatory
threads is higher than any speculative priority (psi<pm ∀ psi ∈ S), the priority of irrelevant
threads is less than any speculative priority (pr<psi ∀ psi ∈ S).
Once again, the programmer may make abstract, conceptual judgements about the
relative importance of expressions without the need to quantify them.
The major change from the quantitative schemes arises when combining probabilities.
Having introduced a qualitative scheme, quantitative manipulation cannot now be
conducted. Whereas priorities could be multiplied in the quantitative schemes this
multiplication is now meaningless. The priorities are relatively qualitative and hence the
adjustments are additive — something that is specified as three ‘levels’ less likely to be
required is three times less likely than its containing expression.
To illustrate this scheme, consider once more the example from Figure 3·3. Assume
that the definition of the function f was annotated such that the consequent (g x) and
the contra-consequent (h y) held ‘level one’ priorities. Additionally, assume the same
for the components of function g, comprising consequent (j x) and contra-
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consequent (k x) and also function j, comprising consequent (l x) and contraconsequent (m x). During execution main is mandatory and hence an invocation of f
is mandatory. The thread evaluating predicate p would be scheduled with a mandatory
priority. If sufficient processing elements were available, the threads created to
speculatively evaluate the function applications (g x) and (h y) would be scheduled
with ‘level one’ priorities since each is annotated to execute at one level more
speculative than the overall expression’s priority. Assuming sufficient processing
elements remain available, the evaluation of the components of the functions g and h
could occur. Hence, the thread created to speculatively evaluate the predicate q would
be scheduled at ‘level two’ and the threads created to speculatively evaluate the
consequent function application (j x), and the contra-consequent function application
(k x) would be scheduled with ‘level three’ priorities. The (unspecified) components

of the function application (h y) could be similarly scheduled. Looking one step
further, the execution of (j x) would result in the thread created to speculatively
evaluate the predicate r to be scheduled at ‘level three’ and the threads created to
speculatively evaluate the consequent (l x), and the contra-consequent (m x) to be
scheduled with ‘level four’ priorities.
Selecting the number of levels is the difficulty with this scheme. The more levels the
greater the scheduling complexity as the scheduler must determine the most important
thread at all times. The fewer levels the less speculation is possible through nested
function applications.

3·3·4 Equivalencies
Translations between the four schemes presented here exist.
A value, p, of the Probability scheme may be converted to the corresponding value q in
the Percentiles scheme using the surjective function:
q =  100 × p 
Obviously the injective inverse also exists — although as the latter is not a bijection,
this pair of functions is anti-symmetric.
The following translations exist in the qualitative schemes:
•

‘black’ ↔ pm

•

‘grey’ → ps(n/2)
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•

psi → ‘grey’ ∀ psi ∈ S

• ‘white’ ↔ pr
although again, there is loss of information when the mapping is from the Levels of
Speculation scheme to the Black–White scheme.
Clearly the Levels of Speculation scheme reduces to Black−White when |S|=1.
Translations between the qualitative and quantitative schemes also exist; for example,
the following translates from the Levels of Speculation scheme to the Percentiles
scheme:
q = 100 –  100 × psi / |P| 
Care must be taken to retain the meaning of the scheme if such a naïve conversion is
attempted, however, as such conversions disregard the multiplicative nature of the
quantitative schemes and the additive nature of the qualitative schemes. A more
semantically accurate conversion in keeping with the spirit of each category could utilise
logarithms as the logarithm of a product is equivalent to the sum of the logarithms. For
example, the change in the priority of a thread utilising the Percentiles scheme from
70% to 60% could be calculated as:
70% × 85% = 60% = exp10[log10(70% × 85%)] = exp10(log1070% + log1085%)
which is consistent with the addition of qualitative schemes, e.g. psi + psj = ps(i+j)
It is possible for all priorities to be represented as logarithms — regardless of the
scheme presented to the programmer — and thus provide a kind of independent
proportional value.
This linkage could thus be used in the conversion between schemes — although
attention would need to be paid to ensure precision is not lost. For example, if
transferring from the Percentiles scheme to the Levels of Speculation scheme, the
following could be used:
log10psi = log10(|P| × (100 – q) / 100] = log10(|P|) + log10(100 – q) – log10100
This use of logarithms will not be further pursued here.
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3·3·5 Effectiveness
The four schemes presented here allow great flexibility in the expression of priority
values within the program text. The translations between these schemes serve two
purposes. Firstly they serve to illustrate the equivalence of the schemes in terms of
expressiveness and function. Secondly, and most importantly, they illustrate the decoupling of expression from management, or, of external representation from internal
representation.
It is thus quite feasible for the compiler writer to adopt a preferred internal
representation for priorities and priority management — and one of which the endprogrammer is entirely ignorant. The end-programmer, likewise, may be able to select a
textual priority representation that suits him/her, the domain of the program, or the
domain of the priority information itself. The flexibility of the priority value
representation need not be curtailed by the implementation.
In the implementation described here, the Percentiles scheme has been adopted for
both external and internal priority representation. This choice was arbitrary; in
particular, the work required to add support for alternative external representations
would be negligible.
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Chapter Four: Load Distribution
4·1 Discrimination
In computer systems in which the processing elements possess localised memories and
no shared global memory exists, processing work must be transported from ‘overworked’ processing elements to ‘idle’ processing elements. The act of deciding upon
which processing work should be moved where — and its actual movement — is
termed load distribution. The goal is to take advantage of under utilised computing
capacity by transferring threads14 from heavily loaded processing elements to lightly
loaded processing elements. A major design issue for software designed to run on
multicomputer architecture computers is the development of effective techniques for
the distribution (and potentially re-distribution) of threads amongst the processing
elements.
Load distribution is actually only one branch of a family of global scheduling techniques
[Casavant and Kuhl 1988 and 1995]. An alternative to load distribution is task
assignment. Task assignment entails compile-time decision-making about the destination
of a thread. Such algorithms can be derived by profiling, or heuristic prediction, but

14

It is conventional to use the term “task” rather than “thread” in the context of load distribution.

Given, the definitions from Chapter Two, however, the terminology in this chapter will remain
consistent with the terminology used elsewhere in the thesis.
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suffer from the unpredictability of general programming, as well as from the flaws of
modelling and the inadequacies of heuristic identification.
The load distribution family of global scheduling techniques may be further subdivided
[Casavant and Kuhl 1988 and 1995; Goscinski 1991] into load balancing and load sharing.
In the former, an attempt is made to truly balance the load/utilisation of all processing
elements in the multicomputer; the latter sub-categorisation of load distribution
algorithms requires no global balance, the goal is to equalise the load at a local level
rather than at a global level. This thesis is concerned with load sharing and does not
attempt to seek a direct balance of load across all processing elements. The spark
percolation algorithm presented in Chapter Nine indirectly balances the overall load by
percolating load in circles of ever-increasing radii from the original source of the high
load.
While Eager, Lazowska and Zahorjan [Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan 1986a] conclude
that even naïve load sharing can provide performance increases, Sinha [Sinha 1997]
states that in many situations the overhead related to load balancing makes it
inappropriate, and that further, it is sufficient to implement load sharing for the proper
utilisation of the multicomputer’s resources.

4·2 Mechanisms
4·2·1 Mechanism Taxonomy
The taxonomy of Casavant and Kuhl [Casavant and Kuhl 1988 and 1995] further
subdivides load distribution algorithms as shown in Figure 4·1.

4·2·2 Static and Dynamic Load Distribution Algorithms
The static load distribution algorithms utilise pre-defined algorithms for making thread
movement decisions, for example a processing element may always consult a specific
processing element in the case that it is lightly loaded and may always consult a specific
processing element in the case that it is heavily loaded. This choice may be hard-coded,
or may be probabilistic or heuristically based, and could depend upon the static
topology of the multicomputer. Static load distribution algorithms are not generally
applicable as they require a priori knowledge of thread execution times, complexity, and
so on.
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Load Distribution Algorithms

Static

Dynamic

Centralised

Decentralised

Cooperative

Non-cooperative

Figure 4·1: Taxonometric key for load distribution algorithm classification.

The premise that separates static and dynamic load distribution algorithms is the
dynamic load distribution algorithms use of current state — a static load distribution
algorithm’s behaviour is pre-determined and the current load of a processing element’s
peers plays no part in the load distribution decisions. In contrast dynamic load
distribution algorithms maintain (or obtain) information about their peers so that an
informed choice about load distribution can be made. In this way, the behaviour of
dynamic load distribution algorithms can vary in multiple situations when a given
processing element’s load appears to be the same.
The determination, collection, and analysis of the load status (load metric) of system-wide
processing elements can impose a significant overhead on each processing element
performing this function. Such overhead is not present in static load distribution
algorithms and these are less complex than their dynamic counterparts. There is a
trade-off between simplicity and performance and Sinha [Sinha 1997] and Eager et al.
[Eager et al. 1986a] report that dynamic load distribution algorithms elicit greater overall
performance than that achieved through the use of static load distribution algorithms.
Similarly, Eager et al. [Eager et al. 1986a] find that dynamic load distribution algorithms
have the potential to avoid extreme cases of poor performance.

4·2·3 Centralised and Decentralised Load Distribution Algorithms
As indicated above, the maintenance of a task’s load metric and that of its peers can
serve as a significant diversion to a task. An approach to lessen the total amount of
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related work across the computer system as well as to lessen the consequent load related
communication is the centralisation of the load distribution effort.
Under centralised load distribution one processing element is the designated load
distributor and all other tasks must keep this task informed of their load — the number
of threads (and their priority) that they have available. This activity not only incurs a
high communication load but also concentrates the load on the links connecting the
load distributor to the remainder of the network. If the connectivity factor is low other
links too will be overloaded as significant routing will be necessary. Each of these
weaknesses is worsened if additional processing elements are added to the
multicomputer. An additional factor in centralised load distribution is the vulnerability
of the central load distributing coordinator — failure of this processing element results
in termination of load distribution activity.
Often a better approach — and one which removes the load processing bottleneck of
the central load distributor — is to decentralise load distribution and allow each task to
be responsible for its own load distribution activity. This seems counter-intuitive as the
implication is that every task must then remain in constant communication with every
other. In systems of low connectivity, however, two observations may be made:
• data sent between any given pair of processing elements is often routed through
other processing elements; and
• depending upon the length of the communication path between processing
elements and the duration of a thread’s execution, load information can be out of
date before it reaches its destination.
The first fact allows the ‘piggy-backing’ of load information with any forwarded
message — an option that decreases the amount of overall load related communication.
(This will also be of benefit in a centralised system). The second fact indicates that
global communication is unwise. In the implementation presented here, overlapping
processing element neighbourhoods are introduced. A neighbourhood is defined as a
collection of processing elements in close proximity (directly connected or separated by
at most one processing element)15. Each task communicates its load only to those tasks

15

The definition of the implemented neighbourhood is given in Chapter Nine.
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in its neighbourhood. This reduces load-related traffic dramatically and helps to ensure
the timeliness of load information.
It is also possible to adopt a hybrid approach where the multicomputer is segregated
into multiple disjoint neighbourhoods with each neighbourhood possessing a single
load distribution coordinator. This is analogous to the NUMA architectures of Chapter
Two in terms of being an attempt to gain the least disadvantages and greatest
advantages of the two amalgamated approaches.

4·2·4 Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Load Distribution Algorithms
Under a decentralised load distribution system, a task may make choices about the
transfer of threads on its own or through dialogue with other tasks. A load distribution
algorithm that utilises dialogue in the decision making process is said to be a cooperative
load distribution algorithm. The converse is termed a non-cooperative load distribution
algorithm. Rosenberg [Rosenberg 1998] concludes that cooperative systems better
balance overall system load and are more stable16 than non-cooperative systems, but
that these benefits are delivered subject to increased algorithm complexity and load
distribution overhead.

4·2·5 Thread placement and Thread migration
Load distribution algorithms may have different types of target threads. A load
distribution algorithm may transfer threads after they have begun executing or before.
The transfer of a thread after it has begun executing is called a pre-emptive transfer or thread
migration. The transfer of a thread prior to commencing its execution is called a non-preemptive transfer or thread placement/allocation. Transferring a thread that has begun
executing is more complex than moving a thread yet to commence execution as the
state of an evaluating (or partially evaluated) thread is typically relatively large and
intertwined. The complexity of serialising (packing) and de-serialising (unpacking) the
thread is also more complex. (Because of the complexities, all systems in the literature

16

Sinha [Sinha 1997] defines stability as the ability for a load distribution algorithm to reach a state in

which all processing elements are monopolised by thread movement activities without accomplishing any
useful work.

A closely related term, saturation, is the state reached when a processing element is

continually involved in processing and generating general load distribution communication [Lin and
Keller 1987].
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employ thread allocation. GUM [Trinder et al. 1996; Hammond et al. 1995; Hammond,
Loidl, et al. unpub. a] is designed to support thread migration but thread allocation only
is presently implemented. Partridge [Partridge 1991] has also implemented thread
allocation but calls it thread migration).

4·3 Mode of Operation
4·3·1 Operating Mode Enumeration
Dynamic load distribution algorithms can be separated into four classes depending
upon the mode in which a task operates in order to facilitate load distribution [Wang
and Morris 1985 and 1995]:
• sender-initiated algorithms;
• receiver-initiated algorithms;
• symmetrically-initiated algorithms; and
• adaptive algorithms.

4·3·2 Sender-Initiated Load Distribution Algorithms
Sender-initiated dynamic load distribution algorithms [Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan
1986b; Goscinski 1991] are those in which an over-loaded task searches the
multicomputer for a lightly loaded task to which a thread may be transferred.17 Senderinitiated strategies outperform their receiver-initiated counterparts when overall system
load is light to moderate [Eager et al. 1986b] but when most tasks are busy the continual
searching for lighter loaded nodes results in saturation [Krueger and Livny 1988].

4·3·3 Receiver-Initiated Load Distribution Algorithms
Receiver-initiated dynamic load distribution algorithms are the converse of sender-initiated
algorithms: in these algorithms a lightly loaded task searches the multicomputer for
tasks with excess load. Eager, et al. [Eager et al. 1986b] show that receiver-initiated load
distribution provides better performance when the overall system load is heavy (because

17

In the context of threads with speculative priorities, “over-loaded” and “lightly loaded” are equivalent

to “having excess threads of a particular priority x” and “executing a thread of priority lower than x”
respectively.
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of reduced communication). Although high load distribution-related communication
occurs when all the tasks are lightly loaded, this communication is not intrusive.

4·3·4 Symmetrically-Initiated Load Distribution Algorithms
Symmetrically-initiated dynamic load distribution algorithms [Shiviratri, Krueger, and
Singhal 1992] utilise both sender and receiver-initiated components to initiate load
distribution. Not surprisingly, the sender-initiated algorithmic component performs
well at times of light load while the receiver-initiated component performs well at heavy
load. Unfortunately the reverse is also true: the detractions of sender-initiated
algorithms are manifest under high load, and similarly for retriever-initiated algorithm
detractions under light load.

4·3·5 Adaptive Load Distribution Algorithms
Ideally, an algorithm that behaves in a sender-initiated manner when overall system load
is light and in a receiver-initiated manner when overall system load is heavy is desirable.
An algorithm that alters its behaviour in such a manner is called an adaptive dynamic
load distribution algorithm [Eager et al. 1986a]. Such algorithms are the ideal.

4·4 Constituent Policies
4·4·1 Introduction
There are typically up to seven policies dictating the behaviour of dynamic load
distribution algorithms [Xu and Hwang 1993; Shivaratri et al. 1992; Goscinski 1991;
Shirazi, Hurson, and Kavi 1995; Sinha 1997]:
• a load estimation policy which dictates what load metric will be maintained;
• an information policy which dictates when the load metric will be exchanged and
with which task(s);
• an initiation policy which determines whether the sender or receiver will initiate
thread transfer;
• a location policy which determines to/from which processing element a thread
should be transferred;
• a selection policy which determines which thread should be transferred;
• a migration-limiting policy which dictates how often a thread may be the object of a
thread transfer; and
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• a transfer policy which dictates when the thread should be transferred.

4·4·2 Load Estimation Policies
The load estimation policy dictates the load metric to be calculated and maintained.
Some parameters that could be used or combined to form an approximate load metric
comprise:
• the architecture and processor speed of the processing element;
• the proximity of the processing element to all others;
• the total number of threads resident on the processing element;
• the type of thread(s) resident (for example computing intensive, input/output
intensive);
• the priority of the thread under execution;
• the highest priority of the thread(s) awaiting execution; and
• the number/priority of the thread(s) that are yet to begin execution.
Regardless of the choice of load metric, it must be a value that can be easily and quickly
calculated and readily communicated to other processing elements. Since the efficient
execution of dynamic load distribution depends heavily on the availability of the load
metric, a complex load metric will penalise performance both in terms of calculation
and examination. Ferrari and Zhou [Ferrari and Zhou 1988] concluded that complex
load metrics perform no better than a simple load metric comprising the number of
available threads.

4·4·3 Information Policies
The information policy dictates when the load metric will be exchanged and with which
tasks. Hence this policy also dictates which tasks will have their load metric stored by a
given task.
Considering this latter point first, clearly under a centralised load distribution algorithm
the coordinator will store the load metric of all tasks and no other task will store any
load metric (except their own). In a centralised load distribution algorithm utilising
neighbourhoods, each coordinator will store the load metric of each task in its
neighbourhood, but again no other task will store a load metric other than its own. In a
decentralised load distribution algorithm utilising neighbourhoods, each task will store
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the load metric of every task in the neighbourhood; for load distribution to work in this
scenario, neighbourhoods should overlap. In a fully decentralised load distribution
algorithm every task will store the load metric of every processing element in the
multicomputer.
The main responsibility of the policy, however, is when load metric information is to be
exchanged (as stated above). Broadly speaking, there are three different types of policy
for exchanging load metric information: demand, periodic, and threshold.
The first type of policy is the demand driven information policy. A task will advertise
its load metric under this policy only when requested to do so. The advantage of this
scheme is a potential minimum of communication. The disadvantage of this approach
is that the onus is placed on the interested task and decisions must be made as to when
the request is sent. If the request is sent infrequently there is the chance that the stored
load may be well out of date by comparison with reality. If, on the other hand, the
request is sent frequently and the load changes slowly over time, the communication
involved with the transfer serves only to reduce useful bandwidth.
The second type of policy is the periodic policy. Under this model, a task will advertise
its load metric periodically (either after some elapsed time, or regularly as part of a cyclic
algorithm). No requests are necessary thus eliminating the much of the communication
overhead present in the demand driven policy. Unfortunately, if the load changes
slowly over time, many advertisements of the load metric will result in the same value
being transmitted. A difficulty with the periodic advertisement of load metrics is the
selection of the period — too small and multiple identical messages are sent, too large
and the recipients of the information receive it well after its creation.
The third policy type is the threshold type. By setting a threshold, the task will advertise
its load metric only when the threshold is reached. This threshold could be a minimum
number of new threads, a minimum change in the priority of threads available for
transfer, a minimum thread queue length, a minimum thread execution duration, et
cetera. Threshold policies provide a trade-off between communication and accuracy.
Clearly the higher the threshold, the fewer times the load metric is advertised (and
potentially the less accurate the receiver’s knowledge of the current load). The lower the
threshold, the more times the load metric is advertised (and potentially the more
accurate the receiver’s knowledge of the current load). A median must be found for the
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given problem that provides sufficient accuracy while also minimising load distribution
based communication.
It is difficult to design a given information policy for general programming. The rate of
growth of threads, their granularity, and overall system load are just some of the
variables affecting the performance and selection of an information policy.

4·4·4 Initiation Policies
The initiation policy indicates the dynamic load distribution algorithm’s mode of
operation. The possible modes were presented in Section 4·3 of this chapter. The
reader is referred to that section and to [Eager et al. 1986b] for more information. In
summary, an adaptive initiation policy will provide the best performance across a wide
range of system-wide load values — which is advantageous when little is known about
the parallelism of the program under execution.

4·4·5 Location Policies
The location policy describes how to select a partner task with which to conduct a
thread transfer. In the case of a centralised load distribution algorithm, the coordinating
task would advise a task able to send a thread of the details (i.e. the address) of the task
able to receive a thread. Under a receiver-initiated algorithm the coordinating task
would advise the task desiring a thread of the details of a task able to send a thread.
In the case of a decentralised load distribution algorithm, the task wishing to conduct a
transfer (either the sender or receiver as dictated by the initiation policy) would select a
task by examining its load metric table, or by polling all appropriate processing elements
(in accordance with the information policy).
A criterion for selecting between the load metrics of all candidate processing elements
must be stipulated as part of the load estimation policy.
The only sensible strategy for realising the location policy is “best”. This could mean:
• the fastest processor speed of the processing element;
• the closest processing element;
• the highest total number of threads resident on the processing element;
• the most computing intensive threads resident;
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• the highest priority of the threads under execution;
• the highest priority of the threads awaiting execution; or
• the highest number/priority of the threads that are yet to begin execution.

4·4·6 Selection Policies
The selection policy will identify a candidate thread for transfer between the two
participating tasks. Whether threads may be placed/migrated is the first aspect of the
selection policy.
The simplest basis for selection is the criteria used in the location policy that resulted in
the source processing element (the donor) being selected. Obviously the load metric
needs to be cognisant of the selection policy — if one aspect of the selection policy is
that threads will be allocated but not migrated, then threads that have begun execution
should be excluded from the calculation of the load metric, just as they would avoid
selection.
Other factors affecting a thread’s chance of selection include:
• its granularity — a thread’s granularity must at least exceed the time taken to
pack, transfer, unpack, and schedule the thread;
• its physical size — the smaller a thread is the quicker it may be transferred to a
remote processing element; and
• its demands for data (locality of reference) — if a thread has high demands for data
the thread should not be moved too far from the data it requires or overall
communication will increase.
As before, it is difficult to identify these factors in the general case.

4·4·7 Migration-Limiting Policies
The migration-limiting policy can impose a limit on the number of times a thread —
already selected in accordance with the selection policy — may be moved (either placed
or migrated) from one task to another.
The simplest policy is to impose no restrictions on the movement of a thread. In the
extreme this could result in a thread becoming akin to a token in a token ring network
or a tennis-ball in a game of tennis.
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Alternative policies include:
• prevent ‘return to sender’ — the thread may move to a new task but may not
return to one it has departed from (high overhead for minimal return);
• finite distance from origin — the thread may only move a certain network
distance away to maximise data locality (applicable in low connectivity
topologies); and
• finite bounce count — a thread may be moved only a certain number of times
before it can no longer be considered as a candidate, the size/granularity of the
thread may be proportional to the bounce count or a constant may be used.
Without a priori knowledge of program behaviour it is difficult to select an appropriate
level of migration-limiting.

4·4·8 Transfer Policies
Closely allied with the location policy, this policy dictates when the thread should be
transferred. If a task selected to receive a thread subsequently becomes overloaded
when the thread arrives, the thread must then be transferred elsewhere if possible. The
transfer policy [Sinha 1997] clarifies when the transfer will occur and what action should
take place (if any) upon the transfer of the thread.
Usually a candidate thread will be transferred as soon as possible once the participating
tasks and the thread itself have been identified. If the location policy is too sensitive,
however, the donor task may find itself under-loaded, or the recipient task may find
itself over-loaded after departure/arrival of the thread. In the case where the recipient
finds itself to be overloaded, it may simply return the thread, or it may retain it to be the
subject of another round of load distribution activity.
To defray the fragility of the location policy, two thresholds may be utilised: the first —
a ‘high-water mark’ — indicates if the task is over-loaded, the second — a ‘low-water
mark’ — indicates if the task is under-loaded. By providing separation between these
the above consequential effects of thread transfer may be avoided. An alternative to
such a dual-threshold location policy is to include a ‘cool-off period’ in the transfer
policy. By doing so, an agreed transfer may be cancelled if the state of either participant
changes warranting a reversal of the transfer. The difficulty is in the selection of the
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delay. If reversal is uncommon, the delay hinders performance. This fact is
exacerbated by a large delay value.

4·5 Effectiveness
Loosely-coupled multicomputers are unique in their need for communication between
the processing elements. The lack of shared memory necessitates the transmission of
threads and data throughout the network of processing elements. The amount of
transmission is determined largely by the topology (a connectivity ratio approximating
1:1 or smaller indicates that in addition to performing evaluation of the program,
processing elements must also act as routers) and information and initiation policies.
Whatever the requirements, communication should be minimised. In a speculative
evaluation context this means that:
• speculative threads should be transmitted as little as possible;
• when speculative data are transmitted they should be transmitted only as the
result of a direct request;
• if a task is executing a speculative thread of low importance and more important
work is available elsewhere only one such thread should be transferred;
• transfers between donor and recipient processing elements should be as direct as
possible; and
• tasks executing mandatory threads should not be delayed by the overheads of
load distribution-related communication.
This final observation is crucial. Mandatory threads are known to contribute to the
program’s outcome; there is doubt about the applicability of speculative threads — they
may become mandatory but they may become irrelevant. Whenever the execution of a
mandatory thread is delayed because the processing element is routing speculative
messages the overall execution time is affected. Multicomputers are particularly
susceptible to these delays; in order to maintain utilisation of a processing element
which has no work to perform, a thread must be obtained from another processing
element in the network.
Network communication and routing take time. It will be faster to communicate with a
neighbour than with a neighbour’s neighbour. Further, by the time a neighbour’s
neighbour receives a load status message it may be out of date. For this reason (and to
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attempt to restrict the amount of load distribution-related network traffic) the
multicomputer should be segmented into (overlapping) neighbourhoods with load
distribution attempted only between processing elements in the same neighbourhood.
To be effective in the context of the speculative evaluation of a general-purpose
program on a multicomputer, a global thread scheduling algorithm should:
• employ load distribution to increase performance;
• embrace the aims of load sharing in preference to ‘all-out’ load balancing to
reduce complexity and processing overhead;
• react dynamically to best cope with situations as they arise;
• function in a decentralised manner to minimise complexity and communication,
and to maximise fault tolerance and scalability;
• behave in a cooperative manner to ensure thread transfers benefit both donor and
recipient;
• maintain a load estimation policy that stipulates a simple load metric based on the
highest priority of available threads;
• incorporate an information policy that segments the multicomputer into
overlapping neighbourhoods of processing elements to reduce load distributionrelated communication and processing, and that advertises the load metric on
demand when the task is particularly busy and with a zero threshold at other
times to firstly decrease interruption at times of high load and secondly to ensure
timely accuracy of load information at other times;
• adopt an adaptive information policy to exhibit the best performances of sender
and receiver-initiated transfers and avoid the worst of each of these;
• use the default “best” location policy;
• implement a selection policy to transfer threads only if they are yet to begin
execution (to minimise complexity and communication time), and to exclude
threads known to be small in granularity, large in size, or of high locality of
reference;
• facilitate flexible thread transfers through an unrestricted migration-limiting
policy; and
• allow fast turn-around time for thread requests by using an immediate transfer
policy.
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The spark percolation load distribution algorithm developed for this thesis is presented
in Chapter Nine.
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Chapter Five: Haskell & GHC
5·1 Introduction
In this chapter the implementation base is presented. Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine
include a discussion and presentation of the modifications made and extensions to the
system presented in this chapter. The details here document the system as it was (and
may be) downloaded [AQUA 1995 and 1996].
There are three broad components for exposition: the language, the compiler, and the
‘architecture’. Each will now be considered.

5·2 Haskell
5·2·1 Origins
Haskell [Hudak, Wadler, Arvind, Boutel, Fairbairn, Fasel, Hammond, Hughes,
Johnsson, Kieburtz, Nikhil, Peyton Jones, Reeve, Wise, and Young 1990; Hudak et al.
1992; Michaelson et al. 1999] is a purely functional language designed by committee and
is based on features of other languages extended by the desires of the authors and the
wider functional programming community. The language, gaining its name after
eminent logician Haskell B. Curry, was designed to be suitable for teaching, research,
and applications (including programming in the large). It is a general purpose, purely
functional programming language supporting higher order-functions, non-strict
semantics, user-defined algebraic data types, list comprehensions, pattern-matching,
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static polymorphic typing, and a module system [Hudak et al. 1990]. The interested
reader is referred to [Bird 1998] or [Hudak et al. 1992] for more information on the
language Haskell.

5·2·2 GPH
GPH is an abbreviation for Glasgow Parallel Haskell — and is often written GPH to
align it with Parallel Haskell [Aditja, Arvind, Augustsson, Maessen, and Nikhil 1995],
which is denoted PH. GPH is a super-set of Haskell and extends Haskell with two
primitive functions par and seq [Trinder, Barry, et al. 1998 and unpub.].
The GPH expression p `par` e18 has the same value as expression e and is not strict
in its first argument. It is used to indicate potential parallel evaluation. The expression
p may be evaluated by a newly created thread while the original thread continues its

execution of expression e. Expression p is said to be a spark, but a thread to evaluate p
is not necessarily created as this depends upon the task’s load (see Section 5·3). If a
thread to evaluate p is created, the act of converting the spark into a thread is called
sparking, and p is said to have been sparked.
The GPH expression e1 `seq` e2 has the same value as expression e2 and is strict in
its first argument. It is used to indicate sequential composition. The expression e1 will
be evaluated before evaluating the expression e2.
The approach to parallel programming in GPH is largely implicit [Loidl, Trinder,
Hammond, Junaidu, Morgan, and Peyton Jones unpub.; Trinder, Hammond, Loidl, and
Peyton Jones 1998; Jones and Hudak 1993; Hammond and Michaelson 1999]. Under
implicit parallelism the compiler and runtime system are required to identify and manage
all parallel execution [Sarkar 1989; Roe 1991; Jones and Hudak 1993]. Purely implicit
approaches include Id [Arvind, Nikhil, and Pingali 1986], PH [Aditja et al. 1995], and
Burn’s evaluation transformers [Burn 1987]. At the other extreme, explicit parallelism
places the responsibility of managing the parallel execution onto the programmer
[Sarkar 1989; Roe 1991; Jones and Hudak 1993; Hammond and Michaelson 1999]. An
example is MultiLisp [Halstead 1985].

18

The form expressed here uses infix notation; this function call could also be expressed as par p e
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In GPH the runtime system manages most aspects of the parallelism with the
programmer required to indicate where parallel threads may be usefully created [Loidl et
al. unpub.].

5·3 GHC
5·3·1 Introduction
The Glasgow Haskell Compiler19 (GHC) version 0·29 [AQUA 1995] is the “hackers’
release” Haskell compiler from the University of Glasgow’s Department of Computing
Science. GHC 0·29 is a Haskell 1·2 compiler that possesses a number of extensions.
These include unboxed types, primitive arrays, embedded C calls, concurrent Haskell
(incorporating explicit threads), and parallel Haskell, which facilitates speculative
evaluation on multiprocessors and multicomputers using the message-passing
communication paradigm.
GHC is an extremely good functional language implementation in terms of
performance, portability, features, effort, and research potential. It is in fact, state-ofthe-art and is the basis for much research activity including:
• profiling [King et al. 1998; Charles 2001];
• granularity estimation [Loidl 1998; Hammond et al. 1997];
• granularity simulation [Loidl 1998; Hernández et al. 2000];
• parallelism representation [Trinder, Hammond et al. 1998]
to name but a few.
GHC now runs on numerous platforms [Trinder, Barry et al. 1998 and unpub.]
including Sun-4, Sun-10, Sun-SMP, IBM SP/2, Intel Pentium, Digital Equipment
Corporation Alpha, and CM-5, and either compiles directly to machine code or to C so
that the Gnu C Compiler (GCC) [Free Software Foundation 1995] can be used to
produce more efficient code.
GHC version 0·26 (the version prior to 0·29) was the first to include GPH; the current
version is 5·02·1 which supports version 98 of the Haskell language — although there

19

GHC is also called the “Glorious Haskell Compiler” — and many other names besides!
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are different releases for different purposes and 0·29 is the most relevant for the
purposes described here [Loidl 1996].
The parallel evaluation system of the publicly available version of GHC, however, and
in particular its speculation and load distribution facilities, are somewhat rudimentary.
The runtime system includes only one annotation for parallel evaluation, and once an
annotated expression is sparked into a thread it competes equally with mandatory
threads and other ‘speculative’ threads as each task executes all runnable threads in a
round-robin fashion until its thread pool is empty. Threads cannot be migrated. This
implies that mandatory threads may be left to execute on one processing element. If
the thread pool is empty, an entry in the spark pool is converted into a thread and the
scheduler executes it. If, however, the spark pool is also empty then simplistic load
distribution is begun.
More on each of these topics follows in the succeeding sections of this chapter.

5·3·2 Compiler Structure
In terms of code size, GHC is a large compiler. The source comprises roughly 15500
files of which 2000 are related to activities discussed in this thesis. Of this 2000, forty
seven require modification and/or extension. This subset of files consists of
approximately 30000 lines of code. The extensions described in Chapters Seven, Eight,
and Nine add an additional 4000 lines.
The compiler source code is decomposed into the following classifying sub-directories:
• compiler — containing the compiler proper;
• driver — containing the files that initiate and control the compilation process;
• includes — containing header files for the program files (other than those for
garbage collection) of other directories;
• lib — containing library files accessed by other program files; and
• runtime — containing the GUM runtime system and associated program files.

5·3·3 Compiler Phases
The user’s Haskell program passes through many compiler phases and incarnations
before appearing as an executable file in the Unix file system. Much of the detail is not
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relevant here, but the major phases are shown alongside the corresponding input and
output ‘language’ in Figure 5·1.
The GPH language constructs exist throughout the length of these phases.
Applications of the functions par and seq are specified in the user’s program and
defined in the language prelude which together form the basis for the input. These
definitions are then transformed five times [AQUA 1996] to become an STG macro
which is compiled via Abstract C, et cetera, into the executable program.

Literate Haskell+
Literate pre-processor
Haskell+
C pre-processor
Haskell
Haskell parser
Desugared Haskell
Haskell compiler
STG Code

Abstract C
C compiler
Assembly Code
Assembler
Object Code
Linker
Binary Code

Figure 5·1: Compilation phases of GHC.
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5·3·4 Runtime Architecture
At runtime in parallel executions, the compiled user’s program is combined with the
GUM runtime system (see Section 5·3·5) and the result executed. The algorithm of
execution (presented in detail in Section 5·3·5 also) relies upon communication between
virtual processing elements facilitated by the use of a hardware abstraction — PVM
(described in Section 5·4). This architecture may be illustrated diagrammatically as
shown in Figure 5·2. In fact, this diagram illustrates the model of a multiprocessor,
such as a Sun SPARCstation multiprocessor (as utilised in the implementation described
in this thesis). One drawback of PVM when implemented on a SPARCstation
architecture is the absence of a routine to place a thread on a given processor. This is
not a failing of PVM, but is due to Sun’s restriction that programmers cannot allocate
tasks/processes/threads/et cetera to a particular processor without using unadvertised
kernel interfaces.

PEs
System Manager
(SysMan)

PVM task 1

…

PVM task n

PVM Daemon (pvmd)

Figure 5·2: ‘Hardware’ architecture for parallel program execution on a multiprocessor.

Where a network of computers are used, each will run its own PVM daemon for
communication with others. This is shown diagrammatically (with only one PVM task
per computer for simplicity) in Figure 5·3.

5·3·5 GUM
5·3·5·1

Introduction

The GHC compiler is, in actual fact, many compilers in one. By providing command
line options when compiling, different facilities are enabled/disabled and different
behaviours are exhibited [AQUA 1995]. When the –parallel option is provided on
GHC’s command line, execution involves a runtime system that enables the concurrent
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execution of programs: GUM. GUM [Trinder et al. 1996; Hammond et al. 1995;
Hammond, Loidl, et al. unpub. a; Trinder, Barry et al. 1998 and unpub.] stands for
“Graph reduction for a Unified Machine model”.

PEs
Computer 1

Computer 2

…

Computer m

System Manager
(SysMan)

PVM task 1

…

PVM task n

PVM Daemon 1
(pvmd)

PVM Daemon 2
(pvmd)

…

PVM Daemon m
(pvmd)

Interconnection Network

Figure 5·3: ‘Hardware’ architecture for parallel program execution on a network of computers.

GUM implements graph reduction using an abstract machine modelled on GRIP
[Hammond and Peyton Jones 1992; Hammond unpub.; Hammond, Mattson, and
Peyton Jones 1994]. GRIP consists of two types of processor: Processing Elements
(PEs) which perform graph reduction, and Intelligent Memory Units (IMUs) which
hold the shared graph and manage global thread pools.
Although GUM had its inception on the specialised GRIP architecture, GUM is now
architecture neutral and portable [Trinder et al. 1996; Hammond et al. 1995; Trinder et al.
1998 and unpub.]. Earlier redesigns of the GRIP reduction system [Hammond, Loidl,
Mattson, Partridge, Peyton Jones, and Trinder unpub. b] retained the IMUs, but in
GUM these are removed by distributing the global memory amongst all PEs (rather
than IMUs) using a globalised address space. (Each processing element has a local
heap, which is independently garbage collected; the collection of all local heaps provides
a virtual global heap.)
The abstract graph-reduction machine is an extension of the STG-machine which was
developed by Peyton Jones and Salkild [Peyton Jones and Salkild 1988 and 1989; Peyton
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Jones 1992]. The extensions [Loidl 1998] include a new closure type (the FETCHME
closure — see Section 5·3·5·9), blocking queues (also see Section 5·3·5·9), and global
addresses (see Section 5·3·5·2).
GUM utilises PVM for (asynchronous) communication via message-passing and thus
obtains portability — PVM version 3 was designed to run on heterogeneous machines
possessing either shared- or distributed-memory running a version of the Unix
operating system. PVM is the subject of the next section.
GUM comprises one System Manager task with the remaining processing elements
being ‘workers’. Each worker task has a copy of both the program and the runtime
system with one processing element known to contain the ‘main program’ thread. At
start-up, the system manager spawns the worker tasks and synchronises them. Each
task then executes the runtime system which results in program evaluation, load
distribution, garbage collection, et cetera. When the main thread terminates, the task
indicates this by communicating with the System Manager which then initiates and
coordinates the shutting down of all tasks.
Figures 5·2 and 5·3 illustrate the use of GUM and PVM together.

5·3·5·2 Operation
Each task maintains four main graph reduction-related data structures (apart from the
graph itself): thread pools, a pool of required sparks, a pool of advisory sparks, and global
address tables. Collections of threads are maintained as linked lists (see Section 5·3·5·3)
and exist for the runnable thread pool, as well as for blocking queues. Each spark pool
is a queue and is actually initialised as a contiguous block of memory occupying all of
the memory-space as if the pool were full. Pointer variables are used to indicate that the
pool is empty. Required sparks are those created via explicit parallelism (i.e. within
Concurrent Haskell [Peyton Jones, Gordon, and Finne unpub.; AQUA 1995] using the
fork annotation). Advisory sparks are those created using the par annotation. See

Section 5·3·5·6 for more details. Closures possess an address local to the processing
element on which they reside. Such local addresses are not unique between tasks.
Closures known to tasks other than the task they reside on have a global address (GA)
through which they can be located by all tasks. There are two main tables for using
global addresses that must be maintained:
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• the global-address-to-local-address (or GALA) table which indicates the local
address of a closure with known global address — if the closure is not stored
locally, a sentinel value is present; and
• the local-address-to-global-address (or LAGA) table which indicates the global
address of a local closure (if a global address exists) — again a sentinel value is
present if the closure is not yet associated with a global address (i.e. is not global).
Initially the thread and spark pools are initialised and empty and no closures have global
addresses. A timer is then initialised for the purpose of thread pre-emption and context
switching (which depending upon the scheduling algorithm in vogue either ensures fair
scheduling in a round-robin fashion, or, simply allows the runtime system to execute
interspersed with reduction of threads in an unfair manner). If the current task
possesses the main program, a new thread is created containing the main program
thread and this is placed into the thread pool.
The main runtime system algorithm cycle now begins. Firstly, the task inspects its
inward communication for requests from other tasks for closures. If such requests have
been received, the closures referred to are located, and replies are constructed. These
replies are sent and the algorithm continues. The thread pool is then examined. If it is
empty then the spark pools are examined (first the required pool is examined and if it is
empty the advisory pool is examined). If these are empty, receiver-initiated load
distribution (see Section 5·3·5·8) is attempted, and any incoming communication is
processed. The main algorithm cycle then begins again.
If a spark pool was found not to be empty when it was examined, the head of the pool
is extracted and the closure referred to by the spark examined. If it is found to be
evaluated already then the spark is discarded and the next one chosen. If, conversely,
the closure pointed to by the spark is unevaluated the spark is sparked into a thread (i.e.
a new thread is created to evaluate the sparked closure) and this thread is placed into the
thread pool. Again, the main algorithm cycle begins again.
If the thread pool was found not to be empty, the examinations of the spark pools do
not occur. Instead, all incoming communication is processed, the head of the thread
pool is extracted, and resumption (or commencement!) of the execution of that thread
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ensues. This continues until the timer expires at which point the thread is replaced into
the thread pool and the main algorithm cycle begins again.
When the main thread terminates, the task communicates this to the System Manager
task, which then coordinates the shutting-down of all tasks.

5·3·5·3 Thread Pool Structure and Operation
Threads may be in any one of five states during execution [King et al. 1998]:
• running;
• runnable (waiting to be scheduled);
• blocked (waiting for another thread to complete);
• fetching (waiting for a value to arrive from a remote processing element); or
• migrating (moving a thread from a busy processing element to an idle processing
element).
A pool of runnable threads is maintained on each processing element and each thread is
executed for a user-controllable time quantum before context switching occurs.
(Context switching actually occurs prior to heap allocation, thus the specified time
quantum is only an approximated minimum execution time, not a precise value). All
threads have the same priority and so the thread pool is implemented as a simple queue.
The runnable thread pool is implemented as a linked list referenced by two pointer
variables: a head and a tail. Each node in the list represents the state of a thread when
not executing and is called a thread state object (TSO) and is described in some detail in
the next section. One of the fields in a TSO is a link field which is used to reference the
next TSO in the list. This field is manipulated directly when a TSO is removed from, or
placed into, a list of threads.
In the context of the thread pool, an item is removed by copying the value (which is a
pointer to the TSO) in the ‘head’ variable and resetting the ‘link’ field of this TSO to
indicate no TSOs follow it. The ‘head’ variable is also reset to point to the second TSO
in the original list. When a thread is to be replaced into the thread pool, unfair
scheduling is the default policy and hence the ‘head’ is reset to point to the new TSO,
and that TSO’s ‘link’ field is set to point to the original head TSO. The ‘tail’ variable is
maintained throughout all modifications to the list.
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A major use of the ‘link’ field is in the implementation of blocking queues. A blocking
queue is a list that contains TSOs waiting for some event. This event may be the
evaluation of a closure, input/output, the arrival of a value from a remote processing
element, et cetera. When blocking queues are implemented, the TSO for a runnable
thread waiting for an event is removed from the runnable thread pool and placed in an
appropriate blocking queue. It does not return to the runnable thread pool until the
event has occurred. An alternative to the use of blocking queues is the implementation
of polling. Under polling, the TSO is not removed from the runnable thread pool; rather
it is scheduled as usual and when it executes it checks to see if the event for which it is
waiting has occurred. Polling is rarely implemented [Loidl 1998] and has been shown
[van Groningen 1992] to be more expensive than blocking queues when the program’s
granularity is low.

5·3·5·4 Closure (and TSO) Structure and Composition
Closures in the graph manipulated by the GUM runtime system all have a common
structure as shown in Figure 5·4 (adapted from [Loidl and Hammond 1994] and
[AQUA 1996]).

Header
Fixed Header

Variable Header

Pointers

Values

Pointer Words

Non-pointer Words

Figure 5·4: Closure structure.

Not surprisingly, the fixed header contains the same items regardless of closure type
while the length of every other component (and the purpose of the values in each)
varies depending upon the closure type. Note that the closure does not possess an
explicit closure type — this is after all the Spineless-Tagless-Graph-machine; the closure
type is instead stored implicitly within a table along with other standard operations on
particular types of closures that are valid for all closures of that particular type. These
tables are called info tables [Loidl and Hammond 1994].
The fixed header component may be further decomposed. This decomposition
[AQUA 1996; Loidl 1999; Hammond 1999; Loidl and Hammond 1994] is shown in
Figure 5·5.
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Only the four components named in Figure 5·5 are declared in ‘out-of-the-box’ GUM,
and further, only the info table pointer is defined — the other components occupy zero
space [AQUA 1996].

Info Table
Pointer

Parallel
Information

Profiling
(Cost-centre)
Information

Profiling
(Ticky)
Information

…

Figure 5·5: Fixed header decomposition.

For completeness, an info table (pointed to by the pointer in the fixed header) has the
structure shown in Figure 5·6 [AQUA 1996; Loidl and Hammond 1994].

Closure Type

Code to execute upon closure entry during
graph reduction

Size
Number of Pointers
Excavation Code for the garbage collector
Scavenge Code for the garbage collector
…

Figure 5·6: The initial structure of an info table.

The ‘closure type’ field (see Figure 5·6) contains a tag that may be used for discerning
which specific form of closure is stored. TSOs have the closure type TSO which is one
of a collection of so-called “specialised” (SPEC) closure types [AQUA 1996]. The
thread specific information held in a TSO type closure is stored following the fixed
header. There are four types of information stored [AQUA 1996]:
• garbage-collection-related (one word);
• information-related (ten words) which includes the TSO name, id, type (either
main thread, required thread, advisory thread, or a failure thread), ‘link’, and
program counter;
• reduction-related (zero words); and
• parallel-related (seventeen words) which includes whether the TSO is locked, the
name of the spark (if applicable), date/time information, log information, as well
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as a number of fields only used by the GranSim granularity simulator [Loidl
1998].
Information on other closure types (SPEC — including STATIC, CONST, CHARLIKE,
INTLIKE, BH, BQ, IND, CAF, FETCHME, FMBQ, BF, STKO, SPEC_RBH, and GEN_RBH; GEN;
DYN; TUPLE; DATA; MUTUPLE; IMMUTUPLE) is not relevant here. For more information

on these the reader is referred to [AQUA 1996] although some detail on the closures
relating to distributed execution is given below in Section 5·3·5·9.

5·3·5·5 Annotations
GUM includes only one annotation for parallel programming: par. As indicated earlier,
a pointer to an annotated expression is placed into a spark pool, and if excess
processing power is available is converted into a thread.

5·3·5·6 Spark Pool Structure and Operation
Parallel execution is obtained through sparks. Pointers to annotated code fragments are
called sparks, and are collected together on each processing element in a spark pool. A
spark does not have the same structure (or weight) as a thread. It does not have a TSO
— it is simply a pointer to a code fragment. This minimalism improves efficiency since
the creation of a fully-weighted thread incurs an overhead of time and memory usage
and is only necessary if the spark is to be executed. When a spark is to be executed the
process of creating a thread can be undertaken; conversely, if a spark is to be discarded
thread creation can be omitted. Thus the delaying of thread creation is beneficial.
Sparks are purely advisory. If ignored the correct result is guaranteed through
conservative evaluation. As indicated above, if a task’s thread pool is empty then it
considers its spark pool. Once a spark is selected it is converted into a thread and
(assuming that the thread has not already been evaluated via conservative evaluation or
an earlier spark) it is added to the thread pool for scheduling. (The idea of retaining
potential parallelism in an encapsulated form until it is required — if indeed it ever is —
is called lazy task creation [Mohr, Krantz, and Halstead 1991 and 1995].)
If a parent thread requires the value of a closure it has sparked a child to evaluate, it
attempts to evaluate it itself [Hammond and Peyton Jones 1992 and unpub.]. If the
child has not started evaluation, the parent simply takes over, and the child can be
discarded. If the child has commenced evaluation, the parent blocks and is resumed when
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the child completes the evaluation. Lastly, if the child has completed the evaluation, the
result is extant for the parent to extract. This is the evaluate-and-die thread creation
model [Peyton Jones et al. 1987; Loidl 1998] and has the advantage that notification
between threads is only required when the original thread demands the result of the
newly created thread — and hence it is safe to discard excess sparks if necessary
[Hammond et al. 1994].
An alternative thread creation model is the notification model in which the parent blocks
when it encounters an unevaluated closure that it has sparked a child to evaluate. When
the child completes the evaluation it notifies the parent thread. The advantage of this
model [Hammond and Peyton Jones 1992 and unpub.] is that parent threads may
suspend pending notification from several child threads. The disadvantage is that no
child threads may be easily discarded.
The required and advisory spark pools are created to their full extent. A pointer ‘base’
is set to the start of each, while another pointer ‘limit’ is set to the end of each. Then,
‘head’ and ‘tail’ pointers are set to the ‘base’ to indicate that each spark pool is empty. A
spark pool is full whenever its ‘tail’ pointer reaches its ‘limit’. A spark creation throttling
strategy [Hammond and Peyton Jones 1990] is implemented: when a spark pool fills,
spark creation is suspended and new sparks are discarded.
In its obtainable form [AQUA 1996], GUM adds new sparks to the rear of the spark
pool (using an STG macro) and sparks are removed from the front (as part of the main
runtime system cycle — but only if there are no runnable threads). When an attempt is
made to remove one spark, the entire spark pool is actually processed: all candidate
sparks are sparked into threads, all unsuitable sparks are deleted.
Once an annotated expression is sparked into a thread it competes equally with all
mandatory threads (including those that subsequently return to the runnable thread
pool from the blocked state) and other speculative threads. This should logically not be
the case since the evaluation of the mandatory threads is of paramount importance.
Further, converting all sparks into threads hinders load distribution since GUM utilises
thread placement only and no threads are actually migrated. Additionally, at any time
during execution, speculative threads can be seen to contribute to the final program
outcome to varying degrees but the single par annotation obscures this and deems all
speculative threads to be equal.
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5·3·5·7 Spark Structure
As stated above, a spark is simply a pointer to graph code. It is free from the
accountability and management detail of the TSO details, and therefore is light-weight.
In order to be executed, however, these details must be present, hence sparking. In its
Spartan form, however, there is no opportunity for storing associative information such
as a priority, a name, a processing element allocation, a granularity measure, an
opportunity cost, et cetera.

5·3·5·8 Load Distribution
GUM’s inherent load distribution is simplistic. A task executes mandatory threads until
its thread pool is empty. If either of its spark pools is non-empty a spark is converted
into a thread and the scheduler executes it. If, however, the spark pools are also empty
then load distribution is begun.
The receiver-initiated load distribution algorithm used by GUM [Trinder et al. 1996;
Hammond, et al. 1995; AQUA 1996] is as follows:
• one neighbouring processing element is selected at random;
• this task is sent a FISH message;
• if the receiving task has a spark that may be donated then this is packed and sent
to the originating processing element for unpacking, conversion, and execution
— assuming the originating processing element is still idle — and the FISH
message is then destroyed; alternatively
• if the receiving processing element has no available sparks it forwards the FISH
message to another randomly selected processing element.
Each FISH message contains an amount of ‘food’. Each ‘swim’ between processing
elements consumes food and when a FISH message’s food supply is gone the FISH
message is returned to the originating task. When a FISH message arrives back at its
home the task’s state is checked. If it is still idle then the task waits “briefly” [Trinder et
al. 1996, page 3; Hammond et al. 1995, page 4] before re-sending the now-replenished
FISH message. This delay is to avoid saturating the machine with unserviceable FISH

messages [Trinder et al. 1996; Hammond, et al. 1995; Hammond, Loidl, et al. unpub. b].
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Once a task has sent a FISH message, it will not send another until either the sent FISH
message returns ‘hungry’, or if a spark has been received from another processing
element, until the task is again idle.
There are three messages associated with load distribution: FISH, SCHEDULE, and ACK.
The use of the FISH message has already been discussed. The SCHEDULE message
accompanies the transferred spark. Once the spark is safely installed at its new home,
the local address-global address pair accompanying it is reconciled/adopted at the new
home and the source task is notified of the successful arrival and definitive global
address by an ACK message.
The following summarises the existing system in terms of the policies defined in
Chapter Four:
• load estimation: not applicable;
• information: not applicable;
• initiation: receiver;
• location: random;
• selection: first;
• migration-limiting: unrestricted; and
• transfer: immediate.

5·3·5·9 Remote Behaviour
There are many closure types in GUM [AQUA 1996]:
• SPEC — closures requiring specialised garbage collection code including:
• STATIC — statically declared (non-heap) closures;
• CONST — constant closures;
• CHARLIKE — character closure;
• INTLIKE — integer closure;
• BH — black hole closure (indicating closure is under evaluation) upon which
no other threads are waiting — see below;
• BQ — black hole closure (again indicating closure is under evaluation) that
possesses a blocking queue of threads waiting for the result — see below;
• IND — indirection closure;
• CAF — constant applicative form closure;
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• FETCHME — place-holder closure inviting the first thread that enters to fetch
the closure details from a remote processing element — see below;
• FMBQ — place-holder closure that contains a blocking queue of threads waiting
for the remotely held information to arrive — see below;
• BF — a blocking queue entry (for a BQ or FMBQ) acting as a proxy for a remote
task — see below;
• TSO — thread state object — see Section 5·3·5·4;
• STKO — stack object; and
• SPEC_RBH and GEN_RBH — revertible black hole for a SPEC or GEN closure
respectively which effectively holds a duplicate of a remote closure and may or
may not have a blocking queue — see below;
• GEN — closures requiring generic garbage collection code;
• DYN — dynamic closures;
• TUPLE — pointer-only closures;
• DATA — non-pointer-only closures;
• MUTUPLE — mutable pointer-only closures; and
• IMMUTUPLE — immutable pointer-only closures.
Six of these closure types are related to the parallel evaluation of the user’s program: BH,
BQ, FETCHME, FMBQ, BF, and RBH. The messages FISH, SCHEDULE, ACK, FETCH, and
RESUME are also related to the parallel evaluation of the user’s program.

When a local closure is entered to commence evaluation20, it is turned into a BH closure.
This effectively locks the closure and prevents modification by other threads. If other
threads encounter a BH closure, the closure becomes a BQ closure and the TSO for the
entering threads’ TSOs are added onto the BQ closure’s blocking queue. When the
closure evaluation is completed these TSOs are added again to the runnable thread pool
and the closure is rewritten as its resultant closure type.
When a FISH message arrives, a thread is sparked (if possible) and its closure is replaced
with a revertible black hole (RBH) closure and the original is packed and sent as a SCHEDULE

20

A closure is evaluated by a thread when that thread’s program counter jumps to the code that the

closure points to. The thread is said to enter the closure.
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message. When the ACK message is returned (see Section 5·3·5·8) the RBH closure
becomes a FETCHME (or global indirection) closure.
When an RBH closure is entered the TSO for the entering thread is placed on the end of
the RBH closure’s blocking queue (perhaps creating it). When the closure becomes a
FETCHME closure these TSOs are added again to the runnable thread pool and from

there make their way back onto the FETCHME closure’s blocking queue.
When a FETCHME closure is entered, it becomes a FMBQ closure and the TSO of the
entering thread is placed onto the FMBQ closure’s blocking queue. The details of the
location of the closure referenced by the FETCHME closure are extracted and a FETCH
message is sent to the relevant processing element requesting the closure (or its result).
If other threads encounter an FMBQ closure those threads’ TSOs are added onto the
FMBQ closure’s blocking queue. (There is no need to send additional FETCH messages as

the first will be sufficient to ensure the result arrives when calculated.) When the
closure evaluation is completed the TSOs from the blocking queue are added again to
the runnable thread pool and the closure is rewritten as its resultant closure type.
When a FETCH message arrives, the closure is located and examined. If it is under
evaluation the FETCH message is added to the blocking queue as a BF entry. If the
closure has been evaluated to a simple type the value is packed and a copy of that
closure sent as a RESUME message. If the closure has been evaluated to something other
than a simple type, or has not been evaluated at all it is replaced with an appropriate RBH
closure and the original is packed and sent as a RESUME message. When the ACK
message is received the RBH closure becomes a FETCHME closure.
When a RESUME message arrives, the closure is unpacked, the local address-global
address pair accompanying it is reconciled/adopted at the new home, the blocking
queues (if any) are reconciled, and the source task is notified of the successful arrival
and definitive global address by an ACK message. The FETCHME/FMBQ closure is then
rewritten and the blocking queue (if one exists) is awoken.
If a BF entry is found on any blocking queue when it is awoken the contents are not
placed in the runnable threads pool (as is done for TSO entries). Instead, the entry is requeued as an incoming FETCH message to be responded to during the runtime system
cycle.
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5·4 PVM
The use of specialised hardware for the basis of implementation brings disadvantages.
These include [Hammond unpub.] the fact that processors (Motorola MC68020s and
microcoded AMD 29000s) are no longer state-of-the-art. In order to increase the
availability and accessibility of the GRIP software, and also to produce a portable
system (and therefore retain currency), the GRIP software was ported to use PVM21
[Hammond unpub.].
PVM [Geist et al. 1994] is a software system that interfaces to a number of
heterogeneous multiprocessors and multicomputers running the Unix operating system.
In this way programs/systems that use PVM library routines can behave as if they are
connected to a single multicomputer that possesses a distributed memory. Library
routines exist for the definition of the virtual machine, the spawning of tasks onto
processing elements, asynchronous communication between tasks on those processing
elements, and synchronisation between tasks on those processing elements.
The use of PVM by GUM is a trade-off. The complexities of low-level communication,
differing hardware communication routines, heterogeneous computers and networks,
are avoided through its use. But this is at the cost of additional runtime overheads (see
Chapter Ten). Certainly for development and portability purposes, the use of PVM (or
a similar system) is an expedient one. If, however, speed is the ultimate goal for the
GHC designers, an abstraction from the hardware may result in an unsatisfactory delay.

21

The software has also been ported to use MPI [Trinder, Barry, et al. 1998]. Information on MPI may

be found in [MPI 1994].
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Chapter Six: Related Work
6·1 Introduction
There are presently many functional language implementations. A very small
proportion of these are parallel implementations. Fewer still incorporate speculative
parallelism. Of these, the vast majority are shared memory implementations.
The material in this thesis impacts upon three broad areas of research: the parallel
evaluation of functional languages implemented via distributed graph reduction, the
identification of parallelism within a functional program and the use of speculative
evaluation, and dynamic load distribution techniques.
A section of this chapter will be devoted to each of these areas.

6·2 Machine Models
6·2·1 LML, the G-Machine, and the <ν,G>-Machine
The idea of the parallel execution of a functional program is not a new one. This field
has received a great deal of attention since the early 1980s — but most of the attention
was focused upon aspects of the compiler with much less attention being devoted to
runtime matters.
In 1987, Augustsson [Augustsson 1987] and Johnsson [Johnsson 1987a] presented a
consolidated description of their work of the previous few years on the G-machine and
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the compiler for the functional language LML that implemented it. This compiler
generates sequential code and aspects of it are published elsewhere. The reader is
referred to [Augustsson 1984; Augustsson and Johnsson 1989b; Augustsson 1986;
Johnsson 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987a, and 1987b].
By 1988, their attention was turning towards parallelism [Augustsson and Johnsson
1988 and 1989a] and the abstract machine had been augmented to use the heap for the
storage of stack frames for the G-machine’s two stacks. This new G-machine was given
the name: <ν,G>-machine. Parallelism is introduced using annotations and the
compiler is implemented on a shared memory sixteen-processing element computer
with a pre-emptive round-robin scheduler. M-code is generated as an intermediate
output and this is then translated into native code according to the selected translator.
This approach provides portability; the LML compiler is available on a variety of
architectures [Augustsson and Johnsson 1990] and can readily be ported to others (for
example the Transputer [Dermoudy 1991; Kingdon, Lester, and Burn 1989]). In order
to ensure exclusive access to a closure in the graph, each closure contains a flag bit
which must be set before the closure can be manipulated. A summary of the <ν,G>machine is given in [Johnsson 1991; Clack 1999].
Augustsson and Johnsson were not the only functional program compiler developers
working during this period.

6·2·2 The ALICE
The Applicative Language Idealized Computing Engine (ALICE) [Cripps, et al. 1986] is
based around Transputers accessing a shared address space and is packet based.
Originally proposed in 1981 [Darlington and Reeve 1981], the ALICE together with the
Zero Assignment Parallel Processor (ZAPP) [Burton and Sleep 1981] are perhaps the
first parallel graph reduction machines. ALICE consists of a pool of packets, a
collection of processing elements (processing agents), and an interconnection network.

6·2·3 The ZAPP
The ZAPP is a processor architecture built around a tree topology [Burton and
Huntbach 1984] and was designed for programs whose evaluation could be undertaken
in a divide-and-conquer manner. The virtual tree of processors is implemented on a
multicomputer of Transputers and utilises load distribution to spread evaluation work
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from heavily loaded processing elements to idle neighbouring processing elements
[McBurney and Sleep 1987]. The load distribution scheme used is receiver-initiated and
involves a processing element stealing work from its neighbour. Once a thread has been
transferred, it cannot move again.
In 1989, McBurney and Sleep [McBurney and Sleep 1989] presented an extension of the
ZAPP to support the Concurrent Clean language which is an extension of the
functional programming language Clean [Brus, van Eekelen, van Leer, and Plasmeijer
1987]. Concurrent Clean is presented in [Nöcker et al. 1991] and also discussed as the
language of choice for the Parallel ABC machine in [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993]
(and Section 6·2·11).

6·2·4 The Four-Stroke Reduction Engine
The Four-Stroke Reduction Engine [Clack and Peyton Jones 1986; Clack 1999] is an
abstract machine for interpreting functional programs under conservative parallelism
where the parallelism is indicated through the use of annotations. The name refers to
the four stages of graph reduction activity. Graph nodes have three fields: a tag for
indicating the type of cell, a head field, and a tail field. The head and tail fields can
contain either a data object or a node pointer. Exclusive access to graph nodes is
provided through locking (painting) and adding subsequent threads to a notifier list. The
Four-Stroke Reduction Engine is the first abstract machine to be implemented on the
GRIP architecture (see Section 6·2·15).

6·2·5 The TIM
The Three Instruction Machine (TIM) [Fairbairn and Wray 1987; Clack 1999] is one of
many abstract machines to emerge in the late 1980s. Not surprisingly, given its name,
the machine language consisted of only three instructions. The machine itself consists
of an argument stack, a heap, and a code stream, and possessed none of the ‘clutter’ of
the G-machine. Each closure is represented by a pair comprising a heap pointer and a
code pointer. Evaluation is efficient and simple. In 1989, Argo began extending the
TIM with support for laziness, compile-time analyses, and other optimisations [Argo
1989, 1991, and 1992]. Work on the TIM continued with additional optimisations and
rationalisations occurring [Chitnis, Satpathy, and Oberoi 1995]. No parallel version of
the TIM exists.
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6·2·6 The MaRS
The Machine à Réduction Symbolique (MaRS) [Contessa et al. 1989; Castan, Durrieu,
Lecussan, Lemaître, Contessa, Cousin, and Ng 1986] was first described in [Lemaître et
al. 1986]. The MaRS is a graph reduction machine that is composed of five specialised
processors: reduction processors, memory processors (to implement a logically shared
graph), input/output processors (to manage communication between the MaRS and a
host computer), arithmetic processors (for floating point arithmetic), and
communication processors (to manage communication between the processing
elements of the MaRS). Parallelism is introduced through annotations in a similar way
to Halstead Jr.’s future (discussed in [Halstead 1985; Mohr, Kranz, and Halstead 1991
and 1995] and Section 6·3·3).

6·2·7 Alfalfa and Buckwheat
Goldberg [Golberg 1988; Goldberg and Hudak 1986] developed two parallel
implementations of the functional language ALFL: Alfalfa and Buckwheat. Buckwheat,
like the LML compiler, is implemented on a shared memory computer; Alfalfa is a
distributed memory implementation that includes load distribution. The load
distribution of Alfalfa is discussed in Section 6·4·4.
Both Buckwheat and Alfalfa are similar to the G-machine but Golberg’s emphasis is on
generating parallelism whereas Augustsson and Johnsson’s focus is on the production
of good code. C is used as the intermediate language, but prior to the generation of C,
the compiler translates ALFL programs into serial combinators [Hudak and Goldberg
1985a and 1985b] which specify the behaviour of the enclosed ‘thread’, and the thread’s
granularity. More information on serial combinators is given in Section 6·3·4.
A graph node in Alfalfa consists [Goldberg and Hudak 1986] of: a state value
(indicating whether the node is evaluated, waiting, or unevaluated), the node’s value if it
is evaluated or a pointer to evaluation code if it is not, an argument vector, a notifier list
consisting of other nodes that have requested the value of this node, a status field
indicating the status of each argument, strictness information about the arguments, and
a reference count for garbage collection purposes.
Goldberg identified [Goldberg 1988] what he called horizontal and vertical parallelism.
Horizontal parallelism involves evaluating the arguments of a function application
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concurrently, while vertical parallelism results from evaluating the ‘body’ of a function
concurrently.
Goldberg found that the multiprocessor implementation (Buckwheat) performed better
than the multicomputer implementation (Alfalfa) but he did not investigate the
scalability of multiprocessors and hence the limit of Buckwheat’s performance. He
concluded that multiprocessors were the preferable architecture for parallel evaluation
as these architectures facilitate a shared graph space. He dismissed multicomputers
because of the complexity of developing and debugging programs and the overhead
incurred during execution.

6·2·8 COBWEB and Norman
The work by Burn and others [Burn 1988a; Bevan, Burn, and Karia 1987] culminated in
hardware and software developments. Hankin, Osmon, and Shute [Hankin, Osmon,
and Shute 1985] developed COBWEB (not an acronym) which is a parallel machine
named after the topology formed by the processing elements. The architecture began as
an experiment into wafer scale integration [Boudillet, Gupta, and Winter 1991; Karia
1986; Shute and Osman 1986]. Initially COBWEB implemented a sequential abstract
machine — Norman [Hankin et al. 1985] — but later the abstract machine was replaced
by the Spineless G-machine [Burn 1988a] (see below). The sequential machine was
never actually constructed and was only simulated.
Conservative evaluation only is employed with no speculation present in the system —
although evaluation can occur on a needed expression well before its value is required.
The amount of evaluation to be undertaken on an expression is specified through the
use of evaluation transformers [Burn 1987, 1991a, and 1991b; Howe and Burn 1992; Finne
and Burn 1993] which are similar to serial combinators. Each graph node is adorned
with an evaluation transformer which dictates the amount of evaluation that should be
performed on the node. More will be said about evaluation transformers in Section
6·3·5.
A shared thread pool was implemented originally, but later this was distributed with a
load balancing mechanism incorporating migration added.
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6·2·9 Roe’s Contribution
Roe [Roe 1989 and 1991] argues that functional language implementations must be
efficient in order to achieve speed-up on parallel architectures. He questions how the
presence of useful parallelism in a program may best be indicated and concludes that
strictness analysis is not enough and that programmer inserted annotations are
necessary for the best performance. He further states a desire that annotations should
not be intrusive. Although he advocates in [Roe 1989] the use of evaluation
transformers due to their flexibility, he does not utilise them in [Roe 1991].
In [Roe 1991], Roe experiments with a shared memory simulator that evaluates (in
parallel) programs written in the FLIC language. FLIC is described in [Peyton Jones
1988]. Parallelism is indicated by the programmer using par and seq annotations as in
the GUM system.
Roe argues that lightweight sparks should be stored and that these sparks should not be
converted to threads immediately. In addition, he presents the view that a high
watermark for the number of sparks should be set and that additional sparks should be
discarded if this maximum is exceeded. In the same vein, he advocates the checking of
the graph node prior to the conversion from spark to thread so that the spark can be
discarded without incurring the cost of sparking if the graph node has been evaluated
by another thread. Penultimately, he states that excess parallelism can be detrimental as
resources can be exhausted unnecessarily and scheduling is made more difficult. He
indicates that parallelism should be limited to the extent that all processing elements are
occupied.
Most of these recommendations are implemented in GUM: sparks and threads have
different storage requirements with the representation of sparks being minimal, delayed
sparking is utilised, no more than 500 sparks occupy each spark pool at any time (with
subsequent sparks discarded22), the graph node is examined prior to sparking to
determine if sparking is required (and if not the spark is discarded), and in the extended
GUM presented here, no sparks are converted to threads unless either the runnable

22

In fact, sparks are not created if the spark pool is full; the annotation is ignored.
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thread pool is empty, or if the priority of the highest priority spark is higher than the
highest priority of all of the threads.
Finally, Roe states — in passing — that many of the problems of speculative evaluation
arise because of sharing. In Chapters Seven and Eight of this thesis a scheme for the
dynamic maintenance of thread hierarchies is discussed that resolves these problems.
He has four main conclusions:
• that functional programming is an excellent paradigm for parallel programming
(which has been concluded by many researchers);
• that programmer inserted annotations are better than compile-time analysis;
• that the placement of the par and seq annotations in higher-order functions is
beneficial from an abstraction point-of-view; and
• that the evaluate-and-die thread creation mechanism together with user-specified
granularity control provides good performance (which is the approach adopted
here too).

6·2·10 GAML
GAML [Maranget 1991] is a shared-memory parallel implementation of the G-machine.
Parallelism is introduced through a # annotation which is similar to the par annotation
in that it is an advisory annotation which may be ignored if processing resources cannot
accommodate its execution. The annotation creates forks (sparks) which are stored in
lightweight form in a fork pool until the pool of runnable threads is found to be empty at
which point a fork is converted to a thread. When evaluation begins on a closure its tag
is altered. If a thread subsequently enters a closure under evaluation it is queued on the
closure’s notifier list. There are many similarities with GUM. In GAML, it is possible
to configure the compiler to fork a thread immediately rather than store a fork in the
fork pool.

6·2·11 The ABC and PABC Machines
Concurrent Clean is evaluated using the Parallel ABC (PABC) machine. It contains two
annotations to allow the programmer to indicate the presence of useful parallelism in a
program [Nöcker et al. 1991] which are discussed in Section 6·3·6.
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The ABC machine [Koopman 1990; Nöcker et al. 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen
1993; Clack 1999] is similar to the G-machine in that it is stack-based. In fact, in
addition to the heap, the ABC machine has three stacks: an Address stack, a Basic value
stack, and a Control stack. It is from these stacks that the ABC machine received its
name. The A stack contains references to graph nodes which are stored in the heap
while the B stack is used to contain values of the basic types. These two stacks are used
for evaluation. The C stack is used for storing addresses. A graph node contains a
descriptor (i.e. a tag), a pointer to the code to be evaluated, and a pointer to arguments.
The PABC machine [Nöcker et al. 1991; Nöcker, Plasmeijer, and Smetsers 1991;
Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993; Kuchen, Plasmeijer, and Stolze 1993; Clack 1999]
assumes implementation on a multicomputer. When a graph node is entered by a
processing element the code pointer is adjusted to ensure subsequent entry results in the
suspension of the entering threads. This mechanism is identical to the approach of
black holes and notifier lists used by GUM.

6·2·12 The HDG-Machine
In 1989 (and again in 1991), Kingdon, Lester, and Burn documented their work on the
Highly-Distributed G-machine (HDG-machine) [Kingdon et al. 1989; Burn 1989;
Kingdon et al. 1991], a distributed memory implementation of the Spineless G-machine.
This machine utilised evaluation transformers for reduction of a global heap by
Transputer processing elements. An executable specification of the HDG-machine was
provided in [Lester and Burn 1993].
The thread selection process is similar to that of the Spineless-Tagless G-machine: a
runnable thread pool is examined and if this is not empty a thread is removed for
execution. If the runnable thread pool is empty, a migrateable thread pool is examined.
If this is not empty a thread is moved from the migrateable thread pool to the runnable
thread pool. A newly created thread is added to the migrateable thread pool while a
thread that is newly arrived (from another processing element) is added to the (nonmigrateable) runnable thread pool. In this way, threads may only migrate once.
Migration is via load distribution. The mechanism is presented in Section 6·4·9.
Each task completes three activities: evaluation, receiving and processing input
communication, and producing and sending output communication. Closures referred
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to by a task, but residing on the processing element of another, were referenced using
input and output redirections. A processing element may possess a closure. Another task
would reference that closure on the first processing element using a known address.
Rather than specify the location of the closure directly, this address would be an
indirection which when specified would result in another address (on the local machine)
being provided. This original indirect address is an input indirection. Additionally, a
task may have an address for a closure. If this closure is not stored locally, the address
may be translated into an address on another processing element (which may — or may
not — turn out to be an input indirection). The address given by the translation is an
output indirection. These are identical in nature to the local and global addresses used
in GHC (and presented in Section 5·3·5·2).

6·2·13 The Spineless G-Machine
In a multicomputer architecture, when a graph node is moved from one processing
element to another, either only it is transferred, or the entire sub-graph is transferred.
In the former case, a great deal of network communication will occur as the transferred
root node will need access to its child nodes (which are still on the original processing
element). In the latter case, a loss of sharing can result. If only the unshared
components of the graph were copied this would not occur. Such shared nodes can be
marked at compile time. The abstract machine that results through this modification of
the G-machine is the Spineless G-machine [Burn 1989; Clack 1999]. The name arises
because it is possible to hold the spine of the expression being evaluated on a stack
rather than in the heap — its omission makes the graph spineless. Quoting Burn,
Peyton Jones, and Robson: “…the standard G-machine updates the graph after each
reduction, whereas the Spineless G-machine only updates the graph when there is a risk
of loss of sharing” [Burn, Peyton Jones, and Robson 1988, page 245].
Blocked thread descriptors are stored in a blocked thread (task) pool and each entry in
the pool contains a pending count which holds the number of values that must be
evaluated before the thread may unblock, together with a pending list which consists of
the identifiers of threads waiting for the result of the blocked thread.

6·2·14 The Spineless-Tagless G-Machine
By improving the representation of nodes in the graph using vectors, by removing the
tag on the graph nodes leaving a code pointer as the first field of a graph node, by
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representing data structures as functions, and by representing numbers, characters, and
Booleans as algebraic data objects, the Spineless G-machine became the SpinelessTagless G-machine [Peyton Jones and Salkild 1988a, 1988b, and 1989; Clack 1999]. All
closures have a uniform representation and the type of a closure no longer needs to be
examined as the code pointer points to appropriate code for the closure type. The
Spineless Tagless G-machine was fully specified in [Peyton Jones 1992 and unpub.].

6·2·15 GRIP
The Graph Reduction in Parallel (GRIP) hardware architecture [Peyton Jones et al.
1987; Peyton Jones et al. 1989; Hammond and Peyton Jones 1990; Mattson 1993a and
1993b; Akerholt, Hammond, Peyton Jones, and Trinder 1993] consists of processing
elements and Intelligent Memory Units (IMUs). Groups of processing elements are
connected to an IMU. The IMUs are connected by a bus network. GRIP provides the
impression of a shared-memory by distributing the globally-addressable heap amongst
IMUs; control is centralised at the system manager which could be any processing element.
Parallel graph reduction is undertaken in the same manner as in the Spineless-Tagless
G-machine [Mattson 1993a]. Threads are located in a runnable thread pool. Sparks
(created through the use of par and seq annotations) are located in a spark pool.
Sparks may be conservative or speculative. The evaluate-and-die thread creation model
is used. Some recent experimental results are reported in [Hammond et al. 1994].
The result of combining the GRIP architecture less the IMUs with the SpinelessTagless G-machine plus some extensions is GUM — which was presented in Chapter
Five.

6·2·16 Partridge’s Contribution
Partridge [Partridge 1991] investigated the simulated parallel evaluation of functional
language programs that incorporated speculative evaluation in the context of shared
memory machines. The abstract machine comprises four concurrently executing
processes: an incoming message processor, a graph reducer, a load distributor, and an
outgoing message processor. The graph reducer uses a prioritised scheduler with
scheduling priorities (also) ranging from mandatory–irrelevant but irrelevant threads are
killed and physically removed during garbage collection (in a manner similar to that
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suggested by Grit and Page [Grit and Page 1981]). There is no concept of a separation
between sparks and threads: annotated expressions result immediately in threads.
More is said about Partridge’s simulator in Sections 6·3·7 and 6·4·10.
Partridge’s conclusions include two points. Firstly, he concludes that multiple levels of
speculative priority are necessary for good performance; the implementation discussed
in Chapter Seven conforms to this. Secondly, Partridge concludes that the ideal model
of priorities will vary from problem to problem with some requiring a greater range of
priorities than others.

6·2·17 The ν-STG Machine
A further evolution of the STG-machine is the ν-STG machine for which a simulator
has been written [Hwang and Rushall 1992]. The relevant differences between the two
machines are the additions to the ν-STG machine of:
• an annotation to indicate that an expression may be evaluated in parallel and that
this evaluation should occur immediately;
• closure locks to indicate evaluation-in-progress; and
• closure indirections to indicate the remote location of a closure.
In fact, all of these items are already extant in GUM. The fork annotation essentially
provides the functionality supplied by the first item. The alteration of entry code in a
GUM closure when a thread enters facilitates closure locking. Finally, global addresses
are already in place to act as input and output closure indirections.

6·2·18 Mattson’s Contribution
In his doctoral thesis [Mattson 1993a], Mattson describes a shared memory
implementation (thus omitting load distribution) of a functional language with a
pervasive emphasis on minimising the impact of speculative evaluation on those tasks
that are evaluating mandatory threads. This aim is made easier due to the de-coupling
of processing element and memory.
The implementation is based on the GPH language evaluated using the SpinelessTagless G-machine in an early version of GHC. Two thread pools are utilised: a
runnable mandatory thread pool, and a prioritised runnable speculative thread pool.
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Unlike the implementation described here, no delayed sparking is implemented and
speculative threads immediately have the same memory requirements as mandatory
threads.
Mattson focused on three areas (also done here):
• minimising the impact on mandatory threads by attempting to shift the burden of
speculative overhead to tasks executing speculative threads;
• generating sufficient speculative parallelism to occupy all processing elements;
and
• implementing speculative evaluation in an efficient manner by attempting to gain
performance in excess of the overhead introduced.
He defined the creation of a speculative thread as initiation and the creation of a
mandatory thread as spawning. No such distinction is made here as there is little
difference in the result — the former thread has a lower priority than its parent while
the latter has the same priority as its parent, in all other respects the created threads are
the same.
More on Mattson’s speculative evaluation scheme can be found in Section 6·3·9.
Mattson concluded through experimentation that speculative evaluation on a
multiprocessor can be effective provided the overhead of speculation is absorbed by
tasks executing speculative threads.

6·2·19 The WYBERT Machine
Langendoen’s doctoral thesis [Langendoen 1993] describes the shared memory
implementation of a parallel evaluator for a functional language. The abstract machine
is entitled Would You Believe Efficient Reduction Today? (WYBERT). Annotations
are used to obtain parallelism and idle tasks may steal threads that are yet to commence
execution from other processing elements.
He proposes the discarding of sparks when the system load is high, and when a
granularity annotation indicates that the granularity of an expression would be
insufficient to warrant the creation of a spark.
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The implementation considers conservative evaluation only: “speculative evaluation is
not considered since it is too difficult to manage…” [Langendoen 1993, page 33].

6·2·20 The mSTG Machine
In his Masters’ thesis, Harwood [Harwood 1994] analyses the shared-memory STGmachine. He produces a design for an abstract machine, entitled the mSTG machine,
which supports communication between processing elements using message passing
and speculative evaluation through and- and or-parallelism.
In the mSTG machine, closures can be sent messages and a thread may be terminated if
it is found not to be required. Harwood states that because of these two actions, black
holes could not be used. Instead, much of the effect of black holes was achieved
through the use of special closure entry code while the remainder of the closure
remained unaltered. In the implementation described in Chapters Seven and Eight,
threads are never terminated; rather, they are given a priority that ensures they are not
scheduled. Thus no roll-back of closure content is necessary. Further, the retained
thread hierarchy ensures that if it should subsequently be found that the closure’s value
is required, a priority alteration will result in the continuation of evaluating the closure
by the original thread. This is all done while retaining the black hole system.
Parallel-or was implemented through the use of late binding, the notifier list of a
closure, and entry and update code. This is close to the approach independently
adopted in this thesis — although the mechanism in this thesis supports priorities and
different scheduling conditions in addition to modified closure entry and update code.
Harwood proposes the storage of task identifiers in closures which were to be
evaluated. This roughly corresponds to the parent list presented in Chapters Seven and
Eight — the portability and longevity of task identifiers and closure addresses is,
however, completely overlooked by Harwood.
Harwood suggests the addition of six additional messages (drawn from [Partridge
1991]) for the implementation of parallel-or and parallel-and. These comprise:
• a message to request the evaluation of a closure to be undertaken at a given
priority;
• a message to advise a task of the result of an evaluation;
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• a message to adjust the evaluation priority of a closure;
• a message to indicate that the value of a closure is no longer needed;
• an acknowledgment message to indicate that the above kill message was received;
and
• a message to indicate that the closure being evaluated by a task has new messages
to be evaluated.
The evaluation request message is similar to the CHILD message which is augmented
with the global address of the thread evaluating the closure. Closure result messages are
already a part of the distributed GUM runtime system (the RESUME message) and the reawakening of blocked threads already occurs through the use of blocking queues and
update code. Priority adjustment messages are also sent in the implementation
presented in this thesis, but they are sent to tasks rather than closures — it is after all
the thread that is being executed, not the closure. Under the evaluate-and-die thread
evaluation model, the storage of the priority within the closure rather than the thread is
not only inefficient but flawed. The third proposed message corresponds loosely to the
TSO_DEATH message. No acknowledgment message is necessary. Similarly, no ‘process

messages’ message is required.
Harwood adopts Partridge’s priority scheme. Despite use of the message-passing
paradigm, no discussion of architecture or load distribution is provided.

6·2·21 DREAM
The DistRibuted Eden Abstract Machine (DREAM) is the abstract machine model for
executing Eden programs[Breitinger, Klusik, Loogen, Ortega, Peña 1997; Clack 1999].
Eden [Breitinger, Klusik, and Loogen 1998; Peña and Rubio 2001]. The DREAM is a
sequential model consisting of one or more threads, a heap (shared by these threads),
and references to values. These references may be for input (inports) or for output
(outports). Each thread is connected to a single outport. Each heap is held locally and
there is no need of (nor support for) a virtual shared heap. The overall program’s state
is modelled through a collection of DREAMs, one per process.
An outport is simply a global reference to an inport — i.e. a pair consisting of the
process identifier of the remote DREAM coupled with a channel identifier on the
remote machine.
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The state of a thread within a DREAM is defined by the following components
[Breitinger, Klusik, et al. 1997]:
• a code pointer;
• an argument stack;
• a return stack; and
• an update stack.
Each DREAM executes code from an intermediate language — Parallel Eden Abstract
Reduction Language (PEARL) — which is an extension of the STG language
containing primitive parallel constructs.
A simulator for Eden (the PARAllel DIstribution Simulator for Eden, or, PARADISE
[Hernández et al. 2000]) has also been developed and is based on GranSim.

6·2·22 GranSim
GranSim [Loidl 1998] has already been introduced. From Chapter Two, GranSim is a
simulator that allows the simulation of an annotated parallel functional program on a
variety of architecture models. Many aspects of the execution system may be adjusted
including: the size of packets, the communication model (synchronous versus
asynchronous), and thread placement versus migration. Detailed profiles of the running
program can be generated and examined for the purposes of redesigning the program’s
algorithm, or for the detection of anomalous behaviour relating to execution system
configuration.
GranSim and GUM share the STG-machine as the abstract machine model but
GranSim is implemented on a multiprocessor. GranSim can be parameterised to
resemble the original GUM runtime system.
GranSim extends GPH with three annotations (see Section 6·3·11).
Loidl also presents a static granularity analysis for a strict higher-order functional
language, L.

6·2·23 Others
In addition to the above functional language implementations and abstract machine
models, there are a number of others of lesser direct relevance to the work . Other
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abstract machines include: the Stack, Environment, Control, and Dump (SECD)
machine [Landin 1964; Henderson 1980; Boudillet et al. 1991], Traub’s machine [Traub
1985], the Categorical Abstract Machine (CAM) [Cousineau, Curien, and Mauny 1985;
Cousineau 1990], the Ponder Abstract Machine (PAM) [Fairbairn and Wray 1986],
Flagship [Watson and Watson 1986; Sargeant 1986; Watson et al. 1987; Keane and
Mayes 1992; Keane 1994; Tan and Chin 1992], Parallel Abstract Machine (PAM)
[Loogen, Kuchen, Indermark, and Damm 1988 and 1989; Kingdon et al. 1989],
George’s machine [George 1989], the Threaded Interpretive Graph Reduction Engine
(TIGRE) [Koopman and Lee 1989], the Amsterdam Parallel Experimental Reduction
Machine (APERM) [Hertzberger and Vree 1989], the Babel Abstract Machine (BAM)
[Kuchen, Loogen, Moreno-Navarro, Rodríguez-Artalejo 1990], the Miranda Parallel
Machine (MPM) [Olszewski 1991], the Categorical Multi-Combinator Machine
(CMCM) [Thompson and Lins 1992], the PCKS-machine [Moreau 1994], Gofer [Jones
1994]. Other implementations include those of: Magó [Magó 1979a and 1979b], Kluge
[Kluge 1983], Bloss, Hudak, and Young [Bloss, Hudak, and Young 1988], Amamiya and
Taniguchi [Amamiya and Taniguchi 1989], Osborne [Osborne 1989], Revesz [Revesz
1990], Skillicorn [Skillicorn 1991], Kaser, Pawagi, Ramakrishnan, and Sekar [Kaser,
Pawagi, Ramakrishnan, and Sekar 1992], Bülck, Held, Kluge, Pantke, Rathsack, Scholz,
and Schröder [Bülck, Held, Kluge, Pantke, Rathsack, Scholz, and Schröder 1994],
Zuhdy, Fritzson, and Engström [Zuhdy, Fritzson, and Engström 1995], Flanagan and
Nikhil [Flanagan and Nikhil 1996], and Davis [Davis 1997]. There are many others and
the reader is referred to [Schreiner unpub.] and [Szymanski 1991] for recent
compilations.
Excellent overviews of the stages involved in the parallel implementation of functional
languages are given by [Burn 1990], [Peyton Jones 1987] (and in summary form [Peyton
Jones 1989]), [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993], and [Hammond 1994]. Interesting
historical perspectives are included in [Hammond 1994] and [Martins 1992].

6·3 Parallelism Identification and Speculative Evaluation
6·3·1 Para-Functional Programming
As indicated in Chapter Five, Sarkar [Sarkar 1989] categorised parallelism identification
and management as implicit if the compiler and/or runtime system takes complete
responsibility and explicit if the programmer is responsible. The use of par and seq
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annotations is arguably partially explicit as their placement is due to actions of the
programmer. There is no instruction on the creation or management of threads,
however, so functional programming using these annotations is predominantly implicit
parallelism. Para-functional programming [Hudak 1986 and 1988; Loogen 1999] extends the
functional programming paradigm with expressions to affect the scheduling or
processing element allocation of parallel threads and thus contain explicit parallelism
constructs. It is based on the premise that “…the what and the how are separately
identifiable and maintainable system components” [Hudak 1988, page 54].
For orthogonality reasons, the implementation described in this thesis extends the GPH
language with additional annotations that are in keeping with the ‘normal’ use of
annotations. Meta-language constructs as utilised by para-functional programming
could have been used but would involve wide-reaching modifications to the compiler
and a unique syntax that may hinder wide-spread acceptance.

6·3·2 Burton’s Contribution
In 1984, Burton [Burton 1984] suggested that function application could be explicitly
undertaken on multiple processing elements concurrently. The following year, he
introduced [Burton 1985 and 1985] an annotation to introduce a priority to an
expression that serves to indicate the expression could be evaluated in parallel with
other computations. In that paper, Burton described speculative computation as
computation that arises from the annotation, and indicated levels of speculative
computation could co-exist. If the value of a speculative computation is requested, then
it becomes mandatory. (This fails to recognise shared speculative expressions but the
idea was a good one.) The idea of call-by-speculation in contrast to call-by-need or callby-value was demonstrated in [Burton 1986].
Further, he advocated [Burton 1985a and 1985b] the separation of mandatory and
speculative computations and suggested that the algorithm of Grit and Page [Grit and
Page 1981] that was proposed for the termination of speculative computations could be
usefully re-applied to the problem of converting speculative computations to mandatory
computations. This separation was the goal for Mattson [Mattson 1993a] and is a goal
of this thesis.
In 1987, Burton proposed a set of annotations [Burton 1987]:
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• name — which indicates that the annotated function argument should be passed
using the call-by-name mechanism;
• value — which indicates that the annotated function argument should be passed
using the call-by-value mechanism;
• speculation — which introduces a speculative computation (and which
replaces the earlier annotation although it contained no priority);
• anywhere — which introduces a speculative computation that can be evaluated
on any processing element; and
• at — which introduces a speculative computation that should be evaluated on
the indicated processing element.
’Though rudimentary, it is perhaps from these beginnings that the annotations of the
implementation presented here have evolved.

6·3·3 Lazy Task Creation, Futures, and Transitive Priorities
In 1985, Halstead [Halstead 1985] presented the concept of the future and delay
(analogous to the spark) constructs. An expression marked with future is evaluated by
a new parallel thread and the reduction begins immediately. An expression marked with
delay is also evaluated by a new parallel thread but the evaluation will not start until the

value to be evaluated is demanded.
In [Mohr et al. 1991 and 1995], the future language construct for Lisp re-appeared but
its meaning had subtly changed. In [Mohr et al. 1991 and 1995] the authors proposed
two schemes for dealing with futures: inlining and lazy thread creation.
Put colloquially, inlining is equivalent to “use it or lose it”! Under the inlining scheme
the load of the system is examined when a future construct is detected. If the load is
low enough, the future is converted into a full thread; if the load is high, the future is
irrevocably discarded. Mohr et al. identified this irrevocability and potential deadlock as
the main detractions of inlining.
Under the lazy thread creation mechanism, a fully-fledged thread is not created
immediately — but neither is the future construct ignored. Instead, enough
information to create the thread is set aside and when load permits, this information is
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converted to a thread which may be transferred to another task for evaluation. This is
akin to GUM’s spark construct and sparking strategy.
Osborne [Osborne 1989] added two annotations and a dozen para-functional directives
for the modification of speculative threads, trees (groups) of speculative threads, and
classes of speculative threads to the future annotation. These directives allowed the
programmer to specify changes in priority and speculative/mandatory status, delay
execution, or manipulate semaphores. The implementation of parallel-and and parallelor were given as examples of the use of these.
Miller and Epstein [Miller and Epstein 1989] modified the future construct to include
a priority. The priority was used in order to select the thread to be executed under a
newly-installed, pre-emptive scheduler. They proposed the invariant that “…a
[thread’s] priority must be at least as high as the priority of any [thread] waiting for the
value it is computing” [Miller and Epstein 1989, page 156]. This notion of priority
transitivity is implemented in the system described in this thesis and is discussed in
Chapters Seven and Eight.
To maintain the invariant, two higher-level features called promotion and downgrading are
added to Miller and Epstein’s MultiScheme compiler. The first of these is responsible
for raising the priority of child threads (and their descendants) to that of the parent
thread. The second of these is responsible for lowering the priority of redundant
threads: when a thread returns a value from one of a number of alternatives the
remaining alternative threads are no longer required and the priority of these
alternatives (and their descendants) is set “to a very small value” [Miller and Epstein
1989, page 156]. This is a simplification of the treatment given to thread families (see
Section 7·2).
Wong and Yuen [Wong and Yuen 1992 and unpub.] use the future construct to
control the speculative evaluation of conditional statements. In [Wong and Yuen
unpub.] they describe their model for speculative threads. When a speculative thread
starts it has a life-span in which it must complete its computation.
The thread is called an engine and its life-span is its fuel and is called ticks. The amount
of fuel given to an engine is proportional to the priority of the annotated computation.
If the speculative computation completes before exhausting its fuel the result is
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accepted. If the engine runs out of fuel prior to computing the result the speculative
thread stalls, and a new engine is created. The idea is to emulate operating systems
process queues where high priority processes get more processing time than low priority
processes. The same could be achieved through prioritised fixed-time quantum preemptive scheduling and the engine infrastructure could be removed.

6·3·4 Serial Combinators
An implicit parallelism mechanism is serial combinators. These occur in intermediate
forms of the user’s program rather than in the source. Hudak and Goldberg’s [Hudak
and Goldberg 1985a and 1985b] serial combinators include:
• demand (which forces the parallel evaluation of the arguments simultaneously with
the evaluation of the body of the serial combinator);
• wait (which forces the evaluation of the arguments prior to evaluation of the body
of the serial combinator); and
• spawn (which specifies that each enclosed expression should be evaluated by
creating a new thread which constructs graph).
In Buckwheat and Alfalfa [Goldberg 1988] (and PAM [Loogen unpub.]) the generation
and placement of these serial combinators in the intermediate stage of compilation is
performed by the compiler.
Importantly, decisions about which expressions will be evaluated sequentially, which
will be evaluated in parallel, and which will not be evaluated, are made at compile time
— which can result in poor performance. The load of the system at runtime is not a
factor in the decision-making process.

6·3·5 Evaluation Transformers
An alternative to serial combinators is evaluation transformers. These specify how
much evaluation should be performed on an argument. There are four evaluation
transformers [Burn 1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1991a, 1991b, and 1991c; Finne and Burn
1993]:
• ξ0 which specifies no reduction;
• ξ1 which specifies evaluation to weak-head normal form (see [Field and Harrison
1988]);
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• ξ2 which specifies evaluation of the structure of a list; and
• ξ3 which specifies evaluation of the structure of a list and all list elements to
weak-head normal form.
The attachment of evaluation transformers to expressions is done by the compiler by
making use of strictness analysis results. The results from the use of evaluation
transformers (presented in [Finne and Burn 1993]) were mixed.

6·3·6 Concurrent Clean
The first annotation included in Concurrent Clean is {Par}23 which indicates the
evaluation of the annotated expression should be undertaken on a new processing
element. This is similar to the par annotation advocated in Chapter Seven but differs
in two respects:
• there is no choice about the creation of a new thread; and
• the thread is created on a remote processing element.
An optional processing element allocation may be specified indicating on which
processing element the new thread should be created [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen
1993]. This is a restricted version of the parAtPE annotation advocated in Chapter
Seven — but differs in that the spark is advisory and may be local in augmented GUM
rather than mandatory and remote as it is in the PABC machine.
The second annotation is {Self}24 which indicates that the annotated expression
should be evaluated with other threads in an interleaved manner on the current
processing element. This is similar to the idea of families proposed in Chapter Seven
although the behaviour of that annotation allows the flexibility of specifying a subset of

23

In addition to the parallel annotation {Par} in [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993] is the {P}

annotation in [Nöcker, Smetsers, van Eekelen, and Plasmeijer 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993]
which specifies root normal form rather than normal form — see [Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993].
The {P} annotation was written {e} in [van Eekelen, Plasmeijer, and Smetsers 1990] and {|P|} in
[Loogen 1999; Plasmeijer et al. 1999].
24

As with {Par} and {P}, {Self} also has a root normal form version: {I} in [Nöcker, Smetsers, van

Eekelen, and Plasmeijer 1991; Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993]. This was written {i} in [van Eekelen,
Plasmeijer, and Smetsers 1990] and {|I|} in [Loogen 1999; Plasmeijer et al. 1999].
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threads that should be executed fairly rather than the entire pool of runnable threads as
occurs with the PABC machine.
Other than the {Par AT n} annotation which explicitly creates a new thread on a
remote processing element, there are no mechanisms in the PABC implementations to
distribute load across the multicomputer. There is no load distribution process within
the Concurrent Clean runtime system.

6·3·7 Partridge’s Contribution
The scheme proposed in [Partridge 1991 and 1992a] is quite elaborate. A thread’s
priority is specified as a triple <minpriority, specneed, specspec> where
minpriority represents the thread’s actual priority for scheduling purposes and is a nonpositive integer between a maximum value of 0 and a minimum value, minpriority. The
irrelevant priority equates to (minpriority-1). The specneed (either 0 or 1) and
specspec (a non-negative number at least as large as specspec) values are used in the

calculation of the priority of spawned threads. If the executing thread is mandatory, an
annotated strict sub-expression results in the creation of a thread with a priority of 0
while an annotated non-strict sub-expression results in the creation of a thread with a
priority of –1. If the executing thread is speculative, an annotated strict sub-expression
results in the creation of a thread with a priority of (p-specneed) while an annotated
non-strict sub-expression results in the creation of a thread with a priority of (pspecspec).

This is a very flexible but somewhat complicated scheme. The overhead of storing the
triple in all threads must be questioned since the specneed and specspec values are
system-wide. When specneed and specspec are 0 this scheme becomes Black–White
(see Section 3·3·3·1). When specneed is 1 this scheme approximates Levels of
Speculation (see Section 3·3·3·2) — although Partridge’s annotations cannot textually
specify a priority.
Each thread maintains a vector of priorities. This is similar to the scheme presented in
this thesis where each TSO maintains a list of priority and TSO global address pairs. If
a parent thread discovers a child thread is irrelevant it replaces its priority in the child
thread’s priority vector with minpriority. Parent threads contain slots containing the
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identity of a child thread — in an analogous way to the storage of a list of child threads
by a thread in the system presented here.
The priority management system combines the notification and evaluate-and-die thread
synchronisation mechanisms. The priority maintenance scheme potentially suffers from
the chasing problem (where the runtime system attempts to modify the priority of threads
that subsequently divide creating further threads to be modified). This problem does
not occur with the scheme presented in Chapters Seven and Eight.
To implement priority change and reduction of the graph, five messages are utilised
(each is compared to the scheme presented in Chapter Eight):
• the creation of a child thread requires a request message to be sent from the
parent to the child (whereas in this implementation a CHILD message is sent from
the child to the parent);
• the termination of a child thread requires a kill message from the parent to the
child (similar to the sending of a PRIORITY message);
• child thread termination is acknowledged with a killack message from the child
to the parent (similar to the sending of a TSO_DEATH message)
• the priority of a thread is adjusted via an adjustpriority message from the
parent to the child (similar to the sending of a PRIORITY message); and
• results are returned from the child to the parent through a result message (the
graph is updated and no message is required in the implementation presented
here).

6·3·8 GRIP, the Spineless-Tagless G-Machine, GUM, and GPH
GRIP [Peyton Jones et al. 1989; Hammond and Peyton Jones 1990; Mattson 1993a and
1993b; Akerholt et al. 1993] — when based on the Spineless Tagless G-Machine [Peyton
Jones 1992 and unpub.] — and GUM possess one parallel-related annotation: par. The
addition to Haskell of this construct results in the GPH language [Trinder et al. unpub.].
More information on GUM and GPH may be found in Chapter Five where these have
already been discussed.
In addition to the par and seq annotations, GHC has been written to accept a third
annotation in extended Haskell programs: fork [AQUA 1995; Peyton Jones et al.
unpub.]. An expression annotated with fork is immediately converted to a thread and
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is scheduled fairly with all other threads [AQUA 1996]. This is the basis for Concurrent
Haskell [Peyton Jones et al. unpub.] (in contrast to Glasgow Parallel Haskell) and is not
relevant to this thesis.

6·3·9 Mattson’s Contribution
Mattson [Mattson 1993a] uses annotations to introduce parallelism. These annotations
may be accompanied by a compiler pragma (expressed as comment) that specifies the
speculative priority of the annotated expression (using the Percentiles scheme).
Mattson observes that the placement of annotations can alter the results from positive
to negative. Threads of a priority below a certain threshold (10%) are discarded. As in
the scheme presented in this thesis, no direct control over the depth of speculation is
provided.
Scheduling is pre-emptive to ensure that a thread’s priority is up-to-date. When a task
empties its runnable mandatory threads it looks in its speculative thread pool and
executes the speculative thread of highest priority. No examination of the speculative
thread pools of other processing elements occurs even if a higher priority speculative
thread exists on another processing element. This is to minimise the impact, but is
questionable since the current processing element is speculative and the remote
processing element may be also. In Chapters Seven and Eight a scheme for identifying
which processing elements may be interrupted and which may not is presented to
improve upon Mattson’s algorithm.
Irrelevant threads are killed by the garbage collector as is done by Partridge, however,
the reclamation of the space occupied by a speculative thread is discretionary. Mattson
implements deferred updates where a speculative thread doesn’t overwrite its closure
with a result but instead overwrites it with a deferred update closure (grey hole) consisting
of a pointer to the result and a pointer to the unevaluated expression. When another
speculative thread encounters the deferred update closure it extracts the result; when a
mandatory thread encounters the deferred update closure it replaces it with the result.
If the heap is nearly full when garbage collection occurs, the grey hole can be reverted
back to the original graph (if this is smaller than the resultant graph).
Mattson observes that few implementations of speculative thread scheduling have been
implemented:
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• Hudak and Keller [Hudak and Keller 1982] give all speculative threads the same
priority (which is the approach taken in the original GUM runtime system);
• Burton [Burton 1985b] fixes a thread’s priority when the thread is created;
• Partridge [Partridge 1991] allows increase and decrease of priorities; and
• Osborne [Osborne 1989] (claimed by Mattson to be the author of the only actual
implementation prior to Mattson’s) argues that priorities should be relative to the
parental context and that they can be increased/decreased (which is the approach
used here).
The implementation of Miller and Epstein [Miller and Epstein 1989] in which thread
priorities may increase and (also effectively be made irrelevant) should be added to this
list — as should the GHC compiler (in which speculative threads have no priority)
[AQUA 1996], Eden (in which all speculative threads compete with mandatory threads)
[Breitinger et al. 1998; Peña and Rubio 2001; Hernández et al. 2000], and the GranSim
simulator developed by Loidl [Loidl 1998] — and the list can now further be extended
with the implementation described here.

6·3·10 Murthy and Rajaraman’s Contribution
Murthy and Rajaraman [Murthy and Rajaraman 1994] present a strictness analyser for
selecting candidate expressions for speculative evaluation from a functional program.
The authors claim their technique to be a generalisation of traditional strictness analysis
since it not only determines strictness but also quantifies how strict a function is in each
of its non-strict arguments.
Two areas of speculative evaluation are considered:
• strictness analysis for evaluating non-strict arguments to functions — called
argument speculation; and
• strictness analysis for predicting the required branch of a conditional statement —
called branch speculation.
The analysis couples each argument or branch (depending upon the speculation scheme
in vogue) with a value between 0 and 10 inclusive. This integer represents the priority
of the speculative thread with 0 representing irrelevant and 10 representing mandatory.
Eleven (one per priority value) runnable thread pools are implemented in each
processing element in a simulated shared-memory machine.
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The priorities allocated statically to a thread remain. There is no multiplicative
calculation of a thread’s priority based on the context in which it appears, a speculative
thread cannot be upgraded to mandatory, or downgraded to irrelevant — in fact no
priority adjustment mechanisms are present. There are also no throttling mechanisms
to stem the creation of too many threads or threads of negligible priority. These aspects
have been left for others.

6·3·11 GranSim
Loidl [Loidl 1998] extends GPH with three simulated annotations:
• a parGlobal annotation which specifies an integer name and a granularity
estimate;
• a parLocal annotation which is identical to the parGlobal annotation but
which also prevents movement of the created spark to another processing
element for evaluation; and
• a parAt annotation which is identical to the parGlobal annotation but which
also specifies the identity of the processing element on which the created spark
should be evaluated (and corresponds to the parAtPE annotation presented in
Section 7·2·1).

6·3·12 Evaluation Strategies
Evaluation strategies [Trinder, Hammond et al. 1998; Trinder, Barry et al. 1998 and
unpub.; Loidl 1998; Loogen 1999] are lazy, higher-order functions that, used in
conjunction with par and seq of GPH, control parallel evaluation. The motivation for
evaluation strategies is to separate the algorithm for solving a problem from the strategy
of how to execute the algorithm. Trinder, Hammond, Loidl, and Peyton Jones laud
evaluation strategies [Trinder, Hammond et al. 1998] as being powerful, simple,
composeable, extensible, and type safe.
A strategy is applied through the use of a using function. There will be one using
function per strategy. Examples may be found in [Trinder, Hammond et al. 1998;
Loogen 1999].
Since evaluation strategies sit on top of GPH, their use could be employed for the test
programs, the performance of which is reported upon in this thesis — and, in fact,
versions of some (if not all) of the test programs exist that use evaluation strategies.
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At the time this work began strategies were in their infancy. The use of strategies as an
abstraction technique certainly improves readability and had program readability been a
major factor of this work, evaluation strategies would probably have been incorporated
here. The motivations for the development of strategies, however, are outside the
scope of this thesis.

6·3·13 Eden and PEARL
Eden embraces the notion of para-functional programming by adding a coordination
language to the base computation language of Haskell [Breitinger et al. 1998; Peña and
Rubio 2001; Loidl, Klusik, Hammond, Loogen, and Trinder 2000; Klusik, Loogen, and
Priebe 2000]. Explicit parallel annotations are added to Haskell to facilitate the creation
of processes that communicate implicitly via shared variables, and explicitly via channels
[Breitinger, Loogen, et al. 1997; Loidl et al. 2000].
A process is indicated through the definition of a process abstraction [Breitinger et al. 1998;
Loidl et al. 2000; Klusik, Loogen, et al. 2000]. This involves the use of the symbol
process which declares the mapping of a specified tuple of inputs to a specified tuple

of outputs. Processes are generated using a process instantiation using the operator #
[Breitinger et al. 1998; Loidl et al. 2000; Klusik, Loogen, et al. 2000; Peña and Rubio
2001]. A process consists of one or more threads. One thread is created for every
output element (outport) specified in the outputs tuple as well as for each input element
(inport) specified in the inputs tuple.
The instantiated process is called the child process, the enclosing process is called the
parent process. The connection between a parent process’ outport and a child process’
inport is called a channel. Communication using channels is uni-directional [Breitinger et
al. 1998; Peña and Rubio 2001]. The relationship between processes is similar to the
identified hierarchic relationship between threads presented in Chapters Seven and
Eight. In the implementation presented in this thesis, however, a parental hierarchy is
not used for result delivery (the re-writing of the graph provides this service); rather, it
is used for priority assignment and maintenance. This undertaking is not required in
Eden since all threads are of mandatory priority.
Another difference is the removal (in DREAM) of pipelined processes. If, for example,
three processes exist such that the first is the parent of the second and the second is the
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parent of the third, it is possible for communication between processes one and three to
occur with process two simply being used to ‘forward’ the communication. DREAM
possesses an analysis that attempts to remove this forwarding by bypassing the
intermediary [Klusik, Peña, and Segura 2000]. Such bypassing can occur in three ways
[Klusik, Peña, et al. 2000]:
• bypassing between ancestors;
• bypassing between generations; and
• bypassing between siblings.
It is possible that chains of indirections (other than between siblings) exist across
processing elements in GUM too.
Evaluation of an Eden process is driven by the eager evaluation of the outport
expressions. This is the way in which speculative evaluation is introduced and deviates
from the lazy use of speculation in GPH [Loidl et al. 2000; Breitinger et al. 1998].
Threads are scheduled fairly to ensure all gain access to the processor. The fair
scheduling of threads is quite similar to the idea of thread families introduced in
Chapter Seven, although the structure is different, and the management and
specification of the families in the implementation presented here provides the
programmer with more control.

6·4 Dynamic Load Distribution
6·4·1 Casavant and Kuhl’s Taxonomy
In [Casavant and Kuhl 1988 and 1995], Casavant and Kuhl assemble a comprehensive
taxonomy of load distribution approaches and categories. This taxonomy was
presented in Chapter Four. (An expansion of this taxonomy together with a complete
review of load distribution issues, operations, and reviews may be found in [Goscinski
1991].)

6·4·2 Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan’s Contribution
Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan [Eager et al. 1986a] studied a number of differing
sender-initiated adaptive load distribution algorithms. Firstly they considered the
random placement of threads to processing elements and observed that a chain of
transfers could occur that could at best result in unbalanced load and at worst could
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saturate the computer system. The second location policy investigated was a threshold
policy in which a processing element was selected at random and polled to test the
suitability of that processing element as a thread recipient. This policy avoided futile
thread transfers — although it did not directly aid in obtaining optimal system-wide
load. The final policy examined attempted to redress this by choosing the best (most
lightly loaded) processing element to transfer the thread to. Obviously there is a tradeoff in complexity: the simple policy may provide bad results while good results may be
achieved with the latter (complex) policy — but it may take a great deal of processing
time and communication to determine what is best. Eager et al. conclude their study
with the observation that simple load distribution policies that are reliant on simple load
estimation policies can provide dramatically better results than when no load
distribution is performed, and that they perform nearly as well as more complex
policies. In keeping with this finding, the implemented load metric is simple (being the
highest priority of sparks in the spark pool and their number).
Successive work in [Eager et al. 1986b] compared sender- and receiver-initiated load
distribution algorithms. These experiments resulted in the following relevant
conclusions:
• load distribution provides improved performance regardless of the initiation
policy;
• sender-initiated policies are preferable to receiver-initiated policies under light
load; and
• the converse is true (when the cost of thread transfer is equivalent under the two
strategies).
Shivaratri, Krueger, and Singhal [Shivaratri et al. 1992 and 1995] reviewed load
distribution techniques and also found that receiver-initiated algorithms performed
satisfactorily across low, medium, and high loads while sender-initiated algorithms cause
instability at high system load.
Wang and Morris [Wang and Morris 1985 and 1995] performed a similar investigation
but found that sender-initiated load distribution outperformed receiver-initiated
schemes across-the-board — but their model excluded the cost of communication (and
presumably communication processing).
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Willebeek-Lemair and Reeves [Willebeek-Lemair and Reeves 1993] also tested Eager et
al.’s conclusions for five categories of dynamic load distribution algorithm supporting
thread placement (sender-initiated, receiver-initiated, hierarchical balancing, gradient
model, and dimension exchange) and also found receiver-initiated algorithms
outperformed sender-initiated algorithms. They concluded that these were also the best
general-purpose load distribution algorithms.
The spark percolation algorithm (described in Chapter Nine) behaves in a receiverinitiated manner under moderate and heavy processing element load, while under light
load, in an informed-receiver oriented manner to minimise communication related to
load distribution.
In 1988, Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan turned their attentions to an investigation into
thread migration as opposed to thread placement. They concluded that migration is
unlikely to provide significantly better performance than placement (although under
extreme conditions migration can offer some improvement over placement). This
result was refuted by Krueger [Krueger 1988] — see Section 6·4·7.
The potential marginal benefit of thread migration outweighed the initial complexity of
its implementation here, and therefore the current system employs thread placement.
The design of the method for globalising closures facilitates the migration of threads
and only minor changes would be required to the spark percolation algorithm to achieve
this. This issue is revisited in Section 11·3·1.

6·4·3 Bidding
A form of load distribution algorithm called bidding is summarised in [Casey 1981].
Under this regime tasks bid against one another for a thread. The bid is indicative of a
task’s load and the lowest bid wins the thread transfer. This is a sender-initiated scheme
in which all neighbours must participate. There is therefore latency while the bids come
in and excessive communication at times of high system load. Both of these render
pure bidding unattractive.
A passive incarnation of bidding is present as an aspect of the function of spark
percolation. When a task is lightly loaded it examines its load table (the bids are, in
essence, already in). The task to which the thread request is made is the task with the
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highest priority migrateable thread (i.e. the best bid), and in the case of a tie is the task
with the largest number of these.
Ni, Xu, and Gendreau [Ni, Xu, and Gendreau 1985] detail an algorithm with two
analogous goals to those of this thesis: maximise the processing element utilisation and
minimise the communication due to load distribution. To simplify the measurement
and propagation of load information a three-level (heavy, normal, and light) measure of
load is used. A lightly loaded task requests work from a heavily loaded task anywhere in
the system after bids have been received from the candidate tasks. The scheme involves
wide-spread communication of load information and attempts to reduce the total
amount of network traffic by piggybacking load information messages with other
message types. The three-level load metric is not suitable for an environment with
prioritised speculative evaluation. Nor is the widespread communication or bidding
particularly efficient. The piggybacking of load distribution messages with other
message types is, however, worth adopting.

6·4·4 Diffusion Scheduling
Diffusion scheduling [Hudak and Goldberg 1984; Hofman and Vree 1992] is a load
distribution algorithm in which load distribution activity occurs between neighbours25.
A thread transfer will occur between processing elements within a neighbourhood if a
lightly loaded task becomes aware of a heavily loaded task with excess threads.
Diffusion scheduling is based on the assumption (proven by Hong, Tan, and Chen
[Hong, Tan, and Chen 1998] for a hypercube26 architecture) that distributing the load
across a neighbourhood will result in distributed load across all neighbourhoods. The
restriction of transferring only to neighbours attempts to ensure locality of reference to
required data.
Hudak and Goldberg [Hudak and Goldberg 1984] describe their implementation of
diffusion scheduling where through the use of heuristic functions a thread is migrated
to a neighbouring processing element. The migration depends upon three factors: the
processor and memory load on the particular processing element, the processor and

25

A processing element neighbourhood is sometimes referred to as a buddy set, for example in [Chang

and Shin 1993].
26

A hypercube is in essence a multiple-layered torus topology.
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memory load on the neighbouring processing elements (which advertise their load when
it changes by at least 10%), and a weighted measure of the “direction” of the thread’s
locality of reference. This algorithm requires static analysis to discover the locality of
reference.
In the multicomputer implementation, Alfalfa, described in Goldberg’s doctoral thesis
[Goldberg 1988], the diffusion scheduling algorithm has the following properties:
• communication occurs between neighbours only;
• each task remembers the load of its neighbouring tasks;
• the load metric is the length of the runnable thread pool;
• the transfer policy depended only upon the length of the (potential) donor task’s
runnable thread pool — if this was below a certain threshold no thread transfer
would take place;
• the location policy varied from round-robin to least-loaded neighbour; and
• the information policy dictated that load messages would be transmitted when
there was a “significant change” [Goldberg 1988, page 175] to the task’s load.
Goldberg concluded that Alfalfa performed quite well for such simple selections gaining
significant but sub-linear speed-up. No comment on the most appropriate location
policy is given.
Lin and Keller [Lin and Keller 1987] propose an incremental, adaptive, diffusion
scheduling, load distribution scheme (the “Gradient Model”) that is similar to spark
percolation in that load distribution is between neighbours only and is receiver-initiated.
Thread migration occurs in their scheme as a result of indirect requests from
neighbouring idle tasks. Their implementation considers locality of reference and
possesses a restriction that a thread may not migrate wider than some threshold from its
originating processing element. Their scheme does not involve speculative evaluation
and makes no effort to be efficient, nor non-intrusive. Unfortunately, it is possible for
tasks to become flooded (see below).
Hofman and Vree [Hofman and Vree 1992] include the following pitfalls of diffusion
scheduling in their presentation:
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• flooding — when a lightly loaded task receives threads from multiple heavily loaded
neighbours (which cannot occur under the informed-receiver-initiated behaviour
of spark percolation); and
• slow spreading of work — due to the ‘incremental’ distribution throughout
neighbourhoods the load distribution achieved through diffusion scheduling is
relatively slow.

6·4·5 Stankovic’s Contribution
In 1984, Stankovic [Stankovic 1984] reported on simulation experiments for three
adaptive decentralised load distribution algorithms of his devising. For all algorithms,
each task sent an estimate of its load (the number of threads) to every other task in two
second intervals.
The first scheme was a single threshold27 scheme: the difference in load between two
tasks must differ by a certain amount before a thread transfer would occur. The second
scheme was a double threshold scheme: if the difference in load between two tasks was
greater than a first threshold but smaller than a second a thread transfer would occur.
Interestingly, if the difference in load was greater than the second threshold value two
threads would be transferred. The third scheme was a variation on the first in which
the task that lost the thread would remember to which task it had transferred the thread;
thread transfers to this task would be banned for some time period.
Stankovic found that for light and moderate loads, the first and third algorithms
improved the performance significantly with the third algorithm’s performance
surpassing that of the first at moderate loads. Overall, however, the second algorithm
had the best performance but tended to move too many threads.
Given the results of Eager et al. [Eager et al. 1986a] the improvements seen due to the
introduction of load distribution aren’t surprising. It is also not surprising that sending
multiple threads to a processing element able to execute only one gave rise to excess
thread movement! Although Stankovic doesn’t state the migration-limiting policy,
allowing a thread to move only once would still cause problems if the execution time of
a thread exceeds the load distribution period or if the level of parallelism resulted in the

27

Murray [Murray 1990] calls such thresholds watermarks.
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creation of additional threads. Of some surprise also, is that the third algorithm (which
prevented multiple transfers to the same task for a period of time) outperformed the
first algorithm (which had no such limitation). It is likely under a real workload for
threads spawned on the same processing element to be related in terms of data. This is
the driving force behind data locality concerns. The third algorithm forcibly transfers
such threads to different locations. It would be interesting to observe results of this
load distribution algorithm on real, rather than artificially-created threads.

6·4·6 Barak and Shiloh’s Contribution
In [Barak and Shiloh 1985] Barak and Shiloh present their adaptive load distribution
algorithm. This algorithm allows direct communication and thread migration between
any given pair of nodes and uses a sender-initiated policy only. The load metric used is
the length of the run queue averaged over an unspecified time period. The authors
concluded that their implementation was successful.

6·4·7 Krueger and Livny’s Contribution
Krueger and Livny [Krueger and Livny 1988] investigated whether load migration was
superior to load distribution. They assume a pre-emptive scheduler and on that basis
observed that receiver-initiated transfers would be migrations while sender-initiated
transfers could be either migrations or placements. Their focus is on receiver-initiated
schemes for both load sharing and load balancing. The load metric in use is the number
of threads in the runnable pool plus the number of expected incoming threads less the
number of outgoing threads.
They found that receiver-initiated migration was superior to placement and that this was
particularly the case in periods of high load.
This finding was reinforced by Krueger in his doctoral thesis [Krueger 1988] (which
also contains a solid presentation of the area of load distribution). He also found that
overall load distribution performance varies from program to program, and that load
balancing can outperform load sharing unless the overheads of load balancing are high.
This last result contradicts the findings of Eager, Lazowska, and Zahorjan [Eager,
Lazowska, and Zahorjan 1988] (see Section 6·4·2). Krueger explains this by indicating
that his simulation model was more accurate.
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6·4·8 The PAM
The functional language implementation using the Parallel Abstract Machine (PAM)
described in [Loogen et al. 1989] utilises a simple receiver-initiated load distribution
algorithm to obtain a thread from a neighbouring processing element whenever a task
becomes idle — but threads may only migrate once. In this way threads will only be
executed next to (or on) the processing element at which they were created. However,
there is the potential for local minima (as described in Section 9·4·8). PAM has been
implemented on a network of Transputers.

6·4·9 The HDG-Machine
A simple receiver-initiated load placement mechanism is implemented: an idle task asks
each of its neighbours (in turn) to supply a thread. A thread will be provided if the
contacted neighbour has at least two [Kingdon et al. 1991].

6·4·10 Partridge’s Contribution
In [Partridge 1991] Partridge presents details of his scheme for the speculative
evaluation of functional languages on shared-memory multiprocessors with extensions
for distributed-memory multicomputers utilising a load migration algorithm for load
distribution. An overview of the design appears in [Partridge 1992b]. The emphasis is
very much on managing speculative evaluation. There is no real attempt to minimise
the impact of speculation on tasks with mandatory threads. His load information
messages are propagated widely with a load vector being sent which contains for all
scheduling priorities the number of the nearest processing element with a migrateable
thread of that priority and the distance (in terms of inter-processor links) that the
‘donor’ processing element is away. This time-stamped load vector is continually sent
throughout the system on a neighbour-to-neighbour basis.
Attempts are made in the spark percolation algorithm, described in Chapter Nine, to
reduce the amount of communication and increase the relevance by transmitting a
processing element’s load to its neighbours only — this should also help to increase the
locality of reference. Further, load information is only distributed to disturbable
neighbours to eliminate unnecessary interruption. In addition, the load scheme used by
Partridge is complicated since tasks must maintain an entire load information vector and
make trade-offs between priority and distance. Under spark percolation each task is
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aware of the available threads with maximum priority on a neighbouring task. His load
distribution scheme is also receiver-initiated; a number of improvements are made on it
here. For example, load information is piggybacked onto other messages such as thread
request negative acknowledgments as done by Ni et al. [Ni et al. 1985].

6·4·11 Suen and Wong’s Contribution
Suen and Wong [Suen and Wong 1992] describe the simulation of a dynamic load
balancing algorithm for a distributed memory computer that emphasises minimal
communication. A three level load measure is used and the set of tasks with which a
given task communicates is a subset of the total and is defined statically. Migrations
however may occur from any task to any other (since each task communicates with a
different subset of the total) as each task can become aware of the load of all others.
To request work, a task sends a message indicating it is in an acceptable state to receive
work; a thread can then be sent. As with the algorithm of Ni et al. [Ni et al. 1985], the
load metric is not appropriate for use with speculation. Further, the static choice of
tasks with which to communicate is questionable and can result in excessive
communication. The ability to migrate widely also impinges on locality of reference
which again can increase communication.

6·4·12 Aharoni, Feitelson, Barak and Farber’s Contribution
Aharoni, Feitelson, Barak, and Farber [Aharoni, Feitelson, and Barak 1992; Aharoni,
Barak, and Farber 1993] describe a scheme to overcome the classic granularity problem
of load distribution: that the cost of transferring a thread outweighs the amount of
computation within the thread. This is achieved by counting the number of graph
nodes added to a tree by a task during reduction and only permitting the task to
participate in load distribution when it has added/processed as many graph nodes as are
equivalent to the work involved in transferring a thread.
The authors of the paper believe the algorithm is an effective one. In a system where
thread granularity exceeds the cost of thread transfer it is difficult to see the
effectiveness of such a scheme. The additional processing prior to thread transfers
would introduce a latency that effectively bloats the cost of a thread transfer. Of
course, if threads are short-lived it is obvious that use of the scheme will be
advantageous. While quantifying the cost of thread transfer is readily achievable, the
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translation of this time value into reduction steps is problematic. The authors have
chosen 2000 reduction steps to approximate equivalent work to a thread transfer, but
there is no justification for the selection of this value.

6·4·13 Mattson’s Contribution
In follow-up work to [Mattson 1993a] and [Peyton Jones, et al. 1989] Hammond, et al.
[Hammond et al. 1994] discuss dynamic thread control in the latest GRIP sharedmemory multiprocessor. They have retained the two-level local and global thread pools
to encourage good locality of reference from earlier GRIP implementations [Peyton
Jones et al. 1989].
Mattson [Mattson 1993b] presents additional information on the load distribution
activity. Each IMU contains a count of the number of entries available in its spark
pool. It also remembers the highest number in the spark pool of the other IMUs. A
message containing a vector of the load of all IMUs cycles around the IMUs allowing
each to update their record prior to forwarding the message on again. When the
number of entries in a spark pool falls below a hunger threshold the IMUs request
additional threads from the processing elements. In response, the processing elements
export sparks from their local spark pool to the global (IMU-based) pool. When the
global load reaches a sated threshold the IMUs advise the processing elements that they
may stop exporting sparks.
Clearly a global spark pool structure would be difficult to implement in a distributed
memory message-passing architecture. Hammond, Mattson, and Peyton Jones
conclude that some additional compile-time analysis on granularity may be required to
achieve optimal performance.

6·4·14 Distributed Operating Systems
6·4·14·1 Milieu
A specialist area for load distribution algorithms is the implementation of distributed
operating systems. (The interested reader is referred to the excellent reference by
Goscinski: [Goscinski 1991].) Many distributed operating systems also offer pointers
for a future thread migration implementation as well as for the current thread placement
implementation. Surprisingly, none of the following mention the use of prioritised
schedulers.
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6·4·14·2 Wisdom
Murray’s doctoral thesis [Murray 1990] presented the design and implementation for a
new distributed operating system: Wisdom.
Wisdom utilises process placement where the recipient’s selection was based on a
number of evaluated criteria. Murray’s base load metric is the number of processes
present on a processing element at an instant but averages over time are also used.
When determining whether a particular processing element is suitable to receive a
process three thresholds (watermarks) are trialed:
• does the candidate recipient processing element have strictly fewer processes than
the source?
• does the candidate recipient processing element have one less process than the
source?
• does the candidate recipient processing element have the same number or fewer
processes than the source?
In addition, different location policies are tried. Firstly, a round-robin check of each
processing element’s eligibility is used. Secondly the usual determination of the optimal
processing element is used.
Murray concluded that optimal recipient selection should be used as the location policy,
that average load figures should be ignored in favour of instant load figures, and that
the transfer of a process should be to a processing element with at least one fewer
process than the source processing element. His final load distribution algorithm
utilised bidding and was sender-initiated with a migration-limiting policy that restricted
the number of movements of a process to one.
Interestingly, Murray mentions the possibility of local maxima occurring through load
distribution. This situation has also (independently) been identified in earlier
incarnations of spark percolation [Dermoudy 1994]. Murray dismissed the possibility of
occurrence as unlikely; Section 9·4·8 of this thesis discusses the possibility and its
complete resolution in the spark percolation algorithm.
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6·4·14·3 Sprite
Sprite is another distributed operating system that supports process migration [Douglis
and Ousterhout 1991]. A load-average daemon runs on all processing elements and is
responsible for detecting the idleness of the processing element on which it resides.
(The definition of “idle” is complex and the interested reader is referred to [Douglis and
Ousterhout 1991].)
When the processing element becomes idle the load-average daemon communicates this
fact to a central migration server. The processing element has now become a candidate
receiver for load distribution and if the central migration server is aware of homeless (or
excess) processes then one is sent to the processing element. When a machine moves
from the idle state because of a local user, all foreign processes (those that have been
migrated to the processing element) are evicted. These evicted processes are moved to
an alternative idle processing element.

6·4·14·4 Utopia
Utopia [Zhou, Zheng, Wang, and Delisle 1993] is a system for the distributed execution
of programs on large (thousands of processing elements) heterogeneous computing
systems. The load placement algorithm is centralised within a cluster of processing
elements with the load placement ‘controllers’ of each cluster interacting with other
cluster controllers in a decentralised manner. The authors claim that all aspects of the
scheduling algorithms are scalable.

6·4·14·5 Amoeba
In 1996, Steketee, Socko, and Kiepuszewski [Steketee, Socko, and Kiepuszewski 1996]
presented extensions to the distributed operating system Amoeba to facilitate process
migration. In 1999 [Steketee 1999] experiments were undertaken on load distribution
algorithms in conjunction with process migration to determine the effectiveness of
process migration in comparison with process placement. The workload utilised is
artificial; three bidding load distribution schemes are used: random selection for process
placement, selection of the lowest loaded processing element for process placement,
and random selection for process migration. Although random selection was seen to
perform poorly, when coupled with process migration it performed better than process
placement to the lowest loaded processing element.
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6·4·14·6 Condor
Condor is a software package for executing long-running threads on the processing
elements of a network of work stations that would otherwise be idle. Hou and Shin
[Hou and Shin 1997] replace the centralised load distribution system with a
decentralised load distribution system that is a neighbourhood based, sender-initiated
bidding algorithm, but each processing element contains a preferred list of processing
elements. Processing elements on this list should be consulted when a recipient for a
process is to be chosen. The first processing element found in the list with load
sufficient to receive the process will be the load transfer partner.
The transfer mechanism quasi-migrates processes. A shadow process remains on the
originating processing element and the migrated process communicates with the
shadow whenever system calls, et cetera are required.

6·4·15 Others
Many other ‘specialist’ load distribution algorithms have been developed. Some
examples include: [Krueger and Finkel 1984] which presents the Above-Average
algorithm for a system connected via a broadcast network; [Tantawi and Towsley 1985]
which is a general, static load distribution algorithm; [Hollander and Silberman 1988]
which proposes a mechanism for heterogeneous load migration; [Mirchandaney,
Towsley, and Stankovic 1989] which examines the effects of delays upon load sharing
and in particular load metrics; [Artsy and Finkel 1989 and 1995] which contains a
discussion of the implementation of process migration in the distributed operating
system Charlotte; [Lin and Raghavendra 1992] which proposes the LBC policy for
centralised load distribution; [Kremien and Kramer 1992] which includes a method for
the qualitative and quantitative analysis of load sharing algorithms; [Setia, Squillante, and
Tripathi 1993] which discusses load distribution in a time-sharing environment; [Xu
1993] which presents a real-time load distribution algorithm; [Goswami, Devarakonda,
and Iyer 1993] which contains a dynamic load sharing algorithm that bases load
distribution decisions upon heuristic prediction; [Le Sergent and Berthomieu 1994]
which presents a load distribution algorithm that copes with high fluctuations in system
load; [Carriero Freeman, Gelernter, and Kaminsky 1995] which contains a load
distribution system that runs on a continually varying sized pool of processing elements;
[Pande, Agrawal, and Mauney 1995] which through compile-time analysis determines a
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schedule for the execution of functional programs; and [Huang and Oudshoorn 1999]
which contains a discussion of the advantages of pre-emptive scheduling in the context
of load distribution.
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Table 6·1: Summary of related machine models
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6·5 Summary
Each piece of work mentioned in this chapter has something to contribute to managing
the effective runtime management of parallelism in a functional programming context.
For the purposes of summarising these implementations, algorithms, designs, et cetera,
Tables 6·1 and 6·2 indicate the components of each in order for a comparison with the
implementation described in this thesis.
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Table 6·2: Summary of load distribution algorithms

Chapter Seven: Effective Management of Speculative Evaluation

Chapter Seven: Effective Management of

Speculative Evaluation

7·1 Introduction
This chapter and the next, document the extensions made to the GHC compiler and the
GUM runtime system to enable effective speculative evaluation of Haskell programs.
Language and management level issues of annotations, sparks, threads, and scheduling
are dealt with in this chapter which is the first of two chapters on the contributions of
this thesis to the field of speculative evaluation. The handling of closure-evaluationrelated aspects and the implementation level detail of the modifications and extensions
are presented in the following chapter.
Many of the extensions described in these chapters were first published in abbreviated
form in [Dermoudy 1996b].
The changes to the software from its original form comprise:
• the extension of the GPH language (annotations that provide names,
priority/granularity values, processing element allocation requests, and scheduling
instructions);
• the modification of the closure structure (inclusion of a global address in all
closures to record the thread that is evaluating the closure);
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• the modification of the TSO structure (inclusion of fields for a thread name, a list
of ‘parent’ threads, and a list of ‘child’ threads);
• the modification of the structure of sparks (inclusion of fields for a spark name,
parent indication, priority/granularity information, processing element preference,
and scheduling instructions);
• the augmentation of spark selection (addition of prioritised sparking);
• the augmentation of thread scheduling (addition of prioritised scheduling and
addition of round-robin scheduling within nominated thread groups);
• the inclusion of spark and thread names;
• the addition of spark banishing — discussed in Chapters Seven and Nine;
• the modification of load distribution (addition of spark percolation rather than
the fishing load distribution scheme) — discussed in Chapter Nine;
• the addition of priority management (inclusion of dynamically maintained thread
hierarchies) — discussed in Chapter Eight; and
• the allocation of resources to speculative threads/tasks/processing elements only
when no mandatory threads/tasks/processing elements require them.
The following features are retained from the GUM model of execution:
• the use of program annotations for specifying parallelism;
• the definition of global addresses;
• the evaluate-and-die thread creation methodology;
• closure synchronisation through locking;
• the provision of global indirections;
• the existence of blocking queues;
• the representation of lightweight sparks;
• the thread placement scheme for sparks; and
• the inclusion of PVM for virtual architecture definition.
The aims of effective speculative evaluation are to occupy a processing element that is
either truly idle or waiting for a blocked thread to complete input/output, and thereby,
to mask network and/or communication latency when waiting for data or a thread from
another processing element in the multicomputer.
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Figure 7·1: The simplified main runtime system cycle illustrating the context of sparking, scheduling, and
evaluation.

In this chapter the initial areas of the execution process which can be optimised for
effectiveness are examined and the modifications made to increase effectiveness are
presented. This is done by considering each phase of speculative evaluation in turn.
These phases include the annotation of a program, the creation of sparks from an
evaluating thread, the sparking of threads when the task is lightly loaded. Figure 7·1
presents these phases diagrammatically in the context of the main runtime cycle. This
diagram is a simplification of the cycle which is given in more detail in Figure 9·6 in
Chapter Nine.
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This chapter (Chapter Seven) also describes the provision of names for threads (which
is based on evaluation strategies [Trinder, Hammond et al. 1998], GranSp [King et al.
1998], and HasPar [Hammond 1999; Trinder 1999]) and the identification of
relationships between sparks and threads as well as threads and other threads. The
chapter ends with a brief discussion of the extensions and a summary.

7·2 Annotations
Speculative evaluation begins with the identification of parallelism. Annotations satisfy
the present objectives, and provide the flexibility for indicating sparks precisely where
desired without any loss of generality.
The single par annotation does not provide sufficient expression to enable effective
speculative evaluation. There is no capacity to indicate the speculative priority or
granularity of the annotated expression. There is no capacity to indicate data locality
information or the identity/number of the processing element on which the annotated
expression should be evaluated. There is no way of preventing processing element
domination (see Section 7·4·4). Finally, there is no way of naming an expression for
tracing purposes.
To remedy this situation the set of implemented annotations has been expanded. The
annotations implemented as part of GPH are presented in Table 7·1.
The values of ANYWHERE (–1) for n and NONE (0) for f represent “don’t care” values
and, together with the values of DYNAMIC (0) for i and 50 for g, are the defaults used
in the annotations. A value of HERE (0) for n represents ‘the current processing
element’ and prevents the spark from being transferred to another processing element
through load distribution.
An overview of the difference the annotations make to the sparking process follows.
This process is represented abstractly in Figure 7·1 as “Spark a Thread” and is
summarised pictorially in some additional detail in Figure 7·2.
The first form of annotation given in Table 7·1 is usually the minimum available in
parallel implementations. Some systems (notably those by Plasmeijer and van Eekelen
[Plasmeijer and van Eekelen 1993] and Mattson [Mattson 1993a], and GranSim [Loidl
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1998]) include speculative priorities. See Chapter Six for more information on the
annotations provided in other systems.
Table 7·1: Full set of implemented GPH parallelism annotations.
par p e

the value of expression p may be calculated in
parallel with expression e

parPri g p e

the value of expression p may be calculated in
parallel at priority g with expression e

parAtPE n p e

the value of expression p may be calculated in
parallel on processing element n with expression e

parName i p e

the value of expression p with identity number i
may be calculated in parallel with expression e

parFamily f p e

the value of expression p belonging to family f
may be calculated in parallel with expression e

parFull i n f g p e the value of expression p belonging to family f

and having identity number i may be calculated in
parallel at priority g on processing element n with
expression e
The second form provides speculative priorities and is also provided in GranSim [Loidl
1998] (where the annotation indicates a cost or granularity measure of the annotated
expression).
The third speculative annotation allows the user to indicate which threads should, for
granularity reasons, be executed locally, or which, for data dependency reasons, should
be executed on a particular remote processing element. For some programs and
hardware configurations such an annotation could help ensure improved performance
[van Eekelen, Huitema, Nöcker, and Plasmeijer 1993] without the need for complicated
static analysis. Concurrent Clean [van Eekelen et al. 1993] is the only other system that
allows the user to specify a destination for execution, although a similar annotation is
also in the GranSim simulator [Loidl 1998] and in para-functional programming [Hudak
1986 and 1991]. The specified processing element number indicates the processing
element on which the spark is to be evaluated (see Section 7·3·3). This annotation is
included for reasons of performance. Some threads have high data dependencies and
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Figure 7·2: The process of sparking.
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therefore should be executed near their data and not on distant processing elements.
Small threads, on the other hand, may not warrant movement at all as the cost of doing
so may outweigh the cost of local execution — hence the HERE-valued parameter.
The fourth annotation facilitates the rudimentary labelling of an expression with a
numeric value. This value can be displayed during debugging et cetera for tracing
purposes. It can also be used to associate the numeric identity of the parent thread with
the spark — this is done when the spark is created if the parameter has a value of
DYNAMIC. This numeric parent identity is distinct to the parent thread’s TSO identity
(which is discussed in Section 7·3·6), the parent thread’s name (which is discussed in
Section 7·3·4), and the parents thread’s global identity that forms part of the dynamic
thread hierarchy management (which is discussed in Section 7·4·5).
The fifth speculative annotation provides a performance enhancing mechanism for
identifying mutually exclusive threads that are related by the fact that they each may
contribute to the same result. When some or all of these identified threads are to be
evaluated on the same processing element they form a thread family. Within the thread
family, each thread is scheduled in a time-sliced round-robin fashion.
The final annotation facilitates combinations of all of the above for complete flexibility.
The inclusion of all the forms of speculative annotation given in Table 7·1 is advocated.
The second and sixth forms provide levels of priority so that speculative threads that
appear more closely linked to the final program outcome can be executed before
threads that seem less important. A speculative evaluation system that facilitates the
updating of speculative priorities will ensure that the most important threads will be
executed first at all times.

7·3 The Spark Pool
7·3·1 Storage Overhead
A problem shared by all speculative evaluation schemes is population explosion. If all
parallelism (or even only that indicated by annotations) is identified and converted into
parallel threads, there is the potential to overload the scheduler and, depending upon
the scheduling strategy, the processing element. Because of this, annotated expressions
are not immediately converted into threads [Dermoudy 1999; Hammond and Peyton
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Jones 1992; Partridge 1991]. This provides some effectiveness in terms of saved storage
and processing overhead since processing time allocated to convert an expression to a
thread which is either never executed or found to be irrelevant is not an efficient use of
the processing element and hinders the execution of the overall program. In this way
sparks do not interfere with mandatory threads and there is only minimal delay prior to
initial program execution.
As indicated in Chapter Five, the spark is a lightweight structure consisting simply of a
pointer to the top closure holding the code to be evaluated. The original spark format,
cannot, however, contain the information now extant in the annotations. Therefore
this representation has been modified to contain the information provided in the
annotations. A spark is now not a pointer to a closure, but a pointer to a structure
containing:
• a pointer to a graph closure (the original spark object);
• an integer identifier;
• a processing element allocation;
• an integer priority (or normalised granularity) value;
• an integer family identifier;
• a string representing the spark’s name (see Section 7·3·4);
• an integer representing the integer identifier of the spark’s containing thread, i.e.
the e in par p e); and
• a pointer into a list of the global addresses of all TSOs representing threads that
are ‘parents’ of this spark through shared code (see Section 7·4·5).
The threshold at which sparks should be converted into threads varies from architecture
to architecture and program to program. The factors affecting this include: the number
of runnable threads, the priority of runnable threads, the granularity of threads, the
number of processing elements, (in the case of multicomputers) the load distribution
strategy [Dermoudy 1996a], and data locality.

7·3·2 Selection
As illustrated in Figure 7·1, if no threads are available for execution in the runnable
thread pool, the spark pools are examined. If either spark pool is non-empty the head
of the relevant pool is sparked and placed into the thread pool for execution.
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Each spark pool structure has been modified to be a single queue with sparks of the
highest priority present at the front, and the lowest priority present at the rear. When a
spark is created it is inserted into the spark pool such that all sparks with a lower
priority than the spark being added are further from the front than the spark being
added. Thus, the spark pool entries are stored in decreasing order of priority.
With such a single queue of sparks, selection of a spark is trivial. Insertion is more
expensive than in the original distribution where the spark pool was unordered, but is
still less complex than maintaining multiple queues of differing priorities.
Four alternative priority representation schemes were presented in Chapter Three. The
priority scheme chosen for the implementation is the Percentiles scheme. The choice
was arbitrary.

7·3·3 Banishing
As stated above, new annotations allow the programmer the ability to specify on which
processing element a spark should be executed. The programmer may indicate local
evaluation is required or may give the numeric identity of the processing element to
which the spark should be transferred (banished).
This transfer is undertaken near the time the spark is created — if the processing
element identity value is not the same as the numeric identity of the current processing
element (and is not the “don’t care” value ANYWHERE) a SPARK message containing the
spark (see Chapter Eight) is sent to the designated processing element. The mechanism
is the same as that utilised by the spark percolation algorithm (see Chapter Nine) except
that the transfer is unsolicited. More is said about banishing in Section 9·5.

7·3·4 Names
The ability to provide a spark with a user-defined numerical identity is facilitated
through the use of a new annotation. This value stays with the spark in both its spark
and thread incarnations. Moreover, if the annotation provides the value zero, the
numeric identity of the containing thread, i.e. the e in par p e is stored in the newly
sparked thread representing the contained thread, i.e. the p in par p e.
This mechanism is just one of four naming mechanisms introduced into the extended
implementation of GHC and described in this thesis. The second mechanism is
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spark/thread names and is based upon GranSim’s strategic profiler: GranSp [King et al.
1998].
Evaluation strategies were introduced [Trinder, Hammond et al. 1998] to control the
amount of evaluation of parallel components of a program and to divide algorithmic
code and behavioural code. King, Hall, and Trinder [King et al. 1998] developed
GranSp, a profiler for GPH programs running within GranSim [Loidl 1998], that
connects the visualisation output of the profiler with the source program directly. This
is done in part by naming the evaluation strategies within the source program so that all
threads created by a particular strategy are labelled with that strategy’s name.
Similar, but slightly less powerful, profiling is achieved through the use of parallel cost
centres in GranCC [Hammond et al. 1997] again by associating names with threads.
(GranCC is less powerful than GranSP since GranSP can determine that two functions
are the same when called via different intermediary functions whereas GranCC reports
these as different functions [King et al. 1998].)
The naming of threads has been implemented in the extension of GHC described here.
In order for a thread to receive a name (other than the default name of “ROOT”), the
spark must be named. This spark naming is facilitated through the implementation of a
function markStrat that places the string parameter within the Haskell program
directly into the field of the spark structure maintained within the GUM runtime
system.
The third mechanism for identifying sparks/threads is presented in Section 7·3·6, while
the final mechanism (which manages the runtime hierarchy of shared closures) is
described in Section 7·4·5.

7·3·5 Thread Families
It is possible for the programmer to associate a family identifier with an expression
annotated for parallel evaluation. If this is done, all identically annotated expressions
are said to belong to the same family of sparks.
When an entry from a spark pool is sparked into a thread its family identifier is
examined — as illustrated in Figure 7·2. If the spark is found to belong to a family, all
sparks of that family are identified and sparked into threads. Similarly, if a spark is
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moved from one processing element to another and the spark in question belongs to a
family, the remainder of the family is transferred also.

7·3·6 Parent Threads
When a spark is created, the sparked expression occurs textually within the current
thread of execution. This relationship is lost when sparking occurs in the original
software. This information is not lost in the implementation presented here28. Instead,
the identity of the thread that gives rise to the creation of the spark is stored in the
spark. This thread identity is drawn from the TSO (see Section 8·2·2). When the spark
pool entry is sparked, this information is propagated to the newly created thread and is
available for profiling, tracing, and/or debugging analysis.
It should be noted that the implementation of this parental identifier is distinct to the
name mechanisms discussed in Section 7·3·4 — although all three can be used for
similar purposes. The parent identifier is numeric while the name mechanisms support
both a number and a character string, but the major difference is that the extended
GUM runtime system manages and generates parental identifiers without any
involvement from the programmer — names must be supplied in the source program.
A second, more complex issue of parental context involves the sharing of closures.
This is discussed in Section 7·4·5.

7·4 The Thread Pool
7·4·1 Storage
In Section 5·3 the structure of the runnable thread pool and the TSO were presented.
To implement speculative evaluation the thread pool needs to become a priority queue
and the TSO needs to be extended to contain the thread’s priority.
The runnable thread pool is implemented as a linked list of runnable TSOs with two
auxiliary pointers: one for the head of the queue and one for the tail. There is no need

28

Nor is it lost in the data model presented by Charles [Charles unpub.]. Charles maintains a sparks

relationship between created sparks and the thread from which they are created. A blocksOn relationship
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to alter this minimalist construct apart from modifying the operation that inserts TSOs
into the list.
The structure of a TSO, however, does require change. The original implementation
does not record a thread priority, family identity, thread name, or processing element
preference. Neither does it include the identity of the parent thread nor the integer and
string names of the parent thread. The extensions to GHC described here do include
each of these fields within the TSO closure type.
The inclusion of the priority field facilitates priority scheduling (discussed in the next
section). The inclusion of the family identity and processing element preference both
assist effectiveness for reasons stated earlier. The addition of fields to store the thread’s
name and identity, as well as those of the thread’s parent are dealt with in Sections 7·4·5
and 8·2·2.

7·4·2 Selection
Figure 7·1 presented an excerpt from the main runtime system cycle:
• if no threads are available for execution in the runnable thread pool, the spark
pools are examined;
• if these pools are non-empty, the head of the relevant spark pool is sparked and
placed into the thread pool for execution.
In the context of effective speculative evaluation, the spark queues are priority queues
and the main runtime system cycle is extended with an extra step: the priority of the
spark at the head of each of the spark pools is compared with the priority of the thread
at the head of the runnable thread pool. If a spark has a higher priority than the thread,
then it is extracted from the spark pool, sparked and added to the runnable thread pool
in a position determined by its priority and the priority of the extant runnable threads
(the front in this case)29. This is the first point of competition with mandatory threads

is also maintained when a thread blocks on a closure already under evaluation.

Both of these

relationships mirror the idea of parent independently introduced in this thesis.
29

At worst immediate ordered insertion will yield O(n) behaviour for each insertion and O(1) selection.

This compares with worst case scenarios for delayed ordering of O(1) for each insertion and O(nlogn) for
the first selection.
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and the impact is slight since mandatory threads appear at the front of the prioritised
thread queue and in any case, this sparking overhead would not have been incurred if a
mandatory thread had been available for execution.
A runnable thread pool implemented as a priority queue ensures any mandatory threads
are at the head of the queue. The ‘front’ priority queue operation is identical to its
queue namesake and incurs no penalty due to the presence of speculative threads. If
threads are placed in the priority queue in decreasing order of priority (with mandatory
threads first and irrelevant threads last), the ‘front’ operation will always return the most
important thread.
The behaviour of the thread insertion operation involves more work than its original
implementation. It doesn’t simply involve the redirection of the head/tail pointer and
the linking of the thread into the list, but involves traversal of the linked list of threads
and priority comparison in order to locate the correct place in the list for the new
element. This is at worst linear time — and only occurs under four conditions:
• a new thread is sparked — which will only happen if there are no runnable
threads of mandatory priority and either the runnable thread pool is empty or
contains a thread of priority less than that of the new thread;
• a new thread is received from a remote processing element — which will only
happen if the spark percolation load distribution algorithm (see Chapter Nine) has
requested a spark of higher priority than that resident in the thread pool;
• an old thread is unblocked — which could happen for many reasons, and the
thread could be speculative; or
• the currently executing thread is pre-empted — which could be because a higher
priority thread is present or because of the expiration of the thread’s time
quantum.
Under the first two conditions the changes increase effectiveness. Under the last
condition a lower priority thread can be pre-empted by a higher priority one which
increases effectiveness at the cost of inserting the thread in the prioritised thread pool.
In the extreme, the entire thread pool may need to traversed if an old thread unblocks
or the existing thread is pre-empted, but in that case the thread being inserted would
have a lower priority than other extant threads. Therefore this insertion is likely to be
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long-term as all other threads would now be considered (in turn) for execution before
this last thread, thus ameliorating the traversal penalty.
In any case, the thread selected for execution from the runnable threads pool is always
the front one.

7·4·3 Names
Both sparks and threads may be associated with a label and a numeric identity, both can
be available for general usage. A thread’s name values are obtained from its spark
representation and stored in new fields within the TSO. The storage used by these
fields is minimal and the time overhead of propagating the values from the spark to the
thread is slight. The details of the implementation of names is given in Section 8·3, but
it can be observed that although the implementation of names can potentially have
runtime benefits if the program’s behaviour is traced and the results used for
optimisation, it has no impact — adverse or otherwise — with regard to effectiveness.

7·4·4 Thread Families
The TSO has been modified to store a family identity for each thread. Further, the
scheduler has been modified to execute all threads in a family in a round-robin manner,
when one such thread is scheduled. This is in order to distribute processing attention
amongst all family members in an attempt at preventing processing element domination.
Domination occurs if a processing element executes an unnecessary non-terminating
thread at the exclusion of all others. In this way, a large family thread will not
monopolise the processing element at the exclusion of others. More is said about
thread families in Sections 7·5·4 and 7·5·5.

7·4·5 Parent Threads and Closure Entry
7·4·5·1 Preamble
The original GUM runtime system does not track which threads result in the spawning
of other threads through sparking. These can now be identified (in a limited way)
through the use of names as introduced in Section 7·3·4.
Similarly, the original GUM runtime system does not track which threads require the
evaluation of which closures. This is remedied in the extended implementation of
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GUM and the relationship between threads is identified and maintained. Details of the
implementation of this topic are presented in Chapter Eight.

7·4·5·2 Parent-Child Relationship Identification
In the original GUM system, the first time a closure is entered by a thread, that closure
is converted into a black hole and the thread continues to evaluate the closure. No
record is made in the closure of which thread is evaluating it. When subsequent threads
enter the closure their TSOs are placed on the closure’s blocking queue (as described in
Chapter Five).
Since the closure is shared by all of these threads and the first thread is evaluating the
closure under the evaluate-and-die evaluation model, all of these threads are related:
each thread on the blocking queue is a parent of the thread initially entering the closure,
and it is a child of them. Ignoring such relationships will result in wasted processing
element and erroneous scheduling decisions — both of which reduce effectiveness.

7·4·5·3 Priority Reckoning
Expressions may be shared in functional programs. Consider the expression:
if p then (if q then x else y) else y

Using annotations, this expression may be re-written as a function, m say, as shown in
Figure 7·3.
m p q x y = par r (par y s)
where r = par x (par y t)
s = if p then r else y
t = if q then x else y
Figure 7·3: Example functional code.

Assuming that the evaluation of m is required, that branches of conditionals are equally
likely to be executed, and that the Percentiles scheme is used with a default annotation
priority of 50%, the value of p is required. If processing resources are available it could
be speculated that the consequent, r, (itself a conditional) and the contra-consequent, y,
will be needed and these could be executed at a reduced priority (50% each). The
consequent will require the execution of q (at 100% of 50%) as well as the speculative
evaluation of x and y (both at 50% of 50%). In a functional programming
environment, the evaluation of y will only occur once. Note, though, that it is required
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by a thread of priority 50% that is the contra-consequent of the outer conditional, as
well as by a thread of priority 25% that is the contra-consequent of the inner
conditional. Therefore, the highest priority (50%) is assigned to it. The lesser priority,
however, cannot simply be discarded — if the predicate p evaluates to the Boolean
value True, the contra-consequent is now irrelevant which would give y a priority of
0%. The predicate q is now upgraded to mandatory which has the consequence of
necessitating an increase in the priority of x and y. The priority of x is upgraded to be
50% of 100% while the priority of y should also be 50% of 100% and not 50% of 0%.
The hierarchy of the potential threads and their priorities is shown in Figure 7·4.

100%

50%

25%

50%

25%

if

p

if

q

y

x

Figure 7·4: Thread hierarchy.

For effective speculative evaluation, each closure, therefore, should retain information
about which thread is evaluating it, and each thread must retain a vector of priorities (in
ascending order for efficiency) for all containing threads. Given that the priorities of
the containing (parent) threads may change, so may the subsequent priority of the
contained (child) threads.
There are two alternatives for the resolution of a thread’s maximum priority: calculation
and derivation. Calculation implies the storage of a calculated priority figure for each
thread. If a parent thread’s priority changes, a message must be sent to all of its child
threads so that the child thread’s priority may be recalculated. Derivation implies the
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storage of a formula for each parent thread that involves a reference to the parent
thread; if the parent thread’s priority changes, it is visible through the formula — at the
cost of continual tracking.
The former alternative is simple but can incur an overhead if priorities are often
changing. Additionally, if threads have short life-spans, low granularity, and/or often
give rise to smaller threads, the chasing problem occurs [Partridge 1991].
The latter alternative requires much work whenever the definitive priority of a thread is
required — which can be excessive if threads are deeply nested and/or widely shared.
The main advantage of this alternative is that the chasing problem cannot occur as
modifications to child thread priorities are never actually performed.
Derivation is an original contribution of the author. Since the modification of a
thread’s priority will affect the priority of its child threads, but the modification of a
child thread’s priority will not (of itself) affect the priority of its parent thread, and, as
speculative threads are certain to change their priorities (at least once to become
mandatory/irrelevant), minimising the amount of ‘downward’ work is intuitively
beneficial. Since the priority of a thread is required for its placement in a prioritised
thread pool, however, it may be the case — if the thread pool is traversed often — that
the continual cost of deriving the priority is prohibitive. This problem will be
exacerbated by load distribution: if parent threads are located on different processing
elements, a child thread will need to contact the parent threads to request their current
priority multiplier in order to evaluate the priority function. Derivation may have
promise, but it is unlikely to succeed on a distributed-memory architecture.
In the implementation presented here, calculation is used to manage a thread’s priority.

7·4·5·4 Thread Death
Another issue is the death of threads. When a mandatory/speculative thread completes
the required evaluation, the thread dies. At this point the thread’s children are no
longer required by this thread, and could be terminated (as could the child threads of
those child threads, and so on). There are four options:
• do nothing to those child threads, and let their priority and existence remain;
• perform no priority change but terminate the child threads;
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• change the priority of those child threads to irrelevant and then terminate each
one; or
• change the priority of the child threads to irrelevant but don’t terminate them.
Not altering the status of child threads at all will potentially perpetuate the execution of
now unnecessary threads at the expense of executing threads that may be needed more.
If the priority of the child threads isn’t changed but the child threads are terminated
(and so on for those threads’ children) the false competition with other potentially
needed threads will not occur — which is an improvement. Due to sharing, however, a
closure being evaluated by a child thread may subsequently be required by an alternative
parent and hence terminating the child thread and cancelling the evaluation would be a
waste of effort as the closure will require evaluation. If the priority of such threads is
modified and then the threads are terminated — as dictated by the third option — the
process will involve two steps rather than one, which would potentially allow extra
execution of now unnecessary threads, although this would be short-lived. This scheme
will still involve potentially premature termination of required evaluation. The final
option involves changing the priority of the child threads (and their child threads, et
cetera) to irrelevant but not terminating the threads. At worst this option will leave
irrelevant threads in the runnable thread pool which will occupy storage. These threads
will never be scheduled for execution unless idle tasks exist, and therefore they are not
detracting from the execution of mandatory threads — unless and until memory is
exhausted. The final option has been implemented and the implementation is discussed
in Section 8·2·4.

7·5 Scheduling
7·5·1 Introduction
Selecting the next spark/thread for execution is a simple process of removing the first
entry from the spark/thread pool. Implementation of the spark and thread pools as
priority queues ensures the front entry is the entry with the highest priority.
There are a number of strategies that may be employed for specifying how much
evaluation a thread should receive and where in the pool it should be replaced if
necessary. These strategies fall into four categories: pre-emptive first-in-first-out, non-
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pre-emptive first-in-first-out, pre-emptive last-in-first-out, and non-pre-emptive last-infirst-out.

7·5·2 Pre-emptive versus Non-Pre-emptive
A scheduler is pre-emptive if an executing thread is removed from execution before it has
completed its extent of computation and replaced in the runnable thread pool.
Conversely, a scheduler is non-pre-emptive if an executing thread is allowed to execute
until it completes its extent of computation (or requires input/output).
The choice of scheduling policy has an impact on speculative evaluation [Dermoudy
1996b; Partridge 1991]. The scheduling of a thread depends upon its priority. If a
selected thread continues to execute unhindered while the priority of another thread
increases to be higher than that of the executing thread, the runtime system has failed in
its aim of always executing the most useful work. Conversely, if threads are pre-empted
and executed in a round-robin fashion on a multicomputer that employs a thread
allocation load distribution scheme (as in [Dermoudy 1996a]), it is likely that many/all
of the highest priority threads will have begun execution and therefore be unavailable
for task-allocation-based load distribution. This will have a serious impact on the
overall throughput as it essentially reduces the concurrency of the algorithm [Dermoudy
1996b], is counter-productive to speculative evaluation, and results in processing
elements being idle or allocated low priority threads.

7·5·3 First-In-First-Out
A (pre-emptive) scheduler can replace pre-empted threads either at the beginning of the
runnable threads pool, or at the end. Under a prioritised scheme, the thread would
either be placed at the front of the like-prioritised threads, or at the rear of the likeprioritised threads.
If the thread is replaced at the rear, the scheduling method is first-in-first-out. The
implications for a pre-emptive scheduler are that threads of equal priority are fairly
scheduled, that the highest priority threads are always selected for execution, and that
lesser-priority threads are starved of execution unless they are moved to an alternate
processing element for execution.
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If thread allocation is employed in the load distribution algorithm, the fair scheduling of
mandatory threads will render them ineligible for movement between tasks. In the
extreme this will leave all mandatory threads on one processing element, and speculative
threads on all of the others. (This is not relevant to the current implementation of
GUM since only sparks are moved through load distribution, but is a significant issue
for future extensions of GUM.)
The same consequence exists with speculative threads. Intuitively this seems reasonable
— the changes to the priorities of these threads are unknown and hence it may be
beneficial to have ‘a bob each way’. The disadvantage is that these threads would not be
able to be moved once execution has begun.
The same issues apply for a non-pre-emptive scheduler replacing threads that have been
performing input/output back into the ready state.

7·5·4 Last-In-First-Out
If a thread is replaced in the runnable thread pool in front of threads of the same
priority the scheduler is using a last-in-first-out scheduling method. The implications are
that threads of equal priority are unfairly scheduled, that the highest priority threads are
always selected for execution, and that lesser-priority threads are starved of execution
unless they are moved to an alternate processing element for execution.
The consequence of last-in-first-out thread replacement ensures that each thread is
executed to the greatest extent possible — leaving all other threads available for
movement to other processing elements. Whether these threads are mandatory or
speculative will make no difference: the bulk of the threads should be available to be
moved to other processing elements for execution — regardless of the load distribution
scheme being utilised.
The disadvantages are that if there are insufficient computing resources to execute
additional threads, only one thread will be executed at any one time. This could allow
non-termination through domination (see below). Additionally, unless the executing
thread blocks, there is no way to update its priority and hence select a more appropriate
thread.
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The largest disadvantage with such a method is that processing elements can be
dominated. Consider the following expression in which the “∨” symbol can be
interpreted as logical or:
if (p ∨ q) then x else y

Assume that this expression is mandatory, that branches of conditionals are equally
likely to be executed, and that the Percentiles scheme is to be utilised. Further assume
that operands of the logical or operator can be executed speculatively with equal
likelihood of truth, then the value of (p ∨ q) is required and may be evaluated. This
implies that the values of predicates p and q are required and both may be executed at a
priority of 100%. (If processing resources are available it could also be speculated that
the consequent and the contra-consequent will be needed and these could be executed
at a reduced priority — say 50%.) Now, consider the case where, for example, p finds
the length of an infinite list and q is the truth constant. Under the last-in-first-out
thread replacement method the value of p will never be found and the search for the
value of q will never commence. The conclusion is that last-in-first-out thread
replacement cannot be implemented as a panacea.
To implement effective speculative evaluation on GUM, priorities must be updateable
(which requires a pre-emptive strategy), maximum available thread movement should be
possible (which will require last-in-first-out scheduling), and processing element
domination should also be avoided (which requires first-in-first-out pre-emptive
scheduling). To achieve these goals, two scheduling strategies have been implemented.
The strategy in force depends upon the annotation of the thread. The default
scheduling strategy is the pre-emptive last-in-first-out strategy. This maximises the
work on the current thread, pausing periodically for communication to be processed
and to allow priority changes to take effect — and hence to ensure the most important
thread is always selected for execution. Further, this strategy minimises the amount of
evaluation undertaken on all other threads — thus maximising the possibility of future
thread allocation of threads.

7·5·5 Thread Families
If the thread family annotation has been used, the scheduling strategy for that family of
threads is modified to be pre-emptive first-in-first-out, i.e. there is first-in-first-out
scheduling within last-in-first-out scheduling. In this way, thread priorities may be
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modified, the most appropriate thread can be selected from the runnable thread pool,
and fair scheduling of the threads in the thread family can occur (which avoids
unnecessary processing element domination). In addition — since the thread is placed
at the end of the thread family but before any additional threads of the same priority —
the possibility of thread allocation is also maximised.

7·6 Discussion
The GUM runtime system possesses many attractive aspects for the parallel reduction
of functional programs. Program annotations have been implemented and this
implementation also provides the framework for additional annotations. The existing
par annotation is sufficient not only for the identification of parallelism but also as the

basis for speculative evaluation. It is, however, insufficiently flexible for the purposes
of effective speculative evaluation.
The execution of some programs will benefit from the ability to place parallel threads
on particular processing elements. Also, some programs will benefit from the ability to
have components of the program executed in a round-robin manner. For
profiling/tracing/debugging purposes being able to associate the thread with a numeric
identifier or string label is particularly useful. All of these features have been added to
the GPH language and the GUM runtime system in this implementation.
The greatest impact on effective speculative evaluation as supported by annotations, is
the addition of priorities to the annotation (as currently supported by GranSim [Loidl
1998]). The priority value may be used by the programmer to indicate many things (as
suggested in Chapter Three). Examples include the chance of execution under
conservative evaluation, the granularity of the expression, an ‘incentive’ indicating the
latency penalty of subsequent conservative evaluation, or the dependence upon
referenced data. The scheme for representing the priority is important too (as discussed
in Section 3·3); but this implementation has been built using the Percentiles scheme
within GPH and within GUM — although the external and internal representations are
fully decoupled.
Finally, the inclusion of an annotation that provides the programmer with the power to
include all of these features provides full speculative evaluation flexibility to every
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Haskell expression, and thus the opportunity to the programmer to finely tune the
execution behaviour of his/her program.
Two mechanisms for tracking the priority of a thread were introduced in Section
7·4·5·3: calculation and derivation. Derivation offers gains if priorities change often and
rescheduling occurs relatively less often since no calculations are required when the
priorities change, however, pointers must be followed when a thread is considered for
rescheduling. In the multicomputer environment, calculation is the clear winner due to
the network latency. The calculation scheme requires the values to be stored in
formulae, rather than references to the values, so that calculations are required
whenever a priority changes but no processing is necessary when a thread’s definitive
priority is demanded. The calculation scheme also mandates communication when the
priority of a remote thread changes; the derivation scheme requires this only when the
definitive priority of a thread is required. If thread priorities change often, the
communication under the latter scheme will be significantly less than in the former
scheme, but again, this communication will occur at a time when it cannot readily be
afforded. A multiprocessor architecture would be more suitable for derivation — and
even then a bottleneck may be created if many threads require access to the stored
priority of their parent.
The GUM runtime system, in the form obtainable from the University of Glasgow
[AQUA 1996], selects the first sparkable spark from the spark pool to be converted to a
thread. There is no indication of which spark would be more usefully evaluated; the
only criterion for the selection of a spark is age. In fact, it is possible that the thread
giving rise to the creation of the spark has already completed evaluation of the
annotated expression. If this is the case, spark selection incurs a check for sparkability
which will indicate unsuitability and the next spark will be checked, and so on.
Regardless of the issues of last-in-first-out versus first-in-first-out spark selection, the
inclusion of priorities will improve speculative evaluation effectiveness.
In the same vein, thread insertion in the original GUM runtime system is also first-infirst-out. There is no discernment between the main thread and those created through
sparking. There is no discernment between any of the threads created through
sparking. All threads compete equally for processing resources — discrimination
between threads is inappropriate as all threads are mandatory. In the extended
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implementation of the GUM runtime system, threads possess priorities which allow
positive discrimination for mandatory threads (whether the thread is the main thread or
not does not matter) over speculative threads. Moreover, irrelevant threads are not
scheduled unless the task would otherwise be idle. The concentration on evaluating
only mandatory threads wherever possible ensures that the evaluation of needed
program components occurs unhindered, and that where extra processing resources are
available, these are allocated to the threads most deserving of attention.
The last-in-first-out, unfair thread selection model of the original GUM runtime system
is retained in this implementation, but it is augmented by first-in-first-out, fair
scheduling for threads within the same thread family. This ensures domination of the
processing element does not occur which may otherwise result in the unnecessary nontermination of the program. The scheduler remains pre-emptive with time-slicing
utilised to allow the task to alternate between communications processing and
evaluation. Having a pre-emptive scheduler also allows modifications to occur to
threads while no thread is executing and thus avoids the chasing problem observed and
reported by Partridge [Partridge 1991].

7·7 Summary
It is evident that all modifications to the GUM runtime system have been motivated by
the goal of improving the speculative evaluation of closures. It is equally evident that
every such modification has been designed and written in a manner such that the
modification either has no impact on the evaluation of mandatory threads, or has a
minimal impact on the evaluation of mandatory threads.
Many changes have been made to the GHC compiler to facilitate effective speculative
evaluation. Some changes have occurred at the language level: five new annotations
have been added to GPH and implemented in GHC and the GUM runtime system.
Other changes have occurred internally but the programmer has control over their
manifestation:
• the spark and thread formats have been greatly expanded and the spark and
thread pool structures are prioritised;
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• the programmer can indicate the potential usefulness (priority) of an expression
and that priority will be used within the evaluation subsystem to control the
scheduling of that expression;
• sparks can be executed locally, remotely on a specific processing element, or on
any processing element;
• sparks and threads may be named with a numeric identifier as well as with a string
label; and
• threads belonging to the same family are executed in a round-robin manner — in
contrast to the unfair scheduling of threads that is the default.
To summarise, the changes described here increase the usefulness of the speculative
evaluation system, and when speculative evaluation is not undertaken, the changes have
little or no impact.
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Chapter Eight: Effective Implementation of

Speculative Evaluation

8·1 Introduction
This chapter continues the presentation of the extensions made to the GHC compiler
and the GUM runtime system to enable effective speculative evaluation of Haskell
programs that was begun in Chapter Seven. The contributions of this chapter to the
field of speculative evaluation include implementation-level detail of the mechanisms
(both algorithmic and structural) for the identification and maintenance of single
parent-child relationships between sparks and threads, the handling of shared closures
(i.e. multiple parent-child relationships) between threads and other threads, the
distributed implementation of parent-child relationships, the closure entry process, the
creation of sparks, and the creation of threads.
The chapter begins with an exposition of the relationships that exist between a spark
and the parent thread responsible for its creation, and between threads requiring the
evaluation of the same graph closure. This latter relationship is discussed at length
together with information on how such a relationship may be recorded and sustained at
runtime. A review of the augmented process followed when a closure is entered by a
thread is presented. The six messages related to the construction and maintenance of
parent-child relationships between threads on the same and different processing
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elements are also presented. The section on parent-child relationships also addresses
the mechanisms in place for priority adjustment.
Finally, the form taken in the extended implementation of the GUM runtime system by
the algorithmic and structural aspects of effective speculative evaluation addressed in
the previous chapter (annotations, sparks, spark pools, threads, and thread pools) is
presented.

8·2 Parent Threads and Child Threads
8·2·1 Introduction
The notions of parent and child threads were introduced in Section 7·4·5. It was seen
that in order to definitively compute the priority of a thread, the thread’s parent(s) and
child thread(s) must be identified. In the case of a sparked thread, its original parent
thread is the thread responsible for the creation of the spark; the sparked thread is a
child of the parent. In the case of a thread entering a closure already under evaluation,
the thread becomes a parent of the thread performing the actual evaluation of the
closure. Conversely the thread evaluating the closure becomes the child of the thread
that has belatedly attempted to enter the closure.
Both parent and child relationships must be recorded in the related threads’ TSOs. The
next five sub-sections explain how this is done.

8·2·2 Spark Parent Identification
In Section 7·3·6, it was stated that when a spark is created, the id of the current TSO
(the spark’s parent) is stored in the spark. In fact this is less than half the story.
A TSO possesses an id that uniquely distinguishes an arbitrary TSO from all other
TSOs on the same processing element. TSO ids are not unique across the
multicomputer, however, and cannot solely identify a particular TSO from all others. In
the case of sparks that may move from one processing element to another due to load
distribution (or processing element allocation annotations) such an identifier is
inappropriate and insufficient. A global identifier is required that will be unique for all
TSOs. TSOs can be uniquely identified by a global address since:
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• global addresses are already used for uniquely identifying closures across the
multicomputer;
• the local address of a closure with a global address is readily available via the
GALA table (see Chapter Five); and
• a TSO is simply a type of closure.
In the extended implementation of GUM described here, a spark is associated with the
global address of its parent thread as follows: when a spark is created, the TSO for the
current thread (the spark’s original parent) is globalised (allocated a global address) and
the resulting global address is stored in the spark. Three new fields are required: one
for the global address of the parent thread’s TSO, one to act as the head of a list of
parent threads, and one to act as the head of a list of child threads.
When a spark is converted into a thread, this global address is used to initialise the
parent list. The child thread (formerly the spark) thus knows of the existence and
identity of the parent, but the parent does not know of the existence of the child. The
remedy to this problem is presented in Section 8·2·4·2.

8·2·3 Thread Parent Identification
The first change that is required to the original GUM runtime system to allow the
management of thread relationships is the inclusion of a global address in all closures.
There must be some record of which thread is evaluating a closure so that subsequent
threads may become parents of this thread.
Since threads may not (currently) be moved from the processing element on which they
are created, the record could be achieved by either including a global address or TSO id
in the closure, or by including a list of closures that have been — or are being —
evaluated by a thread in the TSO. Since the evaluate-and-die model of threads is used,
the same thread will evaluate possibly many closures and each must be associated with
the thread — hence the list. The overhead of this is high: first each TSO must be
considered, and secondly each TSO’s list must be searched. To complicate matters
further, TSOs are not all stored in the same place; some will be in the runnable thread
pool, others will be on various blocking lists.
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The use of a TSO id is also an alternative, but TSO ids are not globally unique (as stated
in the previous section), and hence the use of a TSO id is not compatible with future
implementations involving thread migration/allocation. Locating a local TSO on a
processing element given only its TSO id is also a problem as no unified collection of
TSOs exists.
The use of a global address again solves these problems. There is the question of how
many closures need to be exposed to a global address: all, or those unevaluated closures
whose evaluation is required by multiple threads. The minimum list of closure types is
those potentially containing blocking queues and comprises: BH, BQ, FETCHME, FMBQ,
SPEC_RBH, GEN_RBH, and GEN. For simplicity and orthogonality, space for a global

address has been added to all closure types; this has been done by utilising the declared
but unused parallel information field of each closure’s fixed header (see Section 5·3·5·4).
When a closure is entered by a thread, the thread’s TSO closure is globalised if this has
not already occurred, and the global address for the TSO is stored in the parallel
information field within the fixed header of the root closure. The overhead of this is
small since each TSO requires only a single global address and threads are relatively
long-lived since the evaluate-and-die model is utilised.

8·2·4 Thread Priority Calculation and Adjustment
8·2·4·1 Preamble
There are three cases where a thread’s priority will change:
• at its creation;
• when the priority of one of its parents changes; and
• when it dies.
Each of these will now be discussed.

8·2·4·2 Sparking
The first case is the creation of the thread. Recall that a spark possesses fields that hold
its annotated priority and its parent (containing) thread TSO’s global address. The
priority indicated in the program is a relative priority (see Section 3·3) and depends
upon the prioritised context of its parent; the annotation provides a priority factor that in
the case of the Percentiles scheme must be multiplied by the current priority of the
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parent thread. Therefore, when a spark is converted into a thread, its parent list can be
initialised with the values stored in the spark: the parent thread’s TSO’s global address
and the priority factor. In order to obtain the full contextual priority, the parent must
be contacted. The existence of global addresses can help here. If the parent thread is
local (i.e. has an entry in the GALA table), its priority may be readily extracted and
stored in the new thread’s parent list entry. The new thread’s priority can then be
calculated and the thread can be added to the runnable thread pool. If the parent thread
is remote, a message (see Section 8·2·6) is sent to the thread requesting its current
priority, the new thread’s relative priority temporarily becomes an absolute priority, and
the new thread is added to the runnable thread pool30. If the parent thread has
terminated, the relative priority also becomes the absolute priority. (Thread termination
may be detected by checking whether the global address is associated with the current
processing element or is a null local address.) Figure 8·1 illustrates the process.
When a newly created thread contacts its parent thread it advises the thread of its
existence by providing it with its newly acquired global address (the TSOs of new
threads are globalised upon creation). The parent responds by adding the child thread’s
TSO’s global address to its child list and advising the child thread of the parent thread’s
current priority. Unlike the parent list, only the TSO’s global address is stored in the
child list.

8·2·4·3 Changing a Thread’s Priority
When a thread’s priority changes, the change is advised to all of that thread’s child
threads (which includes all threads in a family). This is the purpose of maintaining the
child list. If the child is local this may be done directly, if the child is remote a message
must be sent. The latter scenario is discussed in Section 8·2·6·2. Each thread stores its
current priority as well as that of its parent threads. If the priority of a parent thread is
changed, then the entry in the parent list is updated to reflect this and the new priority is
compared with the thread’s current priority. If the new priority is higher than the
current priority the current priority is upgraded. Similarly, if the old priority was the
thread’s current priority and this is decreased, then the parent list is searched for the

30

In a multicomputer the process of contacting a remote parent will incur a latency — the relative

priority is temporarily used to mask this.
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Figure 8·1 (a): The detailed process of sparking (including parent and priority identification).
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Figure 8·1 (b): The detailed process of sparking (including parent and priority identification).

highest priority value and this becomes the thread’s current priority — thus the priority
is downgraded.

8·2·4·4 Thread Termination
The third case is thread termination. As discussed in Section 7·4·5, when a thread
terminates it advises its parent and child threads of its demise (through the use of a
message — see Section 8·2·6·6 — if a parent/child thread is remote). It also replaces its
local address in the GALA table with a null value. The parent threads react by
removing the child thread’s TSO from the list of child thread TSOs; the child threads
react by interpreting the news as a change in priority of the parent thread to irrelevant,
processing this (as described in the preceding paragraph), and then removing the parent
thread’s TSO’s global address from the parent list. All such changes are processed
when the next reschedule is performed; all changes are made to thread TSOs and hence
suspended threads do not need to be re-awoken.
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8·2·5

Dynamic Thread Hierarchy Management

Regardless of the conversion of BH closure types to BQ, FETCHME closure types to FMBQ,
and the addition of blocking queues to the SPEC_RBH and GEN_RBH closure types when
one of these closure types is entered for the second or subsequent time, the thread
entering the ‘black holed’ closure must register as part of the thread hierarchy with the
original thread. If the second/subsequent thread is speculative, it may have been
moved from its original processing element by load distribution. In this case, a
specialised message (see Section 8·2·6·4) is sent to the first TSO advising it of the
existence of the new parent. The first TSO’s identity can be obtained by extracting the
global address from the closure. If the first TSO is local no message is sent but the
advice is issued. Future implementations of thread migration/allocation are possible
under this scheme.
The advice consists of the new parent thread’s TSO’s global address (if the TSO has not
been globalised then this is done prior to contacting the original parent thread) and the
parent thread’s current priority. These pieces of information are stored in a new entry
in the original thread’s TSO’s parent list (the priority factor is set to be 100% for newly
found threads).
The new thread adds the global address of the original thread’s TSO to its child list by
creating a new element31.
The general process is illustrated in Figure 8·2.
Eden (see Sections 6·2·21 and 6·3·13 and [Klusik, Peña, et al. 2000]) contains an analysis
of thread hierarchies and communication that detects and removes chains of
indirections. As stated earlier, an Eden thread must communicate with its parent when
results are returned and this may require communication between processing elements.
The parent-child hierarchy identified here is not for result reception but for priority
management. If a parent thread changes its priority it informs its child threads. If the
priority of one of these child threads changes, then that thread’s children, in turn, are

31

Mutual dependency is catered for — a TSO can only be added to a parent list once and to a child list

once, and cannot be added to a child list if it is already known as a parent.
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advised of the change in priority. Chains of indirections can thus occur here also. It
should be noted, however, that a change in priority should be advised to all threads in
the hierarchy that the change affects, and bypassing would not be appropriate.

8·2·6 Messages
8·2·6·1

Preamble

Six new messages have been added to the GUM runtime system to support dynamic
thread hierarchy management. Each will now be presented in turn.

8·2·6·2 The CHILD Message
When a spark is converted into a thread (see Section 8·2·4·2) the new thread must
calculate its priority and inform its parent thread of its existence. If the parent thread is
on a remote processing element this process must be performed through the use of a
message. The message CHILD is used for this purpose and communicates to the remote
TSO the new thread’s TSO’s global address. Processing the CHILD message is
performed by the GUM runtime system which updates the appropriate fields of the
parent thread’s TSO.
The GUM runtime system replies to the initiating task with the current priority of the
parent thread contained within a PRIORITY message. If the parent thread has
terminated, the priority value irrelevant is returned. Along with the priority, the sending
(parent) thread’s TSO’s global address and the recipient (child) thread’s TSO’s global
address are communicated.

8·2·6·3 The PRIORITY Message
The PRIORITY message is used to communicate a new or changed thread priority to a
child thread. The values communicated are the destination (child) thread’s TSO’s global
address, the sending (parent) thread’s TSO’s global address, and the sending thread’s
priority.
If the reception of the PRIORITY message alters the child thread’s priority then
PRIORITY messages containing this new priority are sent to all the child thread’s child

threads. If not, then there is no response to the PRIORITY message.
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If the destination global address maps to null in the GALA table, the child thread has
since terminated. In this case the PRIORITY message is simply discarded.

8·2·6·4 The PARENT Message
When a thread enters a closure that is already under evaluation by another thread, the
former thread becomes a parent of the latter. To indicate this, the newcomer sends a
PARENT message to the original thread providing its TSO’s global address and current

priority. This message is processed by the GUM runtime system as described in Section
8·2·5.
If the reception of the PARENT message alters the child thread’s priority then PRIORITY
messages containing this new priority are sent to all the child thread’s child threads. If
not, then there is no response to the PARENT message.

8·2·6·5 The THREAD_GA Message
When a thread enters a FETCHME closure a FETCH message ensues (see Section 5·3·5·9).
In the context of dynamic thread hierarchies, this thread is a parent of the thread
evaluating the remote closure. To record this, a THREAD_GA message is sent by the task
receiving the FETCH message. The THREAD_GA message contains the global address of
the thread’s TSO for the thread that is evaluating the closure locally.
Upon reception of the THREAD_GA message, the enclosed child thread’s TSO’s global
address is stored in the FETCHME closure (just as it is in the remote closure) and the
FETCHME closure’s blocking queue is examined. For each thread blocked on the
FETCHME closure (there will be none initially, but when the FETCHME closure has been

converted to an FMBQ closure type the list will be non-empty and the same code is used),
its TSO’s parent list is examined to ensure that the child thread’s TSO is not present
and if not, the child thread’s TSO is added to the parent thread’s TSO’s child list. The
parent thread’s TSO’s global address is then returned to the child thread through the
transmission of a PARENT message. This process is repeated whenever a new thread
enters the FETCHME/FMBQ closure.

8·2·6·6 The ZOMBIE and TSO_DEATH Messages
When the reduction activity of a thread is completed, the thread’s work is also complete
and the evaluated closures can be rewritten. This completion obviates the parent-child
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relationship involving the (child) thread that has now finished evaluating the closure
that is being rewritten and the (parent) threads that have blocked on the closure waiting
for its reduction to occur. To indicate that the reduction has completed and the sharing
of the closure is concluded a message is sent to each child and parent thread of the
terminating thread: the ZOMBIE message32. This message incorporates both the sending
thread’s TSO’s global address and the receiving thread’s TSO’s global address.
When the ZOMBIE message is received, all child threads are sent PRIORITY irrelevant
messages by the recipient task.
After the ZOMBIE message has been sent, the business of rewriting the closure and
thread termination is then undertaken by the terminating thread. When the thread that
has re-written the closure actually terminates, a TSO_DEATH message is sent with the
sending thread’s TSO’s global address, the receiving thread’s TSO’s global address, and
whether the terminating thread is a child or parent of the intended recipient. The
process is shown in Figure 8·3.
When the TSO_DEATH message is received the following occurs:
• if the terminating thread is indicated as a child of the recipient then the child list is
examined. If the sending thread’s TSO’s global address is found then the entry is
removed from the child list. No reply is forthcoming.
• if the terminating thread is indicated as a parent, then the sending thread’s TSO’s
global address is searched for in the parent list. If it is found then the entry is
removed from the list and the recipient thread’s priority is re-calculated. If the
priority changes then all child threads are advised of the change through the
sending of PRIORITY messages.
The process is shown in Figure 8·4.

32

the name ZOMBIE is motivated by the fact that the termination of a thread potentially orphans (or

creates zombies of) its child threads.
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Figure 8·3 (a): Closure update behaviour.
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8·3 Implementation Details
8·3·1 Preamble
To successfully implement the extensions described here and in the previous chapter,
viz., prioritised sparking, prioritised and family scheduling, augmented GPH annotations
including processing element preferences, family identity, spark and thread names, and
parent/child thread hierarchies, a number of data structures needed to be added while
others needed extension and/or modification. These are quickly identified in the
Section 8·3·2. These enhancements also required extensive modification and extension
to a number of algorithm implementation at many levels of the compiler. A broad
overview of the changed algorithms is presented in Section 8·3·3.

8·3·2 Data Structures
8·3·2·1

Annotations

The addition of annotations required modification/extension to many parts of GHC.
In order to store the information from the annotation, the structure of the spark and
TSO were expanded. Fields were added to the spark for the storage of the priority,
processing element preference, family identity, and spark identity. Similarly, the TSO
structure was expanded to cater for the priority and family identity. These changes
clearly affected the number of words in the TSO and the spark.

8·3·2·2 Names
To implement the spark/thread number, label, and parent id the spark and TSO
structure again required modification. The spark structure needed expansion to store
these values, and the TSO also required expansion for each of these.

8·3·2·3 Sparks
The spark structure required extension to accommodate many improvements: a priority
field for prioritised scheduling, a label for naming, a parent identity field for tracing the
parent (creator) thread, a field for processing element preference to improve data
locality, a family identity for improved scheduling flexibility and domination avoidance,
and a field for the storage of the parent thread’s global address (for tracing purposes).
Each extension was reasonably straight-forward, but changes to this fundamental data
structure (previously simply a pointer to a graph node) were wide-reaching and touched
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STG macros (for spark creation), spark selection, sparking, scheduling, communications
(packet composition and packing/unpacking), and garbage collection.
The inclusion of priorities in sparks also necessitated the definition of the priority values
mandatory and irrelevant. No change to the spark pool was required.

8·3·2·4 TSOs
The TSO structure required modification to allow the storage of a priority, family
identity, list of child and parent TSOs, and a name.
The storage of the priority and family identity were simple. The name was stored as a
character string. The list of child and parent TSOs were more complicated. The list of
child TSOs comprised a linked list of nodes with a global address and connecting
pointer, while the parent TSOs contained the global address of the parent TSO, the last
known priority of that TSO, the relative priority (factor) of the annotation, and the link.

8·3·2·5 Closures
To facilitate the dynamic management of thread hierarchies and accurately associate the
correct priority with a closure evaluation, the relationship between a thread and the
closure it was evaluating needed to be explicitly recorded as this was not done in the
distribution software. To connect the closure with the thread evaluating it (which may
potentially be on any processing element), the fixed header of each closure was enlarged
by one field to allow the storage of a global address. Each thread was then globalised
and its global address stored in the global address slot of the closure’s fixed header.

8·3·2·6 Dynamic Thread Hierarchy Management
A closure’s structure includes info tables (as illustrated in Section 5·3·5·4). These info
tables include pointers to code executed upon entry to the closure and update of the
closure. To manage the hierarchy of threads at runtime, each closure was extended by a
field to store the global address of the evaluating thread’s TSO (see above). Each TSO
also stored a list of parent TSOs (with priority and factor) and child TSOs.

8·3·2·7 Messages
In the distributed implementation of dynamic thread hierarchy management, it is quite
possible for sparks to have been transferred to alternative processing elements for
execution and thus be remote to the thread that spawned the spark. Therefore, to
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manage thread hierarchies which involve parent and child thread identities and
priorities, as well as thread termination, six management-related messages were
necessary. Discussed in Section 8·2·6, these messages are CHILD, PARENT, PRIORITY,
THREAD_GA, ZOMBIE, and TSO_DEATH. These messages needed to be defined in the list

of valid messages.

8·3·3 Algorithms
8·3·3·1

Annotations

For each annotation, the annotation form needed to be declared within the language
prelude, the internal primitive operation needed to be defined, the expansion for the
primitive was necessary, and the routine to place the newly created spark in the spark
queue was required. The primitive operations needed to be enabled through the
expansion of the primitive operation table also. All of these changes spanned many of
the phases of the compiler.

8·3·3·2 Names
Implementing spark names required the definition of a function, markStrat, provided
in GranSP [King et al. 1998], which makes a C call from Haskell! The C function,
push_spark_name(), was required to be written which simply assigned the

accompanying string label to the spark field defined to store it.
When a thread was sparked, the thread was to receive the name of the spark.
Therefore, the thread creation operation was extended with this functionality.
Code was also written to propagate the thread identity values.

8·3·3·3 Sparks and Spark Pools
A number of changes were required to the spark structure as indicated in Section
8·3·2·3.
In the original distribution, the creation of a spark and its addition to a spark pool were
trivial and consisted of pointer assignment. With heavier, information-laden sparks the
creation of sparks was more complex and involved the writing of a routine that took
priority and family identity values into consideration when the new spark’s position in
the spark pool was determined.
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The innovative spark family idea brought with it sparking difficulties. If one spark
family member is sparked or transferred, it makes logical sense for all to be or the
benefits of fair scheduling on that group of sparks are lost. Routines were therefore
needed to examine the spark pool to ensure family members were stored consecutively
in the spark pool, that the sparking of one such member resulted in the sparking of the
entire family, and that the transfer of a spark family member also resulted in the transfer
of all family members.
The spark selection code for extracting sparks for sparking/load distribution also
required significant extension. The metamorphosis of the spark from a pointer to a
graph node to a structure necessitated the addition of a routine for transmitting a spark
between two processing elements and the re-creation of the spark upon arrival at the
destination processing element. In fact, most communication operations involving
sparks required modification.
The operations for storing thread parent information were installed, and finally garbage
collection code was amended to integrate with the new spark structure.

8·3·3·4 TSOs, Threads, and the Thread Pool
Operations involving threads can be classified into those relating to prioritised
scheduling and those of dynamic thread hierarchy management. The latter topic is
discussed in the next section.
Alterations to the runnable thread pool to facilitate prioritised scheduling required
modifications to the operations that:
• create threads (to ensure a priority is present);
• add the thread to the thread pool (to ensure it is placed correctly);
• select threads for execution (to ensure the highest priority thread will be
executed);
• replace the thread in the thread pool (following expiration of the evaluation time
quantum); and
• cope with the termination of a thread.
All of these operations relied upon operations/macros to manipulate the new fields of
the TSO described in Section 8·3·2·4.
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8·3·3·5 Dynamic Thread Hierarchy Management
As already mentioned, the entry and update code for closures was altered for a number
of closure types (including SPEC_RBH, GEN_RBH, BH, BQ, FETCHME, and FMBQ). The
entry code was altered to include globalisation of the TSO and the storage of the TSO’s
global address in the new field of the closure for subsequent threads to find, as well as
the processing of blocking queues to ensure the parent/child relationships and thread
priority (calculated using the parent thread’s priority and a relative priority factor) were
current. Update code (also STG macros) was modified to ensure that upon completion
of the reduction of the closure that the child threads were downgraded to irrelevant,
and that in addition to being rescheduled, that the parent threads knew of the
evaluation.
Remote operations also required modification. The operations that handled the
creation of RBH closures and the conversion to FETCHME closures required rewriting.
Also, operations to provide the handling of messages adjusting priorities, informing of
the global addresses of FETCHME closures, advising of new parent and child threads, and
of thread termination were written.

8·3·3·6 Messages
Message sending, receiving, and processing operations to handle parent and child thread
hierarchy creation, priority adjustment, thread termination, global address notification, et
cetera were all written. If the target closure was remote, the operations require the
sending of a message to the receiver conducting the processing of the closure. If the
closure was local, no communication is required and the processing of the closure
ensues immediately on the local processing element. Each operation was implemented
with speed and effectiveness in mind.

8·4 Discussion
As a distributed implementation, the GUM runtime system provides global addresses
for identifying closures that are moved from one processing element to another.
Currently the GUM runtime system does not support the migration of threads —
rather, it supports the placement of sparks. When the placement or migration of
threads is added to the GUM runtime system, TSOs will need globalising too. The
globalisation of TSOs discussed here for the purposes of dynamic thread hierarchy
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management supports and facilitates future thread placement/migration load
distribution schemes.
The ability for multiple threads to enter the same graph node without contention and
conflict is a necessary component of graph reduction of functional languages since
graph components may be shared. The ‘black hole’ locking mechanism utilised in the
GUM runtime system enables the first thread to commence evaluation of a portion of
the graph while successive threads block awaiting re-awakening by the first thread when
reduction is complete. This is an extremely elegant solution. The utilisation of the
evaluate-and-die thread creation methodology in which a thread that starts its execution
evaluating a particular graph node continues its execution by walking over descendant
graph nodes as required, motivates the dynamic thread hierarchy management
implementation presented in this chapter. It is the combination of the use of black
holes, blocking queues, and the evaluate-and-die model, that gives the thread hierarchy
management its success.
The first thread wishing to commence evaluation of a closure does so. Subsequent
threads that require the evaluation of the same closure are destined to follow the same
reduction path until that closure is reduced. Hence, they are in a very real sense parents
of the thread evaluating that closure, just as that thread is a child of the later threads. If
all of these threads were able to evaluate the closure simultaneously, the thread with the
highest priority would be scheduled to perform the evaluation. This simultaneous
reduction is not possible, however, as all but the first thread have blocked upon
entering the closure.
In its original state, the GUM runtime system will evaluate the closure as if it is as
important as the first thread to reach the closure. Since thread priorities are absent in
the original GUM runtime system, whether this thread is more or less useful in terms of
overall program execution is a moot point since nothing can be done about it. In the
context of the enhanced GUM runtime system which contains priorities, such
indiscriminate thread selection coupled with a disregard for subsequent closure entry
could result in the closure being evaluated at a much lower priority than it should be.
Potentially, a mandatory thread will be blocked on the closure while the first thread to
enter it is speculative and is never scheduled! The mechanism presented in this chapter
increases the effectiveness of speculative evaluation by ensuring that the evaluating
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thread always possesses the highest priority of all the threads requiring evaluation of
that closure.
There are many complexities of dynamic thread hierarchy management: existence of
additional threads, closure updating, priority modification, distribution across the
processing elements (using FETCHME and FMBQ closures and BF blocking queue entries),
and thread termination. Each complication is resolved in the extensions to the GUM
runtime system proposed in this chapter. No additional global indirection closures are
required although PARENT, CHILD, and THREAD_GA messages have been added to
construct the thread hierarchy. Similarly ZOMBIE and TSO_DEATH messages have been
added to deconstruct the hierarchy. A sixth message, PRIORITY, was added to ensure
the priority information of the evaluating thread remains current.
If no sharing of closures occurs in the graph, none of these messages will be sent during
execution and no blocking queues will need re-awakening. The only overhead of
dynamic thread hierarchy management when no such hierarchies exist is the
globalisation of the TSO and the storage of a thread’s TSO’s global address in each
closure which that thread evaluates. Unfortunately, this cannot be avoided — if the
TSO of the first thread to enter a closure is not globalised at that time, when the second
thread enters the closure and is added to the black hole, the only way of identifying the
original thread is by interrogating each TSO. TSOs, however, are not stored together in
a data structure. Given this and the fact that the evaluate-and-die thread creation
methodology is used, the first thread may not even be evaluating that closure but one of
its descendants instead. Therefore, the overhead is unavoidable, but fortunately, in
terms of space, quite low — although it may impact upon garbage collection activity.
There is also a size overhead attached to implementing dynamic thread hierarchy
management: the addition of space for a global address for every closure. Many closure
types do not become involved in the management of thread hierarchies, but the
inclusion of the global address in all closures as part of the fixed header is clean, and, as
stated, in the case of TSO type closures, simplifies the load distribution extension of
thread migration/placement.
With regard to storage, a spark originally occupied one word while a TSO occupied
approximately twenty-nine (excluding the info table contents) — some of which are
unused. With the enhancements described, a spark occupies seven words while a TSO
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occupies approximately thirty-two — an insignificant increase. The benefits that occur
due to the increase in the size of the spark arguably offset the needed increase in storage
size. The difference in size between sparks and threads continues to be an endorsement
of the practice of not converting all annotated expressions into threads right-away.
Further space could be saved if Mattson’s grey holes were also implemented (see
Chapter Six and [Mattson 1993a]).
Additionally, when a spark is created, a thread is under execution. Converting the
annotation directly to a thread would result in a larger delay to the thread under
execution. The delayed creation of threads from sparks ensures that sparking only
occurs when there is no thread (or a less important thread) to execute, and hence the
overhead hinders only the sparking thread, and not a mandatory thread that is partway
through execution.

8·5 Summary
To reiterate from the summary of Chapter Seven: all modifications to the GUM
runtime system are motivated by the goal of improving the speculative evaluation of
closures. In order to implement the annotations, scheduling, and spark/thread pool
extensions described in the previous chapter, no modifications to the closure evaluation
system are necessary. Changes do need to be made to the closure layout, however, in
order to implement thread relationship management. Put simply, every thread needs a
unique identifier and all closures under evaluation by a thread should record the
identification of that thread.
Alterations have been made with no external visibility: a hierarchy of threads is now
maintained when multiple threads seek to evaluate the same closure and the priority of
the evaluation is maintained to ensure currency. All closures have been expanded with a
field for storing a global address. This is used to store the global address of the
(globalised) TSO for the thread evaluating the closure; this mechanism also serves as a
stepping stone for the implementation of full thread placement/migration33. A closure

33

Of course, it is only a stepping stone. Many additional complexities must be overcome, for example

exporting the contents of a thread’s stack [Hammond 2000].
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may now be interrogated to discover which threads are waiting for its result and this
fact allows the evaluating thread to execute at the highest priority of those threads
demanding the closure’s evaluation. This information is also available for debugging
purposes if required.
Messages have been added to the system to facilitate the management of dynamic
thread hierarchies on a multicomputer. The six messages achieve a distributed
implementation of such a hierarchy with changes in thread priority elegantly and
efficiently performed. Further, the number of messages required to be sent is
minimised and acknowledgement messages are not required.
All of these changes increase the usefulness of speculative evaluation as they ensure the
most promising threads are executing and that the closures most required are evaluated.
Finally it is worth remembering that — apart from the addition of global address to the
closure structure — none of the processing extensions to the GUM runtime system
described in this chapter are manifest unless speculative evaluation is undertaken and a
closure is entered by two or more threads.
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Chapter Nine: Effective Load Distribution —

Spark Percolation

9·1 Introduction
In this chapter the Spark Percolation load distribution algorithm is presented. This
algorithm is an original contribution34. Firstly, GHC’s in-built load distribution
algorithm is critiqued and spark percolation is advocated as its replacement. Secondly,
the algorithms of spark percolation are introduced and detailed, and then the changes to
GHC necessary for the implementation of spark percolation are outlined. Finally, the
operation and advantages of spark percolation are summarised.

9·2 Deficiencies of “Fishing”
The advantage of the existing “fishing” load distribution scheme is its simplicity. No
load information needs to be calculated and sent, nor any received and stored. No
heuristic functions are required to select which task will receive the FISH message. All

34

Originally ([Dermoudy 1994 and 1996a]) called “Task Percolation”, the load distribution algorithm is

capable of distributing both threads and sparks. Further, there is no reason that spark percolation cannot
be used for migration as well as placement (see Chapter Four). In this thesis, however, spark percolation
is described in the limited context of GHC and placement of sparks — and hence the terms used have
been adjusted accordingly.
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that is required is a random number generator and knowledge of the number of
processing elements in the multicomputer.
The disadvantages are many. Firstly, sending a FISH message only occurs when a task is
idle. Thus, unless a blocked thread becomes runnable while the FISH message is
swimming, the task remains idle — it has truly ‘gone fishing’! Depending upon the
latency of the network and the selected recipient, the time that elapses between the
sending of the FISH message and the arrival of work could be significant.
Secondly, the destination of the FISH message is random. There is, therefore, no
guarantee that the FISH message will be sent to a task with work to donate in preference
to a task with no work to donate — in fact there is no guarantee that the message will
reach an arbitrary task at all. Although the probability is low, in the extreme, a FISH
message could bounce back and forth between a small group of tasks as no history of a
fish’s movements is recorded. These statements notwithstanding, experimentation on
directed fishing was conducted [Hammond 2000] which resulted in poorer performance
than random fishing.
Thirdly, the selection of the delay between transmissions of a FISH message is errorprone and difficult. A delay that is too small would result in saturation of the network
before work is available — and is the reason for having the delay [Hammond 2000] — a
delay that is too large will impinge upon performance. If the requirement for a delay
could be removed the algorithm would be improved. An extension of this situation
arises when all tasks bar one are idle: FISH messages bounce backwards and forwards
across the network consuming bandwidth — bandwidth that could more efficiently be
used for the transmission of a result to a blocked thread thus alleviating the idleness of a
task.
Fourthly, the amount of food that a FISH message initially possesses as well as the
amount consumed travelling between processing elements is arbitrarily selected and it is
difficult to determine the appropriate amounts. The amounts are provided to ensure a
backoff between sending FISH messages [Hammond 2000]. Experiments on the
influence of this limit on performance have not been conducted [Hammond 2000]; due
to the random journey of FISH messages this amount can only be estimated.
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Lastly, tasks that are executing a thread but which have no migrateable threads to offer
other tasks can be repeatedly interrupted by FISH messages that they cannot service.
Overall performance would obviously be improved if those tasks were allowed to
complete the evaluation of their thread(s) uninterrupted. This, in particular, is one
situation that effective load distribution attempts to redress.

9·3 Spark Percolation
9·3·1 Overview
Spark percolation (first proposed in [Dermoudy 1994] and subsequently refined in
[Dermoudy 1996a]) uses nine kinds of message: three for exchanging load information,
three for exchanging data/sparks, and three for overcoming local maxima. This set of
messages is sufficient to provide effective load distribution with reduced impact on
tasks executing mandatory threads. In times of high load, no load-related
communication occurs and the execution of mandatory threads occurs unhindered by
load distribution.
The spark percolation algorithm is general, efficient, non-intrusive, dynamic, adaptive,
and is designed for a network of autonomous processing elements possessing local
memories. No attempt is made to balance the load over all processing elements. The
algorithm allows prioritised threads and its implementation facilitates speculative
evaluation.
Load distribution is accomplished by ‘percolating’ the sparks through the network from
one processing element to another in that processing element’s neighbourhood. It has
been implemented and tested [Dermoudy 1994 and 1996a] on a point-to-point network
of Transputers [Inmos 1985, 1986a, and 1986b; Whitby-Stevens 1985] as well as on the
virtual multicomputer offered by PVM within GHC (see Chapter Five). Unless a local
maxima is detected, tasks only communicate with neighbours.
Tasks executing a mandatory thread will do so quietly and will only be interrupted by
other tasks if available sparks are requested or if results (via FETCHME closures) are
needed — no load distribution related messages are transmitted to these tasks except
spark requests. Tasks executing a speculative thread (or those tasks that are idle) will
continually look for more important work. This will involve querying non-mandatory
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(disturbable) neighbouring tasks for their load status. Idle/speculative tasks request
higher priority sparks from neighbours in order to improve the overall system
‘usefulness’. Requests are specific — a task will request a spark from the task in its
neighbourhood with migrateable sparks of the highest priority. If there are two (or
more) tasks with available sparks of the same priority the task with the highest number
of these sparks available is selected. A speculative task is selected if a choice between a
speculative and a mandatory task arises to prevent interruption.

9·3·2 Objective
The overall objective is two-fold:
• to allocate the most important sparks to tasks such that the utilisation of every
available processing element is maximised; and
• to minimise the interruptions to those tasks evaluating mandatory threads.
The localised, decentralised nature of the algorithm ensures its scalability on networks
containing varying numbers of nodes. It is assumed that threads that should not be
migrated (due to either small granularity or data dependence) will be so tagged via either
static analysis or programmer annotation and thus ignored by the spark percolation
algorithm.

9·3·3 Load Metric
9·3·3·1

Load Estimation

Although not universally true35, Eager et al. [Eager et al. 1986a] conclude that simple
load sharing policies using small amounts of information perform well — and far better
than when no load sharing is performed.
The load metric used by the spark percolation algorithm is simple and sufficient. The
load metric utilised comprises: the highest priority of all migrateable sparks on the
processing element, the number of the migrateable sparks at that priority, and the
priority of the thread that the task is currently executing. In this way a task receiving
load information is capable of deciding whether a spark of higher priority than the one

35

The work by Eager et al. assumes an idealised shared-memory setting and ignores communication

costs [Hammond 2002].
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it is executing is available, and its chance (in terms of availability) of obtaining that
spark.
In fact there is a public and a private load metric. The priority of the currently
executing thread (if such a thread exists) is maintained by each task but is not generally
disclosed to others. Such disclosure only occurs indirectly through the use of DON’T
DISTURB and SPARK REQUEST messages.

9·3·3·2 Load Information
To minimise communication (both in terms of load distribution and evaluation) the
processing elements constituting the multicomputer are collected into overlapping
neighbourhoods. The categorisation of processing elements into neighbours depends
upon the topology of the network (see Section 2·4·2).
The initial implementation (on Transputers [Inmos 1985, 1986a, and 1986b; WhitbyStevens 1985]) utilised a different neighbourhood arrangement [Dermoudy 1994 and
1996a] than the present implementation.
In that topology, one processing element was connected to at most four others via
point-to-point links in a topology resembling a mesh (see Figure 2·1). This was the
definition of the neighbourhood — the neighbourhood consisted of the central
processing element and the (at most four) processing elements to which it was directly
connected. This is shown in Figure 9·1.

P.E.

P.E.

P.E.

P.E.

P.E.

Figure 9·1: A point-to-point topology neighbourhood boundary.
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The topology provided by PVM is effectively a bus topology (see Figure 2·1). The
neighbourhood implementation involves rolling, overlapping collections of processing
elements. This is shown in Figure 9·2.

P.E.

P.E.

P.E.

P.E.

P.E.

PVM

Figure 9·2: A PVM bus topology neighbourhood boundary.

As stated above, load distribution occurs between neighbours only, and since
neighbourhoods overlap, the excess sparks are progressively transferred throughout the
processing elements of the multicomputer.
Load information is not sent to tasks executing mandatory threads. Tasks send their
load information to their neighbours, which, upon recognising that the task is executing
a mandatory thread, refrain from exchanging load metric related messages with it. Only
when load information sent from that task indicates that it is no longer executing a
mandatory thread do its neighbours recommence load-related dialogue.
To minimise the amount of load information sent, each task maintains a status table for
its neighbour(s). This table indicates:
• whether or not the neighbouring task is currently executing a mandatory thread;
• the highest priority of the sparks that are available for migration; and
• the number of migrateable sparks at that priority.

9·3·4 Operation
Initially all tasks are idle and all are aware their neighbours are idle. This is the
initialisation state. One task has the entire main program. This task notifies its
neighbours that it has this mandatory thread of execution. As the main program is
evaluated sparks are identified/generated. The task possessing these sparks will inform
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its neighbours of the excess sparks. These neighbouring tasks will then request a spark,
and so on.
Tasks executing a mandatory thread will do so quietly and will only be interrupted by
other tasks if available sparks are requested or if results are needed — no load
distribution related messages are transmitted to these tasks. Conversely, tasks executing
a speculative thread (or those that are idle) will continually look for more important
work. This will involve querying disturbable neighbours for their load status.
As may be evident from the above discussion, the algorithm works in a receiverinitiated manner when the receiving task is mandatory and in an ‘informed-receiver’initiated manner when the receiving task is speculative. (This is to gain the advantages
of receiver-initiated load distribution at high system load and sender-initiated load
distribution at low system load).
Details of the algorithm for spark percolation are given in Section 9·3·9.

9·3·5 Message Types
9·3·5·1

Preliminaries

Six different message types are used to implement the algorithm: LOAD REQUEST, LOAD
STATUS, DON’T DISTURB, SPARK REQUEST, SPARK, and NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

Each of these will now be discussed.

9·3·5·2 LOAD REQUEST
The LOAD REQUEST message is sent by an idle/speculative task to all of its disturbable
neighbours in an attempt to gain a more useful spark. The message includes the priority
of the highest priority spark available for migration together with the number of such
sparks. If a recipient is executing a mandatory thread it will respond with a DON’T
DISTURB message, otherwise it will send a LOAD STATUS message. The LOAD REQUEST

message is used to poll neighbours for information and for synchronising load
information. Once a LOAD REQUEST has been sent to a task, another is not sent until
that task replies.
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9·3·5·3 LOAD STATUS
A LOAD STATUS message is sent whenever a speculative/idle task is polled for its load
information as well as when a task completes the evaluation of a mandatory thread and
becomes speculative/idle. The message is sent to inform the task’s neighbours of the
status of the task. The values transferred are the priority of the highest migrateable
spark and the number of migrateable sparks at that priority.
Three possible actions may be taken by a task that receives a LOAD STATUS message.
Firstly, if that task is executing a mandatory thread it will respond with a DON’T
DISTURB — an action which follows from the objectives of the algorithm. Secondly, if

that task is executing a speculative thread at a priority less than that indicated it will
petition the sender for a spark of that priority (see below). Lastly, in the case where the
recipient is speculative and executing a thread of the same or a higher priority than that
indicated, it will not respond at all.

9·3·5·4 DON’T DISTURB
The DON’T DISTURB message is essentially self-explanatory. The task in receipt of a
message is executing a mandatory thread and does not wish to be interrupted. It
responds with a DON’T DISTURB message that is accompanied by the highest priority of
the available migrateable sparks and their number. Because load status messages are not
periodically transmitted and are only sent following certain events it is quite possible for
a task to become unaware of the true state of a neighbouring task. The inclusion of
DON’T DISTURB messages allows this situation to arise without problem and enables

load-related communication to be minimised. Note that the receipt of a DON’T
DISTURB message by a task executing a mandatory thread does not invoke a DON’T
DISTURB response — the status is merely noted, no reply is given.
DON’T DISTURB messages are also sent by a task to all of its disturbable neighbours

whenever it either becomes mandatory, when the number of migrateable mandatory
sparks increases, or when the priority of the migrateable sparks increases. As is usual
with DON’T DISTURB messages, these are not acknowledged.

9·3·5·5 SPARK REQUEST
A SPARK REQUEST message is sent by an informed speculative task to a neighbouring
task in an attempt to obtain a spark of higher priority than it is currently executing. The
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message contains the priority at which this task can execute (i.e. the priority immediately
below the priority of the lowest priority spark it will accept in transfer). The receiver
will attempt to provide a spark at the highest priority possible but will not send a spark
if it is not of a higher priority than specified.
There are two valid responses to a SPARK REQUEST message: SPARK, and NEGATIVE
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. If the task can indeed supply a spark with a priority higher than

indicated this spark is sent in a SPARK message. If, however, the recipient cannot satisfy
the request a NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT is sent.

9·3·5·6 SPARK
As indicated above, the SPARK message constitutes an actual spark transfer. If the spark
transferred is a mandatory spark the recipient task (which will almost certainly be
moving from speculative state to mandatory state) will respond by sending a DON’T
DISTURB to all of its disturbable neighbours. Otherwise, there will be no response.

9·3·5·7 NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
In the event that a SPARK REQUEST message is received which cannot be serviced the
recipient task replies with a NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The priority of the most
important migrateable spark is transferred together with the number of sparks at that
priority to ensure the requesting task’s load information table is up-to-date.

9·3·6 Maintaining Load Information
Load information is only transmitted in response to a query or when a change in load
could affect a task’s neighbours.
The internal load information table consists of a triple (for each neighbour) of:
• whether or not the task is disturbable;
• the number of migrateable sparks; and
• the priority of the most important spark which may be migrated.
This is updated whenever a LOAD REQUEST, LOAD STATUS, DON’T DISTURB, or
NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT message is received.
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Load information is sent as part of a LOAD STATUS message whenever a LOAD
REQUEST message has been received, or when a task becomes speculative/idle after

completing the evaluation of a mandatory thread.
Load information is sent as part of a LOAD REQUEST message whenever a task is
speculative/idle and has no neighbours with available mandatory sparks.
Finally, load information is sent by a mandatory task as part of a DON’T DISTURB
message whenever:
• a LOAD REQUEST message has been received;
• a LOAD STATUS message has been received;
• a task becomes mandatory (the message is sent only to disturbable neighbours);
• a change in the number of migrateable mandatory sparks occurs (the message is
sent only to disturbable neighbours); and
• an increase in the priority of the migrateable sparks occurs.
There is no need to maintain a list of the number of migrateable sparks of each
speculative priority available from each neighbour as the communication/processing
overhead to maintain such a list is superseded by the minimal communication required
by, and the simplicity of, the current scheme.
Note that:
• a task requesting a spark will only send the request to the neighbour with
migrateable sparks of the highest priority;
• in the event of a tie, the task will send the request to the neighbour with the
highest number of migrateable sparks of that priority; and
• if a task could choose between a mandatory task and a speculative task for a spark
migration at the same priority it will choose to obtain the spark from the
speculative task.
A table illustrating the changes in state of a task that receives load distribution messages
is presented in Tables 9·1 and 9·2 of Section 9·3·9·3.
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9·3·7 Policy Summary
A summary of the behaviour of the spark percolation load distribution algorithm in
terms of the policies given in Chapter Four is:
• load estimation: highest priority of migrateable sparks, count of such sparks,
whether task is disturbable;
• information: disturbable neighbours only, when load changes;
• initiation: informed-receiver;
• location: sending (disturbable if possible) neighbour with most highest priority
sparks;
• selection: arbitrary spark of highest priority;
• migration-limiting: unrestricted; and
• transfer: immediate.

9·3·8 Improvements
9·3·8·1

Throttling DON’T DISTURB Messages

As presented thus far, the algorithm minimises communication between mandatory
tasks, and tasks can indeed re-synchronise when a neighbour becomes
mandatory/speculative. (The reader is referred to sample execution scenarios provided
in Section 9·4 and in [Dermoudy 1994 and 1996b].)
There is, however, scope to reduce the number of DON’T DISTURB messages sent.
Presently such a message is sent to all disturbable neighbours. If threads are being
generated/consumed quickly there is the potential for a task to be flooded with these
messages. Note that a task knows the extent of its neighbourhood. Hence it is
pointless advertising the availability of more mandatory sparks than the number of
neighbours since each neighbour would request a mandatory spark if it were not already
executing one. The excess advertisements would serve no useful purpose. Thus the
algorithm throttles the transmission of DON’T DISTURB messages to prevent the
sending of messages advertising numbers of available sparks in excess of the size of the
neighbourhood.
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9·3·8·2 Resolving Local Maxima
In the point-to-point multicomputer implementation discussed in [Dermoudy 1994 and
1996b], the neighbourhood scheme in use can result in the pathologically extreme
scenario indicated in Figure 9·3 (in which the presence of a migrateable mandatory
spark within a processing element is indicated with a black dot, and the fact that a task
is executing a mandatory thread is indicated with an “M”).
The fact that load distribution is only attempted between neighbours presents a
problem. The central task has excess mandatory sparks — but each of its neighbours is
also executing a mandatory thread and hence should not be disturbed. All remaining
tasks are idle/speculative.
In this situation it is hoped that one of the neighbouring task’s threads will spawn
another thread and hence ‘percolate’ work onto the idle/speculative tasks. This is,
however, by no means guaranteed.

P.E.
M

P.E.

P.E.
M

P.E.
M

P.E.
M

P.E.
M

Figure 9·3: A pathological scenario.
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To ensure a reasonable outcome to this scenario a seventh load distribution message is
introduced: the PANIC message. This is similar in function to the DON’T DISTURB
message in that it indicates to the recipient the availability of migrateable mandatory
threads but rather than indicating the number of these threads (as the DON’T DISTURB
message does) it indicates how widely (in terms of inter-processing element
connections) the message should be propagated. The PANIC message is sent by a task
when it detects that it possesses work that could be distributed to other processing
elements, but that all of its neighbouring tasks will not be requesting any because they
are already executing work of mandatory priority. The PANIC message is transmitted to
all other processing elements in the ‘panicking’ task’s neighbourhood  and from there
is forwarded to other neighbourhoods in a controlled manner until either:
• work is requested from the panicking task by a task receiving the PANIC message;
• the panicking task ceases to panic (either because it consumes all excess sparks,
because a neighbouring task generates its own sparks, or because a neighbouring
task changes status to disturbable); or
• all tasks within the multicomputer have been reached by PANIC messages and the
situation has not been resolved.
The aim of the PANIC message is to move available sparks beyond the ‘wall’ of occupied
processing elements (see Figure 9·3) in the neighbourhood to processing elements
outside the neighbourhood that can execute them.
Once the PANIC message has been sent the task waits for SPARK REQUEST responses.
The initial distance travelled by a PANIC message is one inter-processing element
connection, and hence only the processing elements in the neighbourhood of the
‘panicking’ task are contacted initially.
On receipt of the PANIC message, tasks propagate the information to their disturbable
neighbours.
One detraction from wide-spread communication of this sort is the communication and
processing overhead required to achieve a solution to what may be only a short-lived
problem. To reduce this, the panicking task sends only a single PANIC message to each
neighbour until the panic is resolved or knowledge that it cannot be resolved is
received. The panicking task will either be taken from the panic state by spark
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migrations or when one of its neighbours gains or loses a migrateable mandatory spark.
When this occurs an ALL CLEAR message is sent to the neighbours indicating the
passing of the panic state.
Whenever an outlying task moves from mandatory to speculative/idle and sends a LOAD
STATUS message to a neighbour aware of a panic situation, the outlying task is informed

of the panic situation.
Each outlying task remembers which tasks are in the panic state and can subsequently
request sparks if they move from mandatory to speculative/idle. This state is reset
when an ALL CLEAR message is received. If a task that is the destination for the PANIC
message is already executing a mandatory thread a PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
is returned to the panicking task. In this way the panicking task learns the ‘depth’ of the
surrounding ‘wall’ and adjusts the number of inter-processing element connections
allowed to be traversed by the PANIC.
Figure 9·4 illustrates the situation where a secondary-level panic is required.
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Figure 9·4: A secondary-panic pathological scenario.

The current implementation with PVM utilises overlapping neighbourhoods as shown
in Figure 9·2. With neighbourhoods of this type, local maxima can stall the load
distribution algorithm as discussed above when two widths of neighbourhoods are
executing mandatory threads and the central task has spare sparks. This situation is
shown in Figure 9·5. Once again, the use of PANIC, PANIC NEGATIVE
ACKNOWLEDGMENT, and ALL CLEAR messages resolves the stalled load distribution

activity.
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M

M

M

M

M

PVM

Figure 9·5: A pathological scenario on a bus network.

9·3·9 Algorithm
9·3·9·1

Context

Spark percolation occurs as part of the main runtime system cycle. This cycle was
discussed in the context of the unmodified GHC in Section 5·3·5·2. It is illustrated in
Figure 9·6 altered by the introduction of spark percolation and the removal of the
“fishing” load distribution scheme.
There are two aspects to spark percolation:
• the initiation of spark percolation by a task with a neighbouring task or tasks; and
• the dealing with spark percolation messages by a task.
Each will be discussed separately in the following sub-sections.

9·3·9·2 Initiation
The spark percolation algorithm is presented in Figure 9·7. This algorithm is the
expansion of the italicised operation name (“Spark Percolation”) from Figure 9·6. The
following abbreviations are used in Figure 9·7:
• CurrPri = priority of executing thread, where
CurrPri ∈ {pm, ps1, ..., psn, pr, IDLE};

• OldPri = priority of thread executing at last iteration, where
OldPri ∈ {pm, ps1, ..., psn, pr, IDLE};

• CurrMT = number of migrateable mandatory sparks, where CurrMT ∈ {0, 1, …};
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Figure 9·6: The main runtime system cycle (including spark percolation).

• OldMT = number of migrateable mandatory sparks at last iteration, where
OldMT ∈ {0, 1, …};
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• CurrQPri = highest priority of migrateable sparks in queue, where
CurrQPri ∈ {pm, ps1, ..., psn, pr, IDLE};

• MDonor = neighbour with most migrateable mandatory sparks, where
MDonor ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, NONE};

• SDonor = neighbour with largest number of most important migrateable
speculative sparks, where SDonor ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, NONE};
• PDonor = nearest task in panic state, where PDonor ∈ {1, 2, …, NONE};
• AwaitingMT = whether or not awaiting the receipt of a mandatory spark, where
AwaitingMT ∈ {True, False};

• AwaitingST = whether or not awaiting the receipt of a speculative spark, where
AwaitingST ∈ {True, False};

• PanicRequired = CurrMT > 0 and all neighbours are executing a mandatory
thread but have no migrateable mandatory sparks, where
PanicRequired ∈ {True, False};

• Panicking = whether or not currently panicking where
Panicking ∈ {True, False}; and

• PanicRadius = distance to advertise panic, when applicable, where
PanicRadius ∈ {0, 1, …}.

9·3·9·3 Communication
When a task receives spark percolation communication, its responses depend upon its
state and the message to which it is responding. The location of this response operation
is shown by the presence of a box in Figure 9·6 with the label “Process Incoming
Communication”. This operation is responsible for the response to spark percolation
messages, for the provision of results as part of the graph reduction requests, and also
for the resolution of the spark percolation panic state — when the resolution is
possible.
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OldMT := CurrMT
OldPri := CurrQPri
AwaitingMT := False
AwaitingST := False
Panicking := False
PanicRadius := 1
Figure 9·7 (a): The spark percolation algorithm — initialisation step.
IF (CurrPri ≠ MANDATORY) THEN
IF (OldPri = MANDATORY) THEN
Send LOAD STATUS message to all neighbours
IF (NOT AwaitingMT) THEN
IF (MDonor ≠ NONE) THEN
Send SPARK REQUEST to MDonor
AwaitingMT := True
ELSE
IF (PDonor ≠ NONE) THEN
Send SPARK REQUEST to PDonor
AwaitingMT := True
ELSE
IF (NOT AwaitingST) THEN
Send LOAD REQUEST to disturbable neighbours
IF (SDonor ≠ NONE) THEN
Send SPARK REQUEST to SDonor
AwaitingST := True
ELSE
IF (OldPri ≠ MANDATORY) THEN
Send DON’T DISTURB to disturbable neighbours
ELSE
IF (CurrMT ≠ OldMT) AND ((CurrMT ≤ 4) OR (OldMT < 4)) THEN
Send DON’T DISTURB to disturbable neighbours
IF (PanicRequired) AND (NOT Panicking) THEN
Send PANIC to all neighbours
Panicking := True
ELSE IF (NOT PanicRequired) AND (Panicking) THEN
Panicking := False
PanicRadius := 1
Send ALL CLEAR to all neighbours
OldMT := CurrMT
OldPri := CurrPri
Figure 9·7 (b): The spark percolation algorithm — infinite iterative step.
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Table 9·1: Spark percolation state transitions.

From/To

Initialising

Disturbable

Not

Panicking

Terminating

Disturbable
all spark

reschedule

reschedule

–

FINISH

reschedule,

reschedule,

–

FINISH

all spark

SPARK

reschedule,

reschedule, DON’T

FINISH

Not

all spark

DISTURB, SPARK

Disturbable

percolation

Initialising

percolation
messages36
–

Disturbable

percolation
messages
–

reschedule

messages
–

reschedule

Panicking

reschedule,

LOAD REQUEST,

LOAD

DON’T DISTURB,

STATUS,

SPARK, NEGATIVE

SPARK

ACKNOWLEDGMENT,

REQUEST

FINISH

PANIC, PANIC
NEGATIVE
ACKNOWLEDGMENT,
ALL CLEAR

–

–

–

Terminating

–

all spark
percolation
messages

The details of each message have been presented in Section 9·3·5 together with an
outline of the message(s) sent in response to the reception of each message. These
actions can be modelled as a state transition table in which the reception of messages

36

From Sections 9·3·5 and 9·3·8, the messages that facilitate spark percolation are: LOAD REQUEST,

LOAD STATUS, SPARK REQUEST, DON’T DISTURB, SPARK, NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT, PANIC,
PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT, and ALL CLEAR.
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results in movement from one state to another, and in which the reception of certain
messages are illogical and ignored. These states can be defined as follows:
• initialising  still undergoing set-up and yet to synchronise with other tasks;
• disturbable  normal (post-initialisation) operation in which the task is not
executing a mandatory thread;
• not disturbable  normal (post-initialisation) operation in which the task is
executing a mandatory thread;
• panicking  as for “not disturbable”, but when afflicted by a local maxima
problem; and
• terminating  no longer evaluating the graph, and undertaking shut-down activity.
The events and messages that result in a task moving from one state to another are
shown diagrammatically in Figure 9·8 and Table 9·1. In the table, a task begins in the
state given by the row label, and ends in the state given by the column label upon either
the occurrence of the activity or the receipt of the message(s) named in the intersecting
cell. For example a task that is in the “panicking” state will move to the “terminating”
state only when a FINISH message is received.
As a task moves into and out of differing states, messages are sent. These
communications were outlined in Section 9·3·5 as well as in the algorithm presented in
Figure 9·7. The communications that ensue when a task enters and exits a state during
spark percolation are shown in Table 9·2.
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Table 9·2: Communication due to spark percolation state transition.

State

Communication on Entry

Communication on Exit

Initialising

–

–

Disturbable

send LOAD STATUS to all

–

disturbable neighbours
Not Disturbable

send DON’T DISTURB to

–

all disturbable neighbours
Panicking
Terminating

send PANIC to all

send ALL CLEAR to all

neighbours

neighbours

send FINISH to System

–

Manager task
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Figure 9·8 (a): The message processing cycle (including spark percolation).
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Figure 9·8 (b): The message processing cycle (including spark percolation).
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Figure 9·8 (c): The message processing cycle (including spark percolation).
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9·4 Examples
9·4·1 Introduction
In this section nine sample load distribution scenarios are presented to illustrate the
efficient and correct manner in which the spark percolation algorithm functions. In the
scenarios, a neighbourhood will consist of five processing elements and in the diagrams
the processing elements will be numbered from 1 up to 5 with processing element 3 the
centre of attention. (In each diagram, the network topology provided by GHC via its
use of PVM will be illustrated. Spark percolation is a general algorithm and will
function correctly for all network topologies given a reasonable neighbourhood
definition. Readers interested in the point-to-point incarnation of these example are
referred to [Dermoudy, 1994] and [Dermoudy, 1996b].)
Where it is necessary to indicate the priority of the thread being evaluated by a task,
“M” will be used to indicate a mandatory thread, “S” will be used to indicate a
speculative (but not irrelevant) thread, and “I” will be used to indicate an idle task or
one executing an irrelevant thread. Unless otherwise noted, it may be assumed that
processing elements without this annotation are either speculative or idle. As in Section
9·3·8, migrateable mandatory sparks will be indicated with black dots. Migrateable
speculative sparks will be indicated with grey dots and, if necessary, irrelevant sparks
will be indicated with white dots. It may also be assumed that those tasks executing
mandatory threads have indicated this to the other tasks by sending DON’T DISTURB
messages and that disturbable neighbours have advised their disturbable neighbours of
their load status by sending LOAD STATUS messages. Further, it may be assumed that
all processing elements shown belong to the same neighbourhood unless it is stated to
the contrary.

M

S
1

M
2

S
3

S
4

PVM

Figure 9·9 (a): Before spark percolation communication.
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9·4·2 Mandatory–Speculative Transition
Consider the case shown in Figure 9·9 (a). Processing element 3 is executing a
mandatory thread and possesses a migrateable spark of some speculative priority.
Processing element 1 is executing a mandatory thread while the remaining processing
elements are executing speculative threads of hypothetical priority psi, psj, and psk. In this
scenario, the priorities of the speculative threads are unimportant.
When execution of the mandatory thread completes on processing element 3, spark
percolation resumes which results in the communication shown in Table 9·3.
Table 9·3: Communication due to mandatory–speculative transition.

From

To

Message

3

1, 2, 4, 5

LOAD REQUEST IRRELEVANT, 0

1

3

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

2

3

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

4

3

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

5

3

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

Since there are no excess sparks, no load distribution occurs and the system continues
from the state shown in Figure 9·9 (b).
M

S
1

M
S
2

S
3

S
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·9 (b): After spark percolation communication.

9·4·3 Transfer of a Mandatory Spark
In the case depicted in Figure 9·10 (a), processing element 5 has one migrateable
mandatory spark that could migrate to a neighbouring speculative task. Similarly,
processing element 4 has two migrateable speculative sparks that could migrate to a
more speculative task. The priority of all speculative tasks is unimportant in this
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exercise; for the sake of argument, the priority of the speculative thread executing on
processing element 3 is psi.
S

S
1

M
S
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·10 (a): Before spark percolation communication.

The communication presented in Table 9·4 occurs, and execution continues from the
state shown in Figure 9·10 (b).
Table 9·4: Communication due to transfer of mandatory spark.

From

To

Message

3

5

SPARK REQUEST psi

5

3

SPARK MANDATORY

3

1, 2, 4

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

S

S
1

M
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·10 (b): After spark percolation communication.

9·4·4 Transfer of a Speculative Spark
Figure 9·11 (a) shows a scenario in which one processing element has excess
migrateable speculative sparks. Processing element 3 will attempt to obtain one of these
threads if the priority of this thread is higher than the priority of the thread under
evaluation.
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M
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3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·11 (a): Before spark percolation communication.

Hypothetically, assume the priority of the thread under evaluation by task 3 is psj and
that one of the speculative sparks on processing element 4 has priority psi where psi > psj.
The communication displayed in Table 9·5 occurs.
Table 9·5: Communication due to transfer of speculative spark.

From

To

Message

3

2, 4

LOAD REQUEST IRRELEVANT, 0

2

3

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

4

3

LOAD STATUS SPECULATIVE psi, 1

3

4

SPARK REQUEST SPECULATIVE psj

4

3

SPARK SPECULATIVE psj

M

S
1

M
S
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·11 (b): After spark percolation communication.

9·4·5 Transfer of a Speculative Spark with Competition
Consider the scenario shown in Figure 9·12 (a). The priority of the task executing on
processing element 3 is psk, one of the migrateable speculative sparks on processing
element 4 has priority psj, and the priority of the migrateable speculative spark on
processing element 2 is psi, where psk < psj < psi.
The communication shown in Table 9·6 occurs.
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M

S
1

M
S
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·12 (a): Before spark percolation communication.
Table 9·6: Communication due to transfer of speculative spark.

From

To

Message

3

2, 4

LOAD REQUEST IRRELEVANT, 0

2

3

LOAD STATUS SPECULATIVE psi, 1

4

3

LOAD STATUS SPECULATIVE psj, 1

3

2

SPARK REQUEST SPECULATIVE psk

2

3

SPARK SPECULATIVE psi

The transfer has been from processing element 2. The state of the system after the
transfer is shown in Figure 9·12 (b).

M

S
1

M
S
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·12 (b): After spark percolation communication.

9·4·6 Thread Re-Stocking
This example illustrates what occurs when a task completes the execution of a
mandatory thread and has no local threads/sparks to execute. The situation shown in
Figure 9·13 (a) represents processing element 5 possessing an excess migrateable
mandatory spark.
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M

S
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M
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·13 (a): Before spark percolation communication.

Once task 3 completes the execution of its mandatory thread it becomes idle. It then
tries to find gainful employment via the communication of Table 9·7.
Table 9·7: Communication due to transfer of mandatory spark.

From

To

Message

3

1, 2, 4, 5

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

1

3

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

2

3

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

4

3

LOAD STATUS IRRELEVANT, 0

5

3

DON’T DISTURB MANDATORY, 1

3

5

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

5

3

SPARK MANDATORY

3

2, 4

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

The status of the processing elements after this communication is shown in Figure 9·13
(b).

M

S
1

M
2

S
3

M
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·13 (b): After spark percolation communication.
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9·4·7 Inverted Thread Re-Stocking
In this example, two requests for the same migrateable spark are considered. Figure
9·14 (a) illustrates the network when processing element 3 has an excess mandatory
spark and processing elements 4 and 5 are executing speculative tasks at priority psj and
psi respectively.
M

M
1

M
2

S
3

S
4

5

PVM

Figure 9·14 (a): Before spark percolation communication.

The ensuing communication is shown in Table 9·8.
Table 9·8: Communication due to transfer of mandatory spark.

From

To

Message

5

3

SPARK REQUEST SPECULATIVE psi

4

3

SPARK REQUEST SPECULATIVE psj

3

5

SPARK MANDATORY

3

4

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

5

4

DON’T DISTURB SPECULATIVE psi, 0

The resulting network state is shown in Figure 9·14 (b).

M

M
1

M
2

S
3

M
4

PVM

Figure 9·14 (b): After spark percolation communication.
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9·4·8 ‘Single-Depth’ Local Maxima on Mesh Topology
The final three examples illustrate the resolution of the local maxima scenario
introduced in Section 9·3·8·2. In this example, the depth of the ‘wall’ preventing the
distribution of work is one neighbourhood deep. This example cannot arise in the
point-to-point bus network topology used thus far given that it includes overlapping
neighbourhoods. For demonstration purposes, therefore, the network topology
introduced in Figure 9·1 is used.

S
10

S

P.E.
M
4

9

P.E.
S

P.E.
M

P.E.
M

3

8

S

S
11

P.E.
M

1

P.E.
M
2

7

5

S
12

S
13

S
6

Figure 9·15 (a): Initial situation.

The initial situation is depicted in Figure 9·15 (a). The central processing element is
executing a mandatory thread and possesses mandatory sparks that may be distributed
to other processing elements upon request. The extent of the central processing
element’s neighbourhood is shown in Figure 9·15 (b).
The neighbourhoods of the other processing elements are shown in Figure 9·15 (c).
Finally, as shown in Figure 9·15 (d), the neighbourhoods of the outlying processing
elements do not encompass the central processing element. Hence these processing
elements cannot contact the central processing element enquiring about spark transfers.
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Figure 9·15 (b): Extent of central processing element’s neighbourhood.
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Figure 9·15 (c): Extent of central processing element’s neighbour’s neighbourhoods.
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Figure 9·15 (d): Extent of outlying processing element’s neighbourhoods.

When processing element 1 detects that it has mandatory sparks that will not be
requested by its neighbours, it panics. A PANIC message is sent to the neighbours of
processing element 1 indicating that the wall is known to be one neighbourhood wide.
The communication is shown in Table 9·9.
Table 9·9: Communication due to initial panic of central processing element.

From

To

Message

1

2, 3, 4, 5

PANIC 1, 1

The processing elements in reception of the message forward it to their neighbours
since they are incapable of helping directly alleviate the panic and the panic depth— but
the depth is reduced by one since the message has already been forwarded across one
neighbourhood. Once the message has been received by the outlying neighbours they
inspect their own load figure and request a spark from processing element 1 (the
panicking processing element). Since the panic radius accompanying the incoming
PANIC message is now zero, the propagation of the PANIC message ceases. The

communication is shown in Table 9·10.
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Table 9·10: Propagation of PANIC message.

From

To

Message

2

6, 7, 13

PANIC 1, 0

3

7, 8, 9

PANIC 1, 0

4

9, 10, 11

PANIC 1, 0

5

11, 12, 13 PANIC 1, 0

6

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

7

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

13

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

8

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

9

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

10

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

11

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

12

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT
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Figure 9·15 (e): After resolution of panic.
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Processing element 1 attempts to satisfy all incoming SPARK REQUEST messages as
shown in Table 9·11. When all available sparks have been transferred, it ceases
panicking and after responding to all requests, sends out the ALL CLEAR
Table 9·11: Resolution of PANIC message.

From

To

Message

1

6

SPARK MANDATORY

1

7

SPARK MANDATORY

1

13

SPARK MANDATORY

1

8

SPARK MANDATORY

1

9

SPARK MANDATORY

1

10

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

11

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

12

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

2, 3, 4, 5

ALL CLEAR 1, 1

6

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

7

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

13

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

8

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

9

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

2

6, 7, 13

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

3

7, 8, 9

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

4

9, 10, 11

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

5

11, 12, 13

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

The final state of the multicomputer is shown in Figure 9·15 (e).

9·4·9 ‘Double-Depth’ Local Maxima on Bus Topology
In this example, the depth of the wall that is required to be ‘rammed’ by the panic
activity is two neighbourhoods deep. In the initial network set-up, processing element 3
has two excess migrateable mandatory sparks. Processing elements 1, 2, 4, and 5 have
no spare sparks and are executing mandatory threads. All other processing elements are
speculative/idle. This situation is shown in Figure 9·16 (a).
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Figure 9·16 (a): A pathological scenario.

Processing elements 2–4 are in the same neighbourhood. This neighbourhood excludes
processing elements 0, 1, 5, and 6. A neighbourhood arrangement similar to that from
Figure 9·2 may be assumed but with only three processing elements per neighbourhood,
i.e. the neighbourhoods are as shown in Figure 9·16 (b).
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M
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M
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6

PVM

Figure 9·16 (b): A pathological scenario including neighbourhood detail.

This situation is a local maxima. The ensuing panic causes the communication
presented in Table 9·12.
Table 9·12: Communication due to detection of the panic state.

From

To

Message

3

2, 4

PANIC 3, 1

2

1

PANIC 3, 0

4

5

PANIC 3, 0

The processing elements in the neighbourhoods surrounding processing element 3 (i.e.
processing elements 1 and 5) are already executing a mandatory thread. They cannot,
therefore, receive a spark from processing element 3 and therefore indicate this. Since
the initial panic could not be resolved, the panicking processing element panics again —
but this time it panics to a wider range of processing elements. The communication is
shown in Table 9·13.
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Table 9·13: Response to the initial PANIC message.

From

To

Message

1

3

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

5

3

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

3

2, 4

PANIC 3, 2

2

1

PANIC 3, 1

4

5

PANIC 3, 1

1

0

PANIC 3, 0

5

6

PANIC 3, 0

The PANIC message has now reached processing elements that are able to alleviate the
situation (processing elements 0 and 6). These processing elements indicate this by
requesting sparks from processing element 3. It is able to satisfy the two requests and
does so. Then, since the panic situation is now resolved, processing element 3 informs
all processing elements aware of the panic that normal operations have resumed. The
communication is shown in Table 9·14.
Table 9·14: Continued response to the initial PANIC message.

From

To

Message

0

3

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT, 0

6

3

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT, 0

3

0

SPARK MANDATORY

3

6

SPARK MANDATORY

3

2, 4

ALL CLEAR 3, 2

2

1

ALL CLEAR 3, 1

4

5

ALL CLEAR 3, 1

1

0

ALL CLEAR 3, 0

5

6

ALL CLEAR 3, 0

The final state of the network is shown in Figure 9·16 (c).
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Figure 9·16 (c): A pathological scenario resolved.

9·4·10 ‘Double-Depth’ Local Maxima on Mesh Topology
The final example illustrates an identical scenario to the previous one but in the context
of the point-to-point mesh network of Figure 9·1 and Section 9·4·8.
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Figure 9·17 (a): Initial situation.

There are twenty four processing elements. The outermost processing elements are
executing speculative threads; the inner processing elements are executing mandatory
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threads. The innermost processing element is the only one in the network with any
work to share: it possesses five mandatory sparks. The situation is summarised in
Figure 9·17 (a).
As in Section 9·4·8, the neighbourhoods consist of five processing elements.
Initially, the panic process follows the behaviour already presented in Section 9·4·8.
The panic starts from processing element 1 and spreads throughout its neighbourhood.
This is shown in Figure 9·17 (b) and Table 9·15.
Table 9·15: The first PANIC message.

From

To

Message

1

2, 3, 4, 5

PANIC 1, 1

S
20

S

M
19

S

M
18

S

P.E.
M
17

S

10

P.E.
M
9

P.E.
M

8

M

P.E.
M

M

7

P.E.
M

M

M

S
12

23

S
13

24

S
6

15

22

5

2

M

S
11

1

P.E.
M

S

21

4

3

16

S

25

S
14

Figure 9·17 (b): The beginnings of panic.
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The panic message is propagated to the bordering neighbourhoods (as shown in Figure
9·17 (c)) which cannot resolve the panic. They reply to processing element 1 indicating
this. The communication is shown in Table 9·16.
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Figure 9·17 (c): The continuation of panic.

As in Section 9·4·9, the panicking processing element widens the panic to the next
neighbourhood. Finally the panic reaches the outermost processing elements in the
network (illustrated in Figure 9·17 (d)). The communication is shown in Table 9·17.
Table 9·16 (a): Response to the first PANIC message.
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From

To

Message

2

6, 7, 13

PANIC 1, 0

3

7, 8, 9

PANIC 1, 0
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Table 9·16 (b): Response to the first PANIC message.

4

9, 10, 11

PANIC 1, 0

5

11, 12, 13 PANIC 1, 0

6

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

7

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

13

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

8

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

9

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

10

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

11

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

12

1

PANIC NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Figure 9·17 (d): The resumption of panic.
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Table 9·17: The second PANIC message.

From

To

Message

1

2, 3, 4, 5

PANIC 1, 2

2

6, 7, 13

PANIC 1, 1

3

7, 8, 9

PANIC 1, 1

4

9, 10, 11

PANIC 1, 1

5

11, 12, 13

PANIC 1, 1

6

14, 15, 2, 25

PANIC 1, 0

7

15, 16, 3, 2

PANIC 1, 0

13

25, 2, 5, 24

PANIC 1, 0

8

16, 17, 18, 3

PANIC 1, 0

9

3, 18, 19, 4

PANIC 1, 0

10

4, 19, 20, 21

PANIC 1, 0

11

5, 4, 21, 22

PANIC 1, 0

12

24, 5, 22, 23

PANIC 1, 0

Each of these outlying processing elements can utilise sparks from processing element
1. Each therefore requests work. Processing element 1 is only able to accommodate
the first five; these receive sparks. The remainder receive NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
messages. When the final spark is transferred, the panic situation clears. This fact is
advertised to all processing elements that knew of the panic (i.e. all processing elements
within two neighbourhood of the central processing element). The communication is
shown in Table 9·18.
Table 9·18 (a): Resolution of the panic.
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From

To

Message

1

2, 3, 4, 5

PANIC 1, 2

2

6, 7, 13

PANIC 1, 1

3

7, 8, 9

PANIC 1, 1

4

9, 10, 11

PANIC 1, 1

5

11, 12, 13

PANIC 1, 1

6

14, 15, 2, 25

PANIC 1, 0

7

15, 16, 3, 2

PANIC 1, 0
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Table 9·18 (b): Resolution of the panic.

13

25, 2, 5, 24

PANIC 1, 0

8

16, 17, 18, 3

PANIC 1, 0

9

3, 18, 19, 4

PANIC 1, 0

10

4, 19, 20, 21

PANIC 1, 0

11

5, 4, 21, 22

PANIC 1, 0

12

24, 5, 22, 23

PANIC 1, 0

14

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

15

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

25

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

16

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

24

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

17

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

18

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

19

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

20

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

21

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

22

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

23

1

SPARK REQUEST IRRELEVANT

1

14

SPARK MANDATORY

1

15

SPARK MANDATORY

1

25

SPARK MANDATORY

1

16

SPARK MANDATORY

1

24

SPARK MANDATORY

1

17

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

18

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

19

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

20

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

21

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

22

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

23

NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT IRRELEVANT, 0

1

2, 3, 4, 5

ALL CLEAR 1, 2
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Table 9·18 (c): Resolution of the panic.

14

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

15

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

25

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

16

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

24

…

DON’T DISTURB IRRELEVANT, 0

2

6, 7, 13

ALL CLEAR 1, 1

3

7, 8, 9

ALL CLEAR 1, 1

4

9, 10, 11

ALL CLEAR 1, 1

5

11, 12, 13

ALL CLEAR 1, 1

6

14, 15, 2, 25

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

7

15, 16, 3, 2

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

13

25, 2, 5, 24

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

8

16, 17, 18, 3

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

9

3, 18, 19, 4

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

10

4, 19, 20, 21

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

11

5, 4, 21, 22

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

12

24, 5, 22, 23

ALL CLEAR 1, 0

The final status of the network is shown in Figure 9·17 (e).

9·4·11 Heavy Load
To conclude the presentation of example scenarios the behaviour of the algorithm
when each processing element is executing a mandatory thread will now be examined:
• firstly, if no processing element possesses surplus migrateable mandatory sparks
then no panic condition would ensue;
• secondly, if all processing elements possess surplus migrateable mandatory sparks
then no panic condition would ensue; and
• finally, if one or more processing elements possesses surplus migrateable
mandatory sparks and was surrounded (in the context of the point-to-point mesh
network of Figure 9·1) by neighbouring processing elements possessing no excess
migrateable mandatory sparks but executing a mandatory thread then PANIC
messages would be transmitted. As illustrated in Sections 9·4·8–10, PANIC
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NEGATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT messages and subsequent PANIC messages of ever-

increasing radius would be sent until either the panic situation is resolved or until
each processing element in the network has been advised of the panic. As before,
the panic situation would be resolved through a change of status in the panicking
processing element or its neighbour.
The correct behaviour occurs under each of the three possible scenarios.
Unfortunately, however, some superfluous and futile communication occurs in the
latter case when (for example) all processing elements are executing their only
mandatory thread and one processing element has excess migrateable mandatory sparks.
It is hoped that this situation would be short-lived and rare. Nevertheless, the
communication generated under spark percolation does not occur under the original
GUM load distribution scheme.
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Figure 9·17 (e): The final status of the network.
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9·5 Spark Banishing
One of the annotations presented in Chapter Seven allows the programmer to specify
on which processing element (i.e. by which task) a spark should be evaluated. The
annotation has the following syntax:
parFull name pe fam pri spark expr

which (as described above) allows the programmer to specify which processing element
(pe) the sub-expression (spark) of expression expr should be evaluated on — as well
as at what priority (pri) and whether the spark belongs to a family (fam).
While this is not strictly part of load distribution, it is certainly related to it. In the
implementation presented here, the spark pool is examined whenever a new spark is
created. If that spark has a particular processing element designation that differs from
the current processing element’s identity, then the spark is immediately packed and
banished to the desired processing element. (The identities are modulo the size of the
multicomputer for scalability purposes.)
If the processing element designation refers to the current processing element the spark
is not moved.
If a spark selected for banishing is found to be a member of a family the entire family is
banished. It is a nonsense for differing processing element values to be assigned to
different members of the same family. In any event, the processing element value
assigned used for all members of the family is that assigned to the first spark of the
family selected from the spark pool.
Sparks with processing element designations are not included in the load metric for load
distribution purposes and, as stated, are outside the usual load distribution activity. A
wildcard value of ANYWHERE is used to indicate a processing element of ‘anywhere’.

9·6

Implementation

9·6·1 Data Structures
Spark percolation requires the definition and maintenance of two data structures per
task:
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• the load metric table with an entry for all neighbours (discussed in Sections 9·3·3 and
9·3·6); and
• a panic table which records which processing element is panicking37.
Since processing elements learn of the panicking state of non-neighbouring processing
elements, the former table is unable to record information on panicking. The second
table is therefore necessary.
A number of variables are also required. Some of the more important indicate:
• the priority of the currently executing thread;
• the priority of the formerly executing thread;
• the maximum priority of the migrateable sparks;
• the count of migrateable sparks at the maximum priority;
• whether or not the panic state exists;
• the level (radius) of the panic;
• a count of how many tasks should be contacted by the current level of panic; and
• a count of how many tasks have responded to the current level of panic.

9·6·2 Algorithm
As discussed in Section 9·3, the implementation of spark percolation affects
communication processing as well as the main runtime system cycle. There were three
main areas of modification/extension: extending and altering the communications
processing code, altering the runtime system cycle, and implementing the spark
percolation algorithm proper.
Firstly, operations were required to receive, process, and send each of the nine messages
related to spark percolation. These changes were such that the new spark percolation
and the original fishing load distribution schemes could co-exist. The need for
coordination between these operations necessitated modifications to the overall

37

Initially a task’s panic table is empty. An entry is added when a PANIC message is received. This

message indicates the number of the panicking processing element. The entry is removed when an ALL
CLEAR is received from that processing element. See Section 9·3·8·2.
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communications processing code. Once again, these changes were additions to existing
code.
Secondly, the runtime system cycle required modification in order to facilitate the spark
percolation algorithm and code relating to panic initiation and resolution. This code
was self-contained within one routine which was conditionally executed depending
upon the status of a runtime flag. If the flag was set, spark percolation code was
executed, if not set, code for the fishing load distribution scheme was executed.
Finally, the routine containing the spark percolation algorithm was defined.
The spark percolation and fishing load distribution schemes were able to completely coexist; the user is able to select which of the two operate via the use of a command-line
option.

9·7 Discussion
The fishing load distribution scheme is simple but can suffer from long latency in a
busy system of many processing elements, is random rather than dynamic in its
selection of tasks for spark transfers, does not support prioritised sparks or speculative
evaluation in general, requires the selection of an arbitrary back-off delay and food
supply, and is strictly receiver-initiated at periods of low-load. The spark percolation
algorithm avoids all of these problems with minimal additional overhead.
Messages are sent from one task to another that is known to have (or recently have had)
a migrateable spark that will improve this former task’s load. Furthermore, where
possible this load distribution begins before the task is idle.
Secondly, the task receiving the message is specifically targeted and is not selected at
random. Idle tasks will not be bothered by idle/speculative tasks, nor will the same task
be bothered twice unless its load changes. Thus no expiration scheme for load
distribution messages is required.
Thirdly, there is no delay between transmissions in the spark percolation algorithm —
tasks known to have excess work are polled in turn, those without excess work are not
polled. If a request is declined and no other tasks are known to have migrateable work
load distribution messages cease until the state of the system improves.
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Fourthly, and to reiterate, those tasks that have no migrateable work are not interrupted
with load distribution messages at all. Tasks executing mandatory threads are only
interrupted for spark movement or result transmission, they are not interrupted
unnecessarily.
Fifthly, it is priority-cognisant and seamlessly facilitates speculative evaluation and
inherently supports prioritised sparking — but can also work if no/few priorities are
present as a secondary load characteristic is a count of available sparks and not simply
the highest priority of those available.
Sixthly, the existence of a local maximum in load distribution can be and is detected.
Three additional messages and a flexible algorithm for resolution are included. The
algorithm attempts to alleviate the problem using the task-in-question’s original
neighbourhood but if resolution is not possible, the algorithm automatically expands the
size of the neighbourhood until, in the extreme, it encompasses all processing elements
on the multicomputer.
Seventhly, as indicated in the above paragraphs, there is a deliberate emphasis on
spreading the load throughout processing elements while attempting to ensure
mandatory work continues without interruption due to load distribution activity (except
for resolving panic situations). One of the main purposes of spark percolation is to
percolate speculative work throughout the processing elements but this must be — and
is — done effectively (in terms of minimising impact on mandatory tasks).
Finally, spark percolation is not only scalable, but also suitable for differing network
topologies without loss of accuracy or generalisation. Examples have shown its
applicability on both broadcast and point-to-point networks (requiring processing
elements to act as routers).

9·8 Summary
Spark percolation may be summarised thus:
• it has a decentralised mode of operation;
• load distribution is receiver-initiated in times of high load and informed-receiverinitiated in times of low–moderate load;
• load distribution is achieved via placement (and banishing) of sparks;
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• it is obsessed with avoiding communication with tasks that are executing threads
of mandatory priority;
• it incorporates speculative priorities;
• it has a simple-to-calculate and simple-to-transmit load metric;
• the load metric is transmitted only when it changes (and only when the change
exceeds thresholds);
• communication occurs only between neighbours (and greater-neighbours) to
distribute load (and overcome local maxima); and
• it integrates the transmission of load and data/spark messages wherever possible
(through the use of piggy-backing).
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Chapter Ten: Experimentation
10·1 Experimental Design
10·1·1 Experimental Aims
The aim of this thesis, as presented in Section 1·2, is to develop an efficient strategy for
handling speculative evaluation and load distribution on a multicomputer for the
execution of functional programs. To test the effectiveness of prioritised scheduling
and the spark percolation algorithm a number of experiments were conducted (as
presented in the next section).
The elapsed runtime of each experiment was measured in order to assess the differences
between sequential evaluation, parallel evaluation, parallel evaluation with prioritised
thread and spark pools, and parallel evaluation with prioritised thread and spark pools
and load distribution using spark percolation rather than fishing. Experiments were
also conducted to examine the impact of garbage collection and speculation during a
program’s execution. Conclusions have been drawn on the effectiveness of prioritised
scheduling and spark percolation on the basis of reduced (or at least unincreased)
execution times.

10·1·2 Test Programs
To ensure the proposed modifications to GHC are representative of general-purpose
functional programs and not detrimental to particular types of programs, ten different
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functional programming benchmarks were executed. Together, the test programs allow
an examination of performance for different aspects of programming (in no particular
order):
• input/output;
• computation;
• recursion;
• divide-and-conquer parallelism;
• text processing;
• arithmetic;
• list processing; and
• programming ‘in-the-large’.
The test programs comprise both sequential and parallel programs so that the overhead
of the modifications could also be assessed. They were drawn from an algorithm
repository associated with GPH that was created for the purpose of benchmarking: The
nofib Benchmark Suite [Partain 1992]. The test programs utilised do not investigate spark
families nor thread hierarchies.
The nofib suite is subdivided into four categories [GPH 1999]:
• a spectral part — consisting of realistic algorithm fragments of modest size;
• an imaginary part — consisting of “toy programs” [GPH 1999] that are included to
identify potential performance problems;
• a real part — consisting of real application programs that perform a useful task of
significant size; and
• a parallel part — consisting of imaginary, spectral, and real programs containing
concurrent fragments.
The test programs have been drawn from each of these four categories. They are:
• spectral/ansi — a program for direct cursor addressing of a computer
terminal that supports ANSI escape sequences. The program contains output
operations.
• spectral/eliza — an implementation of the classic artificial intelligence
counselling application. The program contains text processing and input/output
operations.
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• imaginary/primes — an implementation of the Sieve of Eratosthenes for
finding prime numbers [Bird 1988]. The program contains arithmetic and list
processing activity.
• imaginary/queens — an implementation of the N Queens problem which
requires the placement of N chess queens on an N-by-N chess board such that no
two queens are on the same ‘line’ (be it rank, file, or diagonal). The program
contains list processing activity.
• real/parser — a language parser for a subset of Haskell. The program
contains a significant amount of processing.
• real/veritas — an implementation of a theorem prover. The program
contains a significant amount of processing.
• parallel/parfact — a parallel implementation of a factorial-like function.
The program contains divide-and-conquer programming.
• parallel/parfib — a parallel implementation of the classical Fibonacci
sequence. The program contains divide-and-conquer programming.
• parallel/prsa — a parallel implementation of the RSA encryption algorithm.
The program contains arithmetic operations involved in the encryption of a
10000 character string using 150 digit numbers; the parallelism is introduced via
the parallel application of the map function to elements of a list.
• parallel/soda — a parallel implementation of a solver for a hidden-word
puzzle. The script searches (concurrently) for words in any direction within a tenby-fifteen grid of letters. The program contains list and text processing.
The source code for each of these programs is available from the GHC FTP site
[Partain 1997] and from the GPH World Wide Web site [GPH 1999].

10·1·3 Methodology
One thousand execution trials were initially conducted. Each of the ten unoptimised
test programs was run ten times for each of four schemes (one sequential and three
parallel). Each of the parallel schemes was executed on a virtual multicomputer
(running one, two, and four PVM processing elements).
The experiments were conducted on a multi-user two-processor SPARCstation-20
running SunOS 5·5·1. Attempts were made to run the experiments at times when the
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computer was idle. To attempt to ensure this, each experiment was conducted ten
times and the average was computed. Box-whisker plots are presented to examine the
spread of execution times for each trial38.
The four schemes under which each of the ten test programs was run are:
• sequential evaluation;
• original GHC parallel evaluation;
• parallel evaluation with prioritised thread and spark pools but original (fishing)
load distribution; and
• parallel evaluation with prioritised thread and spark pools and load distribution
using spark percolation.
In the graphed results provided in the remainder of this chapter these schemes will be
referred to in the legend as “Sequential”, “Parallel Vanilla GUM”, “Parallel Prioritised
GUM with Fishing”, and “Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation”
respectively.
In order to compare the four different schemes directly, no attempt to optimise the test
programs for prioritised scheduling or load distribution was undertaken. Specifically:
• no a priori analysis of the programs was conducted;
• no profiling was undertaken;
• no prioritised annotations were placed in the programs to elicit desirable results;
and
• no processing element allocation annotations were placed in the programs to
facilitate improved load distribution results.
Further, no modification to the default set-up for GUM was made and no
optimisations/tuning of the GHC compiler were attempted.
The uni-processor parallel evaluation trials were conducted to provide a baseline
comparison between the sequential system and the parallel system. In order to consider
speed-ups, each parallel evaluation trial was conducted on a virtual multicomputer

38

An untraceable incompatibility between GHC, PVM, and/or SunOS caused regular but unpredictable

failures of tasks to synchronise and/or terminate. As a result of this, the experimental results included
here represent only 16·5% of the total trials actually attempted and 16·4% of the time taken!
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consisting of one, two, and four PVM processing elements. The results for each trial
were normalised (see Section 10·1·5) to ‘unfold’ the measured results from the
multiprocessor on which the experiments were run onto the virtual multicomputer
which was being emulated. Sequential test programs were executed for all of these
scenarios to assess the overhead of load distribution. Overlay graphs for each test
program have been produced indicating the mean performance for each scheme for the
range of processing elements. It is from these graphs that conclusions were drawn.
In an attempt to examine the impact of speculation on the results the four parallel test
programs were edited and all annotations were removed. A second set of experiments
comprising three-hundred-and-sixty execution trials were then conducted on these
sequentialised parallel test programs and the results compared with those of the original
parallel trials. Graphs comparing these two execution times were produced and appear
in Section 10·4.
An additional, independent set of trials was also conducted. To investigate whether the
garbage collection activity in the experiments was contributing significantly to execution
time the amount of garbage collection was measured. The results of these experiments
are presented in the next section.

10·1·4 Garbage Collection
The results presented in Sections 10·2–4 represent both useful and non-useful work
undertaken during program execution. The execution times may include administrative
overhead. There are three primary sources for this overhead:
• load distribution;
• initialisation, synchronisation, and task scheduling; and
• garbage identification and reclamation.
While great efforts have been taken to minimise the overhead from load distribution
(see Chapter Nine), nothing can be done to reduce the overhead of initialisation,
synchronisation, or task scheduling on the testbed multiprocessor (see Section 10·1·5).
Similarly, nothing can be done to reduce garbage collection activity  short of
artificially increasing the heap used by the trials. Alternatively, the results can be viewed
with knowledge of the extent of this activity. This is the approach followed here due to
time and hardware limitations.
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To examine the impact of garbage collection, and the time consumed by garbage
collection, garbage collection activity was measured when the test programs were
executed. The durations of this garbage collection activity expressed as a percentage of
total execution time are shown in Table 10·1–4. Variations in activity did not occur
when varying numbers of tasks were utilised.
Table 10·1 illustrates garbage collection activity under sequential evaluation. Table 10·2
includes garbage collection activity under original GUM parallel evaluation. Table 10·3
shows the activity of garbage collection arising through parallel evaluation with
prioritised thread and spark pools but original (fishing) load distribution. Finally, Table
10·4 shows the corresponding measurements under parallel evaluation with prioritised
thread and spark pools and load distribution using spark percolation.
Table 10·1: Percentage of sequential execution time consumed by garbage collection.

Benchmark

Garbage Collection (%)

ansi

Nil

eliza

Nil

queens

< 0.1

primes

< 0.1

parser

< 0.1

veritas

Nil

soda

Nil

prsa

< 0.1

parfib

< 0.1

parfact

< 0.1

Although there is clearly significant garbage collection activity in the sequential test
programs imaginary/primes and real/parser when executed using the parallel
system (up to one quarter of overall execution time), there is negligible activity for the
other test programs. Further, the activity is prima facie equivalent for all parallel schemes
for a given test program, thus removing memory usage as a factor influencing
performance.
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Table 10·2: Percentage of original parallel execution time consumed by garbage collection.

Benchmark

Garbage Collection (%)

ansi

Nil

eliza

< 0.1

queens

1.2

primes

24.5

parser

20.8

veritas

< 0.1

soda

< 0.1

prsa

1.6

parfib

0.2

parfact

0.3

Table 10·3: Percentage of prioritised (with fishing load distribution) parallel execution time consumed by
garbage collection.

Benchmark Garbage Collection (%)
ansi

Nil

eliza

< 0.1

queens

1.1

primes

25.2

parser

22.4

veritas

< 0.1

soda

< 0.1

prsa

1.6

parfib

0.4

parfact

0.4
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Table 10·4: Percentage of prioritised (with spark percolation load distribution) parallel execution time
consumed by garbage collection.

Benchmark

Garbage Collection (%)

ansi

< 0.1

eliza

< 0.1

queens

1.2

primes

24.7

parser

18.7

veritas

< 0.1

soda

< 0.1

prsa

1.6

parfib

0.3

parfact

0.3

10·1·5 Normalisation
10·1·5·1 Overview
In addition to sequential execution, the test programs were executed on a virtual
multicomputer with one, two, and four PVM processing elements. The machine used
for testing, however, was a multiprocessor and contained only two physical processors.
In order to approximate the actual execution times the collected data have been
normalised. Normalisation is a procedure in which the raw data is transformed into
normalised data by multiplying by a normalisation factor. This section explains the
transformation enacted upon the data, and the derivation of, and justification for, the
transformation.
Parallel evaluation in GHC can be broadly decomposed into two significant
components: initialisation (which includes task creation and synchronisation) and
evaluation proper. Time measurements were extracted for both initialisation and
evaluation and graphs are presented in an attempt to ensure predictability of the results.
The phases of execution are shown in Figure 10·1 (and includes information from
Figures 7·1, 8·1, and 9·6). When a task executes, it follows the phases in Figure 10·1 
after initialisation, execution iterates through the main evaluation loop until a
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Initialisation

Initialisation

Evaluation

Load Distribution

Process Incoming
Communication

Received FINISH
message?

Y

N

Any Runnable
Threads or Sparks?

N

Y

Scheduling

Reduction

Reduction of Main
Thread Complete?

Termination
Y

N

N

Timer Expired or
Reduction of
Current Thread
Complete?
Y

Figure 10·1: Abstract main parallel runtime system cycle.

termination message is received by the task or it completes the reduction of the main
thread. Whenever either of these latter events occurs the task exits.
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While executing, however, the task repeatedly undertakes appropriate load distribution
activity (according to the scheme in vogue), processes communication with other tasks,
and executes threads until it exhausts its runnable thread pool.
When a sequential test program is being executed, the behaviour alters slightly: the
initialisation of PVM related system processes and tasks does not occur and the
initialisation phase is essentially indivisible from the evaluation phase. Furthermore, no
load distribution activity is undertaken, no threads are created from sparks (in fact no
sparks exist), no communication with other tasks (since there are no other tasks!)
occurs, and reduction is not time-sliced. Additionally, termination of the sequential task
executing the test program arises when the reduction of the main (only) thread has
completed. The corresponding cycle is shown in Figure 10·2.

Initialisation and Evaluation

Initialisation

Scheduling

Reduction

Reduction of Main
Thread Complete?

Y

Termination

N

Figure 10·2: Abstract main cycle.

10·1·5·2 Sequential Execution
Only a single system process is created to undertake sequential reduction of a Haskell
program. When the user executes the test program, the process created to execute it is
the only one created and the cycle of Figure 10·2 is followed. Therefore, on the two
processing element multiprocessor, the process may be allocated to either of the
physical processing elements and (assuming the machine is lightly loaded) execute
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without let or hindrance. No normalisation is therefore necessary and the raw results
may be utilised directly. (An alternative viewpoint is to consider that all raw data are
multiplied by a normalisation factor of 1  thus yielding normalised data identical to
the raw data.)

10·1·5·3 Parallel Execution
Preamble
Recall from Chapter Five that the initialisation of the GUM runtime system comprises
the launching of one System Manager task and one PVM task for each processing
element and the synchronisation of all of these tasks. When PVM is initialised and a
GUM program executed, a minimum of five operating system processes are created39:
• pvmd, the PVM daemon;
• pvmsgs, a PVM message processor;
• a process corresponding to the shell script that initiated the GUM-related
processes;
• SysMan, the GUM System Manager task; and
• a spawned PVM task executing the program (there are as many of these as the
desired number of processing elements).
The execution of the first two of these is independent of the creation of the remaining
processes.
Execution of the test programs has been monitored in addition to having the execution
times recorded. When a test program executes, the pvmd, pvmsgs, and shell script
processes sleep for the duration of the execution, and thus may be ignored for
measurement purposes. The behaviour of the other processes is discussed in the
sections below.
Each of the spawned PVM tasks executes the main runtime system shown in Figure
10·1. In the case that there is a surfeit of processing elements (i.e. PVM tasks) in
comparison with sparks, the processing elements without threads to execute will be
executing non-useful (i.e. directly unrelated to producing the result of the test program)
work. A second problem occurs if the number of processing elements (PVM tasks) is

39

None of these processes are created if sequential evaluation is undertaken.
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in excess of the number of physical processors then each task will need to be scheduled
by the multiprocessor’s process scheduler in order for each to be executed; this will
result in interleaved execution and will influence the single ‘execution time’ metric.
Each phase of evaluation from Figure 10·1 can thus be further categorised into:
• useful  directly related to mandatory reduction;
• speculative  initially unrelated to mandatory reduction but ultimately useful; and
• useless  activity that is totally irrelevant to mandatory reduction.
The raw results measured on the testbed architecture include in the total figure all three
categories of work in the total figure. A true multicomputer would measure only useful
work  as soon as the last reduction step of useful work completes so would overall
execution. (This is still the case here, however, interleaved execution may result in both
speculative and useless work being measured inbetween time quanta devoted to useful
work.) The time taken on all work (TA) can thus be given by the following formula:
TA = ∑ (initialisation + L M + L S + L I + C M + C S + C I + S M + SS + S I + R M + R S + R I ) + overhead
PEs

where “initialisation” refers to the time taken to initiate the tasks and synchronise them
with SysMan and each other, “L” refers to load distribution activity, “C” refers to intertask communication, “S” refers to scheduling activity, “R” refers to actual reduction of
the graph, the subscripts “M”, “S”, and “I” refer to useful (mandatory), speculative, and
useless (irrelevant) respectively, and “overhead” refers to the time in which the
operating system is switching between the tasks and/or executing processes unrelated to
GHC/GUM/PVM/et cetera. A sequential test program will have zero values for LS, CS,
SS, RS, SI, and RI for all processing elements. It may also have zero values for LI and CI
depending upon which load distribution schemes is employed. Further analysis follows.
Original GUM Runtime System
For all test program executions the two physical processing elements share their time
equally between the SysMan and PVM task processes. Therefore, on an idle machine
when executing a single PVM task there are two processes for two processing elements.
When executing two PVM tasks there are three processes for two processing elements.
Finally, when executing four PVM tasks there are five processes for two processing
elements. This behaviour implies the normalisation factors given in Table 10·5.
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Table 10·5: Normalisation factors under original GUM.

PVM Tasks (PEs) Normalisation Factor
1

1

2

0·67

4

0·4

This normalisation is valid for sequential and parallel test programs. The fishing load
distribution scheme was seen to be active on tasks when there was no available
threads/sparks and the activity was not dissimilar to when a parallel test program was
being executed.
Prioritised GUM Runtime System with Fishing Load Distribution
The addition of priorities to the spark and thread pools and the requisite modifications
to the scheduler did not alter the behaviour. The SysMan process still competed equally
with the PVM task processes for processor attention. Once again, this scheduling
pattern was observed for both sequential and parallel test programs.
The normalisation factors given in Table 10·6 were applied.
Table 10·6: Normalisation factors under prioritised GUM with fishing load distribution.

PVM Tasks (PEs) Normalisation Factor
1

1

2

0·67

4

0·4

Prioritised GUM Runtime System with Spark Percolation Load Distribution
The final scheme occurs through the replacement of fishing load distribution by spark
percolation. Here a difference was observed in the pattern of scheduling of processes
to the physical processors depending upon whether a sequential or parallel test program
was being executed.
In Chapter Nine the spark percolation algorithm was presented. This is a prescient
algorithm  each processing element (i.e. PVM task) is aware of the load of all others
in its neighbourhood). Therefore, when a sequential program (or a parallel program
with no excess parallelism) is being executed, idle (or lightly-loaded) tasks will not
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undertake load distribution with tasks executing mandatory work; they will in essence be
idle. Thus, these tasks are not scheduled to the physical processors and hence do not
contribute to the overall execution time. This situation affects only two task
experiments. In this case there is only a single main thread (and will never be more).
The second PVM task receives a DON’T DISTURB message from the task executing the
main thread and, since there are no other processing elements, does not participate in
any further spark percolation and sleeps awaiting load-related communication — which
is never forthcoming. When monitored, this second task sleeps almost instantly and
remains asleep for the remainder of the execution. When there is one PVM task there
are no other tasks to communicate with; when there are four PVM tasks, one evaluates
the test program, the remainder communicate fruitlessly with each other.
When the parallel test programs were executed, the behaviour mirrored that discussed
in the two sections above.
The normalisation factors for this scheme are given in Table 10·7.
Table 10·7: Normalisation factors under prioritised GUM with spark percolation load distribution.

PVM Tasks (PEs)

Normalisation Factor
Sequential

Parallel

1

1

1

2

1

0·67

4

0·4

0·4

10·1·5·4 Consolidation
Sequential execution is straightforward and the raw results are valid without
normalisation. The results obtained through execution by the GUM runtime system are
not so straightforward. From above, the total measured execution time (or raw time)
consists of many components:
TA = ∑ (initialisation + L M + L S + L I + C M + C S + C I + S M + SS + S I + R M + R S + R I ) + overhead
PEs

Some of these may be isolated through variations of experiments. Executing a parallel
test program with and without annotations can allow differentiation of some speculative
and useless times. Unfortunately, each cannot be truly isolated under the available
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testbed architecture. Further, the overhead of system scheduling and the times for
which particular processes are being executed are equally unobtainable.
The normalisation process is undertaken to provide an indication of what the behaviour
would have been had sufficient physical processors been available. This will not give
performance exactly identical to that of a multicomputer with sufficient physical
processors, but is a satisfactory indicator of performance40. There is no expectation that
it be precise in accuracy  but the same process is followed for all test programs and all
schemes and hence one normalised result should be comparable with another.
Complications still exist. It is possible, for example, that task synchronisation and
communication could be improved through true concurrent (rather than interleaved)
execution yielding lower execution times. Additionally, the execution of these PVM
tasks on fewer processors necessitates the execution of tasks that are not evaluating
mandatory threads at the expense of tasks that are. Therefore the overall time could be
extended by the interleaved execution of speculative threads. This fact makes it difficult
to accurately assess the low impact aspect of the implementation, however, wall clock
speed-ups are the primary focus of this work and measures of, for example, CPU time,
ignore other aspects of computation such as inter-process communication, rendezvous,
and input/output.
Until now, the treatment of initialisation time has been omitted from the discussion of
normalisation. It too must be taken into account. The initialisation component of the
trials forms a significant — but varying (see subsequent sections of this chapter) —
component of overall execution time. This initialisation is always undertaken regardless
of the subsequent evaluation activity of a task. The normalisation factor is therefore
adjusted by a small amount given by the fraction of total time taken by initialisation.

40

Some normalised results are reported lower than theoretically possible (e.g. some sequential test

programs illustrate speed-ups). This is a consequence of applying theoretical normalisation figures that
ignore extraneous (and fluctuating load) on the multiprocessor during the execution of the test programs.
This multi-user load could not be accurately measured and it was decided to report the results faithfully
rather than impose arbitrary ‘snapping’ of values to theoretical expectations. Each incident is reported
where it occurs.
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Notwithstanding these complications, it is likely that the results gathered provide at
worst a least upper-bound for the performance of the schemes and that the more
complex the load distribution and scheduling the worse the ameliorated impact will be
in the measured runtime. Therefore, if the three schemes were assumed to provide the
same performance benefits, since prioritised scheduling is more complicated than firstin-first-out and since spark percolation is more complicated than fishing, scheme four
could be expected to perform the least well, followed by scheme three, with the original
GUM runtime system scheme being the best-performed of the parallel schemes. This,
however, is not the case — adding some weight to the arguments for the use of
prioritised speculation and a more sophisticated load distributor.

10·1·6 Results Presentation
The next three sections contain the collected results41. The first of these, Section 10·2,
contains the results for the six sequential test programs: ansi, eliza, primes, queens,
parser, and veritas. None of these programs contain any annotations for parallel

execution. The results for the four parallel test programs: parfact, parfib, prsa, and
soda are provided in Section 10·3. The results for these four parallel test programs

when executed without annotations are provided in Section 10·4.
A total of twelve graphs will be given for each test program. The graphed results for
each program are prefaced by a description of that program and the provision of
summary data relating to the experimental execution of that program. The full (unnormalised) data set for each test program is presented in Appendices One and Two.
The first graph comprises a box-whisker plot of the execution times for the sequential
trials. The purpose of this plot is to show the spread of results. Of special significance
is the interquartile range which in this context is indicative of precision and
repeatability.
Three groups of graphs then follow — one group for each of the three parallel
schemes. The three graphs in each group comprise:

41

All graphs were produced by SPSS version 10·0·5 (© SPSS Inc. 1999). Some related calculations were

performed using Microsoft Excel 97 version SR-2 and Microsoft Excel 2000 version 9·0·4402 SR-1(©
Microsoft Corporation 1997 and 1999).
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• a box-whisker plot of the execution times for the parallel trials for a range of
processing elements of one, two, and four;
• a box-whisker plot for the initialisation and execution components of the parallel
trials for a range of processing elements of one, two, and four; and
• a stacked bar chart showing the accumulated initialisation and execution
components of the parallel trials for a range of processing elements of one, two,
and four.
An overlay line graph of the mean performance of each of the four schemes for the
range of processing elements on which it was executed is then given. Conclusions can
be drawn from this graph about the relative benefits of the four schemes.
The final graph provided for each test program is a graph of the relative speed-up of
each scheme. This graph illustrates the usefulness of each parallel scheme and allows
conclusions about the merit of each of the three parallel schemes to be drawn.
In Section 10·4 these graphs are presented as overlay graphs: the ‘parallel’ and
‘sequential’ results for each parallel test program are presented in the same graph.
Inferences about the exploitation of speculative evaluation can thus be made.
Each sub-section concludes with a summary of the observations arising from the results
of the experiments conducted on the current test program.

10·2 Sequential Test Program Results
10·2·1 ansi
10·2·1·1 Introduction
ansi is a sequential program that performs input and output and completes execution

in a very short time. There should be no speed-up as there is no opportunity for
parallel execution.

10·2·1·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the ansi test program is
given in Table 10·8.
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Table 10·8: Summary results for executions of ansi.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

10

203,462,500

Set-up time

10

817,914,000 1,184,459,750 1,608,230,000 278,272,781

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,082,797,000 1,457,081,400 1,930,580,500 297,440,009

Set-up time

10

1,423,103,986 1,990,787,865 2,855,685,201 424,225,007

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,692,366,318 2,236,136,983 3,125,470,673 416,636,510

Set-up time

10

2,474,204,184 3,345,477,168 4,649,522,035 641,122,518

Execution time

10

Total time

10

2,734,667,868 3,623,289,500 4,974,177,218 650,360,446

Set-up time

10

728,838,000 1,125,432,300 1,435,452,000 242,802,324

Execution time

10

132,592,000

Total time

10

938,103,000 1,329,770,650 1,638,268,000 251,293,577

Set-up time

10

1,031,434,890 1,598,318,473 1,887,494,528 320,075,452

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,341,992,696 1,925,361,417 2,208,238,477 309,715,615

Set-up time

10

2,702,073,647 3,373,244,253 4,018,906,404 517,412,692

Execution time

10

Total time

10

3,037,803,357 3,733,227,010 4,554,494,530 537,072,266

Set-up time

10

659,005,000 1,035,436,300 1,576,859,000 317,162,269

Execution time

10

110,791,000

Total time

10

817,555,000 1,229,965,250 1,694,690,000 322,868,215

Set-up time

10

1,460,926,966 1,904,368,386 2,455,972,866 383,343,852

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,701,018,928 2,165,889,753 2,701,266,187 363,036,824

Set-up time

10

1,964,318,474 2,943,294,823 3,832,242,957 611,903,790

Execution time

10

Total time

10

129,216,226

200,686,799

246,072,607

234,147,275

212,197,313

520,958,243

272,621,650

245,349,119

277,812,332

204,338,350

327,042,944

359,982,757

194,528,950

261,521,367

606,778,547

209,634,500

Standard
Deviation

Total time

183,378,500

205,995,150

Maximum

322,350,500

341,793,424

337,847,511

253,105,000

386,804,121

535,588,126

266,068,500

359,927,071

655,249,669

1,925,817
44,900,463

57,149,023

44,886,971

40,173,203

42,111,617

86,061,089

62,613,292

44,924,275

42,264,687

2,610,847,192 3,550,073,370 4,433,781,260 619,401,632
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10·2·1·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
211000000

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

210000000
209000000
208000000
207000000
206000000
205000000
204000000
203000000

1
Number of PEs

Figure 10·3: Box-whisker plot for sequential ansi.

10·2·1·4 Parallel Performance
Performance of Original GUM

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

6000000000

5000000000

4000000000

3000000000

2000000000

1000000000

0

1

2

4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·4: Box-whisker plot for original GUM ansi.
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5000000000

4000000000
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3000000000

2000000000

1000000000
Initialisation Time (ns)
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-1000000000
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1

2

4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·5: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM ansi.
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Figure 10·6: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM ansi.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·7: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM ansi.
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Figure 10·8: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM ansi.
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Figure 10·9: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM ansi.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·10: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation ansi.
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Figure 10·11: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation ansi.
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Figure 10·12: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
ansi.
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10·2·1·5 Overall Scheme Comparison

Mean Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

4000000000

3000000000

Evaluation Scheme
Sequential
Parallel, Vanilla GUM

2000000000

Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Fishing

1000000000

Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Spark Percolation
0
1

2

4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·13: Execution times for ansi under the four schemes.

10·2·1·6 Speed-Up Approximation
5.00

4.00

Mean Speed-up

Evaluation Scheme
Linear Speed-up

3.00

Parallel, Vanilla GUM
2.00
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Fishing
1.00
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Spark Percolation
0.00
1

2

4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·14: Speed-up values for ansi under the three parallel schemes.

10·2·1·7 Observations
It is clear that the trials run using the parallel schemes are dominated by the initialisation
phase which adds an extreme amount of time to the overall execution time. Overall,
although the fourth scheme performs best of the parallel schemes with one processing
element, the three schemes are comparable and none approach the sequential execution
times (due to the additional overhead of parallel machine set-up and synchronisation).
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The absence of annotated parallelism within the program ensures no speed-up can
occur and the slowdown (to approximately 0·35) is expected.

10·2·2 eliza
10·2·2·1 Introduction
eliza is a sequential program that also performs input and output and completes

execution in a very short time. There should be no speed-up as there is no opportunity
for parallel execution.

10·2·2·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the eliza test program is
given in Table 10·9.
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Table 10·9: Summary results for executions of eliza.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

10

254,647,500

Set-up time

10

909,328,500 1,231,829,900 1,506,711,500 178,827,827

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,251,240,500 1,571,152,850 1,885,323,500 186,825,317

Set-up time

10

1,260,314,542 1,673,993,443 2,138,232,196 291,639,733

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,858,756,184 2,315,796,833 2,836,692,146 307,517,822

Set-up time

10

2,056,914,118 3,071,847,252 3,631,113,541 461,445,872

Execution time

10

Total time

10

2,944,321,464 3,928,918,760 4,516,743,115 472,102,523

Set-up time

10

847,910,500 1,273,929,800 1,775,381,500 235,690,479

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,217,673,500 1,747,346,200 2,255,964,000 276,355,393

Set-up time

10

1,263,940,763 1,633,490,575 2,005,691,840 201,734,134

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,594,957,434 2,000,845,567 2,331,510,844 188,021,569

Set-up time

10

2,336,273,664 3,041,859,675 3,976,473,352 588,388,183

Execution time

10

Total time

10

3,173,516,660 3,959,966,830 5,018,664,958 687,480,639

Set-up time

10

792,282,500 1,269,635,500 1,662,918,000 271,265,250

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,113,805,500 1,636,017,000 2,073,497,500 288,252,333

Set-up time

10

1,061,628,955 1,757,244,896 2,479,237,928 462,448,561

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,690,922,943 2,342,904,139 3,049,716,020 449,681,477

Set-up time

10

2,444,333,329 2,874,434,970 3,430,259,980 355,405,299

Execution time

10

Total time

10

595,920,729

704,414,220

369,763,000

308,254,055

748,915,938

321,523,000

539,536,812

644,287,071

339,322,950

641,803,390

857,071,508

473,416,400

367,354,991

285,998,500

Standard
Deviation

Total time

314,037,500

260,082,650

Maximum

378,612,000

698,459,950

965,190,385

542,193,000

460,064,124

9,280,545
20,559,628

34,435,176

76,326,277

62,005,011

54,554,634

918,107,155 1,271,276,607 147,174,977

366,381,500

585,659,243

790,437,800

431,934,000

658,842,011

40,709,588

38,685,464

940,360,283 100,812,395

3,101,802,038 3,664,872,770 4,074,547,050 343,358,272
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10·2·2·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

290000000

280000000

270000000

260000000

250000000

1
Number of PEs

Figure 10·15: Box-whisker plot for sequential eliza.

10·2·2·4 Parallel Performance
Performance of Original GUM

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

5000000000

4000000000

3000000000

2000000000

1000000000

1

2

4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·16: Box-whisker plot for original GUM eliza.
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1
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Number of PEs

Figure 10·17: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM eliza.
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Figure 10·18: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM eliza.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

6000000000

5000000000
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Number of PEs

Figure 10·19: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM eliza.
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Figure 10·20: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM eliza.
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4000000000

3000000000

2000000000
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Figure 10·21: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM eliza.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

5000000000

4000000000

3000000000

2000000000

1000000000

0

1
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Number of PEs

Figure 10·22: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation eliza.
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Figure 10·23: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation eliza.
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Figure 10·24: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
eliza.
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10·2·2·5 Overall Scheme Comparison

Mean Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

5000000000

4000000000

Evaluation Scheme
Sequential

3000000000

Parallel, Vanilla GUM
2000000000
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Fishing
1000000000
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Spark Percolation
0
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Number of PEs

Figure 10·25: Execution times for eliza under the four schemes.

10·2·2·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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4.00

Mean Speed-up

Evaluation Scheme
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2.00
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Fishing
1.00
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Spark Percolation
0.00
1
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4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·26: Speed-up values for eliza under the three parallel schemes.

10·2·2·7 Observations
Again the parallel executions are dominated by the set-up and PVM synchronisation
phase, and again the sequential system performed demonstrably better than any of the
parallel schemes. With four processing elements, the prioritised GUM scheme with
spark percolation yields the lowest execution time of the three parallel schemes. From a
speed-up point of view, there is little difference between the executions of the original
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GUM scheme and the prioritised GUM scheme plus spark percolation. Ultimately,
however, all schemes perform similarly; the prioritised GUM scheme with fishing does
best with two processing elements. The execution times slowdown from 1 to 0·68 for
two processing elements to 0·4 as expected. Again, all are reasonably comparable.

10·2·3 primes
10·2·3·1 Introduction
The primes program is a sequential implementation of the Sieve of Eratosthenes.
There should be no speed-up arising from parallel execution. The program contains
some arithmetic computation and much list processing.

10·2·3·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the primes test program is
given in Table 10·10.
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Table 10·10: Summary results for executions of primes.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

21,855,161,500 22,050,143,400 22,515,504,500
725,899,000

174,642,017

2,034,017,000

360,803,212

10

29,451,306,000 29,951,151,350 30,335,518,000

299,447,711

10

30,479,251,500 31,295,105,650 32,190,141,500

499,334,334

956,153,207

1,343,954,300

Standard
Deviation

1,792,254,997

276,591,571

10

23,158,743,981 24,961,695,601 26,242,607,137

853,497,377

Total time

10

24,584,973,021 26,338,624,260 27,800,130,452

997,711,543

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

31,010,541,899 38,217,151,190 42,575,163,778 3,822,320,354

Total time

10

32,179,512,188 39,779,377,740 44,107,607,132 3,966,262,345

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

1,168,970,289

640,446,000

1,376,928,659

1,562,226,550

291,537,561

1,689,816,500

345,106,678

10

24,108,541,000 24,262,634,000 24,464,847,000

126,527,603

10

24,848,905,000 25,381,549,450 26,143,245,500

384,239,133

767,074,941

1,118,915,450

2,052,305,754

1,709,899,534

315,009,949

10

18,798,118,936 19,537,388,342 20,151,527,822

432,954,726

Total time

10

19,966,681,953 20,872,390,900 21,498,002,489

544,577,970

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

20,428,827,544 23,817,662,408 27,641,684,778 2,481,020,628

Total time

10

22,238,447,918 25,328,364,240 29,134,757,247 2,443,504,316

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

1,225,077,533

695,361,000

1,335,002,558

1,510,701,832

194,790,670

1,544,330,500

261,890,613

10

19,546,940,000 20,172,858,350 20,582,301,500

327,227,196

10

20,405,471,000 21,343,018,750 22,061,262,000

493,672,702

1,220,490,771

1,170,160,400

1,809,620,374

2,317,495,755

323,142,264

10

19,495,596,909 19,771,542,623 20,045,241,124

168,245,855

Total time

10

20,933,762,653 21,488,809,947 21,957,280,771

392,600,705

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

21,942,304,020 24,521,217,372 26,056,999,420 1,306,229,844

Total time

10

23,306,131,456 25,950,747,010 28,023,938,038 1,498,208,436

1,046,816,445

1,717,267,324

1,429,529,638

1,966,938,619

345,148,976
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10·2·3·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

22599999000

22399999000

22199999000

21999999000

21799999000

1
Number of PEs

Figure 10·27: Box-whisker plot for sequential primes.

10·2·3·4 Parallel Performance
Performance of Original GUM

Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

49999998000

40000000000

30000000000

20000000000

1
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Number of PEs

Figure 10·28: Box-whisker plot for original GUM primes.
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Figure 10·29: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM primes.
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Figure 10·30: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM primes.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·31: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM primes.
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Figure 10·32: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
primes.
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Figure 10·33: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM primes.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·34: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation primes.
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Figure 10·35: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation primes.
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Figure 10·36: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
primes.
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10·2·3·5 Overall Scheme Comparison

Mean Set-up and Processing Time (ns)
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Figure 10·37: Execution times for primes under the four schemes.

10·2·3·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·38: Speed-up values for primes under the three parallel schemes.

10·2·3·7 Observations
Unlike the previous two test programs, the evaluation component of the execution time
of primes exceeds the initialisation component (by a factor of approximately fifteen).
This results in execution times (at least for one and two processing elements) that
approach the sequential execution time  and in fact better it in the case of the one
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and two processing element results for the prioritised GUM scheme with spark
percolation.
The original GUM scheme performs worse than both the prioritised GUM schemes
and is separated from the worst of these by 6, 5 and 14 seconds for executions with
one, two, and four processing elements.
Note the results for the original GUM scheme and the prioritised GUM scheme with
fishing for two processing elements are inaccurate and need to be tempered by some
overhead  they illustrate speed-up (1·18 and 1·22 respectively) in the graph that
cannot have occurred.

10·2·4 queens
10·2·4·1 Introduction
queens is also a sequential program. It is similar in nature to primes — containing list

processing operations. There should be no speed-up through parallel evaluation.
queens has the longest time of execution of all test programs and thus has the highest

potential exposure to the overhead inherent in the parallel schemes.

10·2·4·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the queens test program is
given in Table 10·11.
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Table 10·11: Summary results for executions of queens.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

326,478,144,000 327,036,087,200 328,096,643,500
540,001,000

445,208,369

1,753,401,500

359,366,101

10

420,132,330,000 424,806,171,950 429,305,800,000

3,994,522,315

10

420,672,331,000 426,000,147,200 430,606,215,000

4,196,169,697

682,801,700

1,193,975,250

Standard
Deviation

1,715,350,796

303,441,322

10

420,692,037,310 429,608,799,985 434,594,586,125

4,155,125,105

Total time

10

421,912,421,513 430,923,554,867 436,242,149,335

4,121,817,006

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

395,479,781,070 425,870,001,989 444,015,255,070 16,529,541,186

Total time

10

397,119,009,700 427,444,014,395 445,761,584,350 16,545,058,971

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

383,347,847,832 425,228,978,119 463,220,120,867 26,026,229,948

Total time

10

384,593,882,637 426,538,501,367 464,496,990,933 25,982,921,826

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

356,396,041,724 374,773,050,879 401,673,466,012 13,398,389,902

Total time

10

357,873,570,556 376,205,559,370 402,745,148,347 13,285,908,744

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

436,590,809,000 444,691,331,800 501,310,756,500 19,915,636,739

Total time

10

438,184,321,000 445,964,691,050 503,130,206,500 20,100,733,745

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

325,889,016,356 420,697,627,831 437,314,966,579 33,389,560,103

Total time

10

327,461,996,764 422,630,509,203 438,316,166,051 33,495,552,589

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time

1,167,494,490

727,989,000

1,314,754,881

1,574,012,406

266,041,193

1,654,637,500

287,023,019

10

428,706,603,500 436,804,566,650 445,113,478,500

7,451,905,837

10

430,073,720,500 438,009,904,250 446,768,116,000

7,564,626,586

767,262,988

1,071,682,335

911,580,500

1,001,199,472

952,734,865

1,205,337,600

2,049,205,470

1,309,523,247

1,432,508,491

1,273,359,250

1,932,881,372

1,208,006,319

1,833,176,053

1,674,657,975

1,819,450,000

2,489,100,449

277,530,954

207,822,464

340,699,428

440,138,471

1,424,885,817

171,472,586

10

389,165,248,853 403,809,025,741 414,713,866,753

8,214,950,321

10

390,251,980,336 405,017,032,060 415,886,141,042

8,288,454,702
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10·2·4·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·39: Box-whisker plot for sequential queens.

10·2·4·4 Parallel Performance
Performance of Original GUM
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Figure 10·40: Box-whisker plot for original GUM queens.
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Figure 10·41: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM queens.
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Figure 10·42: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM queens.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·43: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM queens.
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Figure 10·44: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
queens.
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Figure 10·45: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM queens.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·46: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation queens.
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Figure 10·47: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation queens.
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Figure 10·48: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
queens.
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10·2·4·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·49: Execution times for queens under the four schemes.

10·2·4·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·50: Speed-up values for queens under the three parallel schemes.

10·2·4·7 Observations
Execution of queens takes a significant amount of processing time (up to 7 minutes
and 25 seconds). The evaluation component of the runtime performance dominates the
initialisation component into relative absence.
A quick decline in execution time is suggested by Figure 10·49 but this is misleading due
to the range of the axis. As can be seen from Figure 10·50, however, the gradient is
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slight, and there is an imaginary speed-up in both prioritised schemes (ranging from
1·10 in the prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation to 1·16 in the prioritised
GUM scheme with fishing). This small discrepancy must be due to overhead from
other processes being executed on the multi-processor. It is suspected that the
overhead is most evident in this test program due to the long execution times 
queens runs for a much longer time than the other test programs and the behaviour is

not as broadly visible in the results of shorter test programs.
The best overall schemes are the prioritised GUM schemes. The worst scheme with
four processing elements is the original GUM scheme  with results which parallel
those of sequential evaluation  and is the best when only a single processing element
is utilised. None of the parallel schemes approach the performance of the sequential
system.

10·2·5 parser
10·2·5·1 Introduction
The first real program to be executed from the nofib suite is parser. This sequential
language parser contains a significant amount of processing but should not benefit from
parallel evaluation.

10·2·5·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the parser test program is
given in Table 10·12.
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Table 10·12: Summary results for executions of parser.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Standard
Deviation

Total time

10

4,619,370,000

4,687,513,850

4,940,901,000

97,589,936

Set-up time

10

559,287,000

1,133,114,500

2,046,126,500

475,087,316

Execution time

10

9,852,240,100 10,581,593,000

480,025,744

Total time

10

10,125,178,000 10,985,354,600 12,121,161,500

687,742,095

Set-up time

10

Execution time

9,301,547,000
766,291,471

1,728,760,688

271,183,508

10

10,107,489,171 10,708,255,998 11,183,943,546

434,489,402

Total time

10

11,186,568,255 11,894,984,650 12,503,465,917

401,861,580

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

11,773,574,864 13,344,893,707 15,329,340,287 1,342,353,741

Total time

10

13,404,277,289 14,925,440,450 16,962,429,236 1,336,506,426

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

1,286,138,171

857,376,000

1,186,728,652

1,580,546,743

258,585,294

1,645,530,000

302,925,135

10

9,348,049,500 10,107,352,150 10,970,520,000

551,693,224

10

10,312,556,000 11,305,416,500 12,616,050,000

653,552,916

835,534,292

1,198,064,350

1,948,582,437

1,833,435,843

307,120,737

10

10,436,531,738 10,856,694,535 11,276,903,690

288,060,530

Total time

10

11,486,809,031 12,203,537,583 12,807,900,316

395,315,562

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

10,234,054,778 12,284,997,233 13,594,624,586 1,006,413,634

Total time

10

11,394,669,468 13,960,903,910 15,257,825,582 1,134,174,261

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

1,338,947,081

2,419,833,226

365,947,547

Execution time

10

9,362,720,155 10,098,913,019 10,955,456,316

545,265,227

Total time

10

10,848,603,652 11,939,102,569 13,286,299,510

764,172,190

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time

1,160,614,690

556,539,500

1,346,843,048

1,675,906,677

268,143,486

1,475,866,500

314,345,083

10

10,212,908,500 11,018,237,050 11,705,780,500

518,147,009

10

11,388,823,500 12,171,501,150 12,875,118,000

540,925,748

1,194,208,089

1,153,264,100

2,127,236,490

1,840,189,550

1,616,734,378

1,881,761,040

240,279,810

10

12,563,322,531 13,238,751,362 14,289,720,641

607,768,260

10

14,214,013,787 14,855,485,740 16,017,277,578

554,465,035
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10·2·5·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·51: Box-whisker plot for sequential parser.

10·2·5·4 Parallel Performance
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Figure 10·52: Box-whisker plot for original GUM parser.
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Figure 10·53: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM parser.
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Figure 10·54: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM parser.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·55: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM parser.
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Figure 10·56: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
parser.
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Figure 10·57: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM parser.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·58: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation parser.
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Figure 10·59: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation parser.
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Figure 10·60: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
parser.
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10·2·5·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·61: Execution times for parser under the four schemes.

10·2·5·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·62: Speed-up values for parser under the three parallel schemes.

10·2·5·7 Observations
The fifth test program, parser, again has a larger evaluation component in the overall
execution time than initialisation component. Of the three parallel schemes, the
prioritised GUM scheme with fishing is the best performer with four processing
elements (but the worst with two processing elements). The prioritised GUM scheme
with spark percolation has a comparable four processing element performance to the
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original GUM scheme. This performance, however, represents a slowdown to a factor
of 0·82 uni-processor performance for the prioritised GUM scheme with spark
percolation and a slowdown to a factor of 0·75 for the original GUM scheme.
As before, the performances of the schemes utilising fishing degrade slightly when there
are two processing elements in contrast to the fourth evaluation scheme.
The parallel execution times are once again greatly above the sequential execution time.

10·2·6 veritas
10·2·6·1 Introduction
The second real benchmark is the veritas theorem prover. While included in the real
subset of the nofib suite because of the amount of processing required, the execution
times are not comparatively high. This is the final sequential algorithm tested and no
super-uni-processor results should be expected.

10·2·6·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the veritas test program is
given in Table 10·13.
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Table 10·13: Summary results for executions of veritas.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum
272,226,000

Mean
277,915,650

Maximum
283,569,000

Standard
Deviation

Total time

10

4,279,839

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,470,531,000 1,981,207,200 2,452,888,000 321,922,832

Set-up time

10

1,011,791,342 1,671,113,515 2,506,801,618 498,350,449

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,620,682,012 2,307,948,500 3,069,549,287 456,099,804

Set-up time

10

2,182,364,197 2,956,195,056 3,858,726,545 462,625,391

Execution time

10

1,090,232,853 1,383,398,004 1,811,505,797 219,393,288

Total time

10

3,484,413,659 4,339,593,060 5,541,363,415 600,565,590

Set-up time

10

615,319,000 1,018,839,850 1,453,020,000 248,008,255

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,068,942,000 1,508,539,200 1,887,052,500 247,052,942

Set-up time

10

1,065,106,373 1,552,631,517 2,172,059,878 340,613,407

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,815,384,520 2,290,443,983 2,752,648,315 293,489,599

Set-up time

10

1,959,231,322 2,690,305,364 3,394,300,973 500,440,603

Execution time

10

766,905,274 1,112,707,946 1,434,877,142 249,271,493

Total time

10

2,726,136,596 3,803,013,310 4,710,749,389 709,963,518

Set-up time

10

750,034,500 1,200,841,850 1,644,160,500 265,598,925

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,362,336,500 1,788,978,000 2,240,671,000 323,710,001

Set-up time

10

1,259,748,820 1,862,812,300 2,437,018,715 385,491,185

Execution time

10

Total time

10

2,102,750,567 2,753,110,301 3,279,992,009 396,001,355

Set-up time

10

2,015,014,974 2,574,741,153 3,372,156,984 448,664,117

Execution time

10

939,056,802 1,325,759,687 1,504,601,565 214,615,314

Total time

10

3,130,477,781 3,900,500,840 4,854,864,424 509,766,318

1,012,866,500 1,421,202,950 1,966,613,000 285,291,184
450,964,500

562,747,668

334,661,500

580,588,437

427,440,500

787,999,824

560,004,250

636,834,985

489,699,350

737,812,466

588,136,150

890,298,000

684,343,500

753,877,416

98,276,822

61,458,477

744,187,000 109,422,921

880,601,328

84,446,786

821,281,500 114,917,449

992,842,578

72,607,407
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10·2·6·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·63: Box-whisker plot for sequential veritas.

10·2·6·4 Parallel Performance
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Figure 10·64: Box-whisker plot for original GUM veritas.
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Figure 10·65: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM veritas.
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Figure 10·66: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM veritas.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·67: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM veritas.
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Figure 10·68: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
veritas.
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Figure 10·69: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM veritas.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·70: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation veritas.
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Figure 10·71: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation veritas.
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Figure 10·72: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
veritas.
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10·2·6·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·73: Execution times for veritas under the four schemes.

10·2·6·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·74: Speed-up values for veritas under the three parallel schemes.

10·2·6·7 Observations
The first observation that may be made is that the parallel execution time is trebled due
to the initialisation phase of execution. Otherwise, the runtime performances for four
processing elements are similar — although the original GUM scheme performs the
least well of all the other schemes. The prioritised GUM scheme with fishing outperforms the spark percolation scheme.
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None of the parallel schemes approach the sequential implementation’s execution time
although the expected slowdowns do occur: the two processing element times
approximate a slowdown to a factor of 0·66 with the four processing element times
averaging a slowdown of approximately 0·40.

10·3 Parallel Test Program Results
10·3·1 parfact
10·3·1·1 Introduction
The first parallel program executed is the factorial-like parfact which is written in a
divide-and-conquer manner. There is a high amount of processing required and this is
a serious test of parallel implementations.

10·3·1·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the parfact test program is
given in Table 10·14.
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Table 10·14: Summary results for executions of parfact.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Standard
Deviation

Total time

10

94,036,827,000

94,199,497,000

94,362,649,000

102,038,470

Set-up time

10

804,089,500

1,019,170,350

1,671,330,000

253,890,784

Execution time

10

147,688,873,500 150,274,294,500 151,367,532,500

1,228,019,497

Total time

10

148,492,963,000 151,293,464,850 152,471,472,000

1,261,659,915

Set-up time

10

965,224,758

1,312,575,559

Execution time

10

53,217,935,215

77,216,683,457

86,396,063,020 10,544,140,482

Total time

10

54,669,044,975

78,529,259,017

87,848,441,630 10,618,585,154

Set-up time

10

1,234,436,206

1,444,703,417

1,735,663,058

131,501,438

Execution time

10

45,894,713,151

55,681,598,383

63,612,777,002

4,982,919,010

Total time

10

47,129,149,357

57,126,301,800

64,974,405,017

5,040,185,960

Set-up time

10

847,773,500

1,085,296,600

1,394,330,500

202,529,471

Execution time

10

119,190,652,500 125,453,087,150 127,446,106,500

2,696,311,774

Total time

10

120,584,983,000 126,538,383,750 128,626,345,500

2,645,123,175

Set-up time

10

816,163,485

1,258,471,295

1,693,430,000

272,104,733

Execution time

10

61,678,169,996

68,761,410,438

81,841,437,264

7,047,270,950

Total time

10

62,732,329,187

70,019,881,733

82,935,495,147

6,969,356,991

Set-up time

10

1,005,880,927

1,489,846,848

1,746,095,828

210,245,030

Execution time

10

34,954,424,965

36,766,258,802

38,265,994,960

1,423,378,450

Total time

10

36,555,672,536

38,256,105,650

39,867,610,860

1,450,784,151

Set-up time

10

645,793,500

1,194,844,250

1,668,964,000

329,167,990

Execution time

10

121,031,487,500 122,212,979,650 123,303,618,000

855,800,990

Total time

10

121,979,342,500 123,407,823,900 124,473,026,500

968,910,253

Set-up time

10

853,304,930

1,202,481,243

1,693,430,000

229,530,869

Execution time

10

63,413,089,309

63,991,111,474

64,805,284,681

523,435,432

Total time

10

64,533,166,030

65,193,592,717

65,939,549,723

502,010,867

Set-up time

10

1,203,300,286

1,392,019,367

1,729,558,898

197,751,304

Execution time

10

38,548,106,385

39,796,471,503

41,700,299,722

944,058,814

Total time

10

39,846,925,726

41,188,490,870

42,909,421,486

933,000,523

1,730,978,976

265,249,180
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10·3·1·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·75: Box-whisker plot for sequential parfact.

10·3·1·4 Parallel Performance
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Figure 10·76: Box-whisker plot for original GUM parfact.
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Figure 10·77: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM parfact.
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Figure 10·78: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM parfact.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·79: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM parfact.
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Figure 10·80: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
parfact.
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Figure 10·81: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM parfact.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·82: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation parfact.
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Figure 10·83: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation parfact.
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Figure 10·84: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
parfact.
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10·3·1·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·85: Execution times for parfact under the four schemes.
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Figure 10·86: Speed-up values for parfact under the three parallel schemes.

10·3·1·7 Observations
The individual box-whisker plots illustrate there are some outliers in the data (both
above and below the median). They also show a clear drop in execution time as the
number of processing elements increases.
From the cumulative bar charts, it is evident that the amount of evaluation required
over-shadows the initialisation component of the parallel implementations. From the
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overlay graph comparing the execution times under all four schemes (Figure 10·85) it is
evident that the original GUM scheme performs the least well as it consistently has the
highest execution times while the prioritised scheme with spark percolation takes (on
average) slightly less time to complete than the other schemes. The speed-up values for
the three parallel schemes are: 1·93, 1·81, and 1·89 (respectively) for two processing
elements, and 2·65, 3·31, and 3·00 (respectively) for four processing elements.
From the same graph, it is also apparent that the parallel execution schemes —
including all the infrastructure and overhead — provide significant speed-ups over the
sequential system for two or more processing elements. The fastest four processing
element parallel execution in fact takes 40% of the time taken by the sequential
execution. This represents a nearly three-fold improvement over sequential execution
— despite the burden of the infrastructure and synchronisation overhead imposed
through the use of PVM.

10·3·2 parfib
10·3·2·1 Introduction
parfib is a slightly more intensive variant of parfact which again exhibits divide-and-

conquer parallelism. This test program is the second longest-lived test program with
executions requiring as much as approximately 4 minutes and 29 seconds to complete.

10·3·2·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the parfib test program is
given in Table 10·15.
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Table 10·15: Summary results for executions of parfib.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

121,818,599,500 121,953,795,050 122,127,466,000
1,037,878,500

1,368,891,100

1,772,212,000

Standard
Deviation
84,487,691
277,163,635

Execution time

10

265,113,256,500 268,381,183,650 275,165,336,500 3,484,958,725

Total time

10

266,192,077,000 269,750,074,750 276,937,548,500 3,666,617,200

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

133,819,108,139 137,978,438,636 141,950,506,042 2,665,066,300

Total time

10

135,055,794,355 139,179,140,433 142,929,134,905 2,587,414,552

Set-up time

10

1,035,387,086

1,422,236,227

Execution time

10

73,060,247,264

75,584,261,583

82,800,276,743 3,098,586,876

Total time

10

74,508,808,385

77,006,497,810

84,494,842,554 3,181,872,868

Set-up time

10

766,967,000

1,130,456,200

978,628,864

1,200,701,797

1,693,430,000

1,694,565,811

1,514,127,000

154,669,808

200,254,435

223,019,437

Execution time

10

182,115,564,500 183,765,300,900 186,096,907,000 1,199,544,822

Total time

10

183,335,345,000 184,895,757,100 187,470,533,000 1,255,520,907

Set-up time

10

733,706,288

1,127,589,922

Execution time

10

91,870,265,105

94,808,842,478

96,322,903,963 1,364,089,492

Total time

10

92,982,070,407

95,936,432,400

97,344,527,384 1,408,141,195

Set-up time

10

1,149,309,394

1,472,460,563

Execution time

10

50,994,695,298

52,338,389,657

53,910,560,346 1,088,271,196

Total time

10

52,242,783,873

53,810,850,220

55,395,856,958 1,139,509,970

Set-up time

10

758,508,500

1,110,683,950

1,693,430,000

1,815,593,684

1,522,495,500

201,893,070

241,682,255

249,680,854

Execution time

10

175,675,722,000 176,984,394,550 178,555,011,500 1,053,508,063

Total time

10

176,574,744,500 178,095,078,500 179,467,878,500 1,065,741,075

Set-up time

10

875,384,369

1,259,378,170

Execution time

10

92,895,020,131

95,476,078,630

97,163,645,254 1,564,528,288

Total time

10

94,466,012,200

96,735,456,800

98,272,883,693 1,503,346,433

Set-up time

10

1,261,054,609

1,441,227,179

Execution time

10

52,560,582,002

55,186,945,151

57,672,763,804 1,626,703,477

Total time

10

53,821,636,611

56,628,172,330

59,011,804,538 1,640,659,669

1,693,430,000

1,633,304,680

229,249,223

126,254,781
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10·3·2·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·87: Box-whisker plot for sequential parfib.
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Figure 10·88: Box-whisker plot for original GUM parfib.
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Figure 10·89: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM parfib.
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Figure 10·90: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM parfib.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·91: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM parfib.
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Figure 10·92: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
parfib.
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Figure 10·93: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM parfib.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·94: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation parfib.
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Figure 10·95: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation parfib.
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Figure 10·96: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
parfib.
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10·3·2·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·97: Execution times for parfib under the four schemes.
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Figure 10·98: Speed-up values for parfib under the three parallel schemes.

10·3·2·7 Observations
The total runtime is once more dominated by the time of execution and the initialisation
time is negligible in comparison. There is an obvious difference in the performance of
scheme two (the original GUM implementation) and the two parallel schemes proposed
here. The original implementation performs unequivocally worse than both of the
other two parallel schemes which are essentially indistinguishable (and obscure one
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another in Figure 10·98). Four processing element execution times under the original
GUM scheme are 43% slower than the fastest four processing element execution of the
other parallel schemes. These schemes in turn, provide calculated execution times in
excess of 44% faster than sequential execution.
Both prioritised GUM schemes outperform the sequential implementation for two or
more processing elements while the original GUM scheme only betters sequential
execution when more than two processing elements are used. The speed-up figures for
two and four processing elements are similar for all parallel schemes, with the three
schemes obtaining speed-up values of 1·94 , 1·93, and 1·84 (respectively) for two
processing elements, and 3·50, 3·44, and 3·15 (respectively) for four processing
elements.

10·3·3 prsa
10·3·3·1 Introduction
The penultimate test program is the parallel RSA encryption algorithm implementation,
prsa. There is a high amount of arithmetic in this test program with less parallelism

than the previous two test programs (parfact and parfib).

10·3·3·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the prsa test program is
given in Table 10·16.
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Table 10·16: Summary results for executions of prsa.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

37,352,193,500 37,443,323,350 37,550,481,500

Standard
Deviation

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

44,650,360,000 46,290,737,400 48,100,327,000 1,289,251,660

Total time

10

45,555,064,000 47,488,775,850 49,148,734,000 1,188,129,175

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

37,213,558,000 40,085,311,233 43,072,375,667 1,698,626,103

Total time

10

38,599,998,667 41,274,052,000 44,328,082,667 1,629,028,372

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

64,368,196,000 67,316,645,060 70,112,159,200 2,207,651,928

Total time

10

65,709,000,400 68,853,979,300 71,672,250,400 2,272,174,963

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

43,353,627,333 46,197,499,433 49,873,952,333 2,526,705,235

Total time

10

44,501,672,333 47,408,468,667 51,105,131,000 2,570,868,907

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

57,500,782,600 60,939,336,660 67,112,195,600 2,934,981,696

Total time

10

59,013,227,200 62,314,413,860 68,694,193,600 2,943,624,226

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

837,257,500

916,572,667

1,223,217,800

573,125,000

1,198,038,450

1,188,740,767

1,537,334,240

1,507,827,667

1,815,970,800

379,284,511

201,232,853

188,832,180

1,562,801,000

269,977,922

10

48,024,709,000 49,094,917,050 50,545,307,500

727,582,110

10

49,335,557,500 50,230,773,950 51,683,449,000

692,938,314

1,089,263,000

1,045,605,200

777,785,500

1,135,856,900

2,100,488,500

61,774,352

1,210,969,234

1,375,077,200

1,581,998,000

113,554,577

173,773,775

1,556,283,500

294,872,796

10

44,960,625,500 46,197,016,550 46,915,356,500

709,801,424

10

46,473,985,000 47,345,551,050 48,062,630,500

591,472,828

897,584,000

1,148,534,500

1,482,452,334

1,549,485,666

183,541,009

10

31,159,912,333 32,011,839,933 33,291,153,000

813,228,724

Total time

10

32,195,530,000 33,227,830,033 34,653,116,333

945,935,654

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

67,044,174,000 72,603,783,220 75,468,247,400 2,680,263,037

Total time

10

68,473,519,200 73,821,438,700 76,914,357,000 2,604,067,596

995,391,200

1,215,990,100

1,217,655,480

1,446,109,600

169,459,203
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10·3·3·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·99: Box-whisker plot for sequential prsa.

10·3·3·4 Parallel Performance
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Figure 10·100: Box-whisker plot for original GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·101: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·102: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM prsa.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·103: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·104: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·105: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM prsa.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·106: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation prsa.
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Figure 10·107: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation prsa.
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Figure 10·108: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
prsa.
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10·3·3·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·109: Execution times for prsa under the four schemes.
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Figure 10·110: Speed-up values for prsa under the three parallel schemes.

10·3·3·7 Observations
The initialisation phase is a very small component of the total runtime performance.
None of the parallel evaluation schemes perform well. All perform best with two
processing elements (the prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation is clearly the
best at this point and breaches the time taken for sequential evaluation — the only time
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that this occurs for this test program). With four processing elements, however, all
three parallel execution schemes exhibit slowdowns.
The prioritised implementation of GUM with fishing elicits a reasonably flat
performance with relative speed-ups of 1·00, 1·06, and 0·81 for one, two, and four
processing elements respectively. For the same processing elements, the original GUM
scheme had relative speed-ups of 1·00, 1·15, and 0·69; the prioritised GUM scheme with
spark percolation had relative speed-ups of 1·00, 1·43, and 0·64.

10·3·4 soda
10·3·4·1 Introduction
The final test program contains list and text processing. It is a parallel algorithm for
searching a grid of characters for words. This test program contains the least amount
of work of all the test programs (as indicated by sequential execution time).

10·3·4·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the soda test program is
given in Table 10·17.
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Table 10·17: Summary results for executions of soda.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

10

333,207,500

Set-up time

10

502,617,500 1,111,726,050 1,553,235,500 329,821,091

Execution time

10

433,131,500

Total time

10

988,533,500 1,583,627,900 1,998,830,500 339,549,101

Set-up time

10

731,587,667 1,154,336,033 1,634,758,000 326,173,172

Execution time

10

380,404,333

Total time

10

1,124,981,000 1,607,752,600 2,081,730,667 333,749,303

Set-up time

10

1,095,717,800 1,463,563,900 1,874,911,000 241,704,273

Execution time

10

Total time

10

2,035,603,400 2,431,704,660 2,807,879,600 241,596,365

Set-up time

10

747,218,500 1,156,010,200 1,940,787,000 386,751,634

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,271,778,000 1,661,688,250 2,362,865,500 379,557,926

Set-up time

10

854,409,334 1,310,384,034 1,556,202,334 235,348,092

Execution time

10

488,654,333

Total time

10

1,527,984,667 1,924,086,800 2,279,174,333 241,211,311

Set-up time

10

1,067,778,600 1,399,963,940 1,654,989,400 184,455,690

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,558,550,800 1,903,965,200 2,202,954,400 213,731,011

Set-up time

10

733,549,000 1,089,727,850 1,589,299,500 254,236,188

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,158,314,500 1,504,283,150 2,024,896,000 239,116,866

Set-up time

10

708,417,000 1,212,269,567 1,693,430,000 313,710,147

Execution time

10

367,141,000

Total time

10

1,141,551,667 1,624,620,033 2,060,571,000 294,809,288

Set-up time

10

1,131,937,600 1,452,457,840 1,702,448,200 172,854,903

Execution time

10

Total time

10

422,078,500

396,199,600

320,138,500

448,189,800

471,901,850

453,416,567

355,725,500

Standard
Deviation

Total time

730,701,400

338,879,350

Maximum

525,623,500

513,602,333

6,555,712
35,328,006

42,216,029

968,140,760 1,145,336,000 136,047,387

505,678,050

613,702,767

504,001,260

414,555,300

412,350,467

658,737,040

582,360,000

750,186,333

672,446,400

457,006,000

435,611,333

55,280,137

95,172,506

85,271,696

46,143,897

24,025,583

880,175,000 139,665,671

1,739,363,000 2,111,194,880 2,558,718,800 285,156,296
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10·3·4·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·111: Box-whisker plot for sequential soda.
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Figure 10·112: Box-whisker plot for original GUM soda.
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Figure 10·113: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM soda.
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Figure 10·114: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM soda.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·115: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM soda.
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Figure 10·116: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM soda.
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Figure 10·117: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM soda.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·118: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation soda.
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Figure 10·119: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation soda.
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Figure 10·120: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
soda.
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10·3·4·5 Overall Scheme Comparison

Mean Set-up and Processing Time (ns)
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Figure 10·121: Execution times for soda under the four schemes.

10·3·4·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·122: Speed-up values for soda under the three parallel schemes.

10·3·4·7 Observations
There is little work to be done when running soda. The initialisation phase is between
twice and thrice the size of the actual execution phase.
Although the prioritised GUM plus fishing scheme performs the worst for one and two
processing elements it is the best parallel scheme for four processing elements. It
actually produces a slight speed-up between the two processing element and four
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processing element cases with speed-ups of 1·00, 0·86, and 0·87. The other two
schemes tail off in performance; the original GUM implementation performs the least
well with a speed-up of 0·65.
None of the executions approach the time taken by the sequential scheme.

10·4 ‘Sequentialised’ Parallel Test Program Results
10·4·1 parfact
10·4·1·1 Introduction
The par annotations that define the divide-and-conquer parallelism were removed from
the original parfact test program. It was then re-compiled and re-executed to gain
results that highlight the differences between the behaviour of test programs evaluated
speculatively and non-speculatively.

10·4·1·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the parfact test program is
given in Table 10·18.
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Table 10·18: Summary results for executions of parfact.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

Standard
Deviation

Total time

10

94,036,827,000

94,199,497,000

94,362,649,000

102,038,470

Set-up time

10

824,123,500

1,151,492,550

1,554,560,000

269,231,674

Execution time

10

96,551,248,000

96,951,223,050

97,491,943,000

280,138,152

Total time

10

97,705,282,000

98,102,715,600

98,359,712,500

235,876,419

Set-up time

10

1,018,969,670

1,345,918,574

2,477,034,500

231,058,856

Execution time

10

94,006,242,230

95,829,978,010

97,799,663,296

1,299,362,334

Total time

10

95,503,432,547

97,175,896,583

98,959,508,846

1,219,104,812

Set-up time

10

1,096,071,342

1,554,365,828

1,902,191,249

250,112,670

Execution time

10

75,813,155,966

84,136,903,482

96,077,086,228

6,703,565,905

Total time

10

77,045,668,975

85,691,269,310

97,669,560,082

6,846,857,768

Set-up time

10

527,871,000

1,142,948,300

1,522,873,500

276,646,410

Execution time

10

96,253,090,000

96,806,188,750

97,279,096,500

320,177,005

Total time

10

96,780,961,000

97,949,137,050

98,364,910,000

495,453,002

Set-up time

10

794,540,794

1,165,840,473

2,477,034,500

251,889,178

Execution time

10

96,145,495,498

97,815,826,744

99,226,531,355

1,059,554,739

Total time

10

97,498,139,817

98,981,667,217 100,261,222,824

1,071,021,127

Set-up time

10

1,037,598,160

1,400,099,357

1,757,044,461

189,784,912

Execution time

10

74,329,380,776

83,493,120,043

89,533,637,910

5,219,897,677

Total time

10

75,621,773,454

84,893,219,400

90,837,679,408

5,318,285,216

Set-up time

10

718,917,500

1,093,426,100

1,496,407,500

286,757,085

Execution time

10

96,750,900,000

97,756,222,550

98,801,306,000

674,556,217

Total time

10

97,720,135,500

98,849,648,650 100,105,949,500

658,484,010

Set-up time

10

1,578,078,500

Execution time

10

96,411,188,000

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

1,065,815,313

1,423,641,136

1,728,542,976

201,933,492

Execution time

10

87,551,508,661

91,472,090,874

96,643,848,742

4,102,614,618

Total time

10

88,970,069,170

92,895,732,010

98,231,410,097

4,103,519,113

2,054,598,000

2,477,034,500

340,745,475

98,459,397,900 106,898,513,500

3,227,325,583

98,189,542,500 100,513,995,900 108,981,824,500

3,329,433,049
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10·4·1·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·123: Box-whisker plot for sequential parfact.

10·4·1·4 Parallel Performance
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Figure 10·124: Box-whisker plot for original GUM parfact.
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Figure 10·125: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM
parfact.
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Figure 10·126: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM parfact.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·127: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM parfact.
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Figure 10·128: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
parfact.
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Figure 10·129: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM parfact.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·130: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation parfact.
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Figure 10·131: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation parfact.
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Figure 10·132: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
parfact.
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10·4·1·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·133: Execution times for parfact under the four schemes.

10·4·1·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·134: Speed-up values for parfact under the three parallel schemes.

10·4·1·7 Observations
The most striking aspect of Figures 10·133 and 10·134 (where the dashed lines indicate
the super-imposed results from Section 10·3·1) are that the speed-ups evident under
speculative evaluation have not recurred. In fact, there is no speed-up at all with the
sequential parfact test program.
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The figures illustrate (as before) that the amount of evaluation required outweighs the
time taken for initialisation.
The cumulative bar charts show that there is little difference between execution times
for one and two processing elements with slightly less work required with four
processing elements. The speed-up trend as shown in Figure 10·134 indicates that the
normalisation for four processing elements needs to include a further adjustment for
overhead  no speed-up should occur, but a slight speed-up (1·14, 1·15, and 1·06 for
original GUM, prioritised GUM with fishing, and prioritised GUM with spark
percolation respectively) is indicated.

10·4·2 parfib
10·4·2·1 Introduction
As with parfact, parfib was edited and the parallel annotations were removed. The
results of running the revised parfib are presented in this section.

10·4·2·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the parfib test program is
given in Table 10·19.
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Table 10·19: Summary results for executions of parfib.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

121,818,599,500 121,953,795,050 122,127,466,000
860,959,500

84,487,691

1,672,010,000

237,499,290

10

135,393,033,500 136,190,912,600 136,786,714,000

508,273,550

10

136,417,169,500 137,303,385,450 138,390,602,000

603,537,816

751,101,407

1,112,472,850

Standard
Deviation

2,388,652,000

254,126,904

10

133,488,843,616 135,713,348,395 137,274,249,606

1,266,245,654

Total time

10

135,091,321,514 136,967,744,567 138,873,437,842

1,320,982,981

Set-up time

10

Execution time

983,092,824

1,254,396,172

1,997,010,079

331,853,595

10

107,618,872,571 117,484,311,750 129,148,040,184

7,869,632,195

Total time

10

108,900,225,573 118,947,969,650 130,252,989,823

7,767,756,187

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

788,500,000

1,463,657,900

1,516,583,500

247,076,344

10

135,718,507,000 136,088,434,400 136,602,134,500

280,228,533

10

136,862,131,500 137,231,252,200 137,762,238,000

319,877,905

684,005,576

1,142,817,800

2,388,652,000

269,725,863

10

135,298,115,129 136,371,240,941 137,933,410,381

746,662,613

Total time

10

136,767,084,327 137,561,004,950 138,617,415,957

536,047,753

Set-up time

10

Execution time

895,649,193

1,189,764,009

1,629,250,247

223,805,152

10

101,582,278,929 113,528,614,501 124,532,852,665

7,301,211,403

Total time

10

102,796,204,988 114,779,651,270 125,941,537,858

7,231,685,318

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

774,623,500

1,251,036,769

1,227,036,000

152,143,885

10

136,275,862,500 137,156,159,200 138,139,781,000

583,875,775

10

137,312,771,500 138,165,783,250 139,247,943,000

645,945,373

1,109,882,500

1,009,624,050

2,388,652,000

367,775,613

10

135,792,196,000 136,471,613,350 137,199,237,000

457,761,349

Total time

10

137,613,080,000 138,254,933,750 138,934,816,000

442,324,237

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

100,964,606,797 113,379,643,879 132,434,560,072 11,719,034,947

Total time

10

102,913,599,053 114,742,602,430 133,786,550,600 11,521,885,062

937,397,185

1,783,320,400

1,362,958,551

1,948,992,256

312,755,348
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10·4·2·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·135: Box-whisker plot for sequential parfib.

10·4·2·4 Parallel Performance
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Figure 10·136: Box-whisker plot for original GUM parfib.
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Figure 10·137: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM parfib.
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Figure 10·138: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM parfib.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·139: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM parfib.
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Figure 10·140: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM
parfib.
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Figure 10·141: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM parfib.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·142: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation parfib.
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Figure 10·143: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation parfib.
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Figure 10·144: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
parfib.
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10·4·2·5 Overall Scheme Comparison
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Figure 10·145: Execution times for parfib under the four schemes.
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Figure 10·146: Speed-up values for parfib under the three parallel schemes.

10·4·2·7 Observations
Figures 10·145 and 10·146 show the results of running parfib with and without
speculative evaluation (the dashed lines indicate the super-imposed results from the
parallel version of parfib from Section 10·3·2). As with the results of parfact from
the previous section, it is evident that the execution behaviour is vastly different from
that seen before: the speed-ups evident under speculative evaluation have not occurred.
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There is little difference between any of the parallel schemes with original GUM,
prioritised GUM with fishing, and prioritised GUM with spark evaluation all
performing near-identically. Each can be seen to obscure the other in Figures 10·145
and 10·146. Unfortunately, the overhead ‘glitch’ of Section 10·4·1 is manifest again for
four processing elements; the results include speed-up figures for the three parallel
schemes of approximately 1·15–1·20 which are fictional.

10·4·3 prsa
10·4·3·1 Introduction
The second-last test program to be ‘sequentialised’ is the parallel RSA encryption
algorithm implementation, prsa.

10·3·3·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the prsa test program is
given in Table 10·20.
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Table 10·20: Summary results for executions of prsa.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

Maximum

37,352,193,500 37,443,323,350 37,550,481,500

Standard
Deviation

Total time

10

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

43,575,276,000 45,596,251,250 47,456,227,500 1,204,907,134

Total time

10

44,315,473,000 46,692,591,800 48,228,555,500 1,225,912,426

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

47,532,508,660 48,579,799,963 50,807,062,406 1,115,487,415

Total time

10

48,823,743,345 49,890,275,000 52,376,137,153 1,201,816,735

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

37,826,235,548 45,495,812,902 50,928,122,011 4,637,215,944

Total time

10

39,279,314,771 46,820,084,500 52,068,849,006 4,606,994,150

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

565,924,000

1,031,493,916

1,072,771,636

783,370,500

1,096,340,550

1,310,475,037

1,324,271,598

2,341,675,500

1,594,710,987

369,499,890

213,142,433

221,235,688

2,100,502,500

490,047,849

10

44,214,597,500 45,739,367,500 47,053,963,500

958,032,216

10

45,244,805,500 47,051,948,950 48,134,542,500

840,280,316

1,047,858,719

1,312,581,450

1,572,952,500

61,774,352

2,341,675,500

232,508,692

10

46,757,959,889 47,746,189,824 48,269,362,544

540,741,189

Total time

10

48,028,425,246 49,015,574,500 49,861,811,570

625,019,369

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

39,611,477,125 46,811,395,755 50,719,947,265 3,288,694,177

Total time

10

41,192,227,574 48,086,486,050 51,897,921,149 3,187,472,432

Set-up time

10

Execution time
Total time
Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

44,944,319,000 46,873,925,250 48,508,118,000 1,172,444,363

Total time

10

47,285,994,500 48,749,489,600 50,392,492,500 1,163,916,146

Set-up time

10

Execution time

10

48,323,524,774 51,947,804,791 54,939,244,461 2,073,229,693

Total time

10

50,018,733,339 53,450,387,560 56,302,118,912 2,001,335,496

1,005,117,960

530,315,500

1,269,384,676

1,275,090,295

203,970,060

1,960,574,000

447,420,868

10

45,404,742,000 47,207,527,900 48,535,987,000

888,102,520

10

47,277,095,000 48,513,726,000 49,809,814,500

897,929,642

1,061,998,500

1,313,097,817

1,306,198,100

1,597,943,335

1,875,564,350

1,502,582,769

2,341,675,500

1,728,279,877

360,478,255

138,473,465
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10·4·3·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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1
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Figure 10·147: Box-whisker plot for sequential prsa.

10·4·3·4 Parallel Performance
Performance of Original GUM
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Figure 10·148: Box-whisker plot for original GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·149: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·150: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM prsa.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·151: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·152: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM prsa.
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Figure 10·153: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM prsa.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·154: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation prsa.
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Figure 10·155: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation prsa.
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Figure 10·156: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
prsa.
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10·4·3·5 Overall Scheme Comparison

Mean Set-up and Processing Time (ns)

80000000000
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Evaluation Scheme
Sequential

60000001000

Parallel, Vanilla GUM
50000001000
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
with Fishing
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30000001000
1
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4

Number of PEs

Figure 10·157: Execution times for prsa under the four schemes.

10·4·3·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Mean Speed Up
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Linear Speed-up
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2.00
Parallel, Prioritised GUM
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0.00
1
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Number of PEs

Figure 10·158: Speed-up values for prsa under the three parallel schemes.

10·4·3·7 Observations
Once again, the results of executing the sequential version of the test program are very
different from those obtained when executing the parallel version. These pairs of
results have been combined in Figures 10·157 and 10·158 (with the dashed-lines
indicating the parallel results from Section 10·3·3).
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The sequential results show essentially flat lines with neither speed-up nor slow-down.
The largest slow-down is a drop to a factor of 0·92 uni-processor execution. No speedups were observed.

10·4·4 soda
10·4·4·1 Introduction
The final test program revised and re-executed was soda.

10·4·4·2 Collected Data
A summary of the results collected for the experiments on the soda test program is
given in Table 10·21.
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Table 10·21: Summary results for executions of soda.

Execution
Scheme
Sequential

No. of
PEs
1
1

GUM

2

4

1

Prioritised
GUM with
fishing

2

4

1
Prioritised
GUM with
spark
percolation

2

4
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Metric

No. of
runs

Execution Time (ns)
Minimum

Mean

10

333,207,500

Set-up time

10

935,824,000 1,264,930,150 1,454,903,500 168,661,747

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,524,475,000 1,680,938,850 1,920,338,000 148,223,472

Set-up time

10

937,207,667 1,221,779,600 1,794,362,289 134,170,971

Execution time

10

193,593,333

Total time

10

1,541,494,667 1,663,826,767 1,800,777,000

Set-up time

10

1,109,397,400 1,272,257,160 1,501,895,400 120,176,988

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,689,907,800 1,911,317,580 2,070,927,200 141,735,474

Set-up time

10

1,193,297,000 1,472,898,200 1,749,611,000 179,273,315

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,634,441,500 1,888,960,600 2,122,744,000 141,390,564

Set-up time

10

962,245,333 1,196,014,267 1,794,362,289 168,653,858

Execution time

10

135,756,667

Total time

10

1,240,446,000 1,478,211,433 1,640,630,667 129,793,977

Set-up time

10

1,069,219,400 1,333,884,860 1,521,019,200 156,504,620

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,642,433,400 1,815,379,660 1,972,263,200 101,673,221

Set-up time

10

982,249,500 1,221,974,600 1,495,078,000 156,552,931

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,421,645,500 1,609,688,150 1,804,742,500 124,821,719

Set-up time

10

1,310,264,738 1,564,973,365 1,794,362,289 150,677,875

Execution time

10

Total time

10

1,793,798,582 1,993,490,233 2,145,013,413 130,327,215

Set-up time

10

971,976,800 1,228,664,760 1,467,458,200 162,318,530

Execution time

10

366,808,000

Total time

10

392,180,200

275,716,500

121,414,200

261,602,000

329,463,573

416,008,700

442,047,167

639,060,420

416,062,400

282,197,167

481,494,800

387,713,550

428,516,868

671,669,480

355,725,500

Standard
Deviation

Total time

264,445,500

338,879,350

Maximum

588,651,000

6,555,712
95,200,499

645,577,000 122,036,506
76,305,533

871,477,400 169,119,018

529,816,500

92,961,694

486,712,000 105,960,178

836,246,200 199,012,775

456,866,500

627,349,596

73,955,606

86,596,346

991,876,000 234,940,079

1,764,646,600 1,900,334,240 2,087,977,000 108,663,496
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10·4·4·3 Sequential Performance Accuracy
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Figure 10·159: Box-whisker plot for sequential soda.

10·4·4·4 Parallel Performance
Performance of Original GUM
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Figure 10·160: Box-whisker plot for original GUM soda.
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Figure 10·161: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for original GUM soda.
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Figure 10·162: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for original GUM soda.
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Performance of Prioritised GUM
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Figure 10·163: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM soda.
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Figure 10·164: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM soda.
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Figure 10·165: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM soda.

Performance of Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation
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Figure 10·166: Box-whisker plot for prioritised GUM with spark percolation soda.
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Figure 10·167: Box-whisker plot for initialisation and execution components for prioritised GUM with
spark percolation soda.
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Figure 10·168: Cumulative bar chart of runtime components for prioritised GUM with spark percolation
soda.
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10·4·4·5 Overall Scheme Comparison

Mean Set-up and Processing Time (ns)
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Figure 10·169: Execution times for soda under the four schemes.

10·4·4·6 Speed-Up Approximation
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Figure 10·170: Speed-up values for soda under the three parallel schemes.

10·4·4·7 Observations
Figures 10·169 and 10·170 present the results of executing the revised test program.
The dashed-lines indicate the results of the parallel test program as presented in Section
10·3·4.
On this occasion, the results are quite similar but not as extreme in the case of the four
processing element trials. The results of execution under the prioritised GUM with
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fishing scheme appear spurious (and could be due to a high one processing element
result).

10·5 Discussion
The ten test programs contain different aspects of programming. From Section 10·1·2,
these aspects of programming include:
• input/output;
• computation;
• recursion;
• divide-and-conquer parallelism;
• text processing;
• arithmetic;
• list processing; and
• programming ‘in-the-large’.
Each of the test programs can also be categorised as being sequential or parallel. The
ansi, eliza, primes, queens, parser, and veritas programs are sequential. The
parfact, parfib, prsa, and soda programs are the parallel test programs.

Each test program can be additionally categorised according to the relative difference
between the initialisation and evaluation components of its total execution time. For
convenience, these categories will be referred to as ‘quick’ and ‘slow’. A quick program
is one in which the execution time is dominated by the initialisation component.
Conversely, a slow program is one in which the execution time is dominated by the
evaluation component. From the results, the ansi, eliza, veritas, and soda
programs may be categorised as quick, while the primes, queens, parser, parfact,
parfib, and prsa programs may be categorised as slow.

The four evaluation schemes (sequential, original GUM with fishing, prioritised GUM
with fishing, and prioritised GUM with spark percolation) have diverse attributes. Prior
to discussing the performance of these schemes on each test program, the
characteristics of each scheme will be presented.
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The sequential execution scheme is different from all of the others. In a very real sense,
the executables produced through compilation under the sequential execution scheme
are completely unlike the executables produced by compilation under any of the parallel
schemes. They are not simply the same program behaving differently at runtime: no
runtime system is present, no use of PVM (see Chapter Five) is required, and no system
manager task exists.
The executables produced by compilation under the parallel evaluation systems are
combined at runtime with PVM to provide tasks with which to execute the programs.
The test program is effectively embedded within a runtime system that executes on each
simulated processing element. In addition, a system manager task executes to
coordinate the start-up and shutdown of each processing element task. This is a
significant overhead to execution, and from inspection of the results, it is not of
constant duration.
Further, the execution times for each test program run under the sequential scheme are
markedly dissimilar to the execution times for the same test program run under any of
the parallel schemes. Even the evaluation component of the uni-processor execution
time of a sequential program under a parallel scheme does not approximate the
execution time of the same sequential program under sequential execution. This
difference is due to a number of factors including the presence of the runtime system,
synchronisation with the system manager task, load distribution activity, and other
multiprocessor load that is unrelated to the experiments. The parallel uni-processor
execution of each test program has been conducted and used for comparative
discussion and speed-up analysis because the sequential and parallel versions of a test
program are so disparate.
The first parallel scheme is the original GUM implementation. When the runtime
system commences execution, spark and thread pools are created and the main thread is
added to the thread pool. Execution of the main runtime system cycle then ensues as
outlined in Sections 5·3·4, 5·3·5, and 10·1·5. An idle processing element fishes for work
by communicating with a randomly selected processing element (as described in Section
5·3·5). The system is deliberately simple and in some aspects naïve.
The second parallel scheme is the prioritised GUM implementation using fishing. This
scheme is essentially the first parallel scheme augmented by the extensions described in
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Chapters Seven and Eight. The load distribution mechanism and policies remain those
of fishing.
The final parallel scheme is the prioritised GUM implementation using spark
percolation. The difference from the previous scheme is the replacement of the fishing
load distribution process with spark percolation (which was presented in Chapter Nine).
From Chapter Nine, a task utilising spark percolation strives to not interrupt tasks
executing threads of mandatory priority and to liase only with those tasks most able to
increase the enquiring task’s load.
Unlike spark percolation, the fishing algorithm does not attempt to restrict
communication to those tasks able to assist. When a sequential program is executed
under the parallel schemes utilising fishing on multiple processing elements there is only
a single thread of execution and no thread movement is possible between the
processing elements. If there are three or more processing elements, each task
undertaking load distribution activity will communicate with one (randomly selected) of
the other three tasks. If there are two processing elements, one task will continually
contact the other — which will simply return the former task’s FISH message. This
activity is manifest in the majority of sequential test programs (but not in the queens
test program).
Judging primarily by the results for four processing elements and then secondarily by
the results for two processing elements, Table 10·22 illustrates the rankings of the three
parallel schemes. In many cases there is not much difference between the performances
of the schemes and hence ‘ties’ are indicated.
The performances of the three schemes are generally very similar when executing
sequential test programs. This is to be expected as the two parallel schemes with fishing
should differ by only the overhead of prioritised scheduling  which should have little
impact when there is only a single thread! The fourth scheme, prioritised GUM with
spark percolation, is also close in performance to the other two. This suggests that the
overhead of load distribution is not negatively impacting upon the PVM task evaluating
the test program. To use a word from earlier in the thesis, it is effective.
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Table 10·22 (a): Consolidation of results analysis.

Test Program

Best Scheme

Second-best Scheme

Third-best Scheme

ansi

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,

GUM with Spark

Parallel Vanilla GUM

Percolation
eliza

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,

GUM with Spark

Parallel Vanilla GUM

Percolation
primes

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Vanilla

Parallel Prioritised

GUM with Fishing

GUM

GUM with Spark
Percolation

queens

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Vanilla

GUM with Fishing

GUM with Spark

GUM

Percolation
parser

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark

GUM with Fishing

Percolation,
Parallel Vanilla GUM

veritas

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Vanilla

GUM with Fishing

GUM with Spark

GUM

Percolation
parfact

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,

Parallel Vanilla

(speculative)

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark

GUM

Percolation
parfib

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,

Parallel Vanilla

(speculative)

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark

GUM

Percolation
prsa

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation,

(speculative)

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,
Parallel Vanilla GUM

soda

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Vanilla

(speculative)

GUM with Fishing

GUM with Spark

GUM

Percolation
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Table 10·22 (b): Consolidation of results analysis.
parfact

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,

Parallel Prioritised

(sequential)

Parallel Vanilla GUM

GUM with Spark
Percolation

parfib

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark

Parallel Vanilla

(sequential)

Percolation,

GUM

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing
prsa

Parallel Vanilla GUM,

(sequential)

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Fishing,
Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark Percolation

soda

Parallel Prioritised

Parallel Vanilla GUM,

(sequential)

GUM with Fishing

Parallel Prioritised GUM with Spark
Percolation

What has emerged from the results is that the sequential scheme is best for sequential
programs, that the parallel schemes are best for parallel programs, and that some
parallel schemes generally result in better performance than others. It also appears that
the performance of a test program under a particular scheme can be influenced by the
number of processing elements.
The results also indicate that the two prioritised schemes yield better performance than
the original GUM scheme. This does not make sense for sequential programs, but the
results are generally consistent in this regard.
The type of test program does not seem to definitively predict the superior scheme for
that test program type. The prioritised GUM scheme with fishing is best for queens
(the slowest test program), soda (the fastest test program), and for others that are
neither extremely quick nor extremely slow (for example primes and parser). The
prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation is best for quick programs eliza and
ansi as well as slow programs parfib and parfact. The two test programs from the

spectral algorithm repository category (ansi and eliza) seem to suit the fourth
evaluation scheme but other test programs with input/output (e.g. prsa) do not. The
two test programs from the real category (parser and veritas) and the two from the
imaginary category (primes and queens) seem to suit the third evaluation scheme but
another list processing test program, soda, does not.
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Each test program will now be considered in turn.
Execution of the ansi program is clearly dominated by the initialisation phase, but all
three parallel schemes yield comparable performance. This is likely to be due to the
small amount of processing required by the program, i.e. evaluation has probably
completed prior to the undertaking of much load distribution. Further, since the ansi
program is a sequential program, no spark related activity nor prioritised scheduling is
possible: all parallel schemes should perform uniformly.
The execution of the eliza program is similarly dominated by the initialisation phase.
Of the parallel schemes, execution under the two schemes incorporating fishing gave
the best results. The relative speed-up results, however, indicated that the original
GUM scheme’s performance fell away, while the performance of the prioritised GUM
scheme with spark percolation gave the quickest result but exhibited the most
slowdown.
The primes program required significantly more evaluation than initialisation and the
original GUM scheme performed particularly poorly for the range of processing
elements tested. Why performance under this scheme should differ so markedly from
the performance of the prioritised GUM schemes is not clear — there is no speculation
and therefore only one thread priority (mandatory). The difference between the two
prioritised parallel schemes was not significant. This suggests that the somewhat
complex spark percolation activity of the fourth scheme does not interfere with the
evaluation of the mandatory thread any more than the simplistic fishing process hinders
evaluation.
The test program with the longest duration of execution was the slow, sequential
queens program. The results from execution under all three parallel schemes displayed

no slowdown in execution time as a result of load distribution. In fact, the opposite
was apparent after normalisation  an indication that the normalisation process was
inexact and oblivious of some additional activity. It is suspected that this activity is due
to the multi-user nature of the multiprocessor and that operating system processes and
process pre-emption and scheduling are responsible. This activity would account for
more time in a long-running program (such as queens) and would explain the
behaviour seen. From Section 10·1·4 this underestimation of multiprocessor activity
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cannot be due to garbage collection as this occupies less than two percent of execution
time (see Tables 10·1–4).
The parser test program is also a slow program. The prioritised GUM scheme with
fishing is again the best performing parallel scheme. The measured slowdown of 0·74
for the original scheme is the largest slowdown measured for this test program. As with
the primes test program, it is not clear why these two should differ, although they do
not differ by much and there was no difference between the original scheme and the
prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation. Perhaps the differences seen are
purely consequences of averaging the results of the repeated experiments as opposed to
simply incorporating the minimum observation  a decision taken to ensure the results
were comparable and not sensitively dependent upon freakish idle moments or freakish
busy moments.
The parallel scheme rankings from the parser program experiments essentially prevail
in the experiments on the final sequential test program (veritas) too. The runtime
performances of the parallel schemes are similar, but the original GUM scheme
performs the least well while the prioritised GUM scheme with fishing out-performs
the spark percolation scheme.
The first parallel test program is the parfact program. As hoped, the results indicate
that parallel evaluation yields significant benefits over sequential execution through the
use of speculative evaluation. It is clear from the results that prioritised scheduling
clearly aids in the execution of this program: the two best-performing parallel schemes
incorporate this. It is also evident that there is little between the fishing and spark
percolation load distribution methods. The speed-up values obtained in the
experiments involving the annotated (original) version of parfact approach the ideal
speed-up values. When the modified (sequentialised) version of parfact is executed
under the three parallel schemes the results depict essentially flat lines (with a slight
aberrant speed-up as discussed in the examination of another slow program  queens
 above).
The parfib test program is similar in structure to parfact; both test programs feature
divide-and-conquer parallelism. The performances of the four schemes are similar and
the improvements due to prioritised scheduling are again irrefutable. The original
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GUM scheme fails to better sequential execution for one and two processing elements;
this must be due to poor thread selection. The parfib program executed under the
original scheme requires 36% more time than is taken by the other parallel schemes.
Once again, good relative speed-up figures are obtained for all of the parallel schemes
and the fact that these two divide-and-conquer programs (parfact and parfib)
perform similarly lends weight to the use of the prioritised GUM schemes for the
execution of such programs.
The results of executing the prsa program exhibit neither strictly increasing nor
decreasing execution times as processing elements are added. When two processing
elements are used the resulting execution time is shorter than when one processing
element is used. When four processing elements are used, however, the resulting
execution times are much longer than those obtained when the program is executed on
one and two processing elements. The prsa program is a slow, parallel test program.
It involves much arithmetic and a very high amount of output. During execution, the
number of sparks created and discarded was much lower than other test programs
suggesting that the amount of parallelism is lower than in other test programs. Perhaps
the high tail for all schemes under four processing elements is the impact of the load
distribution activity, either through requests for results, or data locality. It is also
possible that the voluminous output produced causes the log file to be a bottleneck for
execution giving rise to critical-region wait and/or process pre-emption and context
switching delays. There is some evidence for this since the results of executing the
sequentialised version of prsa did not display the same tail (and actually completed in
shorter time than the parallel program!). The mean execution time under the parallel
schemes does not approach the time taken under the sequential scheme except in the
two processing element case under the prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation.
The slowdowns suffered between the two and four processing element trials of
executions of the prsa program were 0·69, 0·81, and 0·64 for the three parallel
execution schemes respectively. Although the worst one and two processing element
performances are obtained under the prioritised GUM scheme with fishing, execution
under this scheme suffers the least when four processing elements are present. The
prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation is the best performing scheme for one
and two processing elements but suffers the most when four processing elements are
present!
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The soda program is also a parallel program, but it is quick  the quickest of all test
programs in fact, as already stated. The soda program has the highest proportion of
initialisation of all programs: between 60% and 75%. The worst one and two
processing element performances are produced under the prioritised GUM scheme with
fishing, and once more this scheme gives the fastest execution (of the parallel schemes)
when four processing elements are present — even providing a speed-up from the two
processing element trial of 0·01. The second and fourth schemes exhibit slowdowns of
0·34 and 0·22 respectively. Again, the execution times under the parallel schemes are
higher than the time required under the sequential scheme (although they are
commensurate with the execution times of the sequentialised soda program under the
parallel schemes). Of the parallel schemes, execution under the original GUM scheme
and the prioritised scheme using spark percolation yielded the best results with two
processing elements. With four processing elements, however, the best performing
schemes are the two that incorporate prioritised scheduling. The slowdowns in the
executions of the soda program are less pronounced than in the executions of the prsa
program — probably because there is both less evaluation to perform and less output to
generate. Given the small magnitude of the evaluation component of the soda test
program, granularity may have an impact here too. It may be that the parallel schemes
suffer through exporting sparks that subsequently involve more communication than
local evaluation would have involved. Further, it may be that the local thread evaluates
the graph referred to by the (now remote) spark prior to the remote spark being
converted to a thread. These potential causes would justify the shorter execution times
of the sequentialised test program. Additionally, with a quick test program the
overheads of load distribution (load metric calculation and dissemination, work
distribution, et cetera) will have a larger relative impact upon execution. This also fits the
pattern of the results.
The reasons for the slowdowns in the prsa and soda test programs cannot be
definitively determined without long investigation. In addition to the possibilities stated
above, it is feasible, and perhaps quite likely given the nature of the two programs, that
data locality may contribute to the slowdowns. This theory has not been tested, but the
exportation of FETCHME closures rather than actual graph could explain the behaviour
displayed. Importantly, the behaviour is consistent with all schemes. As such it is either
related to the test program or to the testbed architecture. Therefore, the reasons for the
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anomalies are of less importance here as all schemes are affected equally. In other
words, the behaviour does not impact upon discrimination between the schemes being
investigated, nor the conclusions drawn on the basis of those investigations.

10·6 Summary
Four execution schemes have been tested on a variety of programs. The schemes
comprise a sequential evaluation scheme and three parallel evaluation schemes (the
original GUM runtime system incorporating load distribution via fishing, a prioritised
GUM runtime system incorporating load distribution via fishing, and a prioritised GUM
runtime system incorporating load distribution via spark percolation). The latter two
parallel evaluation schemes are the creation of the author and have been fully
implemented. The test programs consist of sequential and parallel programs that are
quick and slow, and that perform a range of functions.
The theoretically ideal behaviour pattern is one in which sequential programs exhibit no
slow-down as additional processing elements are added to the multicomputer. Any
slow-downs that are evident should be due to the overheads of the load distribution
mechanism. Parallel programs with sufficient parallelism should realise linear speed-up.
A sub-linear speed-up is again indicative of the overhead due to load distribution. The
well-behaved test programs comprise: ansi, eliza, primes, parser, veritas,
parfact, and parfib.

Through experimentation, a number of additional observations may be made:
• differences between the execution times of sequential test programs under
sequential evaluation and the fastest of the parallel evaluation schemes should
illustrate the overhead due to PVM, scheduling, and other components of the
main runtime system cycle;
• differences between the original GUM scheme and the prioritised GUM scheme
with fishing load distribution should illustrate the overhead/advantages of
prioritised scheduling; and
• differences between the two prioritised GUM schemes should illustrate the
difference between the two load distribution mechanisms.
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There is no single scheme that is a clear winner for all of the test programs. The
sequential scheme is the best scheme for the sequential programs but is not the best
scheme for parallel programs. Of the parallel schemes there is no clear, single winner
for the parallel programs. There is, however, a single, clear loser. The original GUM
scheme of unprioritised threads scheduled in a first-in-first-out manner with load
distribution accomplished through fishing is clearly the worst of the parallel schemes for
executing parallel programs (and is also the slowest scheme for executing sequential
programs). The execution times under this scheme are never smaller than the
execution times under all others and are higher than at least one other scheme for eight
of the ten test programs. It is clear that prioritised scheduling is an advantage in parallel
test programs.
The type of test program does not seem to definitively predict the superior scheme for
that test program type. The prioritised GUM scheme with fishing is best for some
quick and some slow test programs. The prioritised GUM scheme with spark
percolation is best for some quick and some slow test programs. The two spectral test
programs seem to suit the fourth evaluation scheme but other test programs with
input/output do not. The two real test programs and the two imaginary test programs
seem to suit the third evaluation scheme but another list processing test program does
not.
Examination of the graphs of execution times readily detects an overhead due to
parallel evaluation in comparison with sequential evaluation. Parallel evaluation,
however, has been shown to reduce execution time (in e.g. parfact and parfib), and
from the sequentialised test programs, this reduction has come through speculative
evaluation. Study of the speed-up graphs indicates that there is an overhead due to
parallel evaluation that lowers the execution of both sequential and parallel test
programs from the ideal. Additional experiments indicate that this reduction in
performance is not due to garbage collection. The speed-up results further indicate that
no load distribution scheme suffers more than any other.
Both prioritised GUM schemes (prioritised GUM with fishing and prioritised GUM
with spark percolation) perform well. The similarity of results for these two schemes is
noteworthy as it suggests that the modifications made to the scheduler (see Chapters
Seven and Eight) are advantageous and that the alteration of load distribution scheme
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does not negatively impact upon the performance for a simulated multicomputer of
one, two, or four processing elements. The implication is that the overhead of spark
percolation is low (or at least not higher than fishing). These facts (at least for the
testbed architecture) therefore fulfil the aim of both the modifications to the system and
the experiments, i.e. to develop an efficient strategy for handling speculative evaluation
and load distribution.
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of Parallelism

11·1 Summary
11·1·1 Holistic View
This thesis has described extensions made to the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) to
support effective runtime management of parallelism in a functional programming
context. This has entailed implementing effective speculative evaluation on a
distributed architecture and has therefore included effective load distribution.
The early chapters of the thesis introduced the research area and motivated the
necessity and application of the work. The middle chapters described the context for
the work on speculative evaluation of functional languages and load distribution. The
final chapters presented the modifications and extensions to GHC and the experiments
undertaken. A brief summary of these follows with more detail provided in subsequent
sub-sections.
The input language, Glasgow Parallel Haskell, has been extended with five additional
program annotations to aid in the identification of useful parallelism. These
annotations facilitate:
• prioritised scheduling;
• thread groups;
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• processing element allocation; and
• thread naming.
The priority component of the annotations has also been investigated and four schemes
have been proposed. Two qualitative schemes were proposed which allow the
programmer to indicate coarse priority information for an expression. In addition, two
quantitative schemes (one discrete and one continuous) have been introduced to allow
finer-grain, arithmetically proportioned management of thread priority at runtime.
The implementation (based on GHC version 0·29 plus Parallel Virtual Machine 3·3) on
a Sun SPARCstation-20 running SunOS 5·5·1 has been presented. Highlights
supporting effective speculative evaluation include:
• prioritised scheduling;
• spark banishing;
• fair scheduling of thread families;
• priority adjustment;
• augmented spark and thread structure;
• parental registration; and
• dynamic thread hierarchy management.
The load distribution activity was also investigated. The fishing load distribution
algorithm that exists in the downloadable version of GHC has been replaced by a lowimpact, priority-cognisant load distribution scheme: spark percolation. This, fully
distributed, neighbourhood-based, adaptive spark-placement algorithm has been
implemented to utilise a simple load metric and is designed to be unobtrusive to tasks
executing mandatory threads.
Finally, more than one thousand three hundred experimental executions have been
performed and the execution time measured. Ten unoptimised test programs (six
sequential, four parallel, four ‘quick’, six ‘slow’) were selected from a common
benchmarking suite. Each has been executed under four different runtime schemes on
a machine of one, two, and four processing elements. These schemes comprise:
• sequential execution;
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• execution under GHC’s Graph reduction for a Unified Machine model (GUM)
runtime system with last-in-first-out, pre-emptive scheduling of non-prioritised
threads with load distribution provided through fishing;
• execution under GUM with prioritised, last-in-first-out, pre-emptive scheduling
of prioritised threads with load distribution provided through fishing; and
• execution under GUM with prioritised, last-in-first-out, pre-emptive scheduling
of prioritised threads with load distribution provided through spark percolation.
The impact of garbage collection, speculative evaluation, and load distribution overhead
have been investigated through experimentation. The experiments indicate that the first
scheme is the best for sequential programs and that the prioritised GUM schemes are
better for parallel programs and that there is little to separate the prioritised GUM
scheme with fishing and the prioritised GUM scheme with spark percolation.

11·1·2 Identifying Parallelism
Two qualitative and two quantitative schemes have been proposed to allow the
programmer to indicate the measure of usefulness attached to an expression. This
usefulness may be in terms of how likely the expression contributes to the overall
program outcome, the granularity of the expression, its data dependence, or any
measure (or combinations of measures) identified by the programmer.
The first quantitative scheme (Probability) is a continuous scheme supporting floatingpoint priority values in the range 0–1 inclusive. There are issues relating to residual
precision.
The second quantitative scheme (Percentiles) is a similar scheme, worthy of separate
identification due its discrete nature. Integer priority values are supported in the range
0–100.
The first qualitative scheme (Black–White) is a simple extension to the priority-free
implementation of parallelism provided in the original GUM scheme. A thread is either
mandatory (‘black’), speculative (‘grey’), or irrelevant (‘white’).
The final qualitative scheme (Levels of Speculation) is a multi-levelled extension of
Black-White in which degrees of speculation (shades of grey) are introduced; these
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priority values are additive. The selection of the optimal number of levels is an open
question.
Formulae for translating between these schemes have been given and it should be
possible for any priority scheme to be used textually within the program regardless of
the priority scheme used by the runtime system to implement the speculation.
The par annotation from the original GHC implementation has been extended with
parPri (to enable a priority value to be provided explicitly), parAtPE (to enable a spark

to be banished to a specific processing element for sparking), parName (to associate a
name with a spark/thread), parFamily (to define a thread group — all members of
which are scheduled fairly), and parFull (to specify all of these features). This set of
annotations provides the programmer with unusual power and flexibility. The priority
value may be any legal priority under the scheme in vogue. (The underlying scheme for
the implementation was Percentiles; this decision was arbitrary.)

11·1·3 Speculative Evaluation
The pre-emptive, unfair scheduling of the original system was altered to include
priorities. This necessitated changes to the Thread State Object (TSO) and spark
structures and alterations to the thread and spark queue algorithms to ensure the thread
and spark pools became priority queues. These changes ensure speculative threads and
mandatory threads do not compete for processing resources unnecessarily.
Scheduling changes were also made to accommodate thread families which are
scheduled in a round-robin manner. In this way unnecessary processing element
domination can be avoided.
Additional extensions to facilitate the offloading of sparks to other processing elements
(banishing) were also included.
The implementation of spark and thread names was also completed with the process
modelled on the naming work of evaluation strategies and GranSP.
Significant work was also completed to track the relationship between sparks and
threads. This required extending the TSO closure type to retain a global address that
represented the identity of a parent thread. A similar extension was completed to hold
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child thread information. This model successfully allowed sparks to move from one
processing element to another and not lose track of their parent. In order for this to
happen, participating TSOs underwent globalisation (association with a newly generated
global address).
One benefit of the presence of parent and child lists within a TSO is the ability to
implement priority adjustment. When the value of a graph node is required by multiple
threads, the closure evaluation is undertaken at the highest of the priorities of those
threads requiring the evaluation. This is possible because of the extensions made here.
Two schemes for reckoning a thread’s priority were proposed (calculation and
derivation) and it is argued that derivation is a scheme best implemented on a sharedmemory machine. Derivation avoids the chasing problem; calculation avoids the
chasing problem when used in conjunction with a pre-emptive scheduler and the
evaluate-and-die thread creation scheme.
A change to the closure data structure (to include a global address corresponding to the
global address of the TSO of the first thread to begin evaluation of the closure) was
made and described together with alterations to the closure entry and update code.
All of these additions culminated in the effective management of priorities for shared
and unshared closure evaluation and — apart from the expansion of the TSO and
closure structure — have little impact upon evaluation if speculative evaluation is not
undertaken.
Experiments were conducted to illustrate the use and usefulness of speculative
evaluation.

11·1·4 Load Distribution
Fishing is a simplistic scheme that enquires with a randomly selected task about excess
work. It is simplistic in its selection of tasks, but does not require any state information
other than the knowledge of its own load and the number of tasks in the
multicomputer. It is not able to support thread priorities. Experiments with an
alternative load distribution scheme  spark percolation  have been conducted.
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Spark percolation is a decentralised, dynamic, priority-cognisant load distribution
algorithm that provides spark placement for the improvement of task load across the
system. A load metric that is more complex than that used by the fishing scheme but
which is nonetheless simple to calculate and maintain is used. It consists of:
• the priority of the thread currently under evaluation;
• the highest priority of the sparks available for distribution; and
• the count of the sparks of this priority available for distribution.
Each of these values is readily available and requires no calculation when the load
metric is demanded.
Load information is not sent to tasks executing mandatory threads. Tasks send their
load information to their neighbours, which, upon recognising that a task is executing a
mandatory thread, refrain from exchanging load metric related messages with it. Only
when load information sent from that task indicates that it is no longer executing a
mandatory thread do its neighbours recommence load-related dialogue. These status
messages are not transmitted under the fishing load distribution scheme but
experimentation indicates the overhead of such messages within a range of one, two,
and four processing elements on the testbed architecture is insignificant.
Spark percolation uses nine messages: three for exchanging load information, three for
exchanging data/sparks, and three for overcoming local maxima. This set of messages
is sufficient to provide effective load distribution with reduced impact on tasks
executing mandatory threads. In times of high load, no load-related communication
occurs and execution of mandatory threads is unhindered.

11·2 Contributions
This thesis provides significant contributions in the areas of parallelism identification
and management, speculative evaluation, and load distribution.
In the area of parallelism identification and management, four flexible schemes for
priority indication have been espoused and six program annotations have been
advocated and implemented.
In the area of speculative evaluation significant contributions to the runtime
management of evaluation have been provided including priority adjustment,
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dynamically detected and managed thread hierarchies, prioritised scheduling, and the
introduction of thread families. All of these changes have been effective in that the
changes have little or no impact on conservative evaluation.
Finally, in the area of load distribution a non-intrusive load distribution scheme has
been designed and implemented which effectively distributes load without interfering
with mandatory tasks. In conjunction with the scheduling algorithm, the possibility of
spark placement is maximised in order to increase overall system load.
Resulting advantages include the execution of the most useful threads at all times, the
removal of competition for resources between speculative and mandatory threads,
accurate and up-to-date thread priorities, minimal load-distribution-related
communication due to informed targeting, and minimal interruption to tasks executing
mandatory threads.
The aims of this thesis were essentially two-fold:
• to develop an efficient strategy for handling speculative evaluation and load
distribution on a multicomputer for the execution of functional programs; and
• to reduce the execution times for a number of ‘typical’ programs through the
application of such strategies.
The system presented here provides a low-impact, distributed framework for
speculative evaluation on a multicomputer. The implementation on a multiprocessor
that used PVM software to emulate a multicomputer of up to four processing elements
was successful, and therefore, at least on the testbed architecture, the first aim is
satisfied. Further, the experiments conducted indicate the usefulness and significance
of the developed system and thus the satisfaction of the second aim on the testbed
architecture also.

11·3 Further Work
11·3·1 Thread Migration
The implementation described in this thesis supports only spark placement. Although
no limit is placed on the movements of a spark, it would be interesting to see whether
performance can be improved through thread migration. The addition of such a
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mechanism would allow mandatory work to be spread rather than potentiallymandatory (speculative) work.
The implementation described here may be readily extended to support thread
migration and this evolution has been identified from the beginning. The globalisation
of closures and TSOs is the first step in this process. Packing code would need to be
written for TSOs, and stack frames and portions of the graph would need to be
transferred but this latter activity already occurs.
Whether thread migration would help or hinder remains to be seen.

11·3·2 Change in Testbed Architecture
The experiments described in this thesis were conducted on a multiprocessor. This
machine was used by necessity but was not ideal. Normalisation of the collected data
was necessary to map the raw data to the virtual multicomputer. It would be
advantageous for the experiments to be conducted on a network of workstations or
some other true MIMD architecture to verify the accuracy of the normalisation process
and to remove the inherent multi-user overhead inherent in the results. Such an action
may also clarify the anomalous results reported in Chapter Ten, including the behaviour
of the prsa test program.
A second benefit that a change in physical architecture may allow is experimentation on
a wider range of processing element numbers. It would be interesting to see how spark
percolation, and indeed fishing, scale up to 8, 16, 32, 64, or even 128 processing
elements. This too was not possible due to hardware limitations.
Thirdly, if varying network topologies were available, experiments could be conducted
into the suitability of the fishing and spark percolation load distribution schemes to
differing network topologies.

11·3·3 Granularity and Data Locality Analysis
The present system ignores the granularity and data-dependence of annotated
expressions. Granularity analysis was not relevant to this work as the idea was simply to
examine the performance of modifications to the GUM runtime system under the same
experiments as conducted elsewhere, i.e. utilising unaltered, unoptimised nofib suite test
programs. The system would be improved if some granularity analysis or profiling
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analysis could be incorporated to provide assistance in the placement of sparks. How
the work done in this area, for example Loidl’s work on GranSim [Loidl 1988] could
improve the system should be investigated. Such work may also shed additional light
on the behaviour of soda and prsa.

11·3·4 Evaluation Strategies
Timing prevented evaluation strategies from being included in this thesis. These appear
to be the current best-practice in terms of priority identification and the separation of
the program’s algorithm from its runtime behaviour. It should be straightforward to
rewrite the test programs using evaluation strategies to improve their readability.
A related activity is the construction of evaluation strategies for the annotations
provided in this implementation and an investigation into the usefulness and usability of
the additional annotations.

11·3·5 Detailed Analysis
At the time this work commenced, GranSim was in development. It would be
interesting to simulate the work done here using GranSim. This would allow much
greater instrumentation and detailed analysis than has been possible here. In particular,
the simulation of high numbers of processing elements, thread migration, and
evaluation strategies would also be possible.

11·3·6 Re-Application to Java
Much of this work could be readily adapted to other programming paradigms. Spark
percolation, for example, could easily be adapted to a different programming
environment.
Future work in distributed programming using the Java language (for example) could be
conducted — the development of a SparkPercolation API would be a simple
evolutionary step.
A Java thread may only have a priority that is either “high” or “low”. Perhaps
speculative evaluation could be investigated in such an environment.
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Appendix One: Collected Data from Experiments

with Unaltered Test Programs

A1·1 Introduction
This appendix contains the raw results of the experiments conducted on the ten
unaltered test programs. The collected data for each test program follow in a table
indicating the initialisation component, execution component, and total runtime for
each experiment conducted.
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1

2

GUM
4

1

2

4

Prioritised GUM with fishing
1

2

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Page 414

Run 1
0 1,096,148,500 1,937,099,000 2,936,482,000 963,888,500 1,877,567,500 4,020,080,500 1,118,055,000 1,883,570,000 3,964,889,500

Run 2

0 1,005,147,500 1,737,523,000 3,533,469,000 1,385,163,000 1,885,870,500 3,730,474,500 781,827,000 1,645,230,000 4,270,156,000

Run 3

0 1,462,398,000 1,477,127,500 3,440,983,000 1,435,452,000 1,468,017,000 3,158,930,000 778,720,000 1,802,969,500 3,397,261,000

Run 4

0 923,027,000 2,467,579,000 2,868,004,000 728,838,000 1,093,340,000 4,110,666,500 978,522,000 1,474,359,000 2,988,826,000

Run 5

0 1,139,868,500 1,798,978,000 4,162,120,000 1,137,138,000 1,835,132,500 4,265,703,000 706,764,000 2,432,057,500 3,408,661,500

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)

0 1,608,230,000 1,998,646,000 3,364,921,500 1,361,991,000 1,128,444,500 2,943,977,500 1,576,859,000 1,882,302,000 3,180,085,500

Run 7

0 1,224,555,000 1,742,464,500 4,873,735,500 956,325,000 2,000,779,000 2,868,005,000 1,225,936,000 1,647,620,000 2,613,729,500

Run 8

0 1,578,748,500 2,415,146,500 2,593,517,500 1,126,025,000 1,829,025,000 3,887,393,000 1,465,701,500 2,367,814,000 2,702,845,500

Run 9

0 988,560,500 2,124,961,000 3,906,883,500 1,297,412,500 1,855,712,500 2,906,926,000 1,062,973,500 1,461,809,500 2,188,782,500

Total 206,497,000 1,240,971,500 2,375,147,000 4,261,023,000 1,525,513,500 2,215,931,000 3,326,903,000 1,329,042,000 1,702,046,500 2,909,190,500

Exec. 206,497,000 252,411,000 250,186,000 354,139,500 228,101,000 360,218,500 419,977,000 266,068,500 240,237,000 720,408,000

Init.

Total 204,819,500 1,830,585,000 2,690,131,000 2,866,541,500 1,366,177,500 2,201,176,500 4,297,594,500 1,627,760,500 2,580,139,500 3,323,102,000

Exec. 204,819,500 251,836,500 274,984,500 273,024,000 240,152,500 372,151,500 410,201,500 162,059,000 212,325,500 620,256,500

Init.

Total 208,127,000 1,456,119,500 1,939,372,000 5,214,046,500 1,179,120,500 2,286,369,500 3,288,997,000 1,488,338,500 1,927,103,500 3,294,191,500

Exec. 208,127,000 231,564,500 196,907,500 340,311,000 222,795,500 285,590,500 420,992,000 262,402,500 279,483,500 680,462,000

Init.

Total 205,729,000 1,930,580,500 2,291,324,500 3,664,889,000 1,592,132,000 1,538,464,000 3,224,351,500 1,694,690,000 2,112,998,000 3,860,677,000

Exec. 205,729,000 322,350,500 292,678,500 299,967,500 230,141,000 410,019,500 280,374,000 117,831,000 230,696,000 680,591,500

Init.

Total 209,634,500 1,451,906,500 2,053,150,000 4,396,562,500 1,321,425,000 2,095,974,000 4,834,181,000 817,555,000 2,702,898,000 4,088,845,500

Exec. 209,634,500 312,038,000 254,172,000 234,442,500 184,287,000 260,841,500 568,478,000 110,791,000 270,840,500 680,184,000

Init.

Total 204,111,000 1,202,528,500 2,601,700,500 3,215,639,000 938,103,000 1,422,537,000 4,471,154,500 1,207,849,500 1,834,503,500 3,569,314,500

Exec. 204,111,000 279,501,500 134,121,500 347,635,000 209,265,000 329,197,000 360,488,000 229,327,500 360,144,500 580,488,500

Init.

Total 203,462,500 1,782,640,500 1,756,611,500 3,730,786,500 1,579,006,500 1,827,067,000 3,579,043,500 897,958,500 2,022,979,000 4,125,283,000

Exec. 203,462,500 320,242,500 279,484,000 289,803,500 143,554,500 359,050,000 420,113,500 119,238,500 220,009,500 728,022,000

Init.

Total 205,030,000 1,188,526,000 2,092,291,500 3,813,783,000 1,638,268,000 2,227,424,500 4,032,210,500 981,330,500 1,946,015,000 4,940,432,500

Exec. 205,030,000 183,378,500 354,768,500 280,314,000 253,105,000 341,554,000 301,736,000 199,503,500 300,785,000 670,276,500

Init.

Total 207,461,500 1,404,159,000 2,166,399,500 3,218,573,000 1,096,480,500 2,253,469,000 4,410,083,500 1,376,382,000 2,154,017,500 4,695,015,000

Exec. 207,461,500 308,010,500 229,300,500 282,091,000 132,592,000 375,901,500 390,003,000 258,327,000 270,447,500 730,125,500

Init.

Total 205,079,500 1,082,797,000 3,244,119,000 3,598,306,500 1,061,480,000 2,340,773,500 4,160,284,500 878,746,000 2,689,281,000 4,751,375,500

Exec. 205,079,500 264,883,000 280,027,000 210,364,500 199,390,000 372,191,500 248,526,000 219,741,000 231,824,500 670,341,000

0 817,914,000 2,964,092,000 3,387,942,000 862,090,000 1,968,582,000 3,911,758,500 659,005,000 2,457,456,500 4,081,034,500

1

Number of PEs

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme
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A1·2 ansi
Table A1·1: Collected data for ansi.

Run 10

1

2

GUM
4

1

2

4

Prioritised GUM with fishing
1

2

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Run 1

0 1,087,951,500 2,355,868,500 2,366,681,000 1,066,672,000 1,346,336,500 3,727,225,000 792,282,500 1,062,957,500 2,807,667,000

Run 2

0 1,268,575,000 1,845,086,500 3,743,428,500 1,246,007,500 1,971,591,500 4,193,930,500 1,347,720,000 1,787,799,500 3,495,727,500

Run 3

0 1,460,202,500 1,598,753,500 4,177,951,500 1,399,698,500 1,674,979,000 4,316,859,000 1,011,418,000 1,232,302,500 3,797,179,000

Run 4

0 909,328,500 1,388,593,500 3,766,150,000 1,236,498,500 1,773,670,000 2,816,383,000 1,219,159,000 1,674,674,500 3,116,668,000

Run 5

0 1,321,467,000 1,883,892,500 3,372,461,500 1,775,381,500 1,569,925,500 4,619,017,000 1,259,708,500 2,389,430,000 3,186,164,000

Run 6

0 1,156,453,000 1,754,201,000 3,260,161,500 1,291,307,000 2,136,442,000 3,250,367,500 1,408,656,500 1,630,810,000 3,940,145,000

Run 7

0 1,243,757,000 1,928,101,500 3,525,811,500 1,282,031,000 1,799,154,500 2,989,584,500 1,606,004,000 2,482,340,500 3,720,872,500

Run 8

0 1,506,711,500 1,404,620,000 3,176,133,500 1,344,994,500 1,784,596,000 2,958,819,000 1,662,918,000 1,692,751,000 3,043,931,000

Run 9

Execution Time (ns)
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0 1,094,740,500 2,219,481,500 4,116,956,000 847,910,500 1,689,700,000 3,747,856,500 1,020,364,500 1,496,165,000 3,084,694,500

Total 258,867,500 1,425,080,500 2,930,061,000 5,196,955,000 1,217,673,500 2,119,344,000 4,700,647,500 1,352,914,500 2,094,077,500 3,945,340,000

Exec. 258,867,500 330,340,000 710,579,500 1,079,999,000 369,763,000 429,644,000 952,791,000 332,550,000 597,912,500 860,645,500

Init.

Total 256,787,000 1,885,323,500 2,155,292,500 4,110,091,000 1,872,197,000 2,112,945,000 3,957,786,500 2,073,497,500 2,297,755,500 3,994,324,000

Exec. 256,787,000 378,612,000 750,672,500 933,957,500 527,202,500 328,349,000 998,967,500 410,579,500 605,004,500 950,393,000

Init.

Total 259,108,500 1,563,784,500 2,667,658,500 4,528,081,500 1,788,216,500 2,138,940,500 4,036,738,500 2,006,825,000 3,053,532,500 4,608,958,500

Exec. 259,108,500 320,027,500 739,557,000 1,002,270,000 506,185,500 339,786,000 1,047,154,000 400,821,000 571,192,000 888,086,000

Init.

Total 260,012,000 1,515,663,000 2,464,562,000 4,203,604,000 1,833,500,000 2,483,501,000 4,266,048,000 1,771,437,500 2,179,870,000 4,680,201,000

Exec. 260,012,000 359,210,000 710,361,000 943,442,500 542,193,000 347,059,000 1,015,680,500 362,781,000 549,060,000 740,056,000

Init.

Total 257,640,500 1,659,654,500 2,580,944,000 4,312,210,000 2,255,964,000 2,010,314,000 5,829,612,500 1,658,919,000 2,979,579,000 4,226,852,500

Exec. 257,640,500 338,187,500 697,051,500 939,748,500 480,582,500 440,388,500 1,210,595,500 399,210,500 590,149,000 1,040,688,500

Init.

Total 254,845,000 1,251,240,500 2,047,946,500 4,825,934,000 1,765,550,000 2,188,139,500 3,686,313,500 1,566,376,000 2,334,341,000 4,022,150,500

Exec. 254,845,000 341,912,000 659,353,000 1,059,784,000 529,051,500 414,469,500 869,930,500 347,217,000 659,666,500 905,482,500

Init.

Total 254,647,500 1,795,867,000 2,272,114,000 5,138,104,000 1,897,651,000 2,165,034,500 5,793,556,500 1,443,352,000 1,810,160,000 4,635,554,500

Exec. 254,647,500 335,664,500 673,360,500 960,152,500 497,952,500 490,055,500 1,476,697,500 431,934,000 577,857,500 838,375,500

Init.

Total 255,736,000 1,625,502,500 2,501,662,000 4,853,974,500 1,693,786,000 2,301,796,500 5,156,433,000 1,678,436,500 2,330,585,500 4,575,866,000

Exec. 255,736,000 356,927,500 656,575,500 1,110,546,000 447,778,500 330,205,000 962,502,500 330,716,500 542,786,000 1,080,138,500

Init.

Total 257,184,000 1,406,262,500 3,125,420,000 3,387,730,000 1,436,884,000 1,698,932,000 4,837,665,000 1,113,805,500 1,693,039,000 3,562,864,000

Exec. 257,184,000 318,311,000 769,551,500 1,021,049,000 370,212,000 352,595,500 1,110,440,000 321,523,000 630,081,500 755,197,000

Init.

Total 285,998,500 1,583,150,000 2,769,402,000 4,649,371,500 1,712,040,000 2,093,851,000 3,733,631,500 1,694,606,500 2,685,421,000 3,844,203,000

Exec. 285,998,500 314,037,500 704,220,500 810,497,500 463,243,000 440,475,000 1,019,848,000 326,482,500 540,212,000 1,020,248,000

0 1,269,112,500 2,065,181,500 3,838,874,000 1,248,797,000 1,653,376,000 2,713,783,500 1,368,124,000 2,145,209,000 2,823,955,000

1

Number of PEs
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Appendix One: Collected Data from Experiments with Unaltered Test Programs

A1·3 eliza
Table A1·2: Collected data for eliza.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs
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Run 1

1,225,415,500

1
2,328,206,500

2
2,591,521,500

4

3,617,979,000
909,980,000
1,545,124,500
3,314,077,500
1,028,289,000
1,897,100,000
3,548,098,000

91,876,859,500 26,143,245,500 31,155,953,000 53,977,923,000 21,390,183,500 22,046,499,500 56,265,839,000

Run 2
1,397,695,500

Run 3

4,152,536,000
979,437,000
1,661,082,000

2,686,297,000

1,201,415,000
2,271,989,500
2,811,185,500
1,306,804,000

2,064,671,000

4,542,040,500

Run 4

Run 5

1,273,254,000

1,617,329,500

2,459,300,500

1,014,613,500
1,806,182,000

4,088,744,000

1,544,330,500

1,493,501,000

2,417,301,000

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)
1,036,574,500
2,485,367,000

2,824,902,500

1,478,960,500

1,226,131,500

3,994,100,000

Run 7
2,175,670,000

Run 8

Run 9
2,276,772,500

21,982,611,500 30,883,569,500 40,637,961,500

1,317,919,000

Total

0

21,982,611,500 29,565,650,500 38,361,189,000

Exec.

Init.

22,005,344,000 32,190,141,500 39,697,817,000

2,422,709,500

22,005,344,000 30,156,124,500 37,275,107,500

2,034,017,000

Total

0

Exec.

Init.

22,074,112,500 31,826,771,500 39,351,167,000

1,657,555,500

Total

0

22,074,112,500 30,169,216,000 37,175,497,000

Exec.

Init.
1,445,727,000

1,689,464,000

3,331,939,500

695,361,000

1,507,999,000

3,210,854,000

640,446,000

2,469,793,500

3,426,153,500

921,961,500

1,535,143,000

4,411,742,500

1,500,389,000

2,344,980,500

3,502,205,500

1,247,791,000

1,920,876,500

3,149,340,500

93,376,089,500 25,772,051,500 31,247,699,000 61,491,134,500 21,256,495,500 22,058,760,500 53,818,351,000

89,965,016,000 24,271,662,500 28,902,718,500 57,988,929,000 20,008,704,500 20,137,884,000 50,669,010,500

3,411,073,500

94,846,635,000 24,848,905,000 31,229,762,000 66,855,529,500 21,277,176,000 21,211,108,000 63,932,399,500

90,821,461,500 24,208,459,000 28,759,968,500 63,429,376,000 20,355,214,500 19,675,965,000 59,520,657,000

4,025,173,500

82,259,290,000 25,657,339,500 29,508,613,500 66,341,541,500 20,405,471,000 21,411,359,500 62,238,455,500

78,150,326,000 24,211,612,500 27,819,149,500 63,009,602,000 19,710,110,000 19,903,360,500 59,027,601,500

4,108,964,000

98,839,342,500 24,108,541,000 27,323,374,000 52,878,531,500 20,582,301,500 19,804,380,500 58,380,211,000

3,643,332,500

22,073,113,000 31,697,768,000 39,134,710,500 102,482,675,000 25,145,115,500 29,808,741,000 55,703,434,000 22,061,262,000 21,030,512,000 62,374,311,000

2,144,979,500

22,073,113,000 30,335,518,000 36,989,731,000

1,362,250,000

Total

0

Exec.

Init.

95,781,221,000 24,286,610,500 28,579,468,500 50,089,815,500 20,450,785,000 19,898,718,500 57,210,282,000

4,845,333,500

75,973,313,500 25,142,859,500 29,021,899,500 59,424,872,000 20,820,194,000 21,203,029,000 59,567,882,000

21,855,161,500 31,275,879,500 38,621,998,500 100,626,554,500 25,301,224,000 30,385,650,500 54,178,559,500 21,995,115,500 21,392,219,500 59,627,583,000

1,787,270,000

3,695,020,000

Total

1,382,307,500

1,114,956,000

21,855,161,500 29,893,572,000 36,834,728,500

0

678,012,500

73,213,466,000 24,464,847,000 27,906,943,500 55,729,852,000 19,546,940,000 19,585,699,500 57,108,581,500

2,759,847,500

Exec.

Init.

21,978,033,000 31,261,161,000 38,484,531,000

1,782,822,000

21,978,033,000 30,126,534,000 36,701,709,000

1,134,627,000

Total

0

Exec.

Init.

98,878,990,500 24,145,845,000 28,196,164,500 49,480,192,000 20,314,119,500 19,937,686,000 60,170,635,500

4,495,164,500

90,209,836,000 25,414,644,000 29,721,450,000 51,030,568,000 21,250,325,500 21,582,525,500 59,246,634,500

22,515,504,500 31,300,983,500 39,202,442,000 103,374,155,000 25,347,260,000 30,468,154,000 52,291,377,500 21,620,923,500 22,002,357,000 64,712,676,000

2,619,901,000

1,618,641,000

Total

1,575,951,500

1,072,180,500

22,515,504,500 29,725,032,000 36,582,541,000

0

3,156,870,000

87,052,966,000 24,342,463,500 28,102,809,000 46,878,032,000 20,270,888,500 19,921,443,500 56,560,337,500

Exec.

Init.

22,011,329,500 31,080,000,500 37,345,829,500

1,221,071,000

Total

0

22,011,329,500 29,858,929,500 35,948,134,000

Exec.

Init.

21,979,451,500 30,479,251,500 36,600,926,500 104,134,613,500 25,042,850,000 30,835,700,500 59,915,052,500 21,353,041,000 21,942,875,000 57,468,650,500

1,435,142,000

3,519,312,000

4

21,979,451,500 29,451,306,000 35,165,784,500 100,516,634,500 24,132,870,000 29,290,576,000 56,600,975,000 20,324,752,000 20,045,775,000 53,920,552,500

1,027,945,500

2,057,983,000

2

Total

0

1,689,816,500

1

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

89,057,649,500 24,453,429,000 29,097,970,000 50,458,611,000 20,164,768,000 19,718,293,000 53,674,317,500

2,819,210,000

4

Prioritised GUM with fishing

Exec.

Init.

22,026,773,000 30,955,530,000 35,938,075,500

2,084,847,800

Total

725,899,000

2

22,026,773,000 30,229,631,000 33,853,227,700

0

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.
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Execution
Scheme
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A1·4 primes
Table A1·3: Collected data for primes.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs

Run 1

2,704,728,000

Run 2

971,284,512,000
3,506,094,500

503,130,206,500 436,511,774,000
1,852,977,500

924,251,136,500
4,162,868,000

576,006,620,000
1,912,369,500

430,073,720,500
820,342,500

929,587,440,500
3,563,540,500

648,664,128,500
2,033,890,500

429,246,268,500

974,150,000

327,053,872,000

0

Total

Init.

Run 3

989,333,731,500
2,545,687,500

438,852,637,000 434,206,369,500
1,827,715,000

915,242,990,500
2,775,430,000

695,677,580,500
1,805,627,000

431,021,092,500
1,151,910,000

863,302,195,000
4,454,794,500

645,874,315,000
1,588,450,000

422,382,194,500

1,535,681,000

327,005,730,500

0

Total

Init.

Run 4

991,386,374,000
3,304,900,500

439,901,844,000 435,071,239,500
2,022,734,500

931,779,990,000
2,663,990,000

650,419,552,000
1,849,241,500

432,151,285,500
1,131,356,500

946,056,655,500
3,349,366,500

643,898,525,000
1,022,642,500

429,898,461,500

1,200,898,500

328,096,643,500

0

Total

Init.

Run 5

2,371,228,500

Run 6

992,851,523,000
2,709,423,000

439,806,653,000 435,050,172,500
1,796,723,500

889,602,807,000
3,522,328,500

636,723,856,500
2,745,549,500

444,393,456,500
727,989,000

914,636,514,500
2,538,031,500

644,249,926,500
2,569,107,000

423,209,458,500

996,197,000

326,977,873,500

0

Total

Init.

Run 7

3,460,314,500
3,621,118,500
1,149,130,500
1,562,775,500

3,267,010,000

1,847,680,500

849,406,500

0

Init.

Run 8

3,546,348,500
3,648,021,500
2,301,625,000
1,149,872,000

3,796,368,000

2,467,580,500

1,300,415,000

0

Init.

Run 9

2,917,632,500
438,718,666,000 439,502,428,500 1,032,166,846,000
439,630,246,500 440,508,636,000 1,035,084,478,500

3,368,863,000
939,420,028,000
942,788,891,000

2,265,649,000
648,490,290,500
650,755,939,500

1,654,637,500
445,113,478,500
446,768,116,000

3,684,499,000
896,808,533,000
900,493,032,000

1,827,788,000
630,076,868,500
631,904,656,500

540,001,000

420,132,330,000

420,672,331,000

0

327,435,106,500

327,435,106,500

Init.

Exec.

Total

1,006,207,500

441,153,116,500 434,556,373,500 1,018,746,581,500
981,720,662,500
649,752,274,000
444,904,132,500
969,046,922,500

653,366,508,000

430,606,215,000

326,799,099,000

Total

911,580,500

440,166,015,000 432,214,232,500 1,015,200,233,000
978,072,641,000
647,450,649,000
443,754,260,500

965,250,554,500

650,898,927,500

429,305,800,000

326,799,099,000

Exec.

2,342,141,000

439,278,177,000 434,381,267,500 1,023,930,506,500
927,043,721,500
613,509,978,500
430,269,379,000

965,853,834,500

649,451,475,500

422,710,683,500

326,847,510,000

Total

987,101,500

437,626,093,000 431,981,304,000 1,020,470,192,000
923,422,603,000
612,360,848,000
428,706,603,500

962,586,824,500

647,603,795,000

421,861,277,000

326,847,510,000

Exec.

2,399,963,500

438,184,321,000 433,888,557,500 1,011,569,376,000
914,046,862,000
580,407,539,000

430,969,709,500

965,171,593,500

645,007,812,000

430,119,630,500

326,478,144,000

Total

1,652,084,000

436,590,809,000 432,091,834,000 1,008,859,953,000
910,524,533,500
577,661,989,500

430,241,720,500

962,633,562,000

642,438,705,000

429,123,433,500

326,478,144,000

Exec.

1,593,512,000

990,480,294,500
438,579,550,000 432,548,621,500
885,929,963,000

634,900,798,000

443,119,634,500

911,360,249,000

642,339,696,000

421,756,835,500

326,977,873,500

2,501,551,000
3,672,844,000

1,273,822,000

3,276,265,500

1,910,230,500

1,452,623,000

0

Init.

Exec.

1,227,103,000

439,759,496,000 434,170,829,500 1,028,465,107,000

680,760,296,000 1,001,144,661,000

443,572,456,500

946,885,875,000

651,542,378,000

421,448,317,000

326,904,579,500

Total
1,823,058,500

438,720,032,000 432,148,095,000 1,025,160,206,500
998,480,671,000

678,911,054,500

442,441,100,000

943,536,508,500

650,519,735,500

420,247,418,500

326,904,579,500

Exec.

1,039,464,000

988,840,686,500
438,895,918,000 433,243,524,500

929,004,560,000

648,613,925,000

430,999,375,500

941,601,861,000

642,310,075,000

428,362,780,500

328,096,643,500

Exec.

1,005,926,000

985,827,637,000

437,885,134,000 432,353,392,000

911,080,122,500

693,765,211,000

430,200,750,000

859,738,654,500

643,840,424,500

421,408,044,500

327,005,730,500

Exec.

967,503,000

968,579,784,000

501,310,756,500 434,417,139,000

920,200,441,000

574,140,432,500

428,834,283,000

925,840,213,500

646,609,292,500

427,492,867,000

327,053,872,000

Exec.

2,094,635,000

4,050,695,500

1,866,187,500

1,239,437,500

3,747,227,000

2,054,836,000

1,753,401,500

0

1,819,450,000

439,950,213,000 329,099,971,000 1,017,675,141,000

924,103,277,000

654,257,513,500

445,975,694,000

891,227,119,500

640,047,956,000

429,707,912,000

326,762,313,500

Init.

2,999,289,500

Total

1,580,848,500

4

438,420,344,500 327,519,122,500 1,014,675,851,500

1,529,868,500

2

919,980,112,500

4,123,164,500

1

652,363,209,500

1,894,304,000

4

444,634,460,500

1,341,233,500

2

888,686,561,000

2,540,558,500

1

637,678,877,500

2,369,078,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

428,370,933,000

1,336,979,000

2

Prioritised GUM with fishing

326,762,313,500

0

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Appendix One: Collected Data from Experiments with Unaltered Test Programs

A1·5 queens
Table A1·4: Collected data for queens.

Run 10

Execution Time (ns)

Page 417

1

Number of PEs

Page 418
2
4
2
4
1
2
4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)

Run 7

Run 8

Run 9

4,619,370,000 12,121,161,500 17,320,747,500 30,595,030,500 11,608,604,000 17,344,816,500 30,676,988,000 11,669,484,500 11,947,758,500 33,318,834,000

4,649,382,000 9,681,518,000 15,978,834,000 33,070,321,000 9,348,049,500 14,836,104,500 28,800,602,000 11,458,350,000 9,550,047,000 30,710,869,000

4,649,382,000 10,500,777,500 17,864,075,000 36,124,340,000 10,796,804,000 17,442,434,500 32,324,141,000 12,875,118,000 10,894,681,000 34,423,662,000

Exec.

Total

819,259,500 1,885,241,000 3,054,019,000 1,448,754,500 2,606,330,000 3,523,539,000 1,416,768,000 1,344,634,000 3,712,793,000

4,619,370,000 10,312,925,000 14,850,815,500 27,820,416,500 10,152,206,500 15,645,601,500 26,170,376,500 10,212,908,500 10,293,778,000 30,120,100,000

Total
0

0 1,808,236,500 2,469,932,000 2,774,614,000 1,456,397,500 1,699,215,000 4,506,611,500 1,456,576,000 1,653,980,500 3,198,734,000

Exec.

Init.

4,649,782,500 11,483,619,000 16,443,474,500 30,871,414,500 11,210,303,500 16,478,418,500 31,217,265,500 11,873,330,500 11,652,366,500 31,647,091,000

937,677,500 2,249,880,000 2,566,542,000

Init.

990,932,000 1,598,872,500 3,568,449,000

Total

911,768,500 2,002,603,000 2,940,877,500

4,649,782,500 10,571,850,500 14,440,871,500 27,930,537,000 10,219,371,500 14,879,546,000 27,648,816,500 10,935,653,000 9,402,486,500 29,080,549,000

Exec.

0

4,657,739,500 10,884,716,000 17,045,548,500 30,539,115,500 11,742,951,000 17,627,787,500 29,186,627,000 12,030,119,000 11,196,557,000 32,705,879,500

Init.

4,657,739,500 9,876,506,500 15,950,725,000 27,589,827,000 10,792,025,000 15,640,390,500 24,973,064,000 10,740,245,500 9,741,525,500 28,999,422,000

950,926,000 1,987,397,000 4,213,563,000 1,289,873,500 1,455,031,500 3,706,457,500

Total

0 1,008,209,500 1,094,823,500 2,949,288,500

Exec.

Init.

4,633,712,000 11,848,872,000 17,138,981,500 29,512,773,500 10,312,556,000 17,418,684,000 29,075,643,000 12,262,320,000 13,342,730,500 31,557,276,000

556,539,500 2,430,111,000 2,798,965,500

Total

925,109,500 1,387,944,500 3,157,017,000

4,633,712,000 9,802,745,500 15,660,088,500 25,399,390,500 9,387,446,500 16,030,739,500 25,918,626,000 11,705,780,500 10,912,619,500 28,758,310,500

Exec.

0 2,046,126,500 1,478,893,000 4,113,383,000

4,632,388,500 10,347,857,000 17,253,657,500 30,078,105,000 12,616,050,000 16,329,131,500 28,173,923,000 12,738,254,000 13,031,758,000 31,375,020,500

Init.

4,632,388,500 9,484,944,500 15,661,796,000 26,080,024,000 10,970,520,000 15,141,373,500 24,359,798,500 11,262,387,500 11,001,987,500 28,120,233,500

862,912,500 1,591,861,500 3,998,081,000 1,645,530,000 1,187,758,000 3,814,124,500 1,475,866,500 2,029,770,500 3,254,787,000

Total

0

Exec.

Init.

4,646,849,000 10,389,825,000 16,297,206,500 36,593,419,500 11,307,541,000 17,734,618,000 30,278,569,000 11,566,201,000 12,347,381,500 31,494,783,000

857,376,000 2,154,688,500 3,399,991,500 1,120,019,000 1,864,373,500 4,014,531,000

Total

0 1,088,278,000 1,676,514,000 3,843,161,000

4,646,849,000 9,301,547,000 14,620,692,500 32,750,258,500 10,450,165,000 15,579,929,500 26,878,577,500 10,446,182,000 10,483,008,000 27,480,252,000

Exec.

Init.

4,940,901,000 11,400,316,000 17,221,200,000 35,093,485,500 11,525,203,500 17,293,625,500 32,204,148,000 12,663,593,500 11,459,359,000 31,204,535,000

Total

818,723,000 1,381,573,500 3,112,878,000 1,263,323,000 2,092,144,500 3,634,006,500 1,432,652,500 1,633,827,500 4,044,202,000

4,940,901,000 10,581,593,000 15,839,626,500 31,980,607,500 10,261,880,500 15,201,481,000 28,570,141,500 11,230,941,000 9,825,531,500 27,160,333,000

Exec.

0

4,683,358,500 10,125,178,000 15,982,584,000 28,917,340,500 11,362,233,500 18,207,135,500 28,488,514,000 11,388,823,500 11,890,617,500 30,548,163,000

Init.

4,683,358,500 9,565,891,000 14,523,166,000 25,809,881,500 9,827,887,000 15,923,234,000 25,260,048,000 10,559,543,000 10,283,915,500 27,091,063,000

829,280,500 1,606,702,000 3,457,100,000

Total

559,287,000 1,459,418,000 3,107,459,000 1,534,346,500 2,283,901,500 3,228,466,000

Exec.

0

4,761,655,500 10,751,224,000 17,379,721,500 33,664,766,000 10,571,918,500 17,603,354,500 24,139,934,000 12,647,767,500 12,134,906,500 30,992,632,500

Init.

Total

907,948,500 2,147,864,000 2,458,795,500 1,017,388,000 2,211,743,500 3,992,066,000

1

Prioritised GUM with fishing

4,761,655,500 9,342,880,000 15,465,434,500 29,461,046,500 9,663,970,000 15,455,490,500 21,681,138,500 11,630,379,500 9,923,163,000 27,000,566,500

0 1,408,344,000 1,914,287,000 4,203,719,500

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Effective Runtime Management of Parallelism in a Functional Programming Context

A1·6 parser
Table A1·5: Collected data for parser.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs
2
4
1
2
4

Prioritised GUM with fishing
1
2
4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

Run 6

Run 7

Run 8

Run 9

Execution Time (ns)

Page 419

978,614,500 1,698,473,500

986,530,500 1,700,241,500

427,440,500

844,367,000 1,862,550,000

274,491,000 2,042,713,000 3,080,521,000 5,026,484,000 1,188,381,000 2,242,464,500 5,506,074,000 1,504,455,500 2,106,156,000 6,098,592,000

438,996,500

274,491,000

653,536,500 1,348,082,000

590,413,000

Total

647,471,500

939,882,500

749,384,500 1,255,934,000 3,805,832,500 1,077,015,000 1,261,789,000 4,236,042,000

822,587,500

Exec.

0 1,395,241,500 2,426,984,500 3,678,402,000

453,623,000

615,319,000 1,960,023,500 2,757,773,000 1,247,385,000 1,785,970,000 2,907,673,500

789,276,000 1,839,406,000

279,859,500 2,199,967,000 2,485,834,000 6,851,942,000 1,068,942,000 2,782,611,000 3,697,655,500 1,837,798,000 2,764,584,500 4,606,147,000

Init.

682,448,000 2,080,594,500

569,018,500

Total

615,634,500

650,428,500 1,498,766,000

279,859,500

0 1,584,332,500 1,803,386,000 4,771,347,500

481,044,500

Exec.

Init.

670,567,500 1,710,299,500

272,226,000 1,508,873,500 1,784,847,000 5,178,407,500 1,491,578,500 3,083,769,500 5,107,064,000 1,633,136,000 2,746,223,000 5,098,155,500

450,964,500

272,226,000

Total

904,500,000 1,840,202,000

Exec.

612,302,000

750,034,500 2,308,420,000 2,792,753,000

0 1,057,909,000 1,114,279,500 3,468,108,000 1,010,534,000 2,433,341,000 3,608,298,000 1,064,117,500 1,956,947,000 3,258,749,500

839,008,000 1,476,137,500

877,906,000 1,560,462,500

282,912,000 1,470,531,000 2,237,139,500 4,308,506,500 1,334,485,000 2,899,896,000 5,593,194,000 1,362,336,500 3,212,920,000 4,632,955,000

455,869,000

878,616,000 2,060,888,000 4,117,056,500

521,878,000

Init.

830,240,500 1,609,995,000

850,717,000 1,620,231,500

Total

457,664,500

334,661,500

282,912,000

0 1,012,866,500 1,406,899,000 2,698,511,500

740,726,000 2,239,942,000

Exec.

Init.

486,275,000

273,281,500 2,452,888,000 2,325,703,000 6,432,270,000 1,549,066,000 2,772,978,500 5,713,819,000 1,542,103,500 2,380,232,000 4,917,899,500

867,889,000 1,179,626,000

273,281,500

618,868,500

Total

930,204,000

Exec.

840,530,500

0 1,966,613,000 1,584,977,000 4,192,328,000 1,214,404,500 1,922,261,500 4,093,587,500 1,020,225,500 1,502,326,000 3,357,437,000

548,746,000

Init.

619,750,500 1,450,201,000

277,903,000 1,822,205,000 3,380,475,500 5,467,190,000 1,634,929,000 2,033,760,500 3,306,618,500 1,664,669,500 2,754,659,500 3,932,449,000

465,678,000

277,903,000

Total

827,220,000 1,855,595,500

0 1,356,527,000 2,760,725,000 4,016,989,000 1,086,183,000 1,193,230,000 2,376,414,500 1,045,801,000 1,886,770,500 2,752,823,000

686,183,500

Exec.

905,662,500 1,230,972,000

283,569,000 2,055,856,000 2,316,936,500 4,912,609,500 1,654,442,500 2,553,702,000 4,215,794,000 2,203,607,000 2,520,837,500 4,386,820,500

744,187,000

910,255,500 1,648,039,500 2,984,822,000 1,517,423,500 1,693,617,500 2,531,225,000

994,450,500 1,890,053,000

Init.

758,693,000 1,758,950,000

821,281,500

Total

486,696,000

850,167,500 1,079,683,500

283,569,000

0 1,569,160,000 1,558,243,500 3,153,659,500

561,795,000

Exec.

Init.

666,260,000 1,530,450,000

274,658,000 2,177,087,500 2,791,255,000 5,174,831,000 1,578,440,500 2,276,985,500 4,049,393,500 2,223,379,000 2,538,254,000 5,776,086,500

684,343,500

274,658,000

844,338,500 1,200,715,500

Total

596,510,500

0 1,492,744,000 2,124,995,000 3,644,381,000 1,016,645,500 1,426,818,000 2,969,710,000 1,402,097,500 1,543,803,500 3,886,033,500

820,494,000 1,740,408,500

Exec.

444,038,500

277,114,000 2,262,707,500 2,034,876,500 5,212,165,000 1,698,075,000 2,618,459,500 4,915,538,000 2,240,671,000 3,285,304,000 4,944,356,000

759,755,500 1,697,074,000

Init.

679,857,000

Total

988,837,000 1,726,867,000

0 1,582,850,500 1,275,121,000 3,515,091,000 1,254,036,500 1,797,965,500 3,175,129,500 1,644,160,500 2,440,965,500 3,743,640,500

437,465,500

277,114,000

699,527,000 1,279,864,500

Init.

434,032,500

Exec.

631,446,500 1,680,243,500

283,142,500 1,819,243,500 2,979,705,000 5,095,024,000 1,887,052,500 2,395,030,500 4,022,817,500 1,677,624,000 3,266,519,500 4,603,918,000

625,458,000

283,142,500

Total

0 1,193,785,500 2,348,258,500 3,414,780,500 1,453,020,000 1,695,503,500 2,742,953,000 1,240,158,500 2,277,682,500 2,877,051,000

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Appendix One: Collected Data from Experiments with Unaltered Test Programs

A1·7 veritas
Table A1·6: Collected data for veritas.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs

Page 420
2,438,094,000

3,384,089,000

4
947,855,000

1
1,818,639,000

2
2,876,958,500

4

Run 1
3,783,049,000

1,632,215,500

1,807,103,500

Run 2
1,626,470,500

3,636,700,000

1,057,635,500

2,270,450,000

Run 3
1,370,762,500

4,124,313,500

1,407,043,500

1,786,216,000

Run 4
2,375,911,000

1,233,061,000

1,669,964,500

Run 5
2,257,001,000

3,649,098,000

1,294,891,000

1,458,256,000

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)
3,082,794,000

1,668,964,000

2,006,982,000

Run 7

2,064,042,000

3,642,553,500

1,213,893,500

2,311,881,000

Run 8

3,521,567,500

645,793,500

1,474,639,500

Run 9

1,146,409,000

1,865,248,500

3,990,407,000

847,090,000

1,268,261,000

94,139,747,000 152,089,596,000 119,400,084,000 156,499,297,000 127,273,557,000 105,174,643,000 94,030,335,000 124,150,708,000 97,239,952,000 97,702,172,500

3,279,658,000

94,139,747,000 151,200,461,500 117,650,727,500 153,219,639,000 126,127,148,000 103,309,394,500 90,039,928,000 123,303,618,000 95,971,691,000 94,278,534,000

1,749,356,500

Total

889,134,500

Exec.

0

3,423,638,500

2,322,263,500

94,036,827,000 151,699,986,500 119,190,826,500 149,901,026,000 127,388,115,500 100,402,610,000 92,546,078,000 122,726,740,500 95,915,182,000 99,191,918,500

1,360,515,000

Init.

4,180,570,000

94,036,827,000 150,846,462,000 117,450,525,000 145,720,456,000 126,027,600,500 98,080,346,500 89,024,510,500 122,080,947,000 94,440,542,500 95,076,643,000

1,740,301,500

Total

853,524,500

Exec.

0

4,115,275,500

1,008,259,500

94,191,895,500 152,471,472,000 130,680,534,000 141,919,864,500 127,394,369,000 94,204,778,000 86,345,234,500 123,999,596,500 98,005,480,000 95,311,430,000

3,299,701,000

Init.

2,160,512,000

Total

1,103,939,500

94,191,895,500 151,367,532,500 128,520,022,000 138,620,163,500 126,386,109,500 92,140,736,000 82,702,681,000 122,785,703,000 95,693,599,000 92,340,643,500

Exec.

0

2,970,786,500

1,759,104,500

94,362,649,000 151,681,649,000 129,485,364,500 113,516,680,000 127,607,158,000 120,339,640,500 92,204,702,500 124,473,026,500 96,257,402,000 97,624,716,500

896,515,500

Init.

2,973,300,000

94,362,649,000 150,574,859,500 126,910,415,500 110,543,380,000 126,710,642,500 118,580,536,000 89,121,908,500 122,804,062,500 94,250,420,000 94,290,245,500

2,574,949,000

Total

1,106,789,500

Exec.

0

3,334,471,000

1,230,698,500

94,138,246,500 151,366,165,000 126,934,525,000 122,987,631,000 128,626,345,500 102,577,803,000 91,649,575,000 124,343,440,000 97,777,886,000 97,898,877,500

3,557,712,500

Init.

2,363,670,500

Total

1,064,093,500

94,138,246,500 150,302,071,500 124,570,854,500 119,429,918,500 127,395,647,000 100,320,802,000 88,000,477,000 123,048,549,000 96,319,630,000 93,800,479,500

Exec.

0

4,098,398,000

1,213,341,500

Init.

1,394,330,500

94,305,864,000 151,801,059,000 97,066,576,500 137,903,643,500 120,584,983,000 102,824,528,500 86,398,252,500 123,505,689,000 97,569,236,000 100,447,892,000

3,272,961,500

94,305,864,000 150,925,294,000 95,630,739,000 134,630,682,000 119,190,652,500 101,611,187,000 84,022,341,500 122,272,628,000 95,899,271,500 97,520,290,500

1,435,837,500

Total

875,765,000

Exec.

0

2,927,601,500

955,334,000

94,134,324,500 152,183,875,000 125,855,710,000 138,236,360,000 127,140,199,500 93,260,406,500 86,687,369,000 122,495,512,000 96,505,962,000 96,483,746,500

3,595,795,000

Init.

1,605,021,500

Total

869,086,000

94,134,324,500 151,314,789,000 124,250,688,500 134,640,565,000 126,184,865,500 91,889,644,000 82,563,055,500 121,088,468,500 94,719,746,000 93,620,639,500

Exec.

0

2,863,107,000

847,773,500

Init.

3,495,530,500

94,198,618,000 148,492,963,000 123,367,311,000 137,055,274,500 128,293,880,000 123,295,246,500 86,482,736,000 122,175,933,500 97,181,132,000 94,810,924,000

2,236,622,500

Total

804,089,500

94,198,618,000 147,688,873,500 121,130,688,500 133,559,744,000 127,446,106,500 121,668,776,000 82,846,036,000 121,118,298,000 94,910,682,000 91,720,541,000

Exec.

0

3,090,383,000

1,792,613,000

94,326,556,000 149,560,385,000 114,871,302,500 138,207,523,500 122,837,338,500 104,732,754,500 94,168,099,500 124,228,250,500 96,335,933,500 98,460,716,000

855,300,000

Init.

3,529,064,000

94,326,556,000 148,606,433,500 113,370,743,500 134,678,459,500 121,982,038,500 102,940,141,500 90,385,050,500 122,596,035,000 94,528,830,000 95,039,924,000

1,500,559,000

Total

953,951,500

Exec.

0

3,420,792,000

1,157,830,500

2

94,160,242,500 151,587,498,000 81,323,924,000 139,733,906,500 128,237,891,500 94,131,345,000 93,104,535,500 121,979,342,500 96,179,529,000 102,097,761,000

3,613,266,500

1

Init.

2,158,624,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Total

1,671,330,000

2

Prioritised GUM with fishing

94,160,242,500 149,916,168,000 79,165,299,500 136,120,640,000 127,080,061,000 91,693,251,000 89,720,446,500 121,031,487,500 94,360,890,000 99,220,802,500

0

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme
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A1·8 parfact
Table A1·7: Collected data for parfact.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs

0

1,037,878,500

1
1,847,062,000

2

GUM

2,518,691,000

4
1,373,626,000

1
1,094,129,500

2

4
4,109,731,000

Prioritised GUM with fishing

810,914,000

1
2,341,248,000

2

3,776,875,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Run 1

0

1,446,352,000

1,879,302,500

3,899,842,000

766,967,000

2,074,125,000

3,061,898,500

1,221,123,000

1,669,583,000

3,036,707,000

Run 2

0

1,683,237,500

1,558,623,000

3,492,939,000

929,767,000

1,728,633,500

3,246,058,000

1,227,429,500

1,855,174,000

3,856,919,000

Run 3

0

1,236,789,500

1,938,973,500

3,523,781,500

1,056,644,500

1,657,964,500

3,117,463,500

1,382,950,500

1,972,093,000

3,148,278,000

Run 4

0

1,207,726,500

1,668,127,000

2,836,245,500

1,233,044,500

1,572,702,000

4,129,228,500

1,007,874,500

1,653,097,000

3,370,147,500

Run 5

0

1,108,868,000

1,461,638,500

3,793,899,000

1,227,435,000

1,635,677,000

4,360,025,000

1,247,692,500

1,304,584,500

3,933,111,000

Run 6

0

1,404,833,000

1,646,250,500

3,208,697,500

937,331,000

1,795,507,500

3,547,334,500

1,522,495,500

2,469,565,500

3,427,065,000

Run 7

0

1,078,820,500

1,725,923,500

3,668,836,500

1,077,052,500

1,555,300,500

2,973,736,000

1,014,984,500

2,010,524,000

3,537,489,500

Run 8

0

1,712,193,500

1,946,704,000

3,532,287,000

1,188,567,500

1,523,482,000

2,759,988,500

758,508,500

1,774,099,500

3,224,503,000

Run 9

Execution Time (ns)
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0

1,772,212,000

2,260,567,500

4,122,214,500

1,514,127,000

2,177,509,500

4,054,677,500

912,867,000

1,718,532,500

3,394,655,000

Total 122,127,466,000 276,937,548,500 206,719,391,500 205,542,837,500 184,604,430,500 144,468,581,500 132,054,866,500 179,467,878,500 145,928,750,000 141,464,608,000

Exec. 122,127,466,000 275,165,336,500 204,458,824,000 201,420,623,000 183,090,303,500 142,291,072,000 128,000,189,000 178,555,011,500 144,210,217,500 138,069,953,000

Init.

Total 121,953,532,000 275,448,825,000 204,097,166,000 181,287,927,500 186,132,579,500 145,163,699,500 130,121,129,000 178,485,286,500 145,482,603,000 142,104,520,000

Exec. 121,953,532,000 273,736,631,500 202,150,462,000 177,755,640,500 184,944,012,000 143,640,217,500 127,361,140,500 177,726,778,000 143,708,503,500 138,880,017,000

Init.

Total 121,911,657,500 266,192,077,000 210,025,844,500 184,508,541,000 185,660,323,000 144,434,695,500 125,457,499,500 176,938,195,000 144,834,299,000 133,570,188,000

Exec. 121,911,657,500 265,113,256,500 208,299,921,000 180,839,704,500 184,583,270,500 142,879,395,000 122,483,763,500 175,923,210,500 142,823,775,000 130,032,698,500

Init.

Total 122,036,812,500 267,656,403,000 206,738,547,500 195,468,942,500 184,402,008,000 145,136,492,500 127,999,144,000 177,763,038,000 146,175,612,500 139,227,662,500

Exec. 122,036,812,500 266,251,570,000 205,092,297,000 192,260,245,000 183,464,677,000 143,340,985,000 124,451,809,500 176,240,542,500 143,706,047,000 135,800,597,500

Init.

Total 121,952,833,500 266,711,050,500 213,472,884,500 186,705,984,500 184,431,494,000 141,086,422,500 128,401,067,500 178,860,476,500 144,756,135,500 133,933,547,500

Exec. 121,952,833,500 265,602,182,500 212,011,246,000 182,912,085,500 183,204,059,000 139,450,745,500 124,041,042,500 177,612,784,000 143,451,551,000 130,000,436,500

Init.

Total 121,973,323,000 268,073,536,500 208,563,863,000 183,359,647,000 183,348,609,000 144,003,210,000 133,029,390,500 177,707,677,000 146,455,986,000 135,699,508,500

Exec. 121,973,323,000 266,865,810,000 206,895,736,000 180,523,401,500 182,115,564,500 142,430,508,000 128,900,162,000 176,699,802,500 144,802,889,000 132,329,361,000

Init.

Total 121,818,599,500 271,047,322,500 212,111,281,500 181,250,730,000 184,938,508,500 138,658,245,000 129,078,026,000 178,884,922,500 140,785,412,500 133,056,334,500

Exec. 121,818,599,500 269,810,533,000 210,172,308,000 177,726,948,500 183,881,864,000 137,000,280,500 125,960,562,500 177,501,972,000 138,813,319,500 129,908,056,500

Init.

Total 121,898,006,500 267,575,899,500 211,178,017,500 182,179,825,500 183,335,345,000 142,739,742,000 132,708,609,500 179,371,721,500 144,897,008,000 137,437,283,000

Exec. 121,898,006,500 265,892,662,000 209,619,394,500 178,686,886,500 182,405,578,000 141,011,108,500 129,462,551,500 178,144,292,000 143,041,834,000 133,580,364,000

Init.

Total 121,970,044,500 268,845,778,000 204,099,927,000 189,283,556,500 184,633,740,500 143,504,579,500 125,522,198,000 176,896,845,000 141,549,186,000 129,606,235,500

Exec. 121,970,044,500 267,399,426,000 202,220,624,500 185,383,714,500 183,866,773,500 141,430,454,500 122,460,299,500 175,675,722,000 139,879,603,000 126,569,528,500

Init.

Total 121,895,675,500 269,012,307,000 201,713,597,500 183,678,303,000 187,470,533,000 141,443,302,500 127,859,113,500 176,574,744,500 140,782,609,000 137,545,795,000

Exec. 121,895,675,500 267,974,428,500 199,866,535,500 181,159,612,000 186,096,907,000 140,349,173,000 123,749,382,500 175,763,830,500 138,441,361,000 133,768,919,500

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Appendix One: Collected Data from Experiments with Unaltered Test Programs

A1·9 parfib
Table A1·8: Collected data for parfib.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs
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1,646,567,000

3,781,111,500

4
1,244,210,000

1
1,736,265,500

2
3,573,363,000

4

Run 1
3,198,420,000

856,023,000

1,346,376,000

Run 2
1,902,846,500

3,861,379,500

1,227,910,500

1,855,999,000

Run 3
1,846,768,000

3,750,114,500

1,551,312,000

1,896,755,000

Run 4
3,387,598,000

1,439,002,500

2,324,228,500

Run 5
1,816,325,500

2,614,013,000

929,077,500

1,553,426,500

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)
3,350,666,500

1,556,283,500

1,735,799,000

Run 7
1,763,106,500

3,564,473,000

898,476,000

1,749,324,000

Run 8

2,914,159,000

1,005,264,500

2,134,291,500

Run 9
3,777,855,500

1,310,848,500

1,781,121,500

3,954,995,000

777,785,500

1,907,386,500

37,550,481,500 45,555,064,000 66,492,124,000 167,258,361,000 49,335,557,500 74,733,781,000 171,735,484,000 47,498,375,000 51,844,116,000 187,249,658,000

1,883,560,500

Total

904,704,000

37,550,481,500 44,650,360,000 64,608,563,500 163,480,505,500 48,024,709,000 72,952,659,500 167,780,489,000 46,720,589,500 49,936,729,500 184,761,180,000

Exec.

0

2,488,478,000

1,867,852,500

37,393,996,500 46,226,226,000 61,848,280,000 177,670,981,000 50,542,528,500 67,183,289,500 161,074,346,500 46,473,985,000 50,913,723,000 192,285,892,500

1,562,801,000

Init.

4,111,020,000

37,393,996,500 45,225,440,000 60,280,230,500 173,559,961,000 48,979,727,500 65,315,437,000 158,160,187,500 45,468,720,500 48,779,431,500 188,670,618,500

1,568,049,500

Total

1,000,786,000

Exec.

0

3,615,274,000

1,273,664,500

37,416,334,000 49,148,734,000 62,640,285,000 174,926,575,000 49,567,882,500 72,123,420,000 161,014,659,000 47,195,380,500 48,689,240,500 187,755,309,500

4,539,927,000

Init.

2,099,599,000

Total

1,048,407,000

37,416,334,000 48,100,327,000 60,540,686,000 170,386,648,000 48,294,218,000 70,360,313,500 157,450,186,000 46,296,904,500 46,939,916,500 184,919,579,500

Exec.

0

2,835,730,000

1,682,378,000

37,458,459,000 46,848,895,500 60,984,030,000 169,003,125,500 50,827,978,000 66,752,508,500 158,351,108,500 46,516,909,000 48,622,222,000 187,397,118,000

964,381,500

Init.

4,161,273,500

37,458,459,000 44,748,407,000 59,320,578,500 164,841,852,000 49,863,596,500 65,070,130,500 155,000,442,000 44,960,625,500 46,886,423,000 184,593,035,500

1,663,451,500

Total

2,100,488,500

Exec.

0

2,804,082,500

897,256,000

37,499,165,500 47,684,137,500 65,124,091,000 179,180,626,000 49,632,430,000 66,846,766,500 154,293,790,500 47,844,434,000 48,293,295,000 184,218,408,500

4,260,098,000

Init.

1,374,859,000

Total

1,024,514,500

37,499,165,500 46,659,623,000 63,749,232,000 174,920,528,000 48,735,174,000 65,030,441,000 151,679,777,500 46,915,356,500 46,739,868,500 180,740,439,000

Exec.

0

3,477,969,500

1,633,894,500

Init.

1,244,150,000

37,465,527,500 48,712,500,500 62,038,189,000 164,272,501,000 50,260,703,500 67,774,280,500 153,127,859,000 48,035,797,000 51,979,674,500 182,157,503,500

3,058,044,500

37,465,527,500 47,875,243,000 60,589,932,000 161,214,456,500 49,016,553,500 66,140,386,000 149,740,261,000 46,596,794,500 49,655,446,000 179,190,826,500

1,448,257,000

Total

837,257,500

Exec.

0

2,966,677,000

1,166,581,000

37,364,564,000 46,495,054,000 60,258,564,500 178,757,872,500 50,060,220,000 76,657,696,500 150,939,604,000 46,777,214,500 49,734,812,500 191,147,447,000

3,477,474,500

Init.

1,878,994,500

Total

1,447,292,500

37,364,564,000 45,047,761,500 58,379,570,000 175,280,398,000 48,893,639,000 74,810,928,500 147,189,489,500 45,225,902,500 47,838,057,500 188,398,200,000

Exec.

0

2,749,247,000

1,138,141,500

Init.

3,801,389,500

37,454,003,500 47,722,156,000 57,899,998,000 174,988,849,000 51,683,449,000 75,529,260,000 150,542,157,000 48,062,630,500 50,759,390,000 176,396,130,500

2,079,661,000

Total

1,185,972,500

37,454,003,500 46,536,183,500 55,820,337,000 171,187,459,500 50,545,307,500 73,626,413,500 146,680,777,500 46,834,720,000 48,903,391,000 173,039,952,500

Exec.

0

3,356,178,000

2,223,678,500

37,478,508,500 48,736,243,000 60,593,264,500 170,346,645,500 49,947,057,500 73,314,194,500 149,248,270,000 47,404,643,500 49,028,424,500 185,744,702,000

573,125,000

Init.

3,222,817,500

37,478,508,500 47,286,458,500 59,020,326,500 167,123,828,000 49,373,932,500 71,090,516,000 146,049,850,000 46,548,620,500 47,682,048,500 183,170,314,000

1,572,938,000

Total

1,449,784,500

Exec.

0

2,574,388,000

1,227,620,000

2

37,352,193,500 47,758,748,000 61,231,954,000 164,943,946,000 50,449,933,000 70,211,833,000 147,533,068,000 47,646,141,500 48,552,552,500 171,183,798,000

4,023,456,000

1

Init.

2,261,741,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Total

981,177,500

2

Prioritised GUM with fishing

37,352,193,500 46,777,570,500 58,970,212,500 160,920,490,000 49,222,313,000 68,565,266,000 143,751,956,500 46,401,931,500 46,816,287,000 167,610,435,000

0

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme
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A1·10 prsa
Table A1·9: Collected data for prsa.

Run 10

2

4

Run 1

653,417,000 2,140,676,500

342,540,500 1,534,751,500 1,852,470,000 6,514,031,000 1,889,088,000 2,796,913,500 5,006,446,000 1,435,696,000 2,354,274,000 6,396,797,000
915,476,500 1,427,823,500 3,431,833,500 1,940,787,000 2,334,303,500 3,811,432,500 1,050,281,500 2,540,145,000 3,241,146,500

0

335,517,500

335,517,500 1,353,646,000 2,072,776,500 5,960,963,500 2,362,865,500 3,124,720,000 4,961,646,000 1,452,656,000 3,090,856,500 4,361,621,000
827,757,000 1,584,790,500 2,909,783,000 1,589,299,500 1,062,625,500 3,520,341,000

342,540,500

Total

Run 2

Init.

Exec.

Total

Run 3

Run 4

334,979,500 1,932,589,500 2,483,446,000 5,200,524,000 1,271,778,000 3,184,441,500 5,507,386,000 1,494,581,500 2,462,379,000 4,959,826,500
872,353,000 2,082,303,000 3,508,487,500 1,102,771,000 2,046,621,000 4,228,753,000

570,606,500 2,129,340,000

334,979,500

Exec.

Total

Run 5

Run 6

949,786,000 1,847,347,500 2,829,844,000

339,373,000

339,373,000 1,342,757,500 1,942,028,000 6,190,021,000 1,860,822,500 2,676,764,000 4,769,021,500 1,401,765,000 2,500,644,500 4,348,407,500
733,549,000 1,870,106,500 3,596,005,500

0

Run 7

Total

Run 8

502,617,500 1,824,092,000 3,148,232,500 1,269,566,000 1,641,113,000 3,387,792,500 1,246,520,500 1,863,583,500 3,929,594,000

339,626,000

339,626,000

Total

Run 9

Execution Time (ns)
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699,909,000 2,559,242,000

443,704,000 1,125,279,500 1,560,333,000

320,138,500

633,436,000 1,660,283,000
988,533,500 2,524,001,000 5,707,474,500 1,713,270,000 2,766,392,500 4,948,125,500 1,566,659,000 2,497,019,500 5,589,877,000

485,916,000

596,585,000 1,690,142,000

0

424,765,500

Exec.

534,232,500

337,405,500 1,792,319,000 3,042,940,500 5,089,008,500 2,063,952,500 3,163,606,500 3,896,377,000 1,158,314,500 2,466,691,500 5,286,147,500

724,745,000 2,349,714,000

Init.

491,601,000

Total

653,297,000 1,518,563,500

980,113,500 1,226,930,500

451,979,000

0 1,300,718,000 2,318,195,500 2,739,294,500 1,529,720,000 2,183,493,000 2,669,446,500

732,981,500 1,120,231,500

337,405,500

552,636,500

Exec.

720,185,500 2,623,670,500

Init.

487,904,500

854,853,000 1,221,842,500 3,566,350,500 1,308,186,000 1,943,782,500 3,648,790,000

616,894,500 1,920,193,500

Exec.

437,316,500

335,918,500 1,719,396,000 1,687,471,500 6,499,139,000 1,309,296,000 3,032,306,500 4,860,186,500 1,540,087,500 2,663,515,500 6,148,946,500

950,003,500 1,351,699,000

Init.

436,943,000

Total

446,533,500

590,090,000 2,410,838,000

600,275,000 1,407,524,000

0 1,272,862,500 1,097,381,500 4,088,301,000

457,006,000

335,918,500

920,280,500 1,681,116,000

Init.

500,075,500

Exec.

522,980,500

649,702,000 1,370,275,000

771,702,500 2,264,161,000 3,826,270,000 1,037,575,500 1,862,104,000 3,552,302,500

435,596,500

0 1,409,609,000 1,912,839,500 3,071,184,000

820,628,500 1,178,152,000

333,207,500 1,913,862,500 2,722,685,500 7,019,699,000 1,326,710,500 2,405,419,000 4,087,935,000 2,024,896,000 1,712,327,500 4,890,616,000

498,953,500

Init.

525,623,500

Total

550,711,500 1,120,474,500

679,566,500 2,860,586,500

402,374,500

418,528,500

0 1,388,239,000 2,043,119,000 4,159,112,500

790,416,500 1,150,213,500

755,621,000 1,120,412,000

333,207,500

422,078,500

582,360,000

Init.

644,953,000 2,529,130,000

730,330,500 1,826,753,500

Exec.

438,169,500

441,563,500

579,182,000 1,439,856,500

0 1,093,188,000 1,122,139,500 4,687,277,500 1,306,728,000 2,041,292,500 3,886,034,000 1,017,167,500 1,700,857,000 4,256,120,500

450,539,500

Exec.

990,499,000

355,725,500 1,259,593,000 3,122,596,000 6,388,105,000 1,539,006,500 3,418,761,500 4,204,088,000 1,260,595,500 2,905,823,000 4,907,927,500

552,922,500 1,119,854,000

986,084,000 2,298,907,500 3,213,589,000

Init.

670,459,000 2,863,340,000

Total

433,131,500

826,461,500 2,452,137,000 3,524,765,000

0

651,757,000 2,200,437,500

355,725,500

347,308,500

Exec.

532,874,500 1,010,363,000 1,220,445,000

Init.

445,595,000

810,056,000 2,326,641,000 3,468,071,000

1

770,403,500 2,050,904,500

4

334,500,000 1,998,830,500 2,665,874,000 6,223,651,000 1,280,093,000 2,291,977,000 5,357,918,500 1,707,580,500 1,715,769,500 5,889,705,500

2

747,218,500 1,281,614,000 4,137,473,500 1,360,272,000 1,064,012,500 3,689,268,000

1

334,500,000

4

Total

2

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

0 1,553,235,500 1,895,470,500 4,172,746,500

1

Prioritised GUM with fishing

Init.

1

Number of PEs

GUM

Exec.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Appendix One: Collected Data from Experiments with Unaltered Test Programs

A1·11 soda
Table A1·10: Collected data for soda.

Run 10

Appendix Two: Collected Data from Experiments with ‘Sequentialised’ Test Programs

Appendix Two: Collected Data from

Experiments with ‘Sequentialised’ Test
Programs
A2·1 Introduction
This appendix contains the raw results of the experiments conducted on the four
parallel test programs after they had been edited to remove all parallelism. The
collected data for each test program follow in a table indicating the initialisation
component, execution component, and total runtime for each experiment conducted.

Page 425

1

Number of PEs
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1,602,698,500

3,527,305,500

4
1,304,643,500

1
2,083,311,000

2
3,011,096,000

4

Run 1
3,396,076,000

766,227,000

1,900,377,000

Run 2
2,017,087,500

3,181,400,000

969,235,500

2,152,010,500

Run 3
1,184,833,500

3,731,224,500

1,496,407,500

2,477,034,500

Run 4
3,630,233,500

1,452,613,000

2,257,901,000

Run 5
1,542,950,500

3,152,981,000

864,270,500

2,448,213,000

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)
3,136,064,000

1,103,625,000

1,578,078,500

Run 7
1,857,829,500

4,286,567,000

921,633,500

2,341,954,500

Run 8

2,531,372,500

1,336,688,000

1,702,685,000

Run 9

1,295,066,000

1,922,316,000

3,584,248,000

718,917,500

1,604,415,000

94,139,747,000 98,104,125,000 145,410,089,000 187,512,207,500 98,260,455,000 148,042,916,500 200,658,243,500 98,902,238,500 98,189,542,500 217,574,554,500

2,999,665,500

94,139,747,000 97,104,015,000 143,118,799,000 184,512,542,000 96,965,389,000 146,120,600,500 197,073,995,500 98,183,321,000 96,585,127,500 214,440,409,500

2,291,290,000

Total

1,000,110,000

Exec.

0

3,134,145,000

1,604,003,500

94,036,827,000 98,318,932,000 143,982,024,000 229,457,375,000 98,190,849,000 145,424,714,000 192,291,652,500 98,553,023,000 98,661,502,500 240,060,089,500

1,229,063,500

Init.

4,223,481,000

94,036,827,000 97,491,943,000 141,960,654,500 225,233,894,000 96,961,785,500 143,820,710,500 189,760,280,000 97,216,335,000 96,958,817,500 236,180,372,000

2,021,369,500

Total

826,989,000

Exec.

0

3,879,717,500

1,064,201,000

94,191,895,500 97,745,061,500 142,509,703,500 188,747,788,500 98,009,021,000 149,332,870,000 220,568,123,500 98,714,209,500 98,753,142,500 220,017,781,500

2,667,596,500

Init.

2,470,137,500

Total

991,303,000

94,191,895,500 96,753,758,500 140,039,566,000 186,080,192,000 96,944,820,000 147,475,040,500 216,281,556,500 97,792,576,000 96,411,188,000 216,530,598,000

Exec.

0

3,487,183,500

1,359,448,000

94,362,649,000 98,359,712,500 147,418,366,500 207,190,683,000 96,780,961,000 145,804,614,000 208,257,047,500 98,373,183,000 98,265,578,500 217,770,433,500

527,871,000

Init.

4,629,515,000

94,362,649,000 97,035,036,000 145,690,563,500 202,561,168,000 96,253,090,000 144,445,166,000 205,120,983,500 97,269,558,000 96,687,500,000 213,960,310,500

1,727,803,000

Total

1,324,676,500

Exec.

0

3,810,123,000

1,052,999,000

94,138,246,500 98,329,318,000 147,133,513,500 210,288,145,000 97,546,699,000 149,511,336,000 184,490,379,000 99,644,291,000 103,056,561,000 222,393,281,500

4,247,642,500

Init.

1,775,114,000

Total

1,554,560,000

94,138,246,500 96,774,758,000 145,358,399,500 206,040,502,500 96,493,700,000 147,968,385,500 181,337,398,000 98,780,020,500 100,608,348,000 218,440,588,000

Exec.

0

3,952,693,500

2,524,783,000

Init.

1,473,048,000

94,305,864,000 97,925,340,000 144,031,002,500 213,722,576,000 98,104,994,000 148,401,496,500 215,510,815,500 99,031,392,000 100,118,109,000 237,459,318,000

4,001,685,500

94,305,864,000 97,101,216,500 141,694,065,500 209,720,890,500 96,631,946,000 145,876,713,500 211,880,582,000 97,578,779,000 97,860,208,000 234,854,655,000

2,336,937,000

Total

824,123,500

Exec.

0

2,604,663,000

1,108,836,500

94,134,324,500 98,186,380,500 145,628,697,000 237,706,221,000 98,263,668,500 147,257,988,500 214,731,766,000 98,818,644,500 99,994,477,500 221,186,565,000

3,875,731,000

Init.

2,383,936,000

Total

1,438,656,000

94,134,324,500 96,747,724,500 143,244,761,000 233,830,490,000 97,154,832,000 146,073,155,000 211,000,541,500 97,322,237,000 97,517,443,000 217,880,137,000

Exec.

0

3,306,428,000

1,041,290,500

Init.

3,941,935,000

94,198,618,000 98,202,682,500 143,318,452,500 193,021,689,500 98,320,387,000 145,390,977,000 221,611,807,500 97,720,135,500 100,645,481,500 239,984,778,500

1,517,942,500

Total

1,436,503,000

94,198,618,000 96,766,179,500 141,800,510,000 189,079,754,500 97,279,096,500 143,373,889,500 218,430,407,500 96,750,900,000 98,493,471,000 235,760,527,000

Exec.

0

4,224,251,500

1,769,272,500

94,326,556,000 98,150,322,000 145,911,729,500 201,729,225,000 98,364,910,000 147,683,130,000 216,976,689,500 98,633,420,000 98,473,739,500 217,427,020,000

1,522,873,500

Init.

3,292,183,000

94,326,556,000 97,186,351,500 144,270,694,000 198,437,042,000 96,842,036,500 145,913,857,500 213,580,613,500 97,867,193,000 96,573,362,500 214,046,064,500

1,641,035,500

Total

963,970,500

Exec.

0

3,380,955,500

1,114,234,000

2

94,160,242,500 97,705,282,000 142,269,906,000 216,161,055,500 97,649,426,000 149,182,354,500 195,997,752,500 100,105,949,500 108,981,824,500 236,332,593,500

3,950,409,500

1

Init.

1,884,364,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Total

1,154,034,000

2

Prioritised GUM with fishing

94,160,242,500 96,551,248,000 140,385,541,500 212,210,646,000 96,535,192,000 147,579,656,000 192,470,447,000 98,801,306,000 106,898,513,500 233,321,497,500

0

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Effective Runtime Management of Parallelism in a Functional Programming Context

A2·2 parfact
Table A2·1: Collected data for parfact.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs

0

1,210,650,000

1
1,683,023,500

2

GUM

3,145,327,500

4
1,264,655,000

1
2,167,389,500

2

4
2,518,167,500

Prioritised GUM with fishing

781,340,500

1
1,803,586,500

2

3,320,807,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Run 1

0

1,033,606,000

2,387,848,000

3,684,518,000

1,439,557,500

2,193,966,000

2,836,766,500

1,000,546,000

2,223,031,500

2,302,468,500

Run 2

0

1,172,710,500

2,392,760,000

4,475,259,500

916,887,500

2,062,438,000

4,007,604,500

774,623,500

2,388,652,000

3,288,109,000

Run 3

0

937,203,000

1,689,080,500

4,254,688,000

905,193,000

1,021,590,500

3,401,008,000

1,120,894,500

1,877,137,000

4,274,540,500

Run 4

0

1,105,493,000

1,901,653,500

3,410,911,500

1,253,953,000

2,162,348,000

3,528,394,000

1,031,523,000

1,109,882,500

2,340,733,500

Run 5

0

1,672,010,000

2,192,868,000

4,012,775,000

788,500,000

1,242,363,000

2,985,996,500

884,481,500

1,735,579,000

3,356,128,500

Run 6

0

860,959,500

1,807,088,000

2,917,272,500

922,317,500

1,871,136,000

3,234,817,500

1,227,036,000

1,430,633,500

3,648,957,500

Run 7

0

911,861,000

1,785,752,500

2,712,311,500

1,167,254,000

1,743,721,500

2,591,888,000

1,130,724,500

1,783,688,000

4,787,184,500

Run 8

0

967,288,000

1,768,583,500

4,902,045,500

1,253,277,000

1,594,010,000

3,465,062,000

1,036,909,000

1,560,933,000

3,210,319,500

Run 9

Execution Time (ns)
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0

1,252,947,500

1,121,516,500

2,413,190,500

1,516,583,500

1,710,653,000

2,203,104,000

1,108,162,000

1,920,081,000

2,948,226,500

Total 122,127,466,000 137,087,030,000 201,801,245,000 319,253,872,000 137,338,708,500 204,471,128,500 290,082,766,000 139,247,943,000 138,032,132,000 263,278,267,000

Exec. 122,127,466,000 135,834,082,500 200,679,728,500 316,840,681,500 135,822,125,000 202,760,475,500 287,879,662,000 138,139,781,000 136,112,051,000 260,330,040,500

Init.

Total 121,953,532,000 137,212,383,500 204,954,789,000 296,183,887,000 137,762,238,000 206,144,658,500 309,789,042,500 137,312,771,500 137,613,080,000 301,053,713,500

Exec. 121,953,532,000 136,245,095,500 203,186,205,500 291,281,841,500 136,508,961,000 204,550,648,500 306,323,980,500 136,275,862,500 136,052,147,000 297,843,394,000

Init.

Total 121,911,657,500 137,164,341,500 206,085,332,500 319,731,026,500 137,060,647,500 205,209,820,500 292,671,539,500 137,696,302,000 138,596,132,500 252,780,063,500

Exec. 121,911,657,500 136,252,480,500 204,299,580,000 317,018,715,000 135,893,393,500 203,466,099,000 290,079,651,500 136,565,577,500 136,812,444,500 247,992,879,000

Init.

Total 122,036,812,500 137,444,867,000 206,718,231,500 278,197,689,500 137,524,452,000 205,310,625,000 265,905,260,500 139,202,899,500 138,286,518,000 267,369,620,500

Exec. 122,036,812,500 136,583,907,500 204,911,143,500 275,280,417,000 136,602,134,500 203,439,489,000 262,670,443,000 137,975,863,500 136,855,884,500 263,720,663,000

Init.

Total 121,952,833,500 138,390,602,000 205,322,303,500 296,733,035,000 136,862,131,500 205,862,642,000 252,856,511,500 138,120,795,500 138,934,816,000 261,579,975,500

Exec. 121,952,833,500 136,718,592,000 203,129,435,500 292,720,260,000 136,073,631,500 204,620,279,000 249,870,515,000 137,236,314,000 137,199,237,000 258,223,847,000

Init.

Total 121,973,323,000 137,755,066,000 202,881,707,500 272,871,227,500 137,324,878,500 205,523,046,000 265,636,162,000 138,133,988,500 137,861,386,500 290,111,795,500

Exec. 121,973,323,000 136,649,573,000 200,980,054,000 269,460,316,000 136,070,925,500 203,360,698,000 262,107,768,000 137,102,465,500 136,751,504,000 287,771,062,000

Init.

Total 121,818,599,500 136,417,169,500 204,710,683,000 295,494,303,500 136,995,493,500 207,030,820,000 293,431,365,000 138,038,310,500 137,669,333,000 255,115,931,500

Exec. 121,818,599,500 135,479,966,500 203,021,602,500 291,239,615,500 136,090,300,500 206,009,229,500 290,030,357,000 136,917,416,000 135,792,196,000 250,841,391,000

Init.

Total 121,898,006,500 137,959,424,500 201,713,303,500 271,315,799,500 136,876,722,000 205,072,660,500 268,678,793,000 137,555,323,500 138,562,320,000 272,245,983,500

Exec. 121,898,006,500 136,786,714,000 199,320,543,500 266,840,540,000 135,959,834,500 203,010,222,500 264,671,188,500 136,780,700,000 136,173,668,000 268,957,874,500

Init.

Total 121,970,044,500 136,999,287,000 207,360,618,000 302,709,393,500 137,584,088,500 204,267,273,500 290,195,359,500 138,464,905,500 138,425,103,000 326,202,185,500

Exec. 121,970,044,500 135,965,681,000 204,972,770,000 299,024,875,500 136,144,531,000 202,073,307,500 287,358,593,000 137,464,359,500 136,202,071,500 323,899,717,000

Init.

Total 121,895,675,500 136,603,683,500 203,602,868,000 267,316,558,000 136,983,162,000 205,637,592,000 294,085,269,500 137,884,593,000 138,568,516,500 328,611,311,500

Exec. 121,895,675,500 135,393,033,500 201,919,844,500 264,171,230,500 135,718,507,000 203,470,202,500 291,567,102,000 137,103,252,500 136,764,930,000 325,290,504,000

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Appendix Two: Collected Data from Experiments with ‘Sequentialised’ Test Programs

A2·3 parfib
Table A2·2: Collected data for parfib.

Run 10

1

Number of PEs
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1,758,663,000

2,416,672,000

4
1,602,268,500

1
1,843,769,500

2
3,722,161,000

4

Run 1
3,066,771,000

909,729,500

1,734,402,500

Run 2
2,149,986,000

3,384,657,000

1,872,353,000

2,341,675,500

Run 3
1,551,695,500

3,230,576,500

1,273,827,500

2,320,614,500

Run 4
3,842,041,500

1,960,574,000

1,793,112,000

Run 5
2,378,166,500

2,746,450,000

1,328,551,000

1,884,374,500

Run 6

Execution Time (ns)
2,676,315,500

1,001,419,000

1,061,998,500

Run 7
1,661,346,000

3,800,703,500

1,527,288,500

1,927,851,000

Run 8

2,832,281,000

1,055,654,500

1,755,017,500

Run 9
3,577,807,500

794,657,500

1,573,989,500

2,661,376,500

530,315,500

2,092,828,000

37,550,481,500 46,945,545,500 72,286,238,500 109,647,689,000 47,546,236,000 72,533,778,500 108,370,019,000 47,575,254,000 48,831,064,500 127,659,083,000

1,655,654,500

Total

889,156,500

37,550,481,500 46,056,389,000 70,630,584,000 106,069,881,500 46,751,578,500 70,959,789,000 105,708,642,500 47,044,938,500 46,738,236,500 124,308,948,500

Exec.

0

3,350,134,500

2,096,363,500

37,393,996,500 47,410,361,000 73,412,226,500 115,695,058,000 46,224,714,000 71,336,724,500 124,781,625,500 48,654,145,000 47,334,647,500 131,276,848,000

2,010,116,500

Init.

2,660,731,500

37,393,996,500 45,837,408,500 71,120,751,500 113,034,326,500 44,214,597,500 69,240,361,000 121,949,344,500 47,598,490,500 45,579,630,000 127,890,407,000

2,291,475,000

Total

1,572,952,500

Exec.

0

3,386,441,000

1,319,821,000

37,393,996,500 48,228,555,500 72,654,988,500 107,011,455,000 47,336,394,500 71,121,698,000 99,041,214,000 49,228,839,000 48,430,191,500 127,849,307,000

2,572,775,500

Init.

1,573,640,500

Total

772,328,000

37,416,334,000 47,456,227,500 71,081,348,000 104,438,679,500 46,016,573,500 69,460,352,000 95,240,510,500 47,701,550,500 46,502,340,500 123,703,429,000

Exec.

-22,337,500

4,145,878,000

2,414,175,500

37,458,459,000 45,955,272,500 77,545,753,000 94,201,650,500 47,021,595,500 73,450,834,000 118,516,235,500 48,468,395,000 48,407,838,000 129,518,027,000

1,522,534,500

Init.

2,881,269,500

37,458,459,000 44,480,170,500 75,222,651,500 91,320,381,000 45,499,061,000 71,036,658,500 115,839,920,000 47,466,976,000 47,345,839,500 125,639,617,000

2,323,101,500

Total

1,475,102,000

Exec.

0

3,878,410,000

865,254,500

37,499,165,500 48,073,974,500 76,431,565,500 118,414,902,500 47,919,218,000 73,836,622,500 118,346,821,000 48,544,833,000 50,392,492,500 125,856,428,500

3,824,517,000

Init.

1,999,481,000

Total

919,684,500

37,499,165,500 47,154,290,000 74,432,084,500 114,590,385,500 47,053,963,500 71,458,456,000 115,600,371,000 47,216,282,000 48,508,118,000 122,468,671,500

Exec.

0

3,387,757,000

1,614,244,000

Init.

837,632,500

37,465,527,500 45,539,939,500 74,038,649,500 94,422,046,000 46,915,845,500 71,894,671,500 111,442,514,500 48,606,247,500 47,983,256,500 135,060,136,500

3,705,244,000

37,465,527,500 44,420,287,000 72,511,466,000 90,716,802,000 46,078,213,000 70,280,427,500 107,600,473,000 46,645,673,500 46,190,144,500 131,588,620,500

1,527,183,500

Total

1,119,652,500

Exec.

0

3,471,516,000

1,434,866,000

37,364,564,000 47,365,954,500 72,435,098,000 124,874,162,000 48,134,542,500 72,773,210,000 123,849,076,500 49,809,814,500 50,197,247,500 119,987,259,500

2,735,749,500

Init.

1,619,637,000

Total

1,370,004,000

37,364,564,000 45,995,950,500 70,815,461,000 122,138,412,500 46,699,676,500 71,221,514,500 120,618,500,000 48,535,987,000 47,876,633,000 115,920,714,500

Exec.

0

4,066,545,000

2,100,502,500

Init.

3,755,689,000

37,454,003,500 45,971,185,000 72,482,205,000 113,946,212,500 47,346,047,500 73,390,291,000 115,624,211,000 47,277,095,000 47,285,994,500 122,765,527,500

2,107,710,500

Total

565,924,000

37,454,003,500 45,405,261,000 70,374,494,500 110,190,523,500 45,245,545,000 71,240,305,000 112,239,554,000 45,404,742,000 44,944,319,000 119,279,637,000

Exec.

0

3,485,890,500

1,598,737,500

37,478,508,500 44,315,473,000 73,952,466,500 124,021,864,000 45,244,805,500 72,259,957,000 119,506,493,000 47,341,225,000 48,367,727,500 134,940,730,000

783,370,500

Init.

3,457,782,500

37,478,508,500 43,575,276,000 71,710,531,500 120,564,081,500 44,461,435,000 70,661,219,500 116,439,722,000 46,431,495,500 46,633,325,000 131,790,810,000

2,241,935,000

Total

740,197,000

Exec.

0

3,149,920,000

1,457,059,000

2

37,352,193,500 47,119,657,000 73,413,782,000 120,628,040,500 46,830,090,500 73,237,147,000 116,697,174,500 49,631,412,000 50,264,436,000 127,279,362,500

2,587,789,000

1

Init.

2,062,485,500

4

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Total

1,538,404,500

2

Prioritised GUM with fishing

37,352,193,500 45,581,252,500 71,351,296,500 118,040,251,500 45,373,031,500 71,478,484,000 114,280,502,500 48,029,143,500 48,420,666,500 123,557,201,500

0

1

GUM

Exec.

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Effective Runtime Management of Parallelism in a Functional Programming Context

A2·4 prsa
Table A2·3: Collected data for prsa.

Run 10

1

2

4

Run 1

590,500,500 1,360,750,000

342,540,500

342,540,500 1,631,384,000 2,460,174,500 5,092,427,500 1,902,363,000 2,413,973,500 4,513,635,500 1,492,163,000 2,788,313,000 4,411,616,500

Run 2

Run 3

446,234,500 1,541,012,000

333,207,500 1,653,040,000 2,582,594,500 4,533,949,500 1,971,120,500 1,970,155,000 4,730,346,500 1,725,492,500 2,876,568,000 4,659,819,500
935,824,000 1,405,811,500 3,754,738,500 1,749,611,000 1,522,300,500 3,442,591,500 1,392,405,500 2,276,167,000 3,668,645,500

333,207,500

Total

Run 4

Run 5

Run 6

335,918,500 1,550,436,500 2,477,053,000 5,176,254,000 1,634,441,500 1,860,669,000 4,489,998,500 1,574,461,500 2,818,431,000 5,156,126,000
0 1,207,495,000 1,773,309,500 3,611,550,000 1,647,974,000 1,763,340,000 3,119,618,500 1,102,648,500 2,195,619,500 2,749,488,500
520,768,000 2,470,454,000

339,373,000

339,373,000 1,527,225,000 2,531,191,000 5,011,429,500 2,122,744,000 2,050,162,000 4,467,713,500 1,559,515,000 2,716,387,500 5,219,942,500

Init.

Exec.

Total

Run 7

Run 8

659,131,500 1,426,943,500

339,626,000

339,626,000 1,831,711,000 2,312,242,000 5,177,318,000 1,832,182,000 2,340,734,500 4,742,485,000 1,545,551,500 2,905,265,000 4,890,787,000

Exec.

Total

Run 9

Execution Time (ns)

Page 429
454,987,000

582,496,000 2,178,693,500

368,915,500

390,193,500 1,201,580,000

409,355,500

313,954,000

0 1,376,724,000 1,729,746,000 2,998,624,500 1,463,266,500 1,950,541,000 3,540,905,000 1,136,196,000 2,246,133,500 3,463,843,500

264,744,000 1,080,182,000

337,405,500 1,553,736,000 2,604,105,500 4,709,431,500 1,723,113,500 2,460,946,000 4,302,504,000 1,650,539,000 2,718,895,500 4,443,551,500

529,816,500

Init.

551,814,500 1,490,276,000

Total

470,797,000

489,653,000 1,148,392,000

456,866,500

0 1,082,939,000 2,052,291,000 3,219,155,500 1,193,297,000 2,196,202,000 3,222,322,000 1,336,585,000 2,229,242,500 3,295,159,500

286,822,000 1,348,095,000

337,405,500

474,770,000

422,741,000

Init.

757,881,500 1,399,879,500

417,301,000 1,282,087,500

Exec.

319,730,000

412,981,500

917,020,000

Total

589,182,500 2,080,289,000

520,154,500

849,699,500 2,479,690,000

410,856,500

412,337,000

335,918,500

886,211,000

0 1,139,580,000 1,887,870,500 3,095,965,000 1,221,460,000 1,443,368,000 3,207,911,000 1,151,720,500 1,968,731,500 2,676,436,000

730,068,000

Exec.

275,716,500

334,979,500 1,524,475,000 2,374,177,000 4,995,512,000 2,025,327,500 2,252,368,500 4,328,802,500 1,804,742,500 2,796,321,500 4,585,665,500

968,365,500 1,240,773,500

Init.

588,651,000

Total

433,415,000

0

429,479,000 1,025,404,500

334,979,500

510,046,000

Exec.

804,806,500 1,760,456,000

Init.

346,266,500

450,009,500

0 1,306,773,500 1,777,788,000 2,773,493,500 1,461,074,500 1,540,676,000 3,704,942,000 1,292,077,500 2,430,333,500 3,118,807,500

979,072,000

Exec.

619,887,500

335,517,500 1,791,513,000 2,701,165,500 4,427,205,000 1,848,608,000 2,269,535,500 4,772,264,500 1,550,234,000 2,449,907,500 4,745,604,000

496,482,000

Init.

760,346,000 1,280,374,500

569,236,000 1,960,456,000

357,639,000

Total

261,602,000

0 1,433,874,000 1,940,819,500 3,146,830,500 1,352,126,000 1,649,648,000 3,793,192,500 1,100,224,500 1,880,671,500 2,785,148,000

430,621,500 1,840,587,000

335,517,500

286,980,500

Exec.

720,223,500 2,159,291,000

Init.

264,445,500

654,911,500 2,336,706,000

Total

439,396,000

0 1,366,938,500 1,739,951,000 2,933,136,500 1,615,382,500 1,983,352,000 2,673,048,500 1,230,561,000 2,197,812,500 3,050,866,500

460,206,000

Exec.

342,756,500

355,725,500 1,920,338,000 2,490,153,500 4,224,769,500 1,889,724,000 2,293,096,000 4,106,083,500 1,421,645,500 2,429,570,000 4,766,648,000

980,450,500

Init.

605,201,500

Total

465,434,500

303,535,500

277,459,000

0 1,454,903,500 1,884,952,000 3,244,319,000 1,546,967,500 1,832,890,000 3,802,548,000

203,635,000 2,090,615,500

355,725,500

462,159,000

Init.

290,390,000 1,406,027,000

Exec.

481,280,000

982,249,500 1,774,658,500 2,429,942,000

4

503,661,000 1,150,313,500

2

334,500,000 1,825,530,000 2,424,545,000 4,434,643,000 1,939,982,000 2,261,531,500 4,930,658,000 1,772,537,000 2,500,719,500 4,628,595,500

1

334,500,000

4

Total

2

Prioritised GUM with task percolation

Exec.

1

Prioritised GUM with fishing

0 1,344,250,000 2,134,155,000 3,028,616,000 1,477,823,000 2,057,896,500 2,840,042,500 1,495,078,000 1,997,058,500 3,478,282,000

1

Number of PEs

GUM

Init.

Sequential

Execution
Scheme

Appendix Two: Collected Data from Experiments with ‘Sequentialised’ Test Programs

A2·5 soda
Table A2·4: Collected data for soda.

Run 10

